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Translator’s Preface 

The stimulus provided for New Testament studies by the work 
of Professor Schmithals is well known. It is a pleasure to have 

a part in bringing that work within the reach of a wider audience. 
The task has been made easier by the author’s own generous en- 

couragement and by his helpful response to inquiries. The 
changes and additions which he has supplied for this translation 
make it a revised edition which, therefore, will not correspond at 

every point with the German edition of 1965. 
The Southeastern Seminary Alumni Fund provided help with 

the costs of preparing the typescript for publication. A special 

word of thanks must go to Mrs. Norma Owens Hash for her 

diligent and skillful work in typing the work from a handwritten 

copy, and to my family for their unfailing help and interest in 

this undertaking. 

John E. Steely 

Wake Forest, North Carolina 
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Foreword 

The estimate of the relations between parties in primitive 
Christianity still stands today under the impact of the studies of 
Boa aur. 

The essays presented here, in continuation of my work on Die 

Gnosis in Korinth (FRLANT 66 [1969, 3rd ed.]; cited in the fol- 

lowing as Vol. 1; English translation as Gnosticism in Corinth, 

trans. John E. Steely, Abingdon Press, 1971) , run counter to the 

dominant trend in modern study and go back to F. C. Baur to 

the extent that they, like Baur, are able to perceive only one deci- 

sive contrast in primitive Christianity. On the other hand, they 

represent a radical break with Baur’s thesis, which likewise is 

still influential today, that this was the contrast between Pauline 

and Judaistic Christianity. 

The first four essays concern themselves with Paul’s opponents in 

various communities that had been established by him. The fifth 

essay makes use in a comprehensive way of the insights gained 
therein as well as in Die Gnosis in Korinth for introductory ques- 
tions relating to the Corpus Paulinum. 

Insofar as the essays have already appeared earlier in print, they 

have been revised, in parts significantly. 

The present study finds its continuation in my work on Paulus 
und Jakobus (FRLANT 85 [1963]; English translation as Paul and 
James, trans. Dorothea M. Barton, SBT 46 [1965]; cited in the fol- 
lowing as Vol. 3). 

My thanks must be expressed above all to the Theological Fac- 

ulty of the Philipps-Universitat of Marburg, who accepted the pres- 
ent essays together with the above-mentioned work on Paul and 

James as Habilitationsschrift. 
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The Heretics in Galatia’ 

I 

At first glance, at least, it appears to be a rather foolish and, 

even more, an unpromising undertaking, with the wealth which 
is afforded us in this book, to occupy ourselves with the heretics in 
Galatia. There are few problems in the realm of New Testament 

introduction in which the scholars of all eras are so unanimously 

and indisputably of one mind as here. 

The heretics in Galatia are Judaizers, that is, Christians who 

demand the observance of the Jewish law on a greater or lesser 

scale, but in any case including circumcision: thus they are Chris- 

tians in whose opinion membership in the eschatological commu- 

nity of the Messiah who has appeared in Jesus depends upon mem- 

bership in the national cultic union, constituted through the rite 

of circumcision, of the ancient people of the covenant. ‘This thesis 

is the presupposition of the exegesis of the Galatian epistle in the 

commentaries, not its conclusion; and it can be such a presupposi- 

tion because no one would deny it.? Paul’s battle against circum- 

cision apparently so little admits of another interpretation that, so 

far as I know, no one has yet attempted to dispute the appearance 

of Judaizers in Galatia. 

1 The following essay is a greatly expanded version of a Promotionsvorlesung 
which was delivered on May 12, 1955, before the Theological Faculty of the Univer- 
sity of Marburg. First published in ZNW 47 (1956): 25-67. The present version has 
been revised. 

2W. Bousset, in Die Schriften des Neuen Testaments, II (1908, 2nd ed.): 29, 

e.g., begins his remarks on “the occasion and aim of the epistle’” thus: “Judaistic 
opponents of Paul had invaded the Galatian communities,” and he continues: 
“Paul treats these people with the greatest scorn.” Thus it apparently is unnecessary 
to justify the assertion of the judaizing opposition to Paul or to defend it against 
other theses. 
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PAUL AND THE GNOSTICS 

Hence in an investigation of Paul’s Galatian opponents it seems 
to be possible only to concern oneself with the question of the 
“more or less’ in their observance of the law—and with the ques- 
tion as to their origin, and thus with fitting this Galatian move- 
ment into the phenomena of primitive Christianity known to us 
in general. 

The first question—how far does the Galatian legalism go?— 
is answered by the introductions to the New Testament and in the 

commentaries with a simple compilation of Paul’s polemical state- 

ments which are relevant and instructive for the question, and this 
then leaves to the imagination of the exegetes a great deal of room 

which naturally is difficult to control. 

The second question is more difficult. Who stands back of this 
movement? It appears to me that the attempts to identify the “pil- 

lars” in Jerusalem—that is, James, Peter, and John; or one of 

these; or others from their circle; but in any case participants with 
Paul in the so-called apostolic council—either as the immediate or 

indirect sponsors of the anti-Pauline missionaries in Galatia, or 
even as these missionaries themselves, are slowly disappearing,® 

and for good reason (see below, pp. 21-24). But then there would 

come into question, from among the known phenomena of early 

Christianity, only those “‘stealthily introduced false brethren” 

whom Paul mentions in Gal. 2:4 4—if indeed they were Christians 

at all! Then such sayings as Matt. 10:5-6, 23; 5:17 ff. (possibly 

also Matt. 8:5-10 par.; Mark 7:24-30 par.) : “I am sent only to the 

lost sheep of the house of Israel” > would be native to their circle. 

Of course I regard it as more likely that the ‘false brethren” in 

Jerusalem were Jews who had not yet been baptized in the name 

of Jesus.® 

But if there was not among the Jewish Christians a radical group 

that went beyond James, it becomes difficult to answer the question 

* With some exceptions, E. Stauffer (New Testament Theology, trans. John Marsh 
[1955], p. 38) sees “James’ supporters” at work in Galatia. H. Schlier ({1], p. 172) 
leaves the question open. H. J. Schoeps ([2], p. 68) presumes that messengers from 
James were creating agitation in Galatia (more hesitantly on pp. 261-62) ; otherwise in 
[1], pp. 69 ff. 

“One may hardly put Acts 15:5, 24, alongside this; cf. Vol. 3, pp. 38 ff. 
SNS WO fy, joes HOE 
° See ibid. 
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THE HERETICS IN GALATIA 

as to who is responsible for the agitation in Galatia. To be sure, 

if one decides for that reason nevertheless to presuppose such a 

radical group,’ there arises another difficulty that is no less consid- 
erable. Is it conceivable that these people, who obviously in prin- 

ciple rejected a Gentile mission, yet now conduct such an exten- 

sive and methodical Gentile mission as is presupposed by their 
appearance even in Galatia alone, to say nothing of other places? 

This obviously is inconceivable. A worldwide judaizing Gentile 

mission is a contradiction in itself. The conjecture that in the 
Judaizers in Galatia we have to do with some Jewish Christians 

from Judea who happened to be passing through, which is as- 
serted, e.g., by W. Foerster (Apophoreta, BLNW 30 [1964]: 137) 

and R. McL. Wilson (Studia Evangelica IV [1968]: 360) , appears 

to me, in view of the impact of the appearance of these people, 

to be makeshift explanation. 
When one has once recognized this fundamental difficulty— 

which thus consists in the fact that we are supposed to encounter 

in Galatia judaizing missionaries who were still far more radical 

than James on a systematic missionary tour in the Gentile world— 

then one will not be disinclined at least to leaf through a small 

study on our theme by Wilhelm Liitgert, which the Halle professor 
published in 1919 under the title Gesetz und Geist (Law and 

Spirit) . Liitgert’s kind of study certainly does not always do justice 

to all the demands of scholarship. Nevertheless the work deserves 
more than merely a place in the bibliographies of our commen- 
taries. That is to say, Liitgert has pointed to a number of Paul’s 
polemical statements which, he alleges, cannot be understood as 

directed against Judaizers. From this he concludes that in the 

community in Galatia there had been formed, probably as a reac- 

tion against the Judaistic agitation, an ultra-Pauline, pneumatic 

7™“There was a strong group in early Christianity which regarded circumcision 
and submission to the law as the indispensable presupposition of any genuine 
Christian profession. These men, originally led by some former Pharisees (Acts 
15:5), thus also stood in opposition to James and Peter. Their hatred, however, 

was directed against Paul” (H. W. Beyer in NTD 8 [1955, 7th ed.]: 2). One may 
hardly appeal to the book of Acts; moreover, it can hardly be proved that the group 
thus characterized was a strong group in the primitive Christian era. In principle, 
however, Beyer may be right when he reckons with a group in early Christianity 
which was more radical than James; the only question is: since when was there 
such a group? (cf. Vol. 3, pp. 108 ff.) . 
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PAUL AND THE GNOSTICS 

and even libertine group, against which Paul also protested.§ 

Here I can refrain from a refutation of this untenable thesis of 

the double battlefront of the Galatian epistle,® especially since to 

my knowledge it has evoked no significant response.’° But it would 

be wrong for us to assume that therewith we were already relieved 
of the trouble of re-examining the exposition of the passages in 

which Liitgert regards an anti-judaizing battlefront to be ruled 

out. This is all the less permissible since H. Schlier sees, in a pas- 

sage which had already attracted Liitgert’s attention,!! the necessity 

of modifying the traditional Judaizer theory in a distinctive man- 

ner. There!? he speaks suddenly of the “so-called Judaizers,” who 

do not stem from the rabbinical tendency of Judaism but are said 

to be native to the apocryphal, indeed to Gnostic, Judaism. 

® Here he stands in the line of succession of W. M. L. de Wette (Kurzgefasstes 
exegetisches Handbuch zum Neuen Testament [1845, 2nd ed.], pp. 74 ff.) and his 

pupils (cf. Liitgert, [1], p. 16). A. H. Francke (Die galatischen Gegner des Paulus, 
ThStKr [1882], pp. 133 ff.) also argues for a tendency in Galatia which is marked 
by discernible Hellenistic influences. Similarly on occasion also J. B. Lightfoot, Saint 
Paul's Epistle to the Galatians (1896, 10th ed.) , p. 208, probably following de Wette. 

® Cf. notes 15 and 109. 

1° Liitgert’s book was discussed by Pott in ThLZ (1919), cols. 267-68, and by 

K. Deissner in Die Theologie der Gegenwart, XIV (1920): 205-11. In 1929, in a 
supplement to the Harvard Theological Studies, J. H. Ropes repeated Liitgert’s 
thesis, since the latter’s work had “received too little attention in the disturbed 

period immediately following the War and seems generally to have escaped notice 
since that time” (The Singular Problem of the Epistle to the Galatians, HThSt XIV 
[1929] : 2). His independent repetition of Liitgert’s work is clearer and more lucid 
than Liitgert’s essay itself; the latter’s obvious errors and exaggerations are corrected, 

though it is true that nothing essentially new is brought forward. Of course Ropes 
also fails to produce among the exegetes any more agreement for Liitgert’s thesis 
than it had previously gained. Cf. Charles H. Talbert in Nov. Test. 9 (1967) : 27-28. 

11 Lutgert, [1], pp. 67 ff. 

12 Schlier, [1], pp. 136, 144. Unfortunately Schlier does not go into any of Liitgert’s 
other critical notes. 

18 Similarly now G. Stahlin also thinks (RGG [3rd ed.], II: 1188): “Thus one 
will have to reckon with a sectarian Jewish Christian movement which was gnosti- 

cally colored, but still in the main was legalistically oriented.” The weakness of 

such an interpretation lies in the necessary foregoing of any fitting of such a 
movement into the special developments in primitive Christianity otherwise 
known to us. This holds true also with respect to K. Wegenast, Das Verstdndnis 
der Tradition bei Paulus und in den Deuteropaulinen (WMANT 8 [1962]: 36 ff.) ; 
cf. below, p. 42. Following Schlier, B. Reicke [1] thinks that the “Gnostic char- 
acter of the false teaching” in Galatia is to be recognized in many an indication. 

Of course he lets these very Gnostics at the same time be Judaizers, which is 
still less conceivable than the double battlefront held by Litgert. H. Conzelmann 
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THE HERETICS IN GALATIA 

This is, however, a remarkable and consequential affirmation: 

For Judaizers are—this is in fact precisely what this concept in- 

tends to say—representatives of the Pharisaic-legalist Christian- 

ity, not Christians of Hellenistic or Gnostic (people used to say 
‘“Essene” 14) stamp. Hence it is utterly inconsistent when Schlier 

in his commentary, altogether in an appropriation of the general 

tradition, speaks of Judaizers as the heretics in Galatia, although 

at one passage he must explain that they were not Judaizers, but 
only so-called Judaizers. (On the latest edition of Schlier’s com- 

mentary on Galatians, cf. p. 16, n. 13; pp. 42-43.) 

If one considers these difficulties—-that is to say, Schher’s in- 

consistency, Ltitgert’s objections to a single battlefront in the 

Galatian epistle, and our fundamental reservations about a 

Judaistic world mission at all—then it appears to me neverthe- 

less justified, if not necessary, once again to pose the question 

about the heretics in Galatia. 

In so doing I make two presuppositions for our investigation. 

I presuppose, first, that the battle line in the Galatian epistle is a 

single one. So long as Paul himself does not explicitly indicate 

that he is engaged in a polemic against different groups, one 

must have serious reasons for the assertion of a double heresy 

in Galatia, an assertion which at best could stand at the end of 

an investigation and hardly ever has been entirely satisfactory. 

also recently asserts correctly that the Gnostic movement “had already left its 
traces in Galatia’ (Der Brief an die Kolosser, NTD 8 [1962, 9th ed.]: 147), and 
in the new edition of his commentary ([1] 1962, 12th ed.), H. Schlier consistently 
eliminates the labeling of the opponents as Judaizers. 

14 This is done again now, to be sure with a reference to the intensifying of 
the Torah in the desert sects, by H. Kosmala (Hebrder, Essener, Christen [1959]) , 

when on p. 11 he calls the Galatian false teachers “believers only in the old 
Essene sense.” 

15 Hence Liitgert has rightly found little acceptance for his thesis, just as was 
the case before him with A. H. Francke (pp. 133 ff.), who has a first anti-Pauline 
movement in Galatia issue from native Jewish Christians with a strong Hellenistic 
touch, and a second from Judaizers from Jerusalem (for criticism, cf. A. Hilgen- 
feld, ZwTh 1883, pp. 333 ff.), and after him with J. H. Ropes (see n.10). The 
assertion of a twofold battlefront, which for the Corinthian epistles still in fact 
is widespread, is for the most part a transitional solution between a no longer 
tenable, or at least doubted, older thesis and a newer view which is not yet fully 

recognized or is not yet able to prevail. It is characteristic that Liitgert cannot 
cite a single passage in which Paul expressis verbis addresses himself to a second 
group of heretics in the community. But so long as there are to be found differ- 
ences only in substance in the apostle’s polemic, it is the task of the investigator 
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PAUL AND THE GNOSTICS 

Further, 1 presuppose that Paul was only meagerly informed 

about goings-on in Galatia. If he had received an official embassy 
or a detailed epistle, he could not have failed to make any men- 

tion of this at all. He apparently knows only some reproaches 
or demands and aspects of the heretics’ conduct, without seem- 
ing to know anything exact about their source and hence about 
their general bearing. He shows himself to be best informed in 

the paraenetic passages, and thus on those questions which one 

is most likely to become acquainted with through hearsay. (On 

this, cf. now the significant and correct methodological reflections 

ime H Schherj.[1],,[1962;~12thved.),.p. 19) 

Of course it is frequently assumed (for example, by R. A. Lipsius) 
that already on his second visit in Galatia Paul had personally debated 

with his opponents, who were already at that time active there. But 

even the fact of a second visit of Paul to Galatia after an initial visit 

is anything but assured. Appeal is made to Gal. 4:13: oiSate 6& oti 

SV daGéverav Tho oapKdoc evnyyeAiodyunv bylv tO TrpdTEpov, and TO 

tmpdotepov here is understood in the sense of the classical Greek as 

“the first time’ as contrasted with a second time. But “ttpdétepocg has 

surrendered the meaning of ‘the first of two’ to tpdtog and now means 
only ‘earlier’” (Blass-Debrunner, § 62). Cf., e.g., Gen. 13:3; 28:19; 
I Tim. 1:13; John 6:62; 9:8; 7:50 (variant reading), where a second 

visit of Nicodemus to Jesus is not in mind, and Job 42:5, where the 

enlargement with reference to “a second time” is forbidden. Ac- 

cordingly Gal. 4:13 may be understood to mean “. . . that I pro- 

claimed the gospel to you at that time.” 
Acts 18:21 ff. cannot be placed in opposition to this. The diffi- 

culties of this passage and the doubts about the trip to Jerusalem 

apparently portrayed there are well known. It is true that in a way 

the decision about a second visit of Paul in Galatia depends on the 
question whether Galatians is addressed to the inhabitants of the 

country of Galatia or the province bearing that name. We cannot 

broach this much-discussed and extensively treated problem here.16 

But even assuming that a second visit had taken place, a debate of 

Paul with his later opponents is to be documented from Galatians 

for this visit only by contrivance. Indeed, &>¢ mpoeiprKapev (Gal. 1:9) 

will hardly refer back to vs. 8 (thus Luther and most of the earlier 

exegetes; cf. II Cor. 7:3), but must have reference to a visit of Paul 

to explore the question: Against what one movement could the apparently differ- 
ing motifs of the polemic be directed? 

16 See the introductions and commentaries. 
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THE HERETICS IN GALATIA 

in Galatia; but a solemn warning against another gospel of Gentile, 

Jewish, or Christian kind is obvious also and precisely for the found- 

ing visit (cf. Gal. 5:21). The same holds true for Gal. 5:3, if the 

maAw does not refer back to ideas from Gal. 3, for example 3:10. 

If Paul had actually had a debate already during a second visit with 

the opponents who are combated in the Galatian epistle, more evi- 

dence of this than two uncertain traces would have to be visible in the 
discussion now repeated in writing. It is evident that Paul is com- 
pletely surprised at the apostasy of the Galatians; his agitation and 

his whole line of argument fit poorly with the assumption that on the 

basis of his personal experiences in Galatia he would have had to 

reckon on such a development. (Thus, correctly, K. v. Hofmann, 

A. Jiilicher, T. Zahn; contra H. Schlier, F. Sieffert, R. A. Lipsius.) 

Moreover, the étpgxete kahdg (Gal. 5:7) obviously applies not 
only to the time down to his second visit, but down to the present, in 

which he hears for the first time that this course is being hindered. 

The question, tig bya évéxopev (Gal. 5:7), would be out of place 

even as a rhetorical question if Paul had already become personally 

acquainted with his opponents in Galatia. 

II 

The above-mentioned charges or demands of his Galatian op- 

ponents which had come to Paul’s ears, however, are what espe- 

cially interest us. Indeed we do not need long to search for 

them. At the very beginning of the first sentence of the Galatian 

epistle the defensive polemic is present in full strength: Paul, 

an apostle, not from men nor through a man, but through Jesus 

Christ .... The accusation is clear: Paul is said to have received 

his apostolate, not immediately from God, as befits an apostle, 

but from or through men. 

The same accusation also appears in another form in the first 

two chapters of the epistle, which belong together: Paul is said 

to have received his gospel from men: “For you are to know, 

brethren, that the gospel preached by me is not according to 

man; for I have neither received it nor learned it from a man, 

but through the revelation of Jesus Christ’ (Gal. 1:11-12). 

Thus for the schismatic Christians in Galatia, purity of the gospel 
and the nonmediated character of the apostolate are inseparable 
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PAUL AND THE GNOSTICS 

from one another,!7 a conception which will be significant for 
determining the nature of these Christians, a conception how- 

ever which Paul shares with them. For Paul does not say that one 

can receive his apostolate also from men and demand uncondi- 
tional obedience for a gospel proclaimed with such apostolic 

authority. He rather says: naturally the apostle must be called 
by God if he is to proclaim the gospel with apostolic authority. 

But I am in fact called by him.!8 J too have not received my 
gospel from men but—l:ke the opponents—through a revelation 
of Jesus Christ (Gal. 1:12). It pleased the One who separated me 
from my mother’s womb and called me by his grace to reveal his 
Son in me?’® (Gal. 1:15-16). Then I was active as an apostle for 

more than fifteen years before I came into contact with those 

who, in Jerusalem,”° were apostles before me, a contact so close 

that I might very well have received my gospel from them (Gal. 

1:16—2:1) 21 In this meeting and later I preserved the inde- 

17In Gal. 2:7 ff., ebayyéAiov and dtootoAn alternate with the same sense: the 

gospel is entrusted to Paul independently, for the apostolate has been bestowed 
on him independently alongside Peter. Hence the old dispute about whether in 
1:13 ff. Paul is defending his teaching or his apostolic office is idle (cf. F. Sieffert, 
Der Brief an die Galater in Meyer’s Kommentar, VII [1899, 9th. ed.]: 57n.). 

18 Gal. 1:6-9 shows how highly Paul esteems his apostolic authority. He places 
his mission above himself and above any angel from heaven (fyueicg 7 ayysdog &€ 
ovpavot, (Gal. 1:8). Thus it is not something human, indeed not even something 
superhuman and angelic. It is divine, for Paul himself has received it directly 
from God (Gal. 1:1, 12). Therefore any other message, whether it come from other 
men, from Paul himself, or from a heavenly being, deserves the dvdGeua. 

19 “euddxnoev . . . &ToKaAdpat tov vidv avTod év gpoi,” ie., “it pleased him to 

call me to be an apostle,” as I Cor. 9:1 shows. év éyoi stands for the simple dative; 
cf. P. StuhImacher, Das paulinische Evangelium, 1, Vorgeschichte (1968): 82, n.1. 

20 The charge against Paul was not necessarily one of specific dependency on 
the Jerusalem authorities. Possibly it concerned dependence on men in general. Of 
course Paul assumes as self-evident that only the apostles in Jerusalem can come 
into question as the ones from whom he has received his apostolate. Therefore 
the proof that he is independent of them means the proof of the independence 
of his apostolate absolutely. When Paul therein assumes as obvious that the charge 
against him has to do with dependence on Jerusalem, although he could just as 
easily at least have learned his gospel from any Christian (Liitgert, [1], p. 44), this 
apparently shows that the S0xodvteg in Jerusalem claimed some kind of legitimate 
overall leadership of the church, to which of course Paul is not willing to bow. 

21 Before his call such a contact would have been out of the question. Gal. 1: 
13-14, where Paul emphatically refers to his hostility toward the Christians, prob- 
ably is meant to be understood thus. “How should any kind of contact with the 
apostolic tradition have exerted a positive influence—this question even here is 
to be taken in Paul’s sense—on a Jew who is engaged in such constant active 

hatred against the messianic people of God, the church?” (H. Schlier, [1], p. 22) . 
After his call Paul did not apply to men at all (Gal. 1:16), not even to the 
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pendence of my gospel (or apostolate; Gal. 2:7-8; see n. 17) 
throughout. Titus did not have to be circumcised in Jerusalem 

(Gal. 2:3) ; for the sake of the truth of my gospel 7? (! Gal. 2:14) 

I vigorously withstood Peter and even thereby demonstrated my 

independence (Gal. 2:11 ff.); and the “pillars” in Jerusalem 

finally confirmed to me by a handshake that the gospel among 

the heathen was entrusted to me by God just as independently 

as Peter was called to be an apostle to the Jews (Gal. 2:7 ff.) .28 

Thus Paul can prove that the assertion that he had received 

his gospel or his apostolate from men even historically simply 

cannot be true.*4 

All this is well known. But who it was who made such charges 

against Paul is still unknown. Some say, “‘the Judaizers in Jeru- 

Jerusalem apostles, but sojourned in Arabia and Damascus (Gal. 1:17). Only after 
a three-year period of activity did he visit Jerusalem for the first time since his 
conversion. He wanted only to get acquainted with Peter (on iotopfoat, see 

H. Schlier, [1], p. 30), with whom he remained fourteen days (Gal. 1:18; cf. 
O. Bauernfeind, “Die Begegnung zwischen Paulus und Kephas, Gal. 1, 18-20,” 

ZNW 47 [1956]: 268-76). He did not even see another apostle; he saw only James, 
whom however he apparently does not count among the apostles without reserva- 
tion (cf. I Cor. 9:5; 15:7; H. Schlier, [l], p. 31; W. G. Kiimmel in Lietzmann, An 

die Korinther [1949, 4th ed.], p. 40, line 28; W. Schmithals, The Office of Apostle, 
trans. J. E. Steely [1969], pp. 64-65). Then he again stayed so far from Jerusalem 
that he remained wholly unknown by face to the communities in Judea (Gal. 
1:21-24). Only after another fourteen years did he once more make his way to 
Jerusalem (Gal. 2:1), and then it was Kxat& dmoxdéAuwiv, so that “his second 

journey occurred neither on his own initiative nor at the demand of the Jerusalem 
authorities” (H. Schlier, [1], p. 35). 

22 And this again means: in the authority of my independent call to be an 
apostle. 

23 The only obligation which Paul accepted, namely to remember the poor in 
Jerusalem (Gal. 2:10), proves precisely the utter independence of the Gentile 
Christian communities and their apostles from Jerusalem; for the collection, which 
he zealously undertook (Rom. 15:25 ff.; I Cor. 16:1; II Cor. 8-9), is for Paul a 

voluntary act of compassion (nvSdknoav, Rom. 15:26; cf. II Cor. 8:14), even 

though those in Jerusalem may also have demanded it or understood it as an act 
of legal obligation (cf. K. Holl, Gesammelte Aufsdtze, II [1928]: 59 ff.) . 

24 Naturally Paul cannot in the same way historically adduce the positive 
proof that he actually has been called by God himself. This accounts for the 
great detail in his offering of the negative proof. The view, occasionally expressed, 
that Paul’s opponents had pictured the encounters and agreements between Paul 
and the people in Jerusalem differently (W. Liitgert, [1], p. 43), so that Paul must 
correct them with his version, is not to be inferred from Paul’s words. Only in 
Gal. 2:6b can there possibly be a hint that sometime someone has reported an 
arrangement like, for example, the so-called apostolic decree (Acts 15:20) as 
accepted by Paul. (What E. Stauffer writes on this, p. 37, n.55, is, of course, pure 

fantasy.) But if this had happened also in Galatia with the knowledge of Paul, 
we would haye to expect that he would have gone into the matter more specifically. 
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salem.” But this is ruled out. First, no one in Jerusalem had such 

a view of the apostolate as we encounter in Galatia. For this 
point I do not propose to appeal to the argument that the leaders 
of the original congregation at that time did not yet hold the 

title of apostle at all, although I regard this thesis, not entirely 

new but recently discussed with some emphasis,?> as thoroughly 

correct and proven. But further, anyone who still believes that 

the apostolate was native to the primitive community in Jeru- 

salem or at least had become at home there in the meantimeé 

cannot assert that in some circles of the primitive community 
people had bound the gospel to the apostolate in such a way as 

is the case in Galatia, so that the authenticity of the message was 

measured simply by the apostolate of the messenger. This is 

contradicted by all that we know of the primitive community. 

It was just the other way around: The authenticity of the office 

of the messenger was measured by the correctness of the message, as 

is shown for example by the dispute about circumcision. Any dif- 
ferent kind of legitimation of the messenger is not attested by any- 
thing for the early original community. Some have asserted that for 

the Jerusalem Christians, personal acquaintance with the historical 
Jesus was a criterion of the authorized apostle (Paul is “only a 

pupil of apostles, since he had no connection with Christ so long as 

the latter was active on earth,” F. Sieffert, p. 17; he had “in fact not 

had personal association with the Messiah as had the earlier apostles, 

had not like them been personally called to be his disciple,” R. A. 

Lipsius, in Handcommentar zum NT, Il, 2: 8; the false teachers “will 

have pointed to the fact that Paul was not even an immediate disciple 

of Jesus,” W. Bousset, p. 29; “. .. it is a significant question whether 

he rightly bears the name of apostle . . . . His right to it is contested 

because he had been familiar with neither the Jesus who lived upon 

°° Cf. Holger Mosbech, “Apostolos in the New Testament,” Studia Theologica 
II (1949/50) : 166 ff.; K. Holl, Gesammelte Aufsdtze, II: 55; The Office of Apostle. 
pp. 67 ff. 

26In Gal. 1:17, 19, Paul already presupposes dméotoAoi in Jerusalem. Peter 
belongs among them in any case (cf. Gal. 2:8). We do not know who the others 
were. Paul never calls the “Twelve” apostles. They cannot be meant in Gal. 1:19, 
because it is hardly believable that during a fourteen-day stay in Jerusalem Paul 
could remain unknown to the restricted circle of the “Twelve,” especially when 
it was said to have been their task, except for Peter (Gal. 2:8), to tarry in 
Jerusalem (Acts 1:4; 8:1). Thus in the &éotodot mentioned in Gal. 1:19 we 
apparently have to do with missionaries who were bound to Jerusalem, but like 

Paul were mostly on the road as “emissaries.” Cf. The Office of Apostle, pp. 82 ff. 
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earth nor the members of his first community,” O. Holtzmann, Das 

Neue Testament [1926], p. 477; “. .. They may have had association 
with the earthly Jesus-Messiah or they themselves or others base their 
recognition thereupon,” H. Schlier, [1], p. 43; “What they once were 
and what Paul declares in Gal. 2:6 to be unimportant was their rela- 

tionship to the earthly Jesus,” E. Haenchen, ZThK 63 [1966]: 153). 
This is an apparently ineradicable assertion for which any convinc- 

ing evidence in the New Testament is lacking.?7 James, the most im- 

portant partner in the dialogue at the “Council” in Jerusalem, had 

not been a companion of the earthly Jesus at all, and possibly not 

even the twelve in their totality. A special teaching authority of the 

“Twelve” is already excluded by the fact that James, the later leader 
of the original community, does not belong to their number. But if 

people in Jerusalem had held an encounter with the exalted Christ 
to be constitutive for the legitimacy of the authoritative proclaimer 
of the gospel, one could not conceive of wishing to exclude Paul. 

Second, either Paul must have lied when he asserted that the 

pillars in Jerusalem had solemnly recognized his apostolate, or 

these pillars, directly or through their envoys, in a most malicious 

and base fashion, had broken their promise, without Paul’s 

knowing anything of it—for when he writes Gal. 1 and 2, at any 
rate, he still knows nothing of such behavior.?8 Both alternatives 

may be ruled out.?9 

But third—and this is the decisive point—it is inconceivable 

that the Jerusalem apostles in Galatia accuse Paul of being de- 

pendent upon themselves or, in case they were only representa- 
tives of the Jerusalem authorities, that like themselves he is de- 
dependent upon the apostles in Jerusalem. Therewith one can 

indeed minimize his authority as an apostle, but certainly cannot 

reject his gospel. Such an assertion, however much it discredits 
Paul as an apostle, would rather be a commendation of his 

gospel. If some are bringing from Jerusalem another gospel than 

Paul had brought, because that of Paul is false, then they had to 

accuse Paul that with respect to this one true gospel he had re- 

27 Of course this assertion is an ancient one. It dominates Luke’s historical work 

where it is even found expressis verbis (Acts 1:21). It supports the Lucan concept 

of tradition and the view of the apostolate which is bound up with it, and is 

shown precisely thereby to be a construction just as unhistorical as these other 
specifically Lucan conceptions. 

28 Cf. n: 151. 
271CiaAL H. brancke, ps 137. 
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mained independent in an inadmissible fashion, not that he was 

dependent on it.®° 

This difficulty naturally has long been recognized.*! Hence it 

is explained: “Paul, they say, is no apostle but only a subordinate 

fellow worker and assistant . . . . Thus where his gospel diverges 
from the preaching of the genuine disciples of the Messiah, it is 

not his authority but theirs that has to prevail” (R. A. Lipsius, 

p. 8). 

Similarly F. Sieffert, p. 57: “... that he (Paul) in fact had received 

the content and commission of his proclamation from men, L.e., 
from Christians converted earlier and especially from the original 
apostles, that is to say, insofar as this proclamation harmonizes at all 

with the original apostles’ teaching.” T. Zahn, [1], I: 119: “They 

must have represented it as though in the first period after his con- 

version Paul had occupied a wholly subordinate position, one de- 
pendent upon the earlier apostles. Over against that, the inde- 

pendence with which Paul operated in the territory of the Gentile 
mission must then have appeared as an unjustified bit of arrogance, 

and the sharp deviation from the life forms of the Jewish Christianity 

of Palestine . . . as a falling away from original Christianity.” W. 
Bousset, p. 30: “Everything that is good in Paul’s gospel he has, they 
say, from them (the apostles in Jerusalem) ; what is his own is human 

imagination.” According to K. v. Hofmann, Der Brief Pauli an die 

Galater (1872, 2nd ed., p. 227), the Judaizers have represented it in 

such a way as though Paul “had actually acknowledged his subordina- 

tion to the apostles, and only where he is seen in the midst of his 

Gentile Christian following . . . did he appear with the pride of one 

of equal standing as compared with the apostles of the mother con- 

gregation.” Cf, further J. Jeremias in ZNW 49 (1958): 153: “. . . the 

Judaizers say: ‘All that Paul knows of Jesus that is reliable he has 

from Peter (vs. 12). What he has to say beyond this is his own 

invention... .’” J. Roloff, Apostolat-Verkiindigung-Kirche (1965), 

p. 66: “. . . people probably were accusing him of having received his 

gospel in Damascus or Antioch from a source that could not be 

8° “Consequently, by the current theory the Judaizers are represented as trying 
to undermine Paul’s work by declaring that he had accepted authority and re- 
ceived influence from the very group with which they themselves had substantial 
sympathy. Dependence on such authorities, it would seem, ought rather to have 
been a merit in their eyes than a source of discredit” (J. H. Ropes, The Singular 
Problem of the Epistle to the Galatians) . 

51 Cf. W. Liitgert, [1], pp. 45 ff. But H. Schlier [1] appears curiously not to 
have noticed it. 
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checked.” D. Georgi, p. 36: “Paul had not been accused of dependence 

upon Jerusalem, but precisely of holding the tradition in contempt.” 

These quotations, which could be multiplied if one desired, 
are altogether variations on the one theme: they are efforts to 

explain how the Jerusalemites can reproach Paul for dependence 

upon themselves. But every one of these explanations runs 

aground on the very fact that the charge actually concerns de- 

pendence, and not a single word concerns apostasy. But this 

means that one must completely abandon the fiction that behind 

the heretics in Galatia stands the authority of the leaders in 

Jerusalem. 

It is of no avail to refer to those ultra-Jacobine Judaizers who 

perhaps were present,®? who possibly did not acknowledge the 

agreement of the “apostolic council.” 4 Then of course the 

reservation about the agreement having been broken would dis- 

appear.*> But we do not encounter such a group in a worldwide 

Gentile mission. For it, moreover, the view of the apostolate 

which appears in Galatia is even more inconceivable*® than for 

the “pillars.” And finally, when they make against Paul the 

82 Hence it is a complete inversion of the facts of the matter when O. Holtz- 
mann (p. 481) describes Paul’s assertion in Gal. 1:20 as “sarcastic of course,” 
“for the opponents made his slight [sic] contact with the primitive community a 
reproach against him.” The assumption of judaizing opposition of course pre- 
supposes such sarcasm. Yet Paul’s line of argument excludes it. The dilemma is to 
be solved only when one drops the assumption of the judaizing opposition. Like 
Holtzmann, D. Georgi (p. 36, n.113) also disputes the apologetic character of 
Gal. 1:11-2:10 and calls the passage “aggressive-polemical,” since people had ac- 
cused Paul of “holding the tradition in contempt.” As though Paul would have 
had to bother with all the historical apparatus in chaps. 1 and 2 in order to 
confirm this charge! 

33 See pp. 14-15. 
’4 Thus F. Sieffert, pp. 18-19, against A. H. Francke, p. 137; further, E. Hirsch, 

ZNW 29 (1930): 193-94; H. J. Schoeps, [1], pp. 69 ff. 
’° Thus, correctly, J. Munck, Paul and the Salvation of Mankind (trans. Frank 

Clarke [1959]) , p. 86: Paul’s argument would be spun out of thin air if the Jerusa- 
lemites for a long time had no longer recognized the argeements of the “apostles’ 
council.” “. . . We meet no Jewish Christian emissaries in the Pauline churches, 
either before or after the meeting in Jerusalem” (p. 105; cf. pp. 109 ff.) . 

*° How should such people have been able at all to publish such a standard 
for the legitimacy of an apostle as is set up in Galatia, a standard according to 
which the source of the apostolate automatically passes judgment on what is 
taught? For them it can no longer even be supposed that they appealed to a 
connection with the historical Jesus, for one could not boast of such acquaintance 
against the “Twelve.” But the tapeioaxto: pevdc5eAqo1 of Gal. 2:4 cannot possibly 
have belonged to the circle of the “Twelve.” 
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weighty accusation that he is dependent on the so-called original 

apostles, they must have been not ultra-Jacobine but anti- 

Jacobine.37 But that there were such anti-Jacobine Judaizers, 
who thus put Paul on the side of James and thereby make him 

out as a false teacher, is not attested by anything, and is rather 

ruled out by all that is attested.*® 
This, among other things, is to be raised as an objection against 

the unfortunately too little noted essay by W. Foerster, “Die 50xobvtes 

in Gal. 2,” ZNW 36 (1937): 286 ff, who rightly recognizes the im- 
possibility of bringing Paul’s opponents in Galatia into connection 

with the authorities in Jerusalem. He too sees that the false brethren 

of Gal. 2:4 are sharply opposed to Paul and to the so-called original 

apostles. They see ‘Paul as it were in the extended line of the original 

apostles” (p. 290). But that these false brethren are extreme Jewish 

Christians and as such attack Paul because of his dependence on the 

lax Jerusalem authorities, so that in response to their charges Paul 

must emphasize his independence of these “original apostles’—this, 

of course, I regard, for the reasons indicated, as not conceivable. 

B. Weiss (Lehrbuch der Einleitung in das NT [1897, 3rd ed.], pp. 
170-71) has the Judaizers coming from Jewish Christian communities 

which had already existed in Galatia before Paul. With this also at 

least the one difficulty about the breaking of the agreement of the 

apostolic council could be removed. Moreover, the judaizing mission 

among the Gentiles would become understandable. But we know 

nothing of such communities. And who would have established them 
in such an early period? Finally, Rom. 15:20 speaks decisively against 
this thesis which has nothing to document it. 

W. Michaelis (“Judaistische Heidenchristen,’” ZNW 30 [1931]: 83) 

pleads for the view that the mission in Galatia issued from Gentile 
Christians who in a pre-Pauline period had been converted and had 
been circumcised before baptism. Now they are demanding later cir- 

cumcision of the uncircumcised baptized people in Galatia. There- 
with he takes up a thesis which E. Hirsch (in ZNW 29 [1930]: 192 ff.) 
attempted to establish, especially with Gal. 6:13 (and Gal. 5:12). Of 

course this explanation is older than Hirsch’s essay. Hirsch himself 

refers to H. Lietzmann on Gal. 6:13; Michaelis, by way of supple- 

ment, to G. Hoennicke, Das Judenchristentum im ersten und zweiten 

Jahrhundert (Berlin, 1900), p. 118, n. 2; F. Sieffert, p. 394; WM. L,. 

87 This is seen quite correctly by H. W. Beyer in NTD 8 (1955, 7th ed.): 2. 
8° The more extreme Jewish Christianity is, the higher the position it accords 

to James (H. J. Schoeps, [2], pp. 122 ff.) . 
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de Wette, Das Neue Testament griechisch mit hurzem Kommentar 
(Halle, 1885), II: 243-44, 283. But Hirsch has the merit of having 
made this thesis interesting. O, Holtzmann has already shown in 
ZNW 30 (1931): 76ff, that the interpretation of tepitepyvdyevot 

(Gal. 6:13) which Hirsch has made foundational and with which his 
thesis stands or falls is not necessary. Similarly H. Schlier, [1], p. 207. 
It is utterly unproven that because of Gal. 5:10, “whoever it may 

be,” “old Gentile Christian friends of Paul ..., who once, when he 

was still working out of Antioch, had worked with him in the 

evangelizing of Gentile Christians, now take a position against him 

for a circumcised Christianity from among the Gentiles.” But even 

if one adopts this hypothesis, which of course is theoretically possible, 
the difficulties in asserting that Paul’s opponents in Galatia are 

Judaizers do not diminish; that is to say, both Hirsch and Michaelis 
presuppose that the agitators come from Antioch and obviously have 

connections with their “authorities” in Jerusalem. 
J. Munck, pp. 87 ff., again takes up Hirsch’s thesis on Gal. 6:13; 

the “oi tepiteuvopevor” can only mean “those who have themselves 

circumcised,” i.e., recently circumcised Gentile Christians; yet Munck 
does not succeed in refuting the arguments against the necessity of 
such an interpretation. It is true that he convincingly shows that 

there was never a countermission of judaizing missionaries from 
Jerusalem in the Pauline missionary territory (although not all the 

arguments which he adduces are compelling). But then when he 

attempts to explain the various elements of agitation against Paul, 

his suggestions become untenable and his exegeses unreliable. ‘Thus 
Paul is said to be in complete agreement with the Jerusalemites on 

the question of righteousness by faith without the law. The actual 

judaizing interpretation—e.g., in Galatia—was rather first formed 

among the Gentile Christians who, in the absence of personal contact, 

misunderstood the Jerusalemites as Judaizers (up until then there had 

not been any such) , then became like the misunderstood Jerusalemites 

(and therewith established the judaizing movement), but therein are 

rejected by Paul and the Jerusalemites. Such a misunderstanding is 

rendered possible, Munck asserts, by Paul’s portrayal to the Galatians 

of a sympathetic picture of the whole of Jewish Christianity, and it 

came about because the Galatians, under the influence of the Old 

Testament, which knows only the Jews as the people of salvation, 

desired as Christians now also to become Jews. In view of the im- 

possibility of deriving the judaizing tendency in Galatia from Jewish 

Christianity, to which the Gentile mission was foreign (this he very 
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properly points out), Munck would have had first to test the thesis as 

to whether they were actually Judaizers who were doing the agitating 

in Galatia, before he attempted such an imaginative reconstruction 

of the history of primitive Christianity. 
J. H. Ropes (p. 45) thinks: “All that we need suppose is that cer- 

tain gentile Christians had proved susceptible to the efforts of local 
synagogue Jews, and had tried to persuade the churches as a whole 

to accept Jewish Rites, including circumcision.” This thesis lacks 

any exegetical basis; even psychologically it is not very credible, and 

it does not have any parallel, since Ropes’s reference to the 
*louSaicpds of the Ignatian epistles, in which it refers to the manner 

of conduct of a Gnostic Jewish Christianity, naturally is out of place. 
It is possible only under the unnecessary and unproven presupposi- 
tion, held by Ropes, of a twofold opposition to Paul, since then the 

judaizing stream becomes relatively insignificant and the main thrust 
of Paul’s polemic can be understood as directed against the “pneu- 
matics.” A. Fridrichsen, “Die Apologie des Paulus Gal. 1” (in Paulus 

und die Urgemeinde [1921], pp. 53-76), correctly sees the difficulty 

in the traditional explanation: “. . . If the agitators describe Paul 

as a pupil of the original apostles, they could not possibly in the 

same breath represent his gospel as error’ (p. 54). In view of this 
fact, how does Fridrichsen explain Gal. 1? Now the Galatian 

preachers are Palestinian agitators of the circumcision party behind 

whom the legitimate Jerusalem church leadership stands. They 

charge against Paul that his law-free gospel to the Gentiles is not 

divine, but kat& d&vOpwrov (hence Gal. 1:11). Therein “opposing 

Palestinian circles” are said to have been Paul’s spiritual fathers. 

Thus it comes to a dispute between Paul and the Jerusalemites. In 

view of this dispute the agitators in Galatia accuse Paul: “. . . Called 

to account by the authorities in Jerusalem, he had not had the 

courage to remain true to his spiritual fathers, but conducted him- 

self servilely and courted the favor of the great.” According to Frid- 

richsen, in the face of this accusation Paul in Gal. 1-2 is supposed to 

have sought to prove the original character of his gospel and _ his 

steadfast behavior. 

But it is nowhere shown that people were accusing Paul of de- 

pendence on opposing, hellenistically oriented circles in Palestine. 

And the charge of being a man-pleaser in Gal. 1:10 is by no means 

the key to the understanding of Gal. 1-2, but demands another ex- 

planation than the thesis of a submissive attitude of Paul toward 

the so-called original apostles; see pp. 56 ff. 
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Thus it does not work to try to bring the heretics in Galatia 
into a convincing and tenable connection with the Judaizers of 
Palestine.*® But then who is opposing Paul with the basic argu- 
ment that an apostle must have received his apostolic authority 
and therewith automatically his gospel directly from God or 
Christ, so that in Gal. 1:12 Paul counters by saying that he too— 

that is to say, as they assert of themselves—has received the gospel, 
not from men, but by means of an c&troKdAvypic? 

This argument is genuinely Gnostic. [The Gnostic apostle is 

not identified by means of a chain of tradition, by the apostolic 

succession, but by direct pneumatic vocation. When Paul says, 

“Am I not an apostle? Have I not seen Jesus our Lord?” (I Cor. 

9:1) , this combination, which represents an equation, is in origin 

typically Gnostic.4° The Gnostic apostle is called by God directly. 

He then is shown to be such by means of the onyeta tod &trootéAov 

(II Cor. 12:12), that is to say, év onpeioig te kai tépacw kai 

Suvapeowv (II Cor. 12:12; Rom. 15:19; Heb. 2:4), i.e., through 

the ecstatic attestation of the pneuma-self.”? 

3° Tt will also be noted that in Gal. 1:6-9 Paul denounces the false gospel of 
the opponents, while in Gal. 2:1 ff. he testifies to the fellowship in the gospel with 
the Jerusalemites. Thus the Jerusalemites cannot possibly be the opponents who 
are being combated. 

“°In I Cor. 9:1-2 Paul is answering the charges of his Gnostic opponents that 
he is neither @Aev@ep0g nor &ndéo0T0A0G. This is shown by vs. 3 as the decisive con- 

clusion of the parenthetical comment of I Cor. 9:1-3. Cf. The Office of Apostle, 
p- 26; Vol. 1, pp. 218 ff. 

41 A vision of the celestial world and of the way to it, mediated by émtaciat 

and dmoxadvweic, may have been the special precondition for the office of the 
Gnostic apostle. On this, one may compare I Cor. 9:1; 15:5-8; Il Cor. 12:1; Gal. 

1:12, 16 with the conclusion of the Coptic Gnostic gospel fragment, first published 
by A. Jakoby in 1900, in which Jesus speaks: “... (that therewith I) may reveal 
to you all my glory and show to you all your power and the secret of your apostle- 
ship. . . . Our eyes penetrated all places, we beheld the glory of his deity and 
all the glory ((of his lordship)). He clothed ((us)) ((with)) the power ((of 
our)) apostle((ship)). .. .” Cf. The Office of Apostle, pp. 198 ff. 

42 Here we have an apparently fixed formula of Gnostic origin which occurs 
also in I Thess. 1:5, shows through in I Cor. 2:4, and appears in transposed form 
in II Thess. 2:9. In view of its formula-like character, it is very difficult to say 

what it is intended to express in the passages in which it occurs in the church’s 
literature. At any rate it has lost its original meaning in Paul, since he replaces 
the ecstatic demonstration of his apostolate with the reference to his zealous 
service and the success of his labors (Rom. 15:19-20; I Cor. 9:1 f€.; II Cor. 3:1 ff; 

5:11-15; 10:12-18), but in II Cor. 12:12 to the concrete demands of his Gnostic 

opponents for ecstatic demonstration of his apostolate answers only with the cita- 
tion of the Gnostic formula. Since in view of I Cor. 14:18-19 and II Cor. 5:11-15 the 
Corinthian Gnostics will have been right in their assertion that Paul had withheld 
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The “apostolic tradition” is indeed nothing but an early, and 
early successful, attempt of the church which was in the anti-Gnostic 

battle and in the debate with Marcion to limit the apostles to the 
twelve disciples (+ Paul: Luke!) and to concede to them alone as 

Jesus’ personal disciples the evangelical authority and the power to 
hand this on by the laying-on of hands (Pastoral Epistles!) , in order 

thus to take away from the pneumatic apostolate the immediate au- 
thority which for Paul was still so self-evident. In connection with the 

monarchical episcopate the apostolic tradition then was developed 

into the apostolic succession. 

This Gnostic understanding of the apostle can be studied no- 
where better than in the Corinthian epistles, especially in II 

Corinthians,*? and this in the demands which the Gnostic apostles 

in Corinth make upon Paul if they are to recognize him on an 

equal basis as an apostle,*4 as well as in the evidence with which 

Paul proves that he fulfills this demand.® 

In Corinth, moreover, as in Galatia, the question about the 

content of the Pauline proclamation, and thus about the truth 

of his gospel, is to be decided by the question about 

from the Corinthians the (gnostically understood) gift of the mvedua, in II Cor. 
12:12 Paul will most probably have been thinking, as in I Cor. 2:4 and especially 
in I Thess. 1:5 (cf. pp. 140-41), of the miraculous effects of the Word. 

43JIn I Cor. Paul must already defend his apostolate against attacks from the 
opposition (I Cor. 9:3), yet, seen as a whole, he is still attacking constantly the 
opponents’ teaching. Differently in II Cor., where in the polemical sections (II 
Cor. 2:14-7:4; 10-13) Paul is almost exclusively defending himself against attacks 
on his personal apostolic authority. 

44 These demands call for speaking in tongues (I Cor. 14) or for a demonstra- 
tion of the Christ who is speaking in Paul (II Cor. 13:3); for his proclamation 

which has been issued only in contemptible words (II Cor. 10:10) conceals the 
gospel (II Cor. 4:3). The apostle has to preach himself as pneuma-self (II Cor. 
4:5; 10:12), and therefore may not withhold his ecstasy from the community (II 
Cor. 5:11, 13), but must produce for it the proof of his apostolate by means of 

the ecstatic onyeia tod d&mootdAov. He must prove that the Pneuma-Christ is 

in him (II Cor. 13:5). According to If Cor. 12:1, in particular the demand for 
ecstatic rapture also appears to have been emphasized. 

‘© Paul indeed sharply rejects the Gnostic norm for the legitimacy of the 
apostle: The apostle does not commend himself, but God commends him by bless- 
ing his preaching (II Cor. 10:13-18); hence he has to preach before the com- 
munity, not to adduce his ecstasies (II Cor, 5:11-15), and would rather speak five 
words t@ voi than one thousand év yAdoon (I Cor. 14:19); therefore he tells only 

very reluctantly of his raptures, which for him indeed have nothing to do with 
his apostolate (II Cor. 12:1, 11). But even Paul allows no doubt to arise that the 
apostle must be called immediately by God and his opponents’ demand, for a 
proof of qualification of the apostle for his office, is in principle justified (I Cor. 
9:1 ff.; 15:7 ff; IL Cor. 5:11b). This shows the Gnostic heritage of his view of the 

apostolate. 
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his apostolate.46 This too is just as typically and originally 
Gnostic as it is un-Jewish and therefore un-Judaistic.” 

In this connection one may also refer to Gal. 6:6, Generally, the 
expositors rightly presume that the situation in Galatia gives Paul 
occasion to warn against forsaking fellowship with the teachers. Only 

thereby is the connection of Gal. 6:6 with the preceding and follow- 
ing statements given. The dispute over the understanding of “év taow 
&yaBoicg” (“ethically good” or “earthly goods”) hardly makes much 

sense, since even the earthly goods belong to the “good” and Paul ap- 
parently does not reflect at all on the kind of “good,” but places the 

stress entirely on Koiwaveitw: obey your teachers (Heb. 13:7; 13:17; 
13:24; I Thess. 5:12); do not forsake those who instruct you in the 

hdyos, i.e., in the “already relatively fixed doctrine” (H. Schlier, [1], 

p. 203) —so long in any case as it is not a fellowship in the evil (év 
TaoW c&yaGoic) . 

Sufficient in itself was the assumption that some in Galatia were 

turning away from the old teachers because of the new “teaching.” 
W. Liitgert ((1], p. 20) of course presumes moreover that the pneu- 

matics, who hold in contempt the “officeholders,” are misleading the 
community “to give expression to this contempt by forsaking the 
teachers.”’ In view of this formulation one must indeed ask to what 
extent the ministry of the Katnyodvtes was already understood as 

office, but this much is certainly correct, that the status of the 

teachers who repeated the traditional doctrine could just as little find 
favor in the eyes of the Gnostics as could an apostle who only handed 

46 The distinctive thing about the situation in Corinth is indeed that the 
Gnostics direct their attacks not against the teaching of Paul but against his 
office. People are willing to listen to what he says only if he first has proved by a 
preliminary onyetov that Christ actually is speaking in him (II Cor. 13:3), ice., 
that he is a pneumatic person. If he can prove this and has thereby legitimized 
himself as an apostle, his ‘“‘message” is demonstrated in its truth. For this message 
in fact does not consist of a collection of revealed or handed-down teachings, nor 
is it a word of God which calls to decision. It is rather the ecstatic demonstration 
that there is tveOypa and the call to others to awaken their sleeping Pneuma and 
therewith to find themselves again. The genuine Gnostic operates with his entire 
proclamation in the realm of being and of reality, and indeed of self-being, of 
his own reality. Gnosticism answers the question of what man is. Only one who 
shows that (according to Gnostic standards) he is not nothing (II Cor. 12:11) 
but possesses the Pneuma, can claim standing in the community. 

47 The Jewish prophet demands obedience for his word. He does not identify 
himself in advance. Only the fulfillment of his utterance attests the authenticity 
of the prophetic office (Jer. 28:9). Just so, according to Paul’s understanding, the 
truth of the apostle’s proclamation is not demonstrated by a prior testimony for 
his person. The preaching of the crucified Christ bears its truth in itself in such a 
way that, demanding obedience, it is confirmed precisely by the obedience (I 
Cor. 9:2a). In this Paul is altogether in agreement with the primitive community. 
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on a message received from men. Thus it is evident that the Gnostic 
apostles were agitating against these Galatian teachers, and that not 
primarily against their teaching, explaining their own teaching to be 
the correct one, but against the teachers as such, since for the Gnostics 

the authoritative thing for Christian existence was not the 650i év 
Xpiot@ which Paul taught tavtayod év maon éxkAnoig (I Cor. 4:17), 

which were repeated in the tradition of the community (I Cor. 15:3). 
and which therefore were bound up with katnxodvtec; instead, the 

presence of the Pneuma, which was not received by the disciple from 
his teacher but could only be awakened in man by a pneumatic 
person, determined this existence. If some rejected Paul’s apostolate 
because it lacked pneumatic immediacy, then any teacher could even 
less find acceptance from the Gnostic pneumatics. In view of this 

situation, as it correspondingly appears certainly in Heb. 13:7, 17, 
but probably also in I Thess. 5:12 48 (cf. I Clem. 21.6), Paul’s ex- 
hortation to maintain fellowship with the teachers in all good things 

is easily understandable. 

Thus with the assumption of Gnostic opposition to Paul, any 

reason for excising Gal. 6:6 as a gloss disappears, though this oc- 

casionally is done because the situation in Galatia which is presup- 

posed in this verse appears as unlikely, (O. Holtzmann, p. 503; Gal. 
6:6 “is certainly an insertion.”) H. Lietzmann’s comment on Gal. 
6:6 also becomes untenable: “But in any explanation, the specific 
Occasion which prompted Paul to offer this admonition remains ob- 
scure to us: here again we lack the knowledge of happenings within 

the Galatian communities” (An die Galater, HNT 10 [1932, 3rd ed.]: 

in loc.) . 

Thus the first two chapters of Galatians and the verse just 

discussed are to be understood, particularly if Paul is setting 

himself against some kind of Christian Gnostics who—as in 

Corinth—wish to eliminate his influence by disputing his apos- 
tolate. But can the other controverted problems be fitted into 

this context? This is now the decisive question. 

Ill 

In view of the statement that the Galatian false teachers de- 

mand circumcision, this question appears to require a negative 

answer. In any case it was this matter of circumcision which 

“8 Cf. pp. 167 ff. 
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heretofore has not allowed any doubt to arise that it was Judaizers 

in Galatia who brought the community into disorder. And yet 

here, in my judgment, doubt is altogether in place—a twofold 
doubt. 

First: if the Judaizers in Galatia demand circumcision of the 

Gentile Christians, they place them under the Jewish law and 
demand of them its observance. But this obviously is so little the 

case in Galatia that, first of all, Paul himself must call the com- 

munity’s attention to this consequence, and he does this solemnly: 

“Therefore I testify once more to every man who is circumcised 

that he must keep the whole law” (Gal. 5:3). This the Galatians 

had apparently not been able to gather from the message pro- 
claimed by the false teachers.4® No wonder, since Paul finds that 
those who were circumcised themselves vopyov ov guAcccoucw (Gal. 

6:13) ,5° and this obviously means a renunciation of the law in 

principle. But then these false teachers can hardly have been 

“° Thus, inter alia, T. Zahn, according to whom “the alien Judaizers under- 

stood it to give them the appearance of a certain liberality” ([l], p. 119). 
Naturally I do not deny that “in 5:3 Paul did not make known to the Galatians 

a new fact, but only wanted to remind them anew of a known fact which they 
had not sufficiently taken into consideration” (W. G. Kiimmel, Introduction to the 
New Testament, pp. 195-96). Only I do not understand how for this reason the 
Galatian opponents are “in any case, . . . advocates of a Jewish legalism.” Whether 
Paul for the first time or repeatedly impressed upon the Galatians that the adop- 
tion of circumcision for the Gentiles is simply the decision for the way of the 
righteousness of the law is quite unimportant for our question; for in either case 
one does not understand why Paul has to enlighten the Galatians on a state of 
affairs which is the program of the alleged Judaizers. For that the Galatian false 
teachers camouflaged their judaizing character, Kiimmel first of all would not 
wish to assert, since according to his opinion “no one can deny that the Galatian 
intruders demanded the acceptance of the Law.” Of course the verses adduced in 
favor of this statement—2:16; 3:21b; 4:21; 5:4—in my opinion say nothing of the 
sort: in these passages the opponents are not even being addressed. But precisely 
if the opponents actually were promoting circumcision as a sign of the chosen 
righteousness of the law, Paul did not need to enlighten the community anew 

about the connection between circumcision and law. 
50“Concretely this (scil., the teaching of the Judaizers) consisted in the de- 

mand for circumcision (5:2, 12), but apparently without its implying also the 
obligation to accept the law in its entirety (5:3) ,” writes H. J. Schoeps, [Il], p. 72. 

51 This has already been noted frequently (F. Sieffert, p. 300; W. Liitgert, 
[1], pp. 101 ff.; H. Schlier, [1], p. 166; J. B. Lightfoot, p. 222). On the other hand, 

it is inserted into Paul’s words in Gal. 6:13 when E. Hirsch (ZNW 29 [1930]: 194) 

first presupposes that among the Galatian opponents what was involved was 
Gentile Christians who were later circumcised (see p. 26), in order then to con- 
clude from this: “It is obvious that Gentiles who let themselves be circumcised 
cannot keep the law just as do those who are born Jews. For there is much that 
pertains to the keeping of the law by way of knowledge and practice which is 
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Judaizers.52 H. Schlier, A. Oepke, and others rightly comment 
on Gal. 4:21 (“you who wish to be under the law’’), “they have 
not indeed (in spite of vs. 10) exactly put themselves under the 
law” (A. Oepke, p. 110), a fact which Paul states but does not 
explain and which, according to what has been said, cannot 

rightly be explained by a reference to a deficiency in zeal in the 

demanded fulfilling of the law, but is to be regarded as an ex- 

pression of the basically relative validity of the law in Galatia. 

More important is a second point. It had been decided in 

Jerusalem indeed that Gentile Christians did not need to be 

circumcised, and the way in which Paul tells of this makes it ap- 

pear inconceivable that this decision had already been sabotaged 

at that time by the Jerusalemites.®? But even in later times the 

question of circumcision played a surprisingly limited role in the 

discussion with the Jewish Christian groups,°4 and none of what 

H. J. Schoeps adduces in his Theologie und Geschichte des 

Judenchristentums® allows the conclusion that after the apostolic 

council there ever was a judaizing tendency which consistently 

demanded circumcision even of all Gentile Christians.5* Rather, 

acquired only by education from youth onward.” What is involved in the de- 
fective fulfilling of the law of the Galatian heretics is not “bungling in Judaism” 
(ibid.) but a well-defined libertine tendency; this will become clear below. 

*27t is clear that Paul is making against the wepiteuvoyevot a moral accusation 
out of their failure to fulfill the law. Hence they cannot have been serious 
Judaizers who, like all men, do not achieve the aim of their striving (Gal. 3:10 ff.) , 
but only Jewish Christians who did not think of taking the law upon themselves. 
W. Liitgert, who sets this forth clearly (Paul “sets himself against a Pharisaic 
preaching of the law which then still does not actually take the law seriously,” [1], 
p. 103), then to be sure neglects the decisive question of how a Judaism thus 
formed could develop, appear on the scene in Galatia, and vanish again without 
leaving a trace. With the statement, “This is the well-known Judaism with which 
John the Baptist and Jesus also had to do,” all the less is gained for the identifica- 
tion of the early judaizing tendency, since one can hardly doubt the seriousness 
of the zeal for the law among the Pharisees with whom Jesus had to do. 

53 H. Lietzmann’s judgment is incomprehensible to me: “It is clearly evident 
. .. from the Galatian epistle that the men in Jerusalem have continually violated 
the agreement of Gal. 2:9” (SBA 1936, pp. 406-7—=Kleine Schriften I [1958]: 118) . 

54 Cf. H. J. Schoeps, [1], p. 138. 
FE 1], pp. 135-43. 
5° If such a demand was perhaps again raised later by a group of Jewish Chris- 

tians, it can only have had declamatory significance. But no great weight can be 
placed on what Augustine (Contra Faustum Manichaeum, XIX, 17) and Jerome 

(Comm, in Jes. on Isa. 1:12) remark on this. Other accounts have not come 

to my attention. On Justin’s Dial. 47.3, cf. H. J. Schoeps, [I], p. 14; see also below, 
p. 222, n.17; pp. 224-25. 
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in the post-apostolic era, the consciously Jewish Christian part 
of early Christianity, which held fast to circumcision, a prac- 
tice never contested by Paul, outside Palestine could probably 
not maintain even to the end of the first century its independence 
over against Hellenistic and Gnostic Christianity.” It sank more 
and more into insignificance, was absorbed into syncretism,*® 
and rightly soon appeared to the Great Church as a sect which, 
although it practiced circumcision, never thereby became danger- 

ous to the church®® and moreover never influenced it. 

But this means that the Galatian mission and circumcision as 
a judaizing version would stand in utter isolation.*° Any connec- 

tion with the past would be severed by the apostolic council; 
any continuation into the future is lacking.® 

The situation becomes quite different when we envisage an 
agitation by Jewish or Jewish-Christian Gnosticism. Jewish 

®7So0 far as these communities did not succumb to Gnosticism, they found 

themselves at the latest in the battle against Gnosticism in league with the 
Gentile Christian communities. Already in Corinth in Paul’s time we can detect 
a common defensive front of “Paul’s people” and “Apollos’ people,” i.e., the 
Gentile Christians, with the Jewish Christian “Peter’s people” against the 
Gnostic “Christ’s people.” And even earlier Peter’s original behavior in Antioch 
(Gal. 2:12a) testifies that in the Gentile world the Jewish Christians carly joined 
forces with the Gentile Christians. Cf. also Vol. 3, pp. 113 ff. 

®8 Cf. O. Cullmann, in Neutestamentliche Studien fiir Rudolf Bultmann (1954), 

p. 49. Even H. J. Schoeps, who so stoutly disputes any Gnostic influence on 
Jewish Christianity ({1]), must now at least admit some syncretistic influences 
for the later period (Studia Theologica VIII [1955]: 48-49) . 

©® The sources which Schoeps utilizes in his studies are related almost without 
exception to groups in Coelesyria and Transjordan (cf. Studia Theologica VIII 
[1955]: 43), an indication that even in terms of territory the influence of heretical 
Jewish Christians can never have been significant. 

6° QO. Holtzmann apparently senses this (ZNW 30 [1931]: 79): “In the meeting 
of Gal. 2:1-10 the Jerusalem leaders did not demand circumcision (2:3). Only 
after knowledge of the circumstances in the community in Antioch, after the 
dispute between Peter and Paul, and Paul’s departure from Syria-Cilicia was 

circumcision declared to be necessary. But after the failure of the thrust into 
Galatia the Jerusalemites again took their distance from it.” Of course this could 
explain a great deal. But unfortunately this account, which is not very believable 
either historically or psychologically, is a (mecessary) construction on the basis of 
the assumption that the Judaizers from Jerusalem had appeared in Galatia; it is 
not a proof of this assumption. 

°1R, Bultmann has well observed this; according to him the appearance of 
Judaizers in the Pauline missionary territory, “as the Galatian epistle testifies 
and the Philippian epistle suggests,” remained only an episode, the significance 

of which lies only in the fact that it forced Paul into the theological discussion to 
which we owe the Galatian epistle ([{2], p. 108). Of course precisely this episodic 
event inescapably poses the question whether then those who were preaching 
circumcision in Galatia were actually Judaizers. 
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Christian Gnostics, whose home in any case was not Judea, 

naturally had no connection at all with the “apostolic council” 
and its agreements. But even in the later period their missionary 
work was indeed not limited in scope. Rather, Gnosticism 

seriously threatened the community that was growing up in the 

Hellenistic environment. And of it—and this is now the most 1m- 

portant thing—the church fathers unanimously know to report 

that precisely in the early, the New Testament, the Pauline era, 

and precisely in Gentile territory, especially in Asia Minor, it had 

preached circumcision. I can refrain from enumerating in de- 

tail the abundance of documentation for this to be found in 

Hippolytus, Tertullian, Epiphanius, Philastrius, and others.® 

It is most obvious to select the Jewish Christian Gnostic 
Cerinthus, particularly as described by Epiphanius, for compari- 
son with the Galatian adversaries of Paul. In all the accounts of 

the church fathers we can detect how dangerous Cerinthus must 

have been to the beginning Gentile Christianity.*4 His appear- 

62It is not surprising that the church fathers often represent the early 
Gnostics who approved of circumcision as half-Judaizers, at a time when people 
no longer knew much of the determinative Jewish components of early Gnosticism. 

*3 Tren. I, 26.2 (Gnostic Ebionites): circumciduntur ac perseverant in his 
consuetudinibus quae sunt secundum legem et iudaico charactere vitae. Cf. Hipp. 
Phil. VU, 34.1-2; Tert. de praescr. haer. 33; Eus. CH II, 27; Epiph. Haer. XXX, 

2. TeoteTtunhn, paciv, 6 Xptotdg Kai ov mepitunOnti, Epiph. Haer. XXX, 26; 

cf. XXX, 28, 31, 33. 
Hipp. Phil. IX, 14.1 (Elchasaites): obtog . . . odoKwv Seiv mepitépverBat Kat 

Kata voyov Chy tovc memioteuKdtacg. Philastrius Haer. 36 (Cerinthus): docet 

autem circumcidi et sabbatizare . . . dicens debere circumcidi homines. Cf. 

Epiph. Haer. XXVIII, 1 ff. Cf. further Epiph. Haer. XIX, 5; Titus 1:10; Ps. Tert. 

adv. omn. haer. 3; art. ‘““Dositheos” in RE; A. Hilgenfeld, Die Ketzergeschichte des 

Urchristentums (1884), pp. 411-46; J. P. Steffes, Das Wesen des Gnostizismus 
und sein Verhdltnis zum katholischen Dogma (Paderborn, 1922), pp. 57-76; 
E. Lohse in ThWNT VII: 33-34. 

64 The later the tradition about Cerinthus, the more confused it is. But the 
very fact that along with Gnostic false teachings people later attributed to him 
every possible heresy shows how strongly he continued for a long time to live in 
the consciousness of the community as a dangerous rival of ecclesiastical Chris- 
tianity. The report is said to come from Polycarp that the disciple John, when he 
encountered Cerinthus in a bathhouse in Ephesus, cried out, horrified, “Let us flee 

lest the bathhouse in which Cerinthus, the enemy of the truth, is, should col- 

lapse” (Iren. III, 3.4; cf. Eus. CH IV, 14.6; II, 28.6). According to Iren, I, 11.1 
Cerinthus’ error is said to be combated in the Gospel of John. Conversely, the 
people labeled &Aoyo by Epiphanius make Cerinthus the author of the Johannine 
writings of the New Testament, which they regard as heretical (Epiph. Haer. 
LI, 3; Philastrius Haer. 60). At the latest from the end of the second century 
onward, Cerinthus also was regarded as the champion of heretical chiliasm (Eus. 

CHOI 28:7 2;, 45) Viloe 25:2-3) Cf. Bee Reickew| lj app 2sortk, 
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ance in Asia Minor is historically incontestable. Asia is said to 

have been his homeland.* Epiphanius even reports®® that his 
school flourished in Galatia. In any case he belongs to the early 

period,* to the beginnings of Christian Gnosticism, and without 

question connects typical Gnosticism®*’ with a confession of Christ 

and with Jewish practices such as that of circumcision. One need 

not immediately assume that they were Cerinthians who appeared 

in Galatia,® but in no case can one at once attribute the false 

teachers, because of their circumcision, to the judaizing party.” 

This heretical feature fits at least just as well—following what 

has been said, even far better—at any rate in that time and place, 

with Jewish Christian Gnostics’! who are conducting a mission 

in Paul’s tracks.7? 

The reasons for circumcision within Gnosticism naturally are other 
than those within Judaism. Gnostic circumcision could never obligate 

one to keep the law in the Pharisaic sense, whatever may have been 

°5 Epiph. Haer, XXVIII, 6; cf. Iven. I, 26.1: et Cerinthus autem quidam in 

Asia... docuit. 
66 Haer. XXVIII, 6. 

°7 Tertullian already—or still—saw Gnostic Ebionites being opposed in the 
Galatian epistle (de praescr. haer. 33) and even Jerome was of the opinion that 
Paul “frequenter percutit” Cerinthus (Praef. in comm. super Matthaeum, t. VII, 
p. 4 Vallarsi=H. Lietzmann, Kleine Texte, 1, p. 10). 

6* Cf. Eus. CH III, 28. 
°° On the other hand, there is nothing that would exclude such an assumption. 

Cf. now also H. Schlier, [1] (1962, 12th ed.), pp. 23-24. 
°° E. Lohmeyer presumes that the Gnostic false teachers in Colossae also prac- 

tice the rite of circumcision (Der Brief an die Kolosser [1953], pp. 6, 8, 108 ff.) , 
yet this cannot be inferred with certainty from Col. 2:11 (see below). 

™In this connection it is worthy of note that the early form of Christian 
Gnosticism must have been Jewish Christian Gnosticism. The proclamation of 
Jesus Christ can have gained admittance in the first period only in the sphere of 
Judaism. So, just as the Palestinian primitive community lives in close association 
with the apocalyptic theology of contemporary Judaism, the Judaistic communities 
stand in the line of continuity with rabbinical theology and the Hellenistic com- 
munities continue traditions of the Jewish synagogue, early Christian Gnosticism 
forms the continuation of pre-Christian Jewish Gnosticism. Hence it is only 
natural that Jewish features occur all the more frequently in Christian Gnosticism 
the earlier this Gnosticism is demonstrable. “Marcionite’” tendencies on the other 
hand were remote from early Gnosticism. Above all the mythological motifs of 
primeval history and the accounts of the Mosaic period found in early Gnosticism, 
even beyond the Jewish and Christian territory, a lively interest; on this, cf. 
J. Jervell, Imago Dei (1960), pp. 122 ff.; W. Schultz, Dokumente der Gnosis (1910), 
p. IX; Vol. 1, pp. 71 ff. Only in isolated instances do people in Jewish Gnostic circles 
appear to have expressed a radical criticism of the law as Paul’s argument in Gal. 
3:6-29 presupposes it. 

72 See W. Bauer, [1], p. 89. 
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practiced in individual Gnostic groups by way of observance of the 
law. It never did so in Galatia, as was stated above—an important 
argument for the correctness of our thesis. But Gnosticism was 

highly adaptable. Precisely the cultic observances, which admittedly 
were especially stubbornly held, it made serviceable for itself, and in 

doing so it naturally had to reinterpret them. Thus, just as for ex- 

ample in the Gnostic supper the connection of the bread with the 
odp€ of Christ could not be accepted and therefore the bread was in- 

terpreted in terms of the cosmic body of Christ,73 so also circumcision 

underwent a Gnostic reinterpretation. Traces of this appear to me to 

have been preserved in Col. 2:9 ff. (cf. Eph. 2:11) .74 Within a section 

that heavily relies on Gnostic tradition,” there is mention of the 

“circumcision not made with hands,’ by means of which Christians 

are circumcised in the “putting off of the body of flesh, in the cir- 

cumcision of Christ.” A little later we read that the Christians were 
“dead in the uncircumcision of your flesh.” Now if in the Christian 

amplification of the Gnostic model the foreskin or the entire body of 

flesh is equated with sin, and circumcision with baptism, it is un- 

mistakably clear that in the model, which indeed is somewhat less 
than complete, the foreskin symbolized the body of flesh and thus 
the—really performed—act of circumcision portrayed the liberation 
of the pneuma-self from the prison of this body.7¢ Only thus does 
the intricate symbolism of this passage become understandable.” 

738 This Gnostic tradition stands behind I Cor. 10:16b-17, when Paul also ap- 
parently understands o@ya in parallel to afya. Similarly, the eucharistic prayers 
of the Didache stem from this Gnostic stream of tradition (Did. 9.3-4). In these 
prayers the cup also is connected in a roundabout way, by way of the gnostically 
interpreted vine (of David; cf. Ps. 80:9-20), with the primal man rather than 
with the blood of Christ; in Gnosticism the primal man often appears as the 
vine. One bread also in Ign. Eph. 20.2. 

7 The interpretation of circumcision found here is unique. This makes in- 
terpretation of the passage difficult. But cf. also Od. Sol. 11.3 and Phil. 3:3. 

75 Cf. G. Bornkamm, Das Ende des Gesetzes (1952), p. 145, and the com- 
mentaries. 

7° Gnostic baptism had the same symbolic meaning, as is shown by the 
mythological tradition which Paul uses (cf. Iren. I, 23.5; I, 21.3) in Rom. 6:3 ff. 
(cf. Gal. 3:27). The conception, frequently occurring in Gnostic tradition and 
adopted into the Synoptic tradition, that the Pneuma came upon Jesus at his 
baptism, is also to be understood from the perspective that baptism symbolized 
the mortification of the old man and the liberation of the Pneuma. The Synoptic 
reports of Jesus’ baptism naturally have obscured this Gnostic conception to a 
large extent. 

77, Lohmeyer (pp. 108 ff., 114) strives honestly with this passage. But since 
he sees Paul here waging a polemic against the Jewish custom of circumcision 

among the Colossian false teachers, and yet does not notice that the author of 
the Colossian epistle here in truth is expanding and reshaping the original pat- 
tern of a Gnostic hymn to Christ, his exposition, in spite of many a correct point 
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But for the Gnostic original there thus results a splendid and strik- 
ing interpretation of circumcision which may well have been pro- 

posed in Galatia. Cf. also Saying 123 of the recently discovered Gospel 
of Philip (Leipoldt-Schenke, p. 62): “When Abraham rejoiced that 
he would see that which he was to see, he cut off the flesh of his 
foreskin, whereby he shows us that it is necessary to destroy the flesh 

of the members of the world.’ In this connection one may further 
compare the interpretation which is given in the Naassene Preaching 

(in Hipp. V, 7) to the mythological story that the mother of the gods 

mutilated Attis, her own lover: “For Attis was mutilated, that is to 
say of the earthly parts of the lower creation, and thus came to the 
eternal higher being.” Cf. W. Bousset, Kyrios Christos (ET 1970), 

p. 190. The equation of private parts—demonic body, which un- 

derlies the interpretation of circumcision given, also occurs explicitly 
in the Coptic Gospel of Thomas, Saying 38, which was already known 
to us through Pap. Oxyr. 655 and through Clem. Alex. Strom. ITI. 

13.92: one is to put off shame or tread under foot the garment of 
shame. 

Of course Paul indicates in Gal. 6:12 a reason for the demand of 
circumcision made by the Galatian heretics: They propose by means 

of circumcision to relieve the community of persecution by the Jews 
(who tolerated circumcised Christians, as the existence of the prim- 
itive community in Jerusalem shows) or by the Gentiles (the Jewish 

religion of circumcision is religio licita). Only this is their intention 
(Gal. 6:12), for they themselves do not keep the law (Gal. 6:13a). 

The only thing that concerns them is to be able to “glory” in the 
circumcision performed on the Galatians (Gal. 6:13b; on the con- 

cept of “glorying” cf. in the same context Phil. 3:2-6; see pp. 88-89) , 

which in the context must mean that they expect to use, in the face of 
potential persecutors, the accomplished circumcision as proof of their 
deserving of protection. This is first nothing more than a sarcastic ac- 
cusation by Paul. Since for Paul circumcision can only have the 
meaning that the one circumcised places himself under the law (Gal. 

5:3), but the circumcision party do not connect this demand with 
circumcision (Gal. 6:13) ,78 he is at a loss about the sense and reason 

in the practice of circumcision in Galatia. 

of insight, remains unsatisfying. Lohmeyer’s thesis on Col. 2:11 is taken over by 
G. Bornkamm, Das Ende des Gesetzes, p. 147. It is possible that in 2:8 ff. the 
author of Colossians is waging a polemic against the custom of circumcision prac- 
ticed in Colossae by Gnostics, by using the weapons of his opponents; cf. H. 
Conzelmann, p. 143. 

78 See pp. 33-34. 
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Of course it is not ruled out that Jewish Christian Gnostics held 
to circumcision also for the sake of toleration by the Jews, as the 
Jewish Christians in Jerusalem did.79 Nevertheless it is noteworthy 

that a serious religious interest for Gnosticism precisely in the ob- 
servance of circumcision is just as little evident as in other outward 
signs (cf. Iren. I, 21.4). At least the Gnostic interpretation of the 

Supper also created no little difficulty (flesh and blood!) . Gnosticism 

appropriated to itself these ceremonies when it was expedient—and 

thus possibly for the sake of toleration—but could, on the other hand, 

wholly abstain from them. Among the Jewish Christian Gnostics 
against whom Philippians warns, circumcision still occurs (Phil. 

3:2 ff.) ; in Corinth we hear nothing more about it, although Corinth 
certainly was reached by the same current of the Jewish Christian— 
Gnostic mission which a little earlier had moved through Asia Minor 

and Macedonia. 

Thus it may well be that the Galatian false teachers to a consid- 

erable extent held to the practice of circumcision for tactical reasons; 
indeed, the thought of their personal security alone may—as Paul 

says in Gal. 6:12—in the meantime have supported their demand for 

circumcision, while the religious motivation of the demand for cir- 

cumcision received only a more secondary significance. But the more 

this is the case, and thus the more Paul in Gal. 6:12-13 gives a 

genuine justification for the legalism of the Galatian heretics, the less 

are we dealing here with Judaizers for whom circumcision was the 

central expression of their religious conviction (cf. A. Oepke, p. 159). 

Gal. 5:11 also argues for this: “But, brethren, if I am still preaching 

circumcision, why am I still being persecuted?” From this remark it 

must be concluded that some in Galatia were asserting that even his 

preaching included circumcision. Now one cannot seriously have set 

before the Galatians the misleading assertion that Paul demands 

circumcision of his communities. But Paul’s remark becomes under- 

standable if people in Galatia had pointed out that Paul also had 

been able for tactical reasons to affirm circumcision, since possibly 

he himself had performed it for Timothy (Acts 16:3; see Vol. 3, pp. 

93 ff.), but in any case had conceded it for Jewish Christians (Gal. 

2:1-10; see Vol. 3, pp. 38 ff.), and in other legal ceremonies also he 

could become “a Jew to the Jews” (I Cor. 9:20 ff.; cf. e.g., Acts 21:15- 

26, and on this, Vol. 3, pp. 85 ff.). Such reference to Paul’s conduct, 

however, makes sense only if people in Galatia valued circumcision as 

7° Cf. Vol. 3, pp. 43 ff.; W. Marxsen, pp. 52 ff. 
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he did and did not regard it as the beginning of a way of salvation 

determined by the law. 
Thus also it is not true that Paul had succumbed to a misunder- 

standing of the opponents’ position when in Gal. 3-4 he wages a 

polemic explicitly against the way of the law as a way to salvation. 
Paul knows throughout that the Galatian heretics are demanding 

circumcision without being willing to keep the law (Gal. 6:13). Hence 

Paul himself must first make the community aware of the logical 

consequences which the adoption of circumcision brings with it. 

Paul’s theological reflection in Gal. 3:1-5:12 on righteousness by 

works and righteousness by faith, for which Gal. 2:19-21 prepared the 

way, thus is not to be interpreted as though Paul is presupposing in 

these theological statements that some in Galatia consciously intended 

to go the way of pure law-righteousness. It is indeed characteristic 

that this middle section of the Galatian epistle, in contrast to all 

other sections, contains hardly any direct references to the situation 

in Galatia. This central part of Galatians rather gives witness that 

for Paul the adoption of circumcision can mean nothing other than 

an attempt to achieve righteousness without faith through works. 

Therefore the circumcision being practiced in Galatia must have the 

same meaning for the Galatians coram Deo, regardless of whether 

they themselves know it or not (Gal. 5:3), whether they concern 

themselves with the fulfillment of the law or—incomprehensibly— 

neglect it, in spite of circumcision (Gal. 6:13). Thus chaps. 3-4 do 
not interrupt the train of thought, but are intended to warn against 

the consequences which are given for the Galatians with their going 

over to the side of the opponents. 

An exegesis of Gal. 3:1-5:12 would show that all the sections of 

this part of the epistle in which the situation in Galatia is not directly 

addressed (3:6-14; 3:15-18; 3:19-4:7; 4:21-31) contain current topoi 

of Paul’s discussion with the Jews over the question of the law in 

which the general proof is brought forward that and why since 

Christ the law has lost its validity for Christians. None of these sec- 

tions was conceived for the Galatian epistle. None of these sections 

therefore discloses any more for the situation in Galatia than the fact 

that people there in some way were holding to the law. None of these 

sections is supposed to say more in the context of the Pauline argu- 

ment than this: For the believers, the law can claim no sort of validity 

any longer. If one observes this context in the history of tradition, one 

cannot adduce the traditional anti-synagogal pieces in Gal. 3:1-5:12 

in favor of the theory that the false teachers in Galatia were Judaizers, 
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as is done, e.g., by W. Foerster (“Abfassungszeit und Ziel des Galater- 

briefes,’” in Apophoreta, BZNW 30 [1964]: 139-40), H. Koester 
(STFNQOMAIL AIA®OPOI,” HTR 58 [1965]: 307 ff.), D. Lihrmann 
(Das Offenbarungsverstindnis bei Paulus und in paulinischen 

Gemeinden [1965], pp. 67ff.), D. Georgi (pp. 35-36), and 

others. Further, I cannot share E. Giittgemanns’ reservations (pp. 184- 

85), that it will not do “simply to cut out Gal. 3:6-4:20 as having no 
reference to the situation in Galatia, since it involves the ‘core’ of 

the epistle”; for this core is precisely the core of Pauline theology and 
to this extent Pauline interpretation of the situation in Galatia, But 

those sections in which Paul expressly addresses the situation in Galatia 

(3:1-5; 4:8-11; 4:12-20; 5:1-12) allow us to see that people in Galatia 

obviously were not thinking of going the way of the righteousness of 

the law. 
K. Wegenast, pp. 36 ff., agrees with my description of the opponents 

not as Judaizers but as Jewish Gnostics, but thinks that from Gal. 
3-4 he can infer decisive information on the position of the op- 
ponents. As I have said, I cannot agree with this. Wegenast’s sentence, 

“Paul’s opponents by no means condemn the apostle because he, as 

they say, is dependent on the Jerusalem apostles—this is nowhere 
said—but because he demanded neither circumcision nor the keep- 
ing of the Jewish law by the communities” (p. 39, n. 3), turns the 
actual state of things upside down. For that in Gal. 1-2 Paul is de- 
fending himself against the charge that he is dependent on men is 

just as evident as the fact that he comes to speak on circumcision 

precisely not apologetically but polemically—against the practice of 

circumcision in Galatia—as then this theme also imperceptibly grows 

out of Gal. 2:15 ff., the polemic against Peter. Hence nowhere, even 

in Gal. 3-4 or in any other passage in the epistle, is it evident that 

Paul is defending himself against the charge that he does not bind his 

communities to the law; one could rather infer from 5:11 the opposite 

charge. 

In the new twelfth edition of his commentary ([1], p. 19), H. Schlier 

writes: “In any case this is clear at one point: [the opponents] are 

demanding that in order to be saved the Galatian Gentile Christians 

let themselves be circumcised. This is clearly attested in Gal. 5:2-3, 6, 

12; 6:12-13.” Actually in not one of these passages is it even suggested 

that the Galatian false teachers are demanding circumcision for the 

sake of salvation. Quite the contrary: it is Paul who by means of re- 

peated arguments through the entire epistle must first make clear to 

the Galatians the significance of the problem of the law for salvation. 
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In this sense E. Jiingel (Paulus und Jesus [1962], p. 32, n.1) in 
principle rightly judges the handling of the problem of the law in the 

Galatian epistle. But cf. also H. Schlier himself in [1] (12th ed.), p. 24. 
Above all, the treatment of our problem by W. Marxsen, pp. 50 ff., is 

courageous, delightfully unconventional, and—except for some de- 
tails—convincing. Unfortunately, because of technical reasons con- 

nected with printing it was not possible for me to consider his state- 

ments more thoroughly. Cf. further R. Bultmann, Theologie des 

Neuen Testaments (5th ed., 1965), p. 110, n. 1; E. Giittgemanns, p. 

133, n. 42; pp. 179-80; 184-85; Charles H. Talbert, in Nov. Test. 9 

(1967): 26 ff; K. Kertelge, Rechtfertigung bei Paulus (1967), pp. 

196 ff. 

IV 

The fact that the Galatian heretics demand circumcision does 
not speak against but for the thesis that in them we have to do 

with Gnostics, Jewish or Jewish Christian. Indeed, this thesis be- 
comes compelling and necessary if in other respects people did not 

actually think of placing the yoke of the law on the necks of 
the Galatians. In spite of what was said earlier, it could almost 
look as though this was being done after all. In any case, Paul 

once complains to the Galatians that they are observing “days, 

months, seasons, and years” (Gal. 4:10). This looks very much 

like the observance of Jewish festivals. 

But it only has this appearance. In fact, it is precisely this 

passage that lets H. Schlier speak of only “‘so-called Judaizers.”’ °° 

Of course it has generally been attempted—it logically had to 
be attempted—to connect the npépat, piives, Katpoi, and éviautoi 

with sabbaths, fasts, and feast days, with special months or new- 
moon days, with festival seasons, hours of prayer, or something 

of the sort, and finally with sabbatical years, new year’s feasts, 

and so on. Up to the sabbatical and jubilee years (Exod. 23: 
10 f£.; Lev. 25:1 ff.; Deut. 15:1 ff.; 31:10), of the actual observance 

of which in New Testament times no convincing report has 

been handed down to us,®* such a connection certainly is theo- 
retically possible. 

80H. Schlier, [1], p. 136. Cf. also K. Kertelge, pp. 196 ff. 
81 Cf. H. Schlier, [1], p. 145, n.1; W. Rordorf, Sunday, pp. 131 ff. 
82 Cf, H. Schlier, [1], p. 146. 
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One must, however, observe that here Paul is not at all formu- 

lating his argument ad hoc or enumerating the individual times 

which have been reported to him as now observed by the 
Galatians. Rather he is employing a current familiar list which 

was not widespread in Jewish orthodoxy but frequently occurs 

above all in the apocryphal and Gnostic or gnosticizing litera- 

ture.88 The most obvious passage for us to compare is naturally 

Col. 2:16,84 “Let no man judge you . . . because of feasts, new 

moons and sabbaths.” 8° This passage also shows the true back- 
ground of such observance: “Let no one condemn you who (and 
now these practitioners are characterized) takes pleasure in 

humility®® and angel worship, relies on visions, and is without 

reason puffed up in his earthly mind.” §? This description is clear, 

though not fully distinct in every respect. It concerns Gnostics, 

and their observance of definite times fits together with angel 

worship, 1.e., with the fact that the demonic powers, which for 

Hellenism to a great extent and in particular for Gnosticism ap- 

pear embodied in the stars, rule at definite times, and at these 

times threaten men.** “There are wicked stars of godlessness. 

Let this now be said to you God-fearers and disciples: beware 

of the powerful influence of the days of their rule. Begin no 
work on their days and baptize neither man nor woman in the 

88 Judith 8.6; Eth. Enoch 72.1; 75.3-4; 79.2; 80.6-7; 82.7 ff.; Jubil. 1.14; Damasc. 
8.15; Sir. 33.7 ff.; Diogn. 4.5; Just. Dial. 8.4; Slav. Enoch 19.1 ff.; 43.2; Hipp. 

Phil. IX, 16.2; V, 9; Cic. de nat. deor. I, 36 (from Zeno) ; Lidzbarski, Ginza 136.7; 

197.22; 313.5 ff.; E. Lohse in ThWNT VII: 33-34; E. S. Drower, The Secret Adam 
(1960) , p. 68. 

84 Cf, E. Lohmeyer, pp. 121 ff., n.70; B. Reicke, Studia Theologica VI (1953): 
41, 51; G. Bornkamm, “Die WHiaresie des Kolosserbriefes,” in Das Ende des 

Gesetzes (1952) , pp. 139-56. 

55 On oafPatifetv in Gnosticism, cf. Logion 28 of the Coptic Gospel of Thomas. 
It corresponds to Pap. Oxyr. 1, lines 4-11=Hennecke-Schneemelcher-Wilson, I: 
106. Cf. E. Lohse in ThWNT VII: 33-34. 

88 taTretvoppooUvn here and in vs. 23 cannot denote “humility” as obedient 

disposition, e.g. in the Pauline sense. B. Reicke (see n. 84) renders the word, with 

good justification, as “asceticism’’ (cf. M. Dibelius, An die Kolosser, HNT 12 
[1927, 2nd ed.]: 26) . It fits thus into the context. 

§7 Col, 2:18; the passage is admittedly difficult to translate. I follow Lohmeyer’s 
translation, which appears to me to be apt. 

88 The formula certainly has been oriented in form to Gen. 1:14 ff.: Tevn®htacav 

gwotnpes ... Kal Eotwoav sig onpeta Kal cig KaIPOUG Kal Elo HHEPpac Kal cic 

éviautovs... kal &pxetv THS Hepa Kal THg vuKTdG. ... This passage in Genesis 
however then will also have provided the exegetical basis for angel worship in 

gnosticizing Judaism. Hence it is no accident that this formula always occurs in 

the vicinity of Judaism. 
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days of their power, when the moon moves through them and 

journeys with them. Guard yourself against this day, until it has 

hastened on away from them... .” 89 

Such Gnostic speculations must also stand behind the Galatian 
observance of certain times.°® Paul also is aware of this; for even 

if he does not speak of the service of &yyeAot, still he does speak 

in the same sense of service under those who by nature are not 

God or of the poor and beggarly ototxeia, the world powers, to 
which the Galatians are returning.®! This too has its parallel in 

that passage in Colossians. The Colossians are liberated from the 

otolxeia tod KOopoU, to which they are again subjecting themselves 

with their angel worship in the observance of feasts, new moons, 

and sabbaths.°? 

Therewith is indicated the tendency out of which we must 

understand Paul’s remark that the Galatians are observing days, 

months, seasons, and years. No more than a tendency, to be sure. 

No details can be inferred from this widely used formula, which 

Paul probably used because he was not sufficiently informed on 
concrete particulars, and which he in no case wants to have un- 

8®A quotation from the book Elchasai preserved in Hipp. Phil. IX, 162 (ed. 
Wendland, p. 254, 21 ff). Cf. J. M. Allegro, Die Botschaft vom Toten Meer 
(Fischer-Biicherei, 1957) , p. 98. M. Weise, “Kultzeiten und kultischer Bundesschluss 

in der ‘Ordensregel’ vom Toten Meer” (Diss. Jena, 1955); see the author’s own 
note in ThLZ 1957, cols. 386-87. 

®°’'This eliminates the reflection of O. Holtzmann (p. 495), which to be sure 

is somewhat peculiar anyway. “Nevertheless it is curious that the man who here 
is opposing the Jewish calendar of feasts himself—even in commerce with Gentile 
Christians—always reckoned time by the Jewish week and the Jewish days.” 

®2 Gal. 4:3, 8-9. Nowadays it may be acknowledged as proved that in the 
otolxeia tod K6oyou we have to do with personal angelic powers (cf. H. Schlier, 
[1], pp. 133 ff.). Of course the accusation of the service of angels is polemical. It 
was precisely the power of the demonic forces that the Galatian opponents wanted 
to escape. After all, the concept otoixeia may well deserve to be understood as 

Pauline interpretamentum rather than as Galatian terminology. In any case, 
however, it would be inconceivable that Paul regards the observance of the 

Jewish feast days as the worship of pagan gods. Hence in 4:10 he cannot have 
in mind any judaizing behavior. 

®2 The similarity of the terminology and of the argument in Gal. 4:8-10 and 
Col. 2:16-23 inexorably compels us to see the same opponents being combated in 
both passages. This holds true not only in case the Colossian epistle were written 
by Paul himself—then of course no more discussion of this question should even 
be allowed—but also under the assumption that Colossians is deutero-Pauline. If 
one wishes to see Judaizers combated in Gal. 4:8-10, one must therefore accept 
the assumption of the same false teachers for Colossae. Since this is impossible, 
there remains only the possibility of assuming for the Galatian epistle also an 
anti-Gnostic battle line. 
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derstood as focused in a particular way. However, the tendency 
into which we look with Paul is not Pharisaism or a judaizing 
tendency as Pharisaism’s unloved offspring, but Gnosticism in 

one of its varieties.% 

Vv 

The Galatians come under their laws—essentially different 
laws from those of the Judaizers. They are the laws of the 
mvevpatikot, for whom not bodily discipline but ecstatic licentious- 

ness is characteristic. But people in Galatia apparently were 
identifying themselves emphatically as tvevpatikoi. W. Lutgert 

has already pointed this out.® In Gal. 6:1 Paul writes: “Brethren, 

if a man be discovered in some transgression, you pneumatic 
ones restore him in the spirit of meekness.” The emphatic ad- 

dress, Upeic of tvevpatikoi, indicates that here Paul is adopting the 

emphasized self-assertion of the Galatians, or of some of them,®% 

especially when one places Gal. 4:21 alongside it: “Tell me, oi b16 

vopov BéAovtes eivat,...’’ W. Liitgert concludes from this that Paul 

is addressing two different groups in the community in these 

two passages, because Judaistic circumcision and the pneumatic 

state are mutually exclusive.°® Indeed! But Gnostic circumcision 

and the pneumatic state go together well. 
Gal. 3:2 may also be understood from this perspective. “Now 

*3 Even the strict observance of times among the Essenes (Jos. Bell. II, 8.9) 
and related groups (Damasc. 13), among these the sanctification of the Sabbath, 
may be traced back less to Pharisaic than to gnosticizing influence, especially 
since speculations about angels (Jos. Bell. II, 8.7) and even veneration of the 
sun (Jos. Bell. II, 8.5) are not lacking there; cf. n. 89. 

es pplz! 3: 
®> Thus, rightly, most modern exegetes. “yetg of mvevpatixoi hardly means 

simply the ‘community of Christians.’ Here it rather has a somewhat sarcastic 
sound: ‘you who pose as mvevpatixoi’” (H. Lietzmann, HNT 10 [1952, 3rd ed.]: 

in loc.). Cf. Hipp. Phil. V, 9 (ed. Duncker-Schneidewin, 174, 21-22): pets 8 
topev, onotv, ol tvevpatixol (cf. V, 8 = 164, 70-71). 

°¢ This also creates difficulties for other exegetes on Gal. 6:1. J. B. Lightfoot 
(p. 215) remarks on Opec of mvevpatixoi: “St. Paul had once and again urged 
them to walk by the Spirit (V, 16, 25). This explains the forms of address here: 
‘ye who have taken my lesson to heart, ye who would indeed be guided by the 
Spirit.’” But this interpretation bears on its face the stamp of difficulty all the 
more clearly since Lightfoot expresses himself explicitly against the conjecture 
that here Paul is turning “to the party of more liberal views, who had taken his 
side against the Judaizers.” The ones addressed in Gal. 6:1 are unquestionably 
Christians who deliberately and with emphasis identify themselves as pneumatics 
(cf. Rom. 15:1: of Sbvator) . 
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I should like to know this of you: did you receive the Spirit by 

works of the law or by the preaching of-faith?” This sentence 

then first takes on its full import if it inquires after the Galatians’ 

emphatic assertion that they had (received) the Spirit. The 

“tve0na AayBdavev,” used absolutely and presumably stemming 

from the language of the mystery cults, occurs in Paul among 

other places also in II Cor. 11:4, and here in indubitable adop- 

tion of a Gnostic thesis. Just so in Gal. 3:5 Paul may be going 

into the Galatians’ current assertion that they had the “Spirit” 

and ‘“‘mighty deeds” were taking place among them. In any case 

in Gal. 3:5 we have to do with what are typical assertions for the 
Gnostic pneumatic, insofar as by “mighty deeds” are to be under- 

stood ecstatic productions of the Pneuma, in which the Gnostic 
message is manifested as a divine message itself. A comparison 

for example with II Cor. 12:11-12 (see Vol. 1, pp. 281-82) and 

I Thess. 1:5 (see below, pp. 136 ff.) makes it clear that in 
other places as well Paul had to debate with the claim and de- 
mand made by false teachers who had infiltrated the community 

to produce and to experience ‘“‘mighty deeds.’ Cf. also n. 42 

above. 
The dialectic of Gal. 5:25, et COSpev mvedpati, mvedpatt Kal 

ototxdpev, will also have its specific occasion in the Galatian 

assertion, meant in terms of being, that one “lives in the Spirit,” 

an undisputed assertion,®? which Paul however, in view of the 

conduct of the pneumatics, which was little Spirit-wrought, sees 

himself compelled to complete with a reference to the existential 
significance of such possession of the Spirit: then we also wish 
to walk by the Spirit.9° The fundamental cleavage between “havy- 

ing the Spirit” and “walking in the Spirit” as it is found in 

Galatia is not possible in a Pauline community, since here the 

®7“Those who are addressed here live in the Spirit: this is a fact which is 
not only claimed by them, but is also conceded to them by Paul—but they must 
be admonished that if they live in the Spirit, they are also to walk in the Spirit” 
(W. Liutgert, [1], p. 19). 

®8 According to the evidence of the passages cited, Paul perhaps had not be- 
come aware that the stressing of the pneumatic state was a part of the heretical 
program in Galatia. No wonder, for Paul naturally was of the persuasion that 
he himself had already brought the Pneuma to the Galatians (Gal. 3:2). The 
case is different in Corinth, where the community directs an inquiry to Paul 
“touching those who are pneumatics” (I Cor. 12:3) and Paul has comprehended 
that the Corinthians have received a mvebya Etepov from the wevSardotoAo (II 

Corwll:4)). 
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possession of the Spirit is manifested precisely in conduct,®* but 
indeed is possible in a Gnostic community in which the tvedypa 

is shown to be present in ecstatic experience, especially in speak- 
ing in tongues, quite independent from any “Christian con- 
ductae 

Among the Gnostics, possession of the Pneuma and self-praise 

stand in constant connection.!°! Hence the apostle’s definite ad- 
monition: “If anyone thinks himself to be something although 

he is nothing, he deceives himself’ (Gal. 6:3) 1°. For instead of 

their “walking in the Spirit,” Paul declares that the pneumatics 

in Galatia are xevddo€o1, filled with unfounded desire for glory,!° 

provoke one another with their pneumatic-ecstatic endowments 

(aAAnAouG tTrpoKaAoUYevot) and therewith naturally also arouse 

envy among those whose spiritual gifts are less! (dAAnAoIc 

p8ovodvtec, cf. I Cor. 12:4 ff.) : Gal. 5:26. 

°° Cf. Rom. 8:2 ff.; I Cor. 3:1 ff.; Gal. 5:17; 6:7 ff., et passim. One must not allow 

himself to be misled, by Paul’s Gnostic terminology which often has even an 
animistic sound, to the misapprehension that for him also the Pneuma is a piece 
of divine substance. 

100 Gal. 5:16 then could also belong in this context: “Walk in the Spirit 
(scil., whom you in fact explicitly claim to possess) and you will not fulfill the 
lusts of the flesh.” 

101 Cf, eg., Iren. I, 13.6, where the disciples of Marcus are called perfect, 

“quasi nemo possit exaequari magnitudini agnitionis ipsorum, nec si Paulum aut 

Petrum dicas, vel alterum quendam apostolorum: sed plus omnibus se cognovisse 
et magnitudinem agnitionis illius, quae est inenarrabilis virtutis, solos ebibisse. 

Esse autem se in altitudine super omnem virtutem: quapropter et libere omnia 
agere, nullum in nullo timorem habentes. Propter enim redemptionem et incom- 
prehensibiles et invisibiles fieri iudici.’ By virtue of his pneuma-self the Gnostic 
is of divine nature, and hence also of divine power and divine perfection. He is 

téAeiog (Corp. Herm. IV, 4; R. Reitzenstein, Die hellenistischen Mysterienre- 

ligionen [3rd ed.], pp. 338-39). Paul sets himself against this heightened self- 
consciousness also in the Corinthian pneumatics, who are “puffed up” and 
“boast” because they are “filled,” “rich,” and have already “become kings” (I 
Cor 46 ch, ly Cor, 4210 5:2 44sale ll (Corn l2:I tie 20:e Cole Sse GlemanAtexe 

Strom 1V.23-149°5 1V) 6,40 Tren 1y6:4:5 23105) 20.05) LL 26.) and anther perrect 

in Philippi, whom he challenges to see their perfection in their being able, like 
Paul, to say: “ovx Sti Sn EAaBov A Sn TeteAciopar, Sidkw Sé...” (Phil. 3:12 ff). 

Cf. also the anti-Gnostic polemic in Hermas Sim. IX, 22 and M. Dibelius in HNT 

in loc. C£. below, pp. 96-97; 233-34; Vol. 1, pp. 61 ff. 
102 The Gnostics are “something” because they are Pneuma. Paul, who for them 

is only oc&p€ (II Cor. 10:2), is therefore “nothing” (II Cor. 10:2; 12:11). Paul 
must turn this judgment around. Only the grace of God makes one who himself 
is nothing (II Cor. 3:5-6) into something (I Cor. 15:10). 

103 The concept katynua or Kavxao801 applied to the opponents occurs in 6:4 

and 6:13-14. 
104“, . did some here as in Corinth envy those provided with special gifts 

of the Spirit (6:1)?” (H. Lietzmann, HNT 10: in loc.). 
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Naturally it is difficult to fill these varied ambiguous expressions 

with a specific meaning. An understanding of them in detail can be 

gained only in terms of the total evaluation of the Galatian heresy. 

Of course under the presupposition of a judaizing false teaching one 

gets into difficulty with them. Even the fact that people were glory- 

ing in circumcision does not shed much light. But it is atterly in- 

conceivable that some even envied others because of their circum- 

cision (which one would have been able to have performed on him- 

self at any time). Therefore Cramer, for example (Kommentar zum 

Galaterbrief [1890]), excises this verse. H. Schlier, F. Sieffert, and 

many others refrain from giving an explanation for it out of the 

concrete situation, which however is just as much demanded for 

Gal. 5:13-6:10 as for the other parts of the epistle. (“It is clear that 

something had occurred which alarmed him on this point,” J. B. 

Lightfoot, p. 214, who then however does not clarify the expressions 

in Gal. 5:26 substantively and specifically.) Nevertheless Gnostic 

pneumatics are splendidly described by the characterization in Gal. 

5:26. For them the glorying (which for Paul is “empty’”) is proper, 

because they “‘proclaim” themselves, i.e. their pneuma-self (II Cor. 
fre 10212). 

TpokoAeio8ai means to provoke or to challenge (cf. H. Schlier, [1], 

p- 198). The ecstatic demonstrations of the pneumatic challenge an- 
other to awaken the Pneuma which resides in him also. If this is 

done, it is reason for now finding his kavynya eig tov Etepov (Gal. 

6:4; cf. 6:13). If it does not succeed, then the ecstatic praxis is a 

provocation to envy. Envy among Christians (&AAnAoig p8ovoivTec) is 

in fact proper if a “btrepBoAh tdv d&troxadvpewv’? (II Cor. 12:7), if 

speaking in tongues (I Cor. 14) and ecstasies (II Cor. 5:13) prove a 

special quality of Christian existence, as the Gnostics in contrast with 

Paul assert (II Cor. 5:11 ff, 12:11), a quality which naturally is not 

attainable for everyone. 

But high estimation of the Pneuma always means for the 
Gnostic, for whom the Pneuma is indeed his own self, also re- 

jection of the odp§ as the prison of this pneuma-self. Therefore 

the man who is only odp€ is nothing.!% Paul, in the eyes of the 

Galatian heretics so little a pneumatic that indeed he must re- 

ceive even his gospel from other men, is therefore as a mere 

“sarkic’” to be held only in contempt. No wonder that he then 

bitterly complains that people once had received him “as an 

195 For “redemption extends only to the soul, the body cannot help decaying, 
as befits its nature” (Iren. I, 24.5) . Cf. n. 102. 
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angel of God,” indeed as “Christ Jesus’ himself, although at 

that time he had proclaimed the gospel 60 do®éverav thg GapKdc,16 

that they would have “plucked out their eyes for him,” without 
having succumbed to the temptation which lay “év tT oapki pou,” 

in the wretched flesh of the ill Paul, and without “spitting in his 

presence in contempt,” in short, that once people took no offense 

at his flesh, but now because of this flesh!®? he has “‘become their 

enemy” (Gal. 4:12 ff.). “Where now is your blessing?” he asks 

in despair. ‘““They make much of you, to no good purpose,” these 
new apostles. “They want to separate you from me, so that you 

will make much of them.” And this because of the weakness of 

my flesh! °° And you are going along with that! What am I to 

say to this? “I should like to be with you now and to change my 

language; for I am puzzled about you.” 

It is superfluous to emphasize that in all this an anti-judaizing 
battlefront for Paul does not come into the picture at all. Even 
clearer is the Gnostic accusation: Paul indeed is only a “sarkic.” 

Since the accusation of bodily weakness on the part of Judaizers 
would be entirely unaccountable, the commentators all assume that 

196 The expression is disputed. The ancient expositors throughout understand 
it as “in weakness”; the Latins translate it as “per infirmitatem.” Yet the gram- 
mar clearly argues for “on account of weakness of the flesh.” (Thus almost all 
modern commentaries and grammars.) Thus Paul intends explicitly to affirm 
that he not only had preached to the Galatians in fleshly weakness, but that 
even the occasion of his preaching in Galatia was a sickness which kept him 
there against his will. 

107 Paul indeed asks, dote &xOpdcg bydv yéyova &AnOedwv byiv, but naturally he 

does not mean with this question to give the reason offered by the Galatians for 
his now having become their enemy, but intends to point to the paradox of their 
relation to him: then you took no offense at my flesh in its weakness but received 
me as an angel of God; when you now no longer receive me, it is logical that my 
fleshly weakness cannot be the reason for such behavior. So do you account me 
as an enemy because I declare the truth to you? Precisely this argument of Paul 
shows that in truth people in Galatia were declaiming against Paul on account 
of the apostle’s fleshly weakness. 

108 Naturally the Gnostics did not denounce Paul especially for the weakness 
of his flesh and demand of an apostle robust health or greater bodily strength. 
The charge was that Paul was only an GvOpwrog ocapkivéc, a man of merely 

contemptible and weak fleshliness, not a pneumatic. Of course it is nothing less 
than obvious that Paul connected the accusation with his special bodily weakness. 
For his thought, basically Jewish, the contempt for corporeality as such had to 
appear inconceivable. Thus he indeed also understands the accusation of the 
Corinthian Gnostics, which was meant in a substantial sense, that he was a 

“sarkic,” as meaning that they were accusing him of “fleshly conduct” (II Cor. 
10:2-3), and their denial of the bodily resurrection makes these Gnostics appear 
to him as radical skeptics (I Cor. 15). Cf. Lidzbarski, Ginza, 42.13 ff.; Iren. V, 3.2. 
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Paul on his own initiative refers to the fact that during his founding 
visit the Galatians were not offended at his weakness. Then the in- 
tention of the apostle’s statements in Gal. 4:13-20 would be to point 

the Galatians to their joyful acceptance of his person during the time 
of his first preaching in Galatia, of which now no trace is any longer 
to be seen. The reference to his lamentable physical condition dur- 
ing that first sojourn then would only have had the purpose of 
praising the heartiness of this readiness of acceptance. But it is not 
very clear how Paul could get the idea that his sickness would easily 

have been able to do harm to the persuasive force of his message or 

to teach him to hold himself in contempt rather than (as would 
then be more likely) to feel sorry for himself. Apart from this, how- 
ever, the important reference, placed at the climactic point of his 
statements in Gal. 4:12 ff, to Paul’s weakness on his founding visit 

and the Galatians’ positive reaction to it may indicate that Paul him- 
self is concerned about this fact of the past, in order to stress the 

Galatians’ inconsistency when today they are offended at his weakness. 
Finally, vs. 17 in fact also makes it clear that Paul had in mind the 
ChAog of his opponents when he wrote the preceding verse, of those 

opponents who are sowing enmity (vs. 16) between the Galatians 
and Paul by teaching them to scorn Paul because of his “fleshliness.” 

One may now also compare the detailed treatment of Gal. 4:12-20 
by E. Gittgemanns (pp. 170ff.), which among other things, by 
means of an instructive comparison with II Cor., comes to the con- 

clusion that people were scorning Paul as apostle because he was not 

emancipated from his “flesh.” Of course Giittgemanns overshoots the 

mark when he understands the weakness of the apostle as an epiphany 

of the crucified Christ. 

VI 

The tvevpatixoi are also éAe08epor, that is, people liberated from 

the odp§ and all moral regulations connected with it. Whether 

Paul consciously is referring to the expressions of the Galatian 

opponents, when in Gal. 5:1 and 5:13 he says, “for freedom 

Christ has set you free,” or, “for you are called to freedom,” is 

indeed not certain but still very probable. For in both cases 

Paul must continue with the warning: “Stand fast now and do 

not submit yourselves again to the yoke of bondage,” or: “Only 

do not use your freedom for an occasion to serve the flesh.” In 

both passages the stress unmistakably falls on the final clause, 
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so that Paul is not, in teaching about freedom, summoning to 

freedom, but is opposing the misuse of freedom. Above all the 
latter passage!® gives the impression that Paul very likely knows 

that some in Galatia with a reference to ¢heuSepia were walking 

kat& odpka, so that he indeed grants that we Christians are free 

persons, but in view of his historical understanding of such 

Christian freedom demands quite a different way of proving éAev- 
Sepia from that of the Gnostics in their mythic-essentialist 

thought. 

But be that as it may, it is sufficiently clear that people in 

Galatia were preaching circumcision but for the rest were think- 

ing and living in libertine rather than legalistic fashion. Paul 

must take a stand emphatically and at length, even though not 

always very concretely,!!° against walking kata odpka, Some pas- 

sages have just been cited (Gal. 5:1, 13, 16), and 5:3 and 6:13 

were mentioned earlier. Of course it is difficult to say to what 

extent the épya tig capKég which Paul then enumerates in detail 

in 5:19 ff. have concrete reference to the situation in Galatia. 

Nevertheless the typically Gnostic manners of conduct 1! are 

placed at the beginning: topveia and dxaSapoia on the one hand, 

é&oéAyeia!2 and eidwAoAatpia on the other hand. papyaxeia = magic 

could have been a Gnostic term in Galatia or could describe the 

Galatian behavior as Paul understood it. Then follow no fewer 

than seven different expressions for controversies or divisions, in 

109 ZW. Liitgert places great weight on this passage for establishing his thesis 
of a twofold battlefront in Galatia. He can rightly point to the fact that tradi- 
tional exposition of the section Gal. 5:13 ff. is full of contradictions ([l], p. 14). 

But Liitgert’s explanation itself on Gal. 5:13 ff., which, in addition to W. M. L. 

de Wette (see Liitgert, [1], p. 16) and others, J. B. Lightfoot also had already 
held, collapses on the fact that Gal. 5:1 and 5:13 cannot be understood as di- 

rected against different pneumatics, as he wishes to do. The same preachers of 
freedom who stand in peril of a moral abuse of their freedom (Gal. 5:13) are 
putting on the bondage-yoke of circumcision (Gal. 5:1). K. v. Hofmann (pp. 
171-72) wants to draw Gal. 5:13 to 5:1-12. This would make possible a unified 
anti-judaizing understanding of Gal. 5:1 and 5:13, but of course is exegetically 
untenable. 

*2°Tt is otherwise in the Corinthian epistles, where Paul shows himself sig- 
nificantly better informed. 

*21 Unchastity and participating in meals offered to idols; cf. Rev. 2:14, 20; 
Iren. J, 6.3. 

*1? &oéAyeta means licentiousness quite generally, sensuality. It frequently is 
used specifically to denote sexual debauchery. In Rom. 13:13 and Gal. 5:19 as 
also in II Cor. 12:21, I should take it to mean excesses in the worship of idols, 

perhaps gluttony, possibly also sexual excesses. Cf. Vol. 1, p. 223. 
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such heaping up certainly with a view to the situation in 

Galatia. Then mention is made of 96vog = envy, which also 

appears in Gal. 5:26 and there has direct reference to the situa- 
tion in Galatia.‘ Finally, pé8ai and K@po at the end fit again 

with doéAyeia and eiSwAoAatpia, the pagan meals sacrificed to 

idols,45 in which in fact the Gnostics in Corinth also take part 

unhesitatingly with an explicit appeal to their freedom.1!© Over 

against this, then, in the enumeration of the “fruits of the 

Spirit” 17 there appears, in addition to the eight expressions for 

‘“‘peaceableness,”’ 18 only éykpateta (continence, self-discipline) ;11° 
for oi tod Xpiotod °° have crucified the flesh with its passions and 

appetites. Thus every one of these vices and virtues fits precisely 

into the situation which we have shown to exist in Galatia,}?! 

which does not hold true under the presupposition of a judaizing 
opposition to Paul. 

Paul must also warn against error—and thus indeed the 

Gnostic conduct must appear to the Christian Paul, and in fact 

thus did the Gnostics think in principle!?? also—as though one 

118 On details, cf. S. Wibbing, Die Tugend- und Lasterkataloge im Neuen 

Testament (1959) , pp. 95 ff. 
TES (Ets Je aioe 
11° Tn I Peter 4:3 also the k®po1 occur together with ciiwAoAatpia. 

So Cor Onl 2-159 8: 1h; 0:23, bas Reicke) (| pps 248uh.)s thinks of sthe 
disorders during the observance of the Supper which are attested to us in Corinth 
by I Cor. 11:20 ff. This too is possible, but in the context of the catalog of vices 
is quite remote from both concepts. 
peal eo. 22-236 
118 Even miotic is to be understood here in this sense (cf. H. Schlier, [1], p. 

190) . 
11° “Apparently this Hellenistic concept denotes for him the inner and outer 

conduct which is set in contrast to twopveia, &kabapoia, doéAyeia, and the pé@ar 

and K®yor (5:20-21)” (H. Schlier, [1], pp. 191-92). 
120 The Xptotod elvat is the exclusive self-designation of the Corinthian Gnos- 

tics (I Cor. 1:12; If Cor. 10:7). That in Gal. 5:24 Paul is taking up the same- 

sounding designation of the Galatian Gnostics is of course unlikely, since this 
originally Gnostic-mythological formula is familiar to Paul himself for designa- 
tion of the Christian status (Rom. 8:9; I Cor. 3:23; 15:23) . 

121 Tf one places alongside Gal. 5:19 ff. the catalog of vices in Rom. 1:29 ff., 

for example, where Paul intends to charactize the totality of heathen sins, one 
will sense how purposefully Paul makes his formulation in his catalogs of vices 
in spite of his thoroughgoing use of traditional concepts and groups of concepts 
in detail. 

122Cf, Iren. I, 6.2: “Quemadmodum enim choicum impossibile est salutem 
percipere, sic iterum quod spiritale impossibile esse corruptelam percipere, licet 
in quibuscunque fuerint factis.” The dualistic Gnostic anthropology with its 
ethical implications becomes clearest in the anti-Gnostic polemic in Hermas Sim. 
V, 7 (cf. Sim. VIII, 6.5; IX, 22): “Keep your flesh pure and unspotted, tva 716 
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could sow to the flesh and yet from the tvedya reap eternal life.1?8 

“Be not deceived, God is not mocked; for whatsoever a man 

soweth, that shall he also reap.” #4 Only one who sows to the 

Spirit will also reap of the Spirit. How he walks, not what he is, 

is the decisive thing about a man. 

Thus the mockery of God (puxtnpifetv) does not consist in 

that “God will not allow His will and grace to be treated with 
contempt through man’s obeying and trusting his carnal and 
sinful nature and not God” (W. H. Preisker in TDNT IV: 796) 

—Paul never elsewhere describes this basic human disobedience 

as mockery of God—but in the fact some in Galatia were con- 

sciously stressing the possession of the divine Pneuma, for this 
reason held themselves to be perfect Christians and openly 

boasted of their piety (Gal. 5:26; 6:3), but at the same time 

were sowing to the odp§, and were doing that equally consciously 

and emphatically. It must appear to Paul as a mockery of God 

when a person walks according to the flesh while appealing to the 
Spirit of God. Such behavior of the Galatians, which makes God 

into a minister of sin, caricatures God. Only thus does the 

puKtnpicew take on its concrete sense. 

Approximately one-fourth of the Galatian epistle is directed 
more or less pointedly against the sarkic conduct of the 

Galatians,!?° and this in such a way that this polemic cannot be 

separated from the debate with the pneumatics, the circumcision 

mve0Na TO KaTOIKOOV gv avTH may give a good testimony for it, and your flesh may 
be justified. Do not let the opinion arise in you that your flesh is perishable, so 
that you abuse and stain it. For if you stain your flesh, you also stain 1d tvedpa 
tO G&ytov. ... For the two belong together and cannot be stained separately.” 
Cf. also the parable, in its present form certainly anti-libertine, of the blind man 
and the cripple in the Apocryphon of Ezekiel in Epiph. Haer. LXIV, 70.5 ff. 
(=Synhedrin 91a, b; Goldschmidt IX: 33-34). 

128 “They are deceiving themselves by believing that they can sow to the flesh 
and reap of the Spirit. That is the audacious assurance of the pneumatics which 
is reported here; they fancy that for them as the bearers of the Spirit the fruit 
of the Spirit, eternal life, is assured” (W. Liitgert, [1], p. 21). 

224Gal. 6:7. Paul formulates the well-known and widely used proverb (H. 
Schlier, [1], p. 204) in such a way that the emphasis which he wishes to make 
is clearly to be heard: 6 yap éav oTreipyn GvOpwrroc, todTo Kal Bepicer. 

126Jn view of this fact the insistence is hardly justified that Paul would have 
had to set himself much more clearly against libertine tendencies in Galatia if 
these tendencies actually had been present (G. Stahlin in RGG [8rd ed.], IJ, col. 
1188). Naturally Paul sets himself much more concretely against Gnostic liber- 
tinism, as also against other Gnostic views, for example in the Corinthian epistles 
—for the simple reason that later on he is better informed. 
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party, and so on. The two are interwoven. ‘‘All those who want 

eUTpoowmnjoat év oapki would compel you to be circumcised” 

(Gal. 6:12). With this sentence Paul concludes the polemic 

against the sarkic behavior. This means, however, that in the 

eUTpoowmhoat év capi, which possibly is intentionally ambig- 

uous,!6 at least there is also the meaning: “Those who because 

of their fleshly conduct wish to be esteemed are requiring cir- 

cumcision of you,’ naturally without being able therefore to 
think of “keeping the law themselves,” as Paul continues (Gal. 

6:13). But the Gnostics wish “to be esteemed because of their 

fleshly conduct.” In the contempt for the flesh which is expressed 

therein lies their glory.127 

That in all this Paul is not opposing Judaizers should be 
beyond discussion. —The commentaries therefore throughout 

silently refrain from placing the corresponding utterances of 

Paul in connection with the concrete situation as it is supposed to 
exist in Galatia, although the concrete connection is always 

obvious and of course is even emphasized in all the passages 
which fit into the preconceived picture of the judaizing agitation. 
Anyone who poses the problem for himself then either remarks 
that in Gal. 5:13 ff. Paul is refuting the charge of the Judaizers 
that freedom from the law is a freedom to sin,!28 an assertion 

that turns upside down the facts of the case, for Paul himself in 
fact is making a charge, not defending himself, or one writes 

that these admonitions were aimed at those “who with the ob- 
servance of outward ordinances were placing themselves under 
the Mosaic law, but in the proper fulfilling of the same by walk- 
ing in the Spirit and in love were negligent, while they reproach 
the Pauline teaching with the consequence of moral lawlessness.” 
Imagine: Judaizers who keep the cultic law, although Paul says 
they do not (Gal. 6:13), who moreover reproach Paul with moral 
libertinism but themselves seek their glory in fleshly conduct! 1° 

126 Cf, H. Schlier, [1], p. 207. 
127 Cf, the proud Gnostic catchword in Corinth, “wavta por é€eot1v” (I Cor. 

G12 10223)r. 
128 Thus, besides many earlier writers, among others also H. Schlier [1] and 

H. Lietzmann, [3], in loc.; further W. Michaelis, [1], p. 189. But not even the 
slightest evidence for such an assertion is to be inferred from the text. “There 
is no defense here at all, but only an attack” (W. Liitgert, [1], p. 15). 

128 How could Paul warn Judaistic zealots for the law not to abuse their free- 
dom eis &ooppny tH GapKi (Gal. 5:13) !? 
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VII 

One small point is yet to be noted. In Gal. 1:10 Paul writes: 
&ptt yap a&vOpdtrouc treibw FH tov Vedv; AH Cntd a&vOpatroig a&péoxeiv. Un- 

fortunately it can hardly be determined from the passage itself 

how the accusation against which Paul is defending himself here 

was meant by his opponents. Certainly “those whose charge he 

now takes up may have explained that he was persuading men, 
by which more was being said, namely that he was leading men 

astray’ (H. Schlier, [1], p. 15). But with this statement the back- 
ground of such an attack on Paul still is not disclosed. 

Under the assumption of a Gnostic opposition one may, of 

course, adduce II Cor. 5:11 ff. as a precise parallel.42° Here the 

charge against Paul is apparently that he only persuades men, 

or seeks to convince them, but withholds from them the ecstatic 

(II Cor. 5:13) gavépwoig tod mvebpatog (II Cor. 5:11; cf. I Cor. 

12:7), a charge which runs through large sections of the Co- 

rinthian epistles and which Paul accepts, since ecstatic exhibitions 

do not edify the community (I Cor. 14:3, 12, 17), but the 

apostle is indeed constrained by the love of Christ to live for 

others (II Cor. 5:14-15). Paul reserves ecstasy for his personal 

relationship with God (I Cor. 14:2; II Cor. 5:11, 13). The same 
charge then is to be suspected behind Gal. 1:10, although it is 
not immediately clear how Paul understood it; for even what 

Paul says is difficult to understand. 

It may hardly be possible to put the two questions in Gal. 1:10 

entirely in parallel, for avOpatoug Tei8ew, “which does always in- 

clude a converting or an intention to convert” (R. Bultmann in 

ThWNT VI, 2: 25) is not equivalent in meaning to dOperroic 

a&péoxetv. Thus the questions are, at least in some measure, dif- 
ferent in content. So then the determination of Paul’s meaning 

depends on whether one understands the first clause as a disjunc- 

tive interrogative clause (to persuade either man or God), or 
whether one sets 7 Tov 8edv in parallel to dv8patous. The latter is 

the only likely choice. The stress then lies on tei, and Paul is 

asking whether he now is persuading men. So the two clauses are 

formally coordinate, for the second question indeed asks whether 

180 Cf. R. Bultmann, [1], pp. 1 f£.; Vol. 1, pp. 187 ff. 
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he now is seeking to please men. In both cases the answer is “No!” 

The * tov Gedv inserted into the first clause, which ‘‘one would 

prefer entirely to dispense with” (W. Bousset, p. 34), permits the 

disclaimer of any unbecoming tei9ew by Paul to become plainer: 

we are persuading no one at all! Still it is not necessary to assume 

that anyone had accused Paul of wishing to persuade even God 

(which of course would be easily understandable as a sneering 

charge of the Gnostics against the “unpneumatic” preaching of 

Paul) . In the second clause the addition of i tov 8e6v was already 

ruled out because to please God was obviously Paul’s will and of 

course a corresponding accusation of the opponents could not be 

present here. 

Thus Paul had become aware of the charge of dv@pcrtrouc 

meiSew that had been raised against him. He must understand this 

tei8eiv, which can mean “‘convince” (Acts 18:4; 19:8; 28:23) as 

well as “‘outtalk,” “prevail upon,” “lead astray,” “corrupt” (Acts 

Peo 1220p Natt, 627-20) 28°14: Herm, Sim--V1l1,,.6.55) cr 

TDNT VI: 1 ff.), in the negative sense, and rightly rejects this 

charge of dishonesty.!*! The case is different in II Cor. 5:11 ff., 

where in the meantime he has become acquainted with the back- 

ground of this accusation: In contrast to the Gnostic pneumatics 

he is able only to convince or persuade. Now he naturally must 

afhrm this charge, for to convince with the word in sobriety 

(swppovotyev, IT Cor. 5:13) is precisely his task and his aim. 

In this connection it is interesting that the argument in Gal. 

1:10 ff. occurs in the form of a chiasm: 

(a) 102 Am JI now persuading men or even God? 

(b) 106 Or am I seeking to please men? 

(b) 10c  I£ I still desired to please men, I should no longer 

be Christ’s servant. 

(a) 11 ff. For you should know, brethren, that the gospel 

which is preached by me is not human in char- 

acter; for I too have not received it from men... 

131 Cf, Acta Pet. c. Sim. 55 (ed. Lipsius-Bonnet, I, 203.1-2), where it is asserted 
of Simon: odtosg S1& tHS TOD Tratpdg avTOU TOD BiIaBdAoU TralBeSoews TreE{OE1 TOUS 

dvOpcartrouc. 
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It is clear that Paul understands the accusation (a), that he is 

persuading men, rightly in the sense of the complaint against his 
gospel, that it is human, not divine, and with a gospel that is only 

human one can only persuade. 
In view of the formal parallelism of the two questions in Gal. 

1:10, it is to be presumed that the second clause also refutes a 

polemical remark of his opponents. Of course what stands behind 

the assertion that Paul is seeking to please men is not to be de- 

cided from the Galatian passage itself and certainly was not known 
even to Paul. This charge occurs with the same words in I Thess. 
2:4, apparently with the concrete background that Paul obtains 

the favor of the community with flattery in order to enrich him- 

self with the collection.1%2 

Likewise in II Cor. 3:1 and 5:12 Paul must defend himself 
against corresponding slanders, to which he alludes also in II Cor. 

10:12 f£.; 12:11., et passim. These slanders can be connected with 
passages such as I Cor. 2:1 ff.; 4:16; 7:7; 9:1 f£.; 11:1; 14:18, and 

others. It seems likely that the intention of these charges was al- 

ways the same: Paul wants to enrich himself in the gathering of 

the collection, which—as I Cor. 16:1 shows—had long been in 

preparation in Galatia. 

But, however things may have been in that regard, the charge 

of tei8e1v, which is demonstrated by II Cor. 5:11 ff. to be typically 

Gnostic and is rendered understandable by the same passage, al- 

lows us also to detect behind Gal. 1:10 the same Gnostic polemic. 

Thus also E. Giittgemanns, pp. 298 ff. 

Vill 

This concludes my argument. Much could have been presented 
in more detail, and there is much that could be added. But if 

what has been said in such brevity was understandable and was 

understood, then what is actually decisive for the evaluation of 

our theme is said and understood. Since I now in good conscience 

can give assurance that, so far as I know, I have omitted no 

passage that would count significantly for a judaizing opposition 
to Paul,!?3 my personal conviction that the heretics in Galatia 

182 Cf. below, pp. 146 ff. 
183'On Gal. 3-4, see p. 41. 
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were Jewish Christian Gnostics should be acceptable.!4 I said at 
the beginning that it is not known to me that the appearance of 
Judaizers in Galatia had ever been disputed. Perhaps I am de- 
ceiving myself in this. But even if I were correct, the explana- 

tions offered here would not represent an epoch-making event in 
the history of interpretation. It would be only a small step—even 

though, as I think, a necessary and long overdue one—forward 

on the long road that began when criticism set in with the younger 
Tubingen School. 

F. C. Baur, as is well known, taught the interpretation of early 

Catholicism as a synthesis of Paulinism and the judaizing 

tendency.!8 This thesis could be held only if a somewhat wide 

distribution of anti-Pauline judaizing was assured.1*6 The criticism 
of the Ttibingen School around Baur naturally did not let the 

opportunity pass to attack or even to overthrow, among others, 

this thesis of the significance of the Judaizers, which was the one 
channel that opened into the synthesis of early Catholicism. The 

184 The picture of the Galatian heresy is to be filled out in details from the 
Corinthian epistles. For this purpose I refer the reader to Vol. 1. The only de- 
tectable difference in the picture of the Gnostic opponents in Galatia and those 
in Corinth consists in the fact that circumcision was not practiced in Corinth. 
This rules out a Judaistic heresy for Corinth, for to the Judaizers as to Judaism, 
rejection of circumcision signifies self-abandonment. For Gnosticism, on the 
other hand, circumcision is an unnecessary action with only symbolic significance, 
which one could, for tactical external reasons, just as well maintain as abandon. 
That the custom of circumcision among Jewish Christian Gnostics in the Syrian- 
Palestinian territory was common and was still practiced in Galatia is just as 
likely as the fact that it was given up as the progress of the Gnostic mission ad- 
vanced toward the West. Thus the church’s heresy fighters cannot in fact re- 
port of any of the later Gnostics that they practiced circumcision. Cf. Vol. 1, 
pp. 118-19. 

135 One of the most shortsighted theses in this connection of the brilliant 
F. C. Baur, which to be sure was very early abandoned by his pupils (C. Holsten) , 
was that Peter was the champion of the judaizing effort. 

18¢ Baur gives a comprehensive summary of the results of his research in his 
Kirchengeschichte der ersten drei Jahrhunderte (1863, 3rd ed). For him the only 

purely Judaistic writing in the New Testament is the Apocalypse, in whose letters 
to the churches the “Pauline heresy” is said to be opposed. For the rest he relies 
on the sources which are still under discussion today: the false teachers in 
Galatia and Corinth; the Epistle to the Romans; the accounts in the book of 
Acts; Papias and Hegesippus; the Pseudo-Clementine writings. These quite scanty 
sources, hardly augmented even by his pupils, could therefore provide a basis for 
Baur’s construction of history only because its already previously established 
structure demanded in primitive Christianity two antithetical phenomena of 
equal weight. A. Jiilicher (Einleitung in das Neue Testament [1906, 5th and 6th 
eds.], p. 14) rightly identifies Baur’s chief mistake: “He overestimates the sig- 
nificance of Judaistic elements in earliest Christianity.” 
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success of this criticism is evident. Who is there today who still 

would seriously look for Judaizers in the New Testament epistles 

outside the Corpus Paulinum? 187 Even the heretics of the Pas- 

toral Epistles, of the letters in the Apocalypse, of the Ignatian 

epistles, of I Clement,}88 as well as of the Colossian epistle, have 

long been recognized as—more or less Jewish Christian— 

Gnostics.1% 

Of that proud might of Judaism only some fragments have re- 

mained,}#° represented, if one disregards Palestine itself,44! by 

187 Of course F. C. Baur himself did not do this. The Epistle of James served 
for him, as did the epistles of Peter and the Epistle to the Hebrews, as a product 
of the mediating tendency. This shows how successfully he strove for historical 
impartiality. The efforts to this day, to save the genuineness of James and thus 
an originally Judaistic document, want to be judged less by the standard of 
strict criticism than by that of historical and theological taste. 

+88 Cf. W. Bauer, [l], pp. 95 ff. Unfortunately the author of I Clem. does not 
go into the situation in Corinth with the concreteness which is desirable for us. 
Still he apparently is opposing disrespect for office, controversies in the com- 
munity, immodest arrogance against God and the brethren, denial of the resur- 
rection, turning away from love, and abandonment of the forms of worship that 
had been handed down. If one does not wish to account for the weighty official 
communication of the Roman community, contrary to all likelihood, by unweighty 
reasons (“It was a matter of personal cliques, without any basis in principle,” 
A. v. Harnack, Einfiihrung in die alte Kirchengeschichte [1929], p. 92), then 
in view of the polemic mentioned above, the only thing that comes into con- 

sideration as the occasion for I Clement is a division created by Gnostics in 
the Corinthian community. The features being opposed are all found again in 
the Corinthian epistles or in Galatians. 

18° Tn the Pastoral Epistles as well as in Colossians, already Baur sees Gnostics 
being opposed. Hence he places these writings very late. It was primarily the 
battle against Gnosticism which, in Baur’s opinion, brought the Judaists and 
Paulinists together (an observation which in a more modest measure and for 
the early post-apostolic period is correct). Baur had, it is true, a historically com- 
pletely inappropriate picture of the beginnings of Gnosticism, but he was the best 
expert among his contemporaries on this religious phenomenon. In 1827 he took 
his doctor’s degree with “De gnosticorum christianismo ideali,” and in 1835 he 
wrote his work, Die christliche Gnosis oder die christliche Religionsphilosophie in 
ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung. 

149 Even the Epistle to the Romans has not been regarded for a long time 
now as an anti-Judaistic polemical writing, as Baur with others interpreted it. It 
is unnecessary even to assume that the Roman Christians “before their baptism 
submitted to circumcision and committed themselves to the law” (W. Michaelis, 
[J], p. 158), even though naturally there will have been circumcised Jews and 
former proselytes among them. Rom. 16, a letter of recommendation for Phoebe 
addressed to Ephesus, contains in vss. 17 ff. warnings not against Judaizers but 
against Gnostics; see below, pp, 219 ff. 

*41 This must be done because we are concerned only with the question of 
how far the extremist Jewish Christians pursued the Gentile mission. The later, 
already more or less syncretistically permeated sources on which H. J. Schoeps 
[2] relies (patristic and rabbinical accounts; fragments of Jewish Christian 
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Paul’s opponents in Galatia, Corinth, and Philippi,44? and even 

these fragments are in part under heavy attack already. It appears 

to me to be only a question of time until the ancient and already 
widespread recognition generally prevails, that in Corinth neither 

Judaizers nor Judaizers and Gnostics,4% but only Jewish Chris- 

tian Gnostics are working against Paul.14 In Phil. 3 also Jewish 

Christian Gnostics are being opposed.!45 

W. Liitgert rightly says: “Many times a hypothesis is carried 

only with difficulty because people do not pursue it consistently 
enough and do not sufficiently detach themselves from the pre- 

vailing view” ({l], p. 5). This point has special weight here be- 

cause the anti-Pauline disturbances in Galatia, Corinth, and 

Philippi** apparently belong together, and therefore stand and 

fall together. The Galatian pillar of judaizing tendency however 

stood heretofore quite unshaken. But—‘this too, already shaky, 

can collapse overnight,’ I am tempted to say in Uhland’s words. 

It would be desirable for this collapse, which would effect the 

gospels; Symmachus’ translation of the Old Testament; the Ebionite source 

documents of the Pseudo-Clementines) “refer almost without exception to groups 
in Coelesyria or Transjordan which were assembled out of the descendants of 
the emigrated Jerusalem primitive community and probably still other com- 
munities which had left Palestine shortly before 70 and around 135” (H. J. 
Schoeps in Studia Theologica VIII: 43). These sources therefore to a great extent 
drop out as sources for the evaluation of the heretical mission in Galatia. 

142 Tt does not matter for our inquiry whether the community in Philippi like 
the communities in Corinth and Galatia already was having to deal with internal 
difficulties (thus, correctly, most interpreters), or whether Paul in Phil. 3:2 ff. 

is speaking preventively, as e.g. W. Michaelis ([1], p. 203), H. Appel (Einleitung 
in das NT [1922], p. 57) and others think. 

148 This peculiar hybrid hypothesis, which W. Liitgert rightly could not main- 
tain for Galatia, still enjoys at present a widespread preference in connection 
with the Corinthian epistles. The Judaizers theory is no longer tenable for 
Corinth, and there is a widespread reluctance to recognize a Jewish Christian 
Gnosticism; so there arises that unsatisfactory compromise, in which all the 
signs of a solution devised to relieve one in a dilemma are already outwardly 
visible. Thus, for example, according to H. Windisch (Der zweite Korintherbrief, 

Meyer’s Kommentar, VI [1924, 9th ed.]: 25-26) the solution of the problem of the 
Corinthian heresy is “to be found in the distinguishing of a pneumatic-Gnostic 
tendency which had already arisen in Corinth before I Cor. and an agitation 
by itinerant Jewish preachers which perhaps already had begun before I Cor. 
but only after I Cor. had taken a powerful upswing.” But just as little in the 
Corinthian letters as in Galatians does Paul indicate by even a hint that he is 
of the opinion that he is fighting different adversaries. 

144 On this, I refer to Vol. 1. 
145 Cf. below, pp. 65 ff. 
148 Ephesus also might be mentioned here: Rom. 16:17 ff. (see below, pp. 

219 ff.) , as well as Thessalonica (see below, pp. 123 ff.) . 
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other ruins also, to happen as soon as possible. Not that the way 

would then be open for revolutionary discoveries! 
But the necessary clarity would come into the picture of the 

apostolic era at one point. That is to say, although not a word 

of Paul’s could be cited to support this view, one previously had 
to begin nevertheless with the assumption that the agreements 

of the so-called apostolic council, according to which the mission 
territory was amicably and peacefully divided between ta évn 
and * wepitopy, had been broken by the Jerusalemites. This has 

caused much confusion and created unnecessary difficulties. If 

the dogma of the judaizing agitation in Paul’s Gentile mission 

territory is proved to be a false doctrine, one may believe Paul 

and trust the Jerusalemites that on both sides people had kept 

their word, and this would clear up many a point of confusion; 

but this is not the place to discuss it.147 

It would also relieve many a tension in exegesis, because still 

today frequently, in good old traditional fashion, judaizing efforts 

are introduced where an exegesis encounters only Jewish or 

Jewish Christian Gnosticism. 

Finally, one then also would no longer need to contend about 

the question whether Christian Gnosticism is a product or a 

manifestation of primitive Christianity. It would then be demon- 
strated at least to be contemporary with Hellenistic Christianity. 

Of course here is the tender spot of our inquiry. The reluctance, 

which though unfounded is nevertheless understandable,'48 to ad- 

mit Christian Gnosticism into the beginnings of Christianity is 

the strongest retarding factor, which even in the most impossible 

cases would rather recognize a judaizing tendency or a hybrid 

147 Cf. Vol. 3, passim. 
+48'This reluctance is understandable because then one can no longer main- 

tain the originality of many New Testament concepts, conceptions, and_ ideas, 
particularly also within the redeemer myth. It is unfounded because the truth 
of the New Testament kerygma no more depends upon the originality of its 
forms of expression than upon the singularity of a historical or mythical hap- 
pening. Whoever thinks this has rendered any access to this truth more difficult. 

Surprising is the utter ease with which Catholic scholarship presupposes the 
presence of a well-defined Gnosticism in the pre-Christian period. Thus, for ex- 
ample, F. Sagnard (see Theologische Rundschau [1954], p. 323), J. P. Steffes (Das 
Wesen des Gnostizismus [1922], pp. 4ff.), and others. The uncritical distinction 
in principle between the “naturalistic non-Christian religions” and the super- 
natural doctrinal structure of Catholicism is so firmly fixed that one apparently 
feels himself completely secure within his own dogmatic system. 
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product of mixing or of transition than a Christian Gnosticism. 
It is not possible here to pursue in detail the problematic sketched 

so far. Nevertheless this much may be affirmed: One can arrive at 

the idea of regarding Gnosticism as a degenerate manifestation of 
Christianity only if he views it solely in its outward structure, in 
its myths, its language, its conceptual forms. An existential inter- 
pretation of Gnosticism, which perceives the fundamental opposition 
to Christianity of this independent religion with a well-defined 
understanding of the world and of self, forbids any such derivation. 
To be sure, this says nothing yet about the t#me when Gnosticism 
arose. But since the connections with Gnosticism of Paul’s language 
and that of numerous other late Jewish and early Christian writings, 

among them also the new texts from the Dead Sea, are indisputable, 

but since according to what has just been said these connections 
cannot be explained by a reference to “preforms of Gnosticism” 
(that is already inconceivable because the myth forms the language 
for itself, never a language the myth; the Pauline language, for ex- 

ample, thus already presupposes the genuinely Gnostic myth, it does 
not create it)—-Gnosticism must be pre-Pauline. Besides, Christian 

Gnostic systems like those of the Cainites, Sethians, Melchisedekians, 
and others continue an often still clearly recognizable system of pre- 
Christian Jewish Gnosticism. 

Of course one may not even expect that documents of a “pure” 

pre-Christian Gnosticism will ever come to light, thus that a “pure” 

Gnostic sect ever existed. Indeed there also was never a “pure” Chris- 
tianity, but only a Hellenistic Christianity, a Jewish Christianity, a 

gnosticizing Christianity, thus a Christianity which from time to time 
made use of the forms of existing manifestations of religion for the 
expression of its own religious understanding. Just so Gnosticism also 
existed only in the concrete forms of Jewish, Christian, and the mani- 
fold pagan Gnosticism (in association with Parseeism, Hellenism, 

the mystery cults, the Egyptian revelatory deities, and so on) .!49 
Therefore Christian Gnosticism is just as legitimate a form of this 
religious movement as, say, the Jewish Gnosticism of the pre-Chris- 

tian era—as indeed also a gnosticizing Christianity no less than the 

Hellenistic one is a proper Christianity if it maintains the genuinely 
Christian understanding of existence. 

Awareness of this fact of course must not lead one into the error 
of evaporating the religious phenomenon of Gnosticism, which was 
no less clearly defined than was Christianity, into a mere “Gnostic 

149 Cf, H. J. Schoeps, [3], pp. 39-40. 
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way of thinking,” for which one then can look in all religious con- 

fessions, as H. S. Nyberg does (“Das Christentum als religionsge- 
schichtliches Problem,” Zeitschrift fiir Misstonskunde, 50 [1935]: 

297 ff., esp. 301). Such a judgment does not consider the particularity 

of the Gnostic myth as the specific form of expression of such a “way 

of thinking.” It is possible that the myth known to us and in its 
basic features constantly maintained in all Gnostic systems is only 

one form of expression of this so-called “Gnostic way of thinking.” 

But the name “Gnosticism” should continue to be reserved for this 

concrete form of expression, and not for the comprehensive way of 

thinking.15° 

It was not my intention with these brief statements to con- 

vince the reader that Jewish Christian Gnostics were agitating 

against Paul in Galatia and to force upon him the consequences 

bound up with such conviction, some of which I have suggested. I 

am quite satisfied if a person concedes to me my conviction as not 

unfounded 4°! and hence shares my opinion that the thesis that 

Paul’s opponents in Galatia were Judaizers in the future may no 

longer be the presupposition of exegesis but, if at all held, must 

then be its conclusion.1®>2 

ZAC wVOlmL ap Da Zonits 
151 7t is evident that Paul does not classify his opponents in Galatia with any 

of the “Christian sects” known to him. He apparently had no opinion at all about 
their origin. Thus he certainly does not seek them among the participants in the 
so-called apostolic council. This is already ruled out by the absolutely neutral 
account of the actions taken in Jerusalem. Besides, against the charge that his 
gospel is false because he is dependent on men he could not possibly defend 
himself with the argument that he is independent of the Jerusalem authorities, as 
he in fact does, if he had regarded it as even remotely possible that the Jeru- 
salemites themselves had raised this charge against him. For even for Paul it 
would have had to be paradoxical to assume that the Jerusalemites rejected the 
Pauline gospel on account of dependence on their own proclamation. 
The mere fact that Paul does not seek his opponents in the circles which were 

gathered around Peter or James should rule out the notion that the Galatian 
heretics belonged to these circles. 

152 Nothing is gained here by slogans, especially not if they are false. L. Gop- 
pelt, e.g., charges me, in view of the present essay, with having replaced “the 

Pan-Judaism of the Tiibingen School with an imaginary Pan-Gnosticism” (Die 
Kirche in ihrer Geschichte, IA, p. 55, n.12). But of course I am not thinking 

of restricting the diverse world in which primitive Christianity made its ap- 
pearance to the movements of Paulinism and Jewish Christian Gnosticism in- 
stead of to the insignificant contrast of Paulinism and Judaism, as Baur did 

Where would I have given occasion for such a ridiculous assumption? The attempt 

offered here to discover the various historical backgrounds of the discussion in the 
Galatian epistle may be open to attack. But the catchword ‘“Pan-Gnosticism” 

does not even meet, much less refute, the attempt. 
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to the Philippians 

I 

In 1908 W. Liitgert published his study of the Fretheitspredigt 

und Schwarmgeister in Korinth (“The Preaching of Freedom 

and the Fanatics in Corinth’) .2 Prompted by some remarks of 

Theodor Zahn,? he attempted to prove that Paul’s opponents in 
Corinth were not Judaizers but Gnostic pneumatics, fanatics 

who had fallen away from the teaching of Paul. This thesis, in- 

deed not a new one but never significantly proposed apart from 

the view formulated by F. C. Baur of the shape of early Chris- 
tianity, itself demanded that it be tested on other sources of prim- 

itive Christianity. Thus there followed in 1909 the treatments of 

“The False Teachers of the Pastoral Epistles’ (Die Irrlehrer der 

Pastoralbriefe)+ and ‘““The ‘Perfect’ in the Epistle to the Philip- 
pians and the Enthusiasts in Thessalonica” (Die Vollkommenen 

im Philipperbrief und die Enthusiasten in Thessalonich) ;> in 
1911, under the title Amt und Geist im Kampf (“Office and 
Spirit in Conflict’’) ,6 studies of the “Schwarmgeister’’ (‘‘fanatics,” 

“enthusiasts’) opposed in the Johannine epistles, I Clement, and 

the Ignatian epistles; in 1913 under the same aspect on the 
“Epistle to the Romans as a Historical Problem” (Rdmerbrief 

als historisches Problem) ;" and finally, in 1919, a “study of the 

1 First published in ZThK 54 (1957): 297-341, and revised for publication in 
the present form. 

2? BFTh XII (1908), 3. Heft. 
8 [1], I: 102-3. 
4*BFTh XIII (1909), 3. Heft. 
5 BFTh XIII (1909) , 6. Heft. 
®° BFTh XV (1911), 4. and 5. Heft. 
7 BFTh XVII (1913), 2. Heft. 
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prehistory of the Galatian epistle’’ under the theme of “Law and 
Spirit” (Gesetz und Geist) 8 which posited gnosticizing false 

teachers for Galatia also. 

In the introduction to this last and undoubtedly boldest work 

we find the noteworthy sentence: ‘““Many times a hypothesis is 

carried only with difficulty because people do not pursue it con- 
sistently enough and do not sufficiently detach themselves from 

the prevailing view.” Indeed, Liitgert’s consistency, which did not 

halt even at the apparently so indisputably anti-Judaistic Galatian 

epistle, is admirable. Only through such consistency and thcrough- 

ness could his thesis, which in no individual case was entirely 
new, make an impact. 

Of course even Liitgert still was not consistent enough. This 

caused him to gain very little unrestrained agreement. In the 

solution of the historical question which he propounded he 

stopped halfway. He succeeded in essence splendidly, even though 

for the most part not thoroughly enough, in characterizing the 

numerous similar false teachings; for—and this is the first in- 

consistency—to the so important question of the source of the 
early Christian “enthusiastic” heresy he did not succeed in giving 

a convincing answer. The Gnosticism which he knew was to him 
a product of the decay of Paulinism in the Hellenisic environ- 

ment which emerged everywhere unmediated. He overlooked the 

indications, contained in his sources in abundance, of the fact that 

the “enthusiasm” was supported by an organized missionary 

movement. 

Still more significant was another inconsistency. Ltitgert did 
not succeed in entirely replacing the old thesis of the Judaizers 

with his new view of the situation. At least for the Galatian and 

Philippian letters he had to acknowledge a double battlefront for 

Paul: against the ultra-Paulinist fanatics and against the Judaizers 
from Jerusalem. 

One cannot make of these inconsistencies an accusation against 
Liitgert. The picture which his times had of the pneumatics in 
early Christianity was quite imperfect. In the meantime we 
have come to possess a more adequate conception of the Gnostic 

current in the Judaism of the New Testament era and in early 

®BFTh XXII (1919) , 6. Heft. 
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Christianity. We know of the extra-Christian origin of Gnosticism, 
and we are acquainted with the strong Jewish touch which af- 
fected it at the time of the New Testament in the Syrian-Meso- 
potamian region. On the basis of this better knowledge I have 
attempted to draw a new picture of the heretics in Corinth.® With- 
out yet knowing Liitgert’s later works, I had the same experience 

as he had: In the other documents of primitive Christianity also, 

in which the prevailing opinion sees Judaizers being opposed, one 
must and can make the successful effort to deduce Gnostic op- 
position. In an essay on “The Heretics in Galatia,” !° I have at- 

tempted—on what is certainly the most difficult object—to pro- 
duce evidence that in Galatia not Judaizers but only Jewish 
Christian Gnostics were active against Paul. Here now the cor- 

responding evidence for the Philippian epistle is to be presented. 

A study of the Thessalonian epistles in similar perspective follows 
on pp. 123 ff. To interpret the Epistle to the Romans in this sense 
appears to me just as mistaken as F. C. Baur’s attempt to ex- 

pound it as an anti-Judaistic polemical document. Only in Rom. 
16, a chapter addressed to Ephesus, we find in vss. 17-20 an anti- 
Gnostic polemic which justifies a brief investigation.1! With the 
other writings of primitive Christianity adduced by Liitgert, al- 
ready today no resistance that is to be taken seriously may any 

longer be raised against his assertion that they are debating with 

a (more or less Jewish Christian) Gnosticism. 

II 

Of course I must first beg the reader’s indulgence, since we 

must apply ourselves to a literary-critical problem by way of in- 

troduction. The integrity of the Philippian epistle is not un- 
disputed. To be sure the efforts to cut out non-Pauline insertions 
in Philippians!? belong just as definitively to the past as does the 
contesting of the genuineness of the Philippian epistle at all.¥ 
However, that Philippians was assembled by an editor out of sev- 

® See Vol. 1. 
1° See above, pp. 13 ff. 
11 See below, pp. 219 ff. 
12 Most recently by W. D. V6lter in Theol. Tijdschrift (1892), pp. 10-44, 117-46. 
18 Thus first F. C. Baur, Paulus (Ist ed.), pp. 450 ff. With special emphasis 

his pupil Holsten (JpTh [1875], pp. 425 ff; [1876], pp. 58ff., 282 ff.) . 
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eral epistles of Paul is an assertion which even today still is oc- 

casionally held. 
This thesis is an old one. It is already found in Stephan le 

Moyne." In the nineteenth century it was not seldom advocated 

(Heinrichs, Paulus, Hausrath, Clemen, and others) . H. J. Holtz- 

mann! was not wholly disinclined toward it. J. Weiss!? held 

Phil. 3:2-4:1 to be a fragment of another genuine letter of Paul. 

R. Bultmann has followed him in his lectures. Of course no text- 

book of introduction and no commentary of the twentieth century 

has adopted as its own this literary-critical operation.'* Indeed, 

there are introductions which do not even consider this question 

worth mentioning.!9 

To be sure, such an attitude may go too far. What H. J. Holtz- 

mann wrote in 1886 ?° still has its validity today: “In 3:1 there is 

still a stone of stumbling that has not been taken away. ... The 

murmuring of all the water of criticism at this passage makes us 

suspect that in fact a rock is hidden beneath the surface here.” But 
more: ‘““This ‘most letter-like of all letters’ is, in distinction from 

the actual epistles, written without strict context,” 2! a judgment 
in which the exegetes are in agreement.” This lack of a context 

“is the faithful expression of the apostle’s attitude at that time. 

which was moved by changing impressions.” 23 “Perhaps the 

apostle’s outlook itself at that time was changing in correspond- 

ing fashion from day to day,” thinks H. J. Holtzmann;*4 “. . . here 

14 Varia Sacra (1685) , Il: 332 ff. 

145€, Clemen, Die Einheitlichkeit der paulinischen Briefe, pp. 133 ff.; there 
also a survey of the literary-critical operations on Philippians since Stephan le 
Moyne. 

16 Finleitung in das Neue Testament (1886), p. 301. 
17 Farliest Christianity, p. 387. Cf. A. Schweitzer, The Mysticism of Paul the 

Apostle, p. 49, who holds Phil. 3:2-4:9 to be a fragment of an independent letter. 

18]. H. Michael, The Epistle of Paul to the Philippians (The Moffatt New 
Testament Commentary [1946, 4th ed.], pp. XI-XII, forms an exception. He 
excises 3:1b-19 as an interpolation of a Pauline fragment, but regards it as im- 
possible ever to account more precisely for the origin of this fragment. More 
recently F. W. Beare, The Epistle to the Philippians (1959), and others also 
affirm literary-critical operations on the Philippian epistle; cf. below, pp. 80-81. 

19 F.g., Knopf-Lietzmann-Weinel, Finleitung in das Neue Testament (1949, 
5th ed.) . 

2° Finleitung, p. 301. 
21 Tbhid., p. 300. 
22°"T, Zahn ({1], I: 556) speaks of a “carelessness of the style.” 
23 R.A. Lipsius, Handcommentar, p. 210. 

*4 Kinleitung, p. 300. 
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the very attitude of the apostle has changed during the writing; the 

hope of life and rejoicing in death alternate; . . . we become ac- 

customed to making a psychological evaluation of attitudes of 
the imprisoned, sickly, lonely man,” writes A. Jiilicher.2® Ex- 

pressions of this kind may be multiplied at will. 

But only with difficulty can the literary problem of the Phi- 

lippian epistle be reinterpreted upon closer examination into 

a psychological one. The epistle begins in the strict form of most 

of Paul’s writings with a heading (1:1-2) and a proem (1:3-11). 
Then Paul comes to the purpose of his letter: Tivaokew 6€ bya 
BovAovnat, &SeAgoi, Sti Ta Kat’? Eve. . . . He then translates this in- 

tention into deed and in 1:12-26 tells of how things stand with 

him. Still more skillfully and more impressively than was the case 

in the proem, Paul lets the Philippians know, by involving them 

so personally in his fate, how deeply he feels himself bound to 

them. 

Thus he has well prepared the apparently real concern of his 

epistle: the admonition to concord and worthy conduct within 

the community (1:27-2:18). It must have come to the ears of / 

the apostle that in this respect things in Philippi were not all the | 

best (1:27: dkolbw t& Tepi bydv) 26 Already in the proem one must 

suspect this background behind the conventional forms of the 

wishes for the community (1:6, 9-11) .27 We learn nothing of the 

specific occasion of his solicitous admonitions; moreover, it can- 

not be said with certainty who are the dvtikeiyevot (1:28) who 

are apparently leading astray the community in its unity of faith.?8 

2° Finleitung, pp. 109-10. 
26 Cf. J. Miiller-Bardorff, “Zur Frage der literarischen Einheit des Philipper- 

briefes,” p. 591. 
27R. A. Lipsius, p. 209. 
28 This is suggested by the context in which vss. 28-30 are embedded: exhorta- 

tions to pia wuxyn, to Kotvwvia tmvevpatoc, and to tamteivoppoctvn. G. Bornkamm 

({3], p. 198) sees a reference made in 1:28-30 to Jews or pagans who are troubling 
the community. These verses may well be understood in this sense. But the 
constant exhortations to unanimity do not fit in well with this, and those to 
humility in 2:3 ff. even more awkwardly. As in I Thess. 3, the actual problem 
in Philippi also may lie in the threat to the community by false teachers. The 
whole tenor of both epistles or composites of epistles, in which ®Afwetcg of the 
community are only very briefly mentioned, argues for this. This judgment is 
confirmed in detail in the following interpretation of the relevant passages in 
Philippians. For this book it cannot be determined with certainty whether and 
how oppressions by Jews or Gentiles are bound up with the basic problem. If the 
adversaries of 1:28 are Jews or Gentiles who are threatening the Christians inde- 
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Paul himself is probably too little informed to be able to give 
more concrete admonition. As at the beginning of his cor- 
respondence with the Corinthians (I Cor. 11:18) ,2° he has learned 

of the situation in Philippi only by hearsay (1:27). He may have 
known no more of the d&vtikeipevot than we learn from his words. 

Certainly he had had no occasion previously for similar admoni- 
tions. This explains the careful psychological preparation of his 
admonitory words. He does not consider the situation very serious; 

otherwise he could not have certified of the community at the 

beginning of the epistle that &xpt tod viv they stand in the fellow- 
ship of the gospel (1:5). Nevertheless his words are urgent and 

a testimony of sincere concern (1:27; 2:2 ff., 12, 16). Moreover, 

he deems it necessary to send Timotheus, his closest fellow 

worker, to Philippi as soon as the course of his own fate will 

have emerged (2:19-23) 3° and he hopes to be able himself to 

make a journey there later (2:24). 

Therewith the central theme of the epistle is treated finally 

and the transition is made to the remarks, which belong at the 

close of the writing, about the future development of the rela- 

tionship of writer and recipient. Epaphras, the envoy of the 

Philippians, is sent back to his home community with words of 
commendation. He is the bearer of the epistle. It emerges from 

2:30 that he not only had brought the Philippians’ gift to Paul, 
but also had been placed at the apostle’s disposal by the Philip- 

pian community for personal service. That Paul releases him 

from this latter task precisely at this moment—and earlier than 

originally intended (2:28)—1is indeed well explained by the 
Philippians’ anxiety over Epaphras’ life-endangering illness (2:25- 
30), but certainly may also have had the unnamed reason that 

pendent of the false teachers—the comparison with Paul’s troubles mentioned in 
vs. 30 argues in favor of this interpretation—then the threat from without 
obviously makes the internal unity especially important. Anyone who concludes 
from 1:28-30 that at the time of the epistle the community was under acute op- 
pression from without, cannot therefore see therein the occasion of the epistle, 

not even of chaps. 1 and 2. The repeated exhortations to oneness of mind and 
to humility point, as will soon become even clearer, to the internal threat as the 
real danger to the community. Cf. now also W. Marxsen, Introduction to the New 
Testament, pp. 62-63. 

2° Vol. 1, pp. 90-91. 
°° The tension between 2:21 in this section and 1:14 on the other hand hardly 

justifies literary-critical surgery. 
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Paul wanted at once to have a man he trusted in the apparently 
threatened community, a man who could at least get him more 

exact reports on circumstances in Philippi. Hence the recom- 
mendation in 2:29! 

“With this communication about Epaphroditus now the epistle 
seems to be at an end.” 3! 14 Aorndév (3:1) leads into the concluding 
exhortations,*? which for the most part are very brief.*? The ex- 
hortation to joy in 3:la repeats corresponding challenges in 1:25, 

2:18, and 2:28-29; in the consciousness of this fact Paul adds 
3:1b.34 Now we expect “at the most only a couple of added ad- 

monitions of the kind that we actually find in the fourth chapter. 
With the 16 Aormév the ‘clausula epistolae’ appears to begin.” % 
But actually there follows an unusually sharp warning against 

Gnostic false teachers, whose teachings we shall explore further, 

and then still many other things follow. Such an epistolary style 

is—not only in Paul—unprecedented.*° 
May one psychologically justify the break after 3:1? In view 

of the clarity, the affectionate warmth, and the psychologically 

skillful construction of the epistle down to 3:1, in view of the 

sovereign concentration on the subject which distinguishes this 

part of the epistle, one cannot suddenly begin in 3:2 “making a 

psychological evaluation of attitudes of the imprisoned, sickly, 

lonely man.” 87 Naturally everything can be explained in such a 

way, especially when one takes into account some sleepless nights, 

~ 21—p, Ewald, Der Brief des Paulus an die Philipper, p. 161. 
32“With 16 Aoitdév the apostle comes to the conclusion,” thus R. A. Lipsius, 

p- 233. “Presumably Paul intends here to come to a conclusion,” M. Dibelius, 

[1], in loc. H. Grotius had already made this comment; cf. W. M. L. de Wette, 

Lehrbuch der historisch-kritischen Einleitung, 2. Theil, 5th ed. (1848), p. 296. 

33 Cf. below, pp. 129 ff. 
’4 The numerous attempts to disturb this obvious connection and to tie 3:1b 

to the following are dictated by the effort to smooth over the break between 3:1 
and 3:2ff. Even if these attempts were more convincingly grounded than is the 
case, one could not decide in their favor. 

25 P, Ewald, p. 161. 
26 “Tt will always remain curious that precisely where the epistle seems tending 

to end... , it actually first finds its center” (H. J. Holtzmann, Einleitung, 
p- 301). E. Haupt, Die Gefangenschaftsbriefe (1897), “Einleitung,” pp. 99-100, 
on the other hand refers to I Thess. 4:1, where Paul similarly begins with 

Aoitrdv odv. Similarly B. S. Mackay, “Further Thoughts on Philippians,” NTS 7 
(1961) : 163-64, who also recalls II Thess. 3:1. Of course! But I Thess. 4:1 and II 

Thess. 3:1, precisely like Phil. 3:1, belong to the conclusions of epistles! Cf. pp. 
133, 192. 

37 A, Jiilicher, Einleitung, p. 110. 
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unexpected worries, spiritual depressions,** lapses in dictation, 
and sudden epileptic attacks. But such a procedure can make no 
claim to be scientific. It is out of the question that Paul, who 
down to 3:1 presents the model example of a clear and definite 

epistle, in the conclusion of the epistle, which “in rapid succes- 
sion lays on the hearts of the readers various things which are not 

connected, . . . after the exhortation to a joyful frame of mind” 
presents “‘a warning with reference to the Judaizers, .. . only that 
this turns out for him . . . more elaborately.” ®® How one can 

describe 3:2-4:1 as an elaborately constructed concluding re- 

mark is even more of a psychological problem. 

It would be a different matter if Paul had explained this 

somehow. But this does not happen. The attempt to trace back 
the first appendix in 3:2 ff. to a belated stimulus from ‘Timo- 

theus*® or to the arrival of new reports‘! or to new stirring 

experiences? of the apostle fails because of the lack of such ex- 

planation. In such cases every normal letter-writer accounts for 

and explains his unusual conduct. One might adduce from other 

epistolary literature a parallel to such abrupt changes in style! 

The problem yields only to a literary solution: in 3:2 there be- 

gins an editorial insertion into Paul’s epistle. 

Still another consideration also leads to this conclusion. The 

thread of the epistle which is interrupted in 3:1 is again taken 

up abruptly in 4:4. Verses 3:1 and 4:4 fit together so exactly that 

upon sober reflection one must come to the conclusion that a 
later hand has pulled the two verses apart. The concluding ex- 

hortations which are introduced with 3:1 find in 4:4-6 their 

immediate continuation and are ended with a benediction (4: 

7) 43 which also usually forms the conclusion of the epistle. Any- 

one who finds a psychological explanation to shed light on the 

abandonment by Paul in 3:2 ff. so abruptly of the form and train 

of thought of his epistle still must fail if he proposes to explain 

that in 4:4 Paul again takes up the train of thought of his epistle 

38 Thus most recently M. Albertz, Die Botschaft des Neuen Testaments, I 

(1955) : 320. 
%° KE. Haupt, Der Brief an die Philipper, p. 124. 
4° Thus P. Ewald, pp. 162-63. 
41'Thus J. B. Lightfoot, Philippians (1881) , pp. 69, 143. 
42 Thus W. Lueken, Die Schriften des Newen Testaments, II: 383. 
“8 Cf. below, pp. 129 ff. 
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and carries it through to the end, as though in the meantime 
nothing at all has happened, as though he has completely for- 

gotten what he had set forth from 3:2 onward, as though he had 

just written 3:1. Only one who can make Paul psychologically 

comprehensible as the redactor of his own epistle can refrain 

from seeing here the hand of a strange redactor. 

Yet a third reason argues for the view that 3:2—4:3 is an editorial 
insertion from another epistle of Paul. Up to the present time 
there is controversy over the question whether the adversaries op- 
posed by Paul in 3:2 ff. are or were already active in Philippi, 

or whether Paul is warning about them preventively. Now it is 

at once clear that Paul sees the community threatened by the 

people from the circumcision. Otherwise the statements in 3:2 ff. 

would be incomprehensible. It is moreover clear that the Philip- 

pians must already have formed some kind of acquaintance with 

these false teachers. In any case, in 3:2 ff. Paul proceeds from the 

fact that the movement which he is opposing is known to the 

Philippians already. ‘This section would be inconceivable as first 

information about a false teaching unknown to the Philippians. 

Now this acquaintance could have been communicated indirectly. 

This is asserted by the exegetes who relate 3:1b to what follows 

and from this deduce that Paul has already written, in an earlier 

letter which has been lost, the t& att& which now follows in 

3:2 ff.44 But we have just rejected any such division of vs. 3:1. 

Besides, Paul’s statements in 3:2 ff. presuppose an acquaintance 

on the part of the Philippians with the opposed false doctrine, 

an acquaintance which can hardly have come about other than 
directly. How foolish Paul’s attempt to defend his authority (3: 
4 ff.) would be, if no one had attempted among the Philippians 

themselves to undermine this authority! ‘The numerous allusions 

of the section 3:2 ff., which will engage our attention later, could 

be understandable only to a person who has not learned merely 

by utterances of a third person about the people and problems 

to which reference is made. Moreover, the vigorous and passionate 
tone of the discussion in 3:2 ff. is hardly understandable if Paul, 

even repeatedly, should tell of a movement which for the Phi- 

lippians at first had only theoretical significance. Verses 3:17 

44R. A. Lipsius, p. 234; E. Haupt, p. 125; P. Ewald, pp. 163-64. 
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and 4:1 are hardly even conceivable as warnings in advance. The 
same is true for 4:9, which belongs in this context (see below) . 
Above all, 3:13 and 3:15 show that Paul so addresses his oppo- 

nents, the téAeiol, and sets himself at a distance from them that 

they must have been among the recipients of his epistle. In 3:15b 
a difference between members of the community in Philippi and 
Paul is directly addressed (see below). Verses 3:17-18 and 4:9 

presuppose that in the community at Philippi, alongside those 
who walk according to the apostle’s example, other Christians 

also set themselves up as examples, whom Paul describes as 

enemies of the cross of Christ. But all this means that the com- 

munity in Philippi is immediately threatened by the false teach- 

ers against whom Paul warns in 3:2 ff. 

If one now recalls the exhortations to unity in faith, to fel- 

lowship in the Spirit, to unanimity of thought, to holding fast 

the word of life, to purity in the perverse generation of this age, 

to a walk ywpis yoyyuopay kal StaAoyiopav, exhortations to which 

the major part of the Philippian epistle which is interrupted 

after 3:1 is devoted (1:27-2:18), these exhortations can have 

no other reason than the dissension brought into the community 

by the false teachers. Indeed the statements in 3:2 ff. conclude 
with just such exhortations (4:1-3, 8-9; see below). But the so 

widely different attitudes to the problem such as are offered on 

the one hand by 1:27-2:18 and on the other hand by 3:2 ff. do not 

fit into one epistle. Paul could not so cautiously and so generally 

exhort them to maintain the unity of the faith, as he does in 

1:27-2:18, if he had already had available to him the informa- 

tion which he uses in passionate agitation in 3:2 ff. What we 

have here is rather—in precise parallel to his correspondence 

with the Corinthians—two distinct attitudes on the same ques- 

tions, wherein Paul shows himself at the time of his second writ- 

ing very much better informed than in his first reference to the 

events in Philippi.4® This advance in understanding too has its 

~ 4© Perhaps a brief look at Phil. 1:12-18 can underscore this point. Paul tells the 
Philippians that his imprisonment has served the spread of the gospel (vs. 12); 
for in the first place Paul has thereby become widely known (vs. 13) as a 
prisoner of Christ (and thus Christ himself has become known), and in the 
second place the majority of the brethren have been encouraged, in trust in God, 
by Paul’s imprisonment even more fearlessly to speak the word of God (vs. 14). 
Thus far the train of thought is clear in essence. Now in vss. 15-17, in the form 
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parallel in the correspondence with Corinth.‘¢ 

The passage 3:2—4:3 is thus the corpus of an epistle (C) which 
Paul composed after the writing (B) which includes 1:1-3:1 
and 4:4-7 and—possibly up to some concluding salutations—is 

preserved in its entirety. The editor has been obliged to omit the 

beginning of this epistle C. The conclusion, on the other hand— 

again in that case without some closing greetings—is preserved 

in 4:8-9. The personal remarks in 4:2-3 already show that Paul 
is nearing the end of his epistle. With 16 Aormév in 4:8 the conclud- 
ing exhortations of epistle C are introduced, just as in 3:1 those 
of epistle B, and closed with the benediction, as usual, in 4:9b. 

Thus the editor builds into the close of epistle B the corpus of 

of a chiasm, two groups of preachers are spoken of. One group preaches out of 
envy and strife, and with the motivation of causing trouble for the imprisoned 
Paul; the others preach with goodwill and love and remember that Paul is in 
prison for the sake of the gospel. 
How are these two groups related to the wAgfoves mentioned in vs. 14? Since 

these tAcioves are introduced as those who proclaim the word of God without 

fear, and the unnamed remaining “few” thus were intimidated by Paul’s im- 
prisonment and were anxiously silent, then both groups mentioned in vss. 15-17 
must belong to the tAgioves. Hence, according to vs. 18, Paul rejoices over the 
preaching of both groups. 

But it is precisely because vs. 18 in its confident judgment points back te vs. 14 
that vss. 15-17 are so remarkable. M. Dibelius ([1], im loc.) rightly considers 
them an excursus. But then it is likely that in vss. 15-17 Paul does not particularly 
wish to describe more precisely those many who (in Ephesus) have derived con- 
fidence from his bonds. It is true that he allows the topic of the excursus in vss. 
15-17 to be given by vs. 14: he is speaking of those who preach boldly. But his 
gaze is not directed at the Ephesians. If this is the case, then we are rid of the 
difficulty which otherwise would lie in the fact that the same people who gain 
courage from Paul’s bonds (vs. 14) seek to afflict the apostle in his imprison- 
ment (vs. 17). 

But where is his gaze directed? For it is not to be doubted that there is a con- 
crete occasion for the excursus in vss. 15-17. Now no assumption is more likely 
than that Paul is referring to the circumstances in Philippi; for the Philippians 
in fact are to read the epistle. Thus in Philippi are those of whom Paul knows 
that they indeed preach Christ, but not cGyvdc, but rather out of envy and 
strife. He does not yet have more precise acquaintance with these preachers, and 
hence his judgment is in the last part still positive (vs. 18). Only in the next 
epistle does he call them dogs. 

The Philippians may have understood this reference and hardly will have had 
the idea, in which exegetes down to the present have doggedly persisted, that in 
Phil. 1:15-17 we are being informed about conditions in Ephesus (or Rome or 
Caesarea). Only thus are the remarks in vss. 15-17 significant and pertinent; for 
as a reference to the situation in the place where Paul is imprisoned they 
must have been just as puzzling to the Philippians as they are for us. 

46 Cf. Vol. 1, pp. 101 ff. G. Friedrich (p. 107) also correctly sees emerging already 
in epistle B “the first indications” of the “Gnostic Jewish Christians” who are at- 
tacked in epistle C, 
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epistle C, whose closing words (4:8-9) he detaches and appends 

to the close of epistle B (4:4-7) 

‘7 From this literary-critical result some questions which are of interest here 
may possibly be clarified: 

a) A crux for the exegetes has always been the abrupt address yvjste ovCuye 

(4:3) in the middle of a writing addressed to the community. By this must be 
meant someone whose identity could not be in doubt, so it is reasoned, and then 
people go on to suggest Paul’s wife, the husband of one of the two women named 
in 4:2, Peter, Christ, a brother of Paul, the jail keeper at Philippi, Lydia, Silas, 
or even Epaphras, who as the scribe of the epistle by mistake inserted into it a 
remark of Paul which was meant for him personally. (On these identifications, 
see T. Zahn, [1], I: 537-38; P. Ewald, pp. 216-17; R. A. Lipsius, p. 242.) All this 
is fantasy. Therefore most exegetes have recourse to the view that here ovCvyos¢ 

is a proper name, and Paul means by yviolte ovtuye, “Syzygos, you who are a 
true ‘yoke fellow,’ i.e, who do honor to your name.” But ov¢uvyosg is nowhere 

attested as a proper name. Hence we can only take ovCvyosg as an appellative, and 
Paul is thus addressing a “true companion.” As explanation of this view which 
is impossible in the epistle in its present form there is offered the suggestion that 
the redactor has replaced a proper name with the ov@uvye because in the con- 
flating of the epistles the name had to disappear. This way of working would 
correspond to his procedure in I Cor. 16:12 and II Cor. 12:18, where original 
proper names were replaced by the appellative d&SeApoi (see the commentaries 
in loc. and Vol. 1, p. 110, n.41). In this case the original name in 4:3 could be 
either that of Epaphras, who in fact at the time of epistle GC was again in 
Philippi (but could Paul thus favor him as over against the leaders of the com- 
munity?), or that of Timotheus (cf. Phil. 2:20; I Tim. 1:21; thus already D. 
Vélter, Theol. Tijdschrift [1892], p. 124), who then would have begun his 
journey after Paul’s release, as announced in 2:19, or, as is more likely, the 

journey mentioned in Acts 19:22 (see below, pp. 250 ff.). With reference to 
Timotheus it would also fit well that Paul expressly requests him to look after 
the two women in Philippi, just as the fact that Paul introduces these women 
to him. Either would be extraordinary with reference to a resident Philippian. The 
address of epistle C could then explicitly have named Timotheus along with 
the community and (or) the community’s leaders. 

Another explanation is also possible. The prescript of epistle C is not preserved 
for us. It could be that this epistle was addressed not to the community as a 
whole but to an individual person, presumably the leader of the community or 
the dmapyxn of Philippi. Then the address yvjoie ovtvye would not be surprising, 
but the exhortation to look after the women would be, as would the reference to 
their earlier activity in Philippi. In addition, it may be objected against this 
interpretation that in epistle C Paul is always addressing a number of d&SeAgof. This 
objection leads us to another problem. 

b) It has always been a conspicuous fact that in the introduction to Philip- 
pians, as distinguished from his other epistles to the various communities, Paul 
especially addresses the étioxoto: and 61akovoi. This is in fact remarkable and 
has given occasion to the excision of the odv émoxdtotg Kal SiaKdvoic. This 

address would be at once understandable in a communication to a community 
leader, who is addressed with his bishops and deacons. Hence it should be asked 
whether the words ovv étrioKkdétroic Kal Staxdévotc were not inserted into 1:1 from 

the prescript of epistle C. The editor allowed himself to perform a_ similar 
manipulation in the introduction to our II Corinthians, where the words ovbv toic 
a&yforg maotv tobg oboiv év GAN TH ’Axata doubtless are inserted into the address, 

presumably from the salutation of the writing, preserved in II Cor, 9, which 

recommends the collection (see Vol. 1, p. 97, n. 27; p. 89, n.13), 
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What now is the situation with respect to the closing section, 
4:10-23? An attempt could be made to connect it with epistle B.* 

But epistle B has already come to a close in 3:1+4:4-7. That 

Paul afterward, without any explanation for his forgetfulness, 

expresses his thanks for the gift of the Philippians is just as un- 

believable as such an instance of forgetfulness itself.4° In addition, 

there is the fact that in 4:21-23 a third epistolary conclusion is 

preserved.°° This leads to the conjecture that in 4:10-23 we have 
to do with part of a third epistle of Paul to Philippi. T. Zahn®! 

has seen, quite correctly: “At first sight we might call 4:10-20 

a doublet of 1:3-8.” This means that this epistle probably is 

If one regards it as improbable that there was among or alongside the 
ériokotrot Kai SicKovo: an especially prominent community leader, one can com- 
bine the reflections under a) and b) in such a way that epistle C was directed 
to Timotheus and the leadership of the community in Philippi consisting of 
érioxotrot Kal Sidkovot. This is not improbable and would explain the salutation 
in 1:1 as well as 4:3, and also the fact that in epistle C throughout Paul is ad- 
dressing a number of addressees; naturally it remains only a supposition. Finally, 
anyone who holds the obv émioxdtoig kal Siakdévoig in 1:1 to be an addition 

created by the editor himself then would have to regard epistle C as directed to 
Timotheus and the community in Philippi. For the addition, it might be con- 
sidered whether it is not meant to give support to the struggle of the guardians 
of the tradition, namely the bishops and deacons, against the reaction of the 

Gnostic pneumatic at the time of the redactor. 

c) The question often posed by the defenders of the literary unity of the 
Philippian epistle, as to what then prompted the redactor to his work, is indeed 
unimportant for the question as to the editing itself—the literary state of things 
alone is decisive for that—but of course is in itself justified. 

If in epistle C we have a writing not addressed to the entire community, a 
reason for the redactional work could be seen in that fact. The hand of the 
redactor, who was also the editor of a first collection of Paul’s epistles, is certainly 

to be credited with the catholicizing remark in the prescript of I Corinthians 
which introduced his collection: ovv ta&oiv toig étikaAdoupévoic TO Svopa TOO 

Kuptou Nnu@®v *Inood Xpiotov év travti tote, avTav Kal Hwov. Therewith he reveals 

to us a tendency of his work which is also shown in the expansion of the address 
of II Corinthians: the epistles of Paul are to be of binding force for the entire 
church. This requirement is least fulfilled by a writing directed to individual 
members of the community. It is therefore easily understandable when such a 
letter is furnished, by means of redactional conflation, with a comprehensive ad- 

dress. For more on this, see Vol. 1, pp. 88 ff.; below, pp. 270 ff. Cf. now also W. 

Marxsen, pp. 66 ff. 
48 This section cannot belong to epistle C since, at the time of writing epistle 

B, Paul already had in his possession (2:25) the collection for which he expresses 
thanks in 4:10 ff.; he therefore could not be expressing his thanks for the first 
time in the later epistle C. 

4° Cf. J. Miller-Bardorff, pp. 596 ff. 
5° Of course in 4:21-22 there also could be the concluding salutations of 

epistle B or C to be joined to 4:6 or 4:9a. But such rearrangement is unnecessary. 
Cf. now also W. Marxsen, p. 62. 
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lacking only the prescript which had to be removed before 4:10. 
Therewith the character of the epistle preserved in 4:10-23 is 
evident: it involves a brief letter of thanks to Philippi, sent after 
the reception of the gift of the community there which was de- 
livered by Epaphras. P. Ewald has already determined that such 

a writing must have existed.*? For such a determination no very 

great ingenuity is required. Epistle B was in fact first written 

after Epaphras had delivered the collection (2:25) and had 
undertaken the ministry of the gospel representing the entire 

community at Philippi with Paul (2:30), meanwhile had fallen 
ill and then recovered enough to be able to undertake the 

journey to Philippi (2:25 ff.). Thus there must be at least an 

interval of some months between the reception of the collection 

and epistle B. That Paul has let this time elapse without thanks 

is all the more unbelievable®® since in these months, as can be 

demonstrated, connections back and forth between Paul’s place of 

residence and Philippi did exist (1:27; 2:26). 

The passage 4:10 ff. now by no means gives the impression of 

being a second expression of thanks, repeated in epistle B; rather, 

in this section we have to do with the actual note of thanks, 

which however was not written only after a months-long delay 

and even then because of Paul’s pure forgetfulness could barely 

be appended to one of his epistles—how could the certainly un- 

feigned sincerity of his thanks be harmonized with such indiffer- 

ence toward the gift-—but was composed and sent right away 

after the gift was received. This first letter of the extant cor- 
respondence we call epistle A. That in 2:25 Paul could think of 

the gift from Philippi without expressing any thanks is now 
no longer so incomprehensible as it must appear under the as- 

52 Pp, Ewald, pp. 23-24. 
5$JIn spite of E. Haupt’s remarkable attempt at explanation (p. 102): 

. We know Paul’s temperament which, when he was filled with anxiety, 
made him incapable of undertaking anything else, and which had a crippling 
effect upon him.” This crippling anxiety is supposed to have been Epaphras’ 
illness. Since, in view of II Cor. 11:28-29, with such a temperament Paul would 

have had to be at all times incapable of doing anything, one is somewhat amazed 
at his not exactly inconsiderable life’s work. 

54Epaphras certainly reported at once to the Philippians his arrival at Paul’s 
side. Hence it is not even necessary to assume that in 4:21-22 the redactor has 
excised greetings from Epaphras. 
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sumption of the unity of the Philippian epistle. The Philippians 

indeed had long had in hand the note of thanks of 4:10-23 when 
Paul wrote epistle B with its 2:25. 

Thus the course of events as we can reconstruct it on the basis 

of the correspondence preserved in our canonical Philippian 
epistle is as follows: 

Paul receives—probably already in prison (4:14) *—a gift 
of money from the community at Philippi through their 
“apostle” (2:25) Epaphras (4:18). He sends his thanks in a 
brief note A, which presumably is preserved for us, in its entirety 

except for the prescript, in 4:10-23.56 Later Epaphras, who re- 
mained behind to minister to Paul, falls ill (2:25-30), and the 
Philippians hear of this (2:26). Paul, on the other hand, hears 

that in the community at Philippi divisions are appearing and 
“adversaries” are at work (1:27 ff.). In anxiety over these condi- 

tions he writes epistle B, which, except perhaps for some closing 
salutations, is preserved for us in its entirety in 1:1—3:1 and 4:4-7. 
The exhortations in 1:27-2:18 form the major part of this epistle. 

Out of the same anxiety he will have sent Epaphras back to 

Philippi and planned Timotheus’ early visit as well as his own 
(1:26; 2:19-30). Later, probably only a little later, he gains 

more precise information about the people who are provoking 

the difficulties in Philippi. Perhaps he recognizes in them ac- 

quaintances from the (concluded?) Galatian controversies or the 
Corinthian confusion.*? At any rate he is able in a third writing 
C8 (3:2-4:31.4:8-9) more concretely to repeat his admonitions, 

55 J. Miiller-Bardorff, pp. 597-98, disagrees. 
56 OF course it is possible that some communications about Paul’s views 

which were irreconcilable with what is said in 1:12ff., or similar remarks, have 

been eliminated. 
57 J and II Thess. also probably fall in this period; see below, pp. 181 ff., 247 ff. 
58 Here I summarize the results of the literary-critical analysis: 
Epistle A: 4:10-23 
Epistle B; 1:1-3:14-4:4-7 
Epistle C: 3:2-4:34-4:8-9 

The unpedantic but skillful method of the editing, which avoids interference 

with the text, shows the same hand which was at work in the editing of the 

Corinthian epistles (see Vol. 1, pp. 100-101). 
It is hazardous to support the literary-critical analysis of Philippians by 

referring to the fact that Polycarp, in his Phil. 3.2, speaks of Paul, d¢ Kal &mdv 
bpiv Eypayey émiotoAds. The plural émiotoAdsg could perhaps, if need be, be 

otherwise explained (see J. B. Lightfoot, Saint Paul’s Epistle to the Galatians, 
pp. 140-41). But if our Philippians convincingly gives occasion for literary- 
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but at the same time also must do it more anxiously and 

urgently.5 Our task now is to determine the theological stance 

critical operations. on the other hand the remark of Polycarp is best explained 
by the view that he still possessed the individual epistles of Paul to Philippi or 
knew that the Philippian epistle circulating in the communities was the result 
of a redactional conflation. 

5° Now most recently Bruce D. Rahtjen (“The Three Letters of Paul to the 
Philippians,” NTS 6 [1960]: 167-73) has taken a position for three epistles edi- 
torially reworked in our Philippian epistle. He gives a brief survey of the study, 
refers, among others, to Polycarp, and makes the division as follows: 

(A) 4:10-20 
(B) 1:1-2:30--4:21-23 
(G) 3:1-4:9 

This division coincides to a large extent with my analysis, with which 
Rahtjen apparently was not acquainted. It is true that Rahtjen assumes that the 
three epistles were composed in Rome; this hinders him in the correct historical 
interpretation of his individual epistles which have been recovered by literary 
studies. 

F. W. Beare also has just recently offered a literary-critical analysis of the 
Philippian epistle which in essence is correct. He makes the following division: 

(A) 4:10-20 
(B) 1:1-3:14-4:2-9, 21-23 
(C) 3:2-4:1 

His justification for this operation of course is only very brief. 
On the other hand, J. Miiller-Bardorff writes in detail “Zur Frage der literart 

schen Einheit des Philipperbriefes.” His analysis corresponds in essence to the one 
which I have given. Above all, he sees that 3:1 is continued in 4:4. He also cor- 

rectly recognizes the presence of three epistolary conclusions, only he unneces- 
sarily (see p. 71 above) excises 3:1b as a redactional gloss. Further, he places 
4:1-3 after 2:16, thus in epistle B; consequently then he must also rearrange 
2:17-18; he places these two verses after 1:26. This literary-critical operation ap- 
pears to me in all its parts unnecessary and unfounded (see below, n. 194). 

In addition, I cannot agree with J. Miller-Bardorff that Phil. A belongs to the 
first Corinthian sojourn of Paul, and thus to the so-called second missionary 
journey, while according to Miiller-Bardorff Phil. B was written in an Ephesian 
imprisonment in the course of the third missionary journey, and Phil. C finally 
in connection with the last stay in Corinth. Phil. A and Phil. B, with their evident 
proximity to the same matter of the collection which is bound up with the name 
of Epaphras cannot be pulled so far apart. Miiller-Bardorff indeed sees this 
difficulty, but he regards it as less of a problem than the fact that in Phil. 4:16 
Paul mentions only a gift of the Philippians for Paul sent to Thessalonica, while 
in II Cor. 11:9 a gift of the Macedonians for Paul sent to Corinth is also men- 
tioned. Since in Phil. 4:16 Paul would have had to mention this gift if he had 
already possessed it at the time of Phil. A, one must place Phil. A before the 
delivery of this gift, thus early in Paul’s first sojourn at Corinth. But the fact 
that in Phil. 4:16 Paul does not speak of the gift of the “brethren coming from 
Macedonia” which is mentioned in If Cor, 11:9 simply shows that these Mace- 
donian brethren did not come from Philippi (but from Thessalonica or from 
another of the Macedonian communities). On the time of the composition of the 
three epistles to Philippi, see also below, pp. 115-16, 249 ff. 

The fact that Miiller-Bardorff (1958), Beare (1959), and Rahtjen (1960), 

independent of one another and apparently also independent of my essay first 
published in 1957, which only Miiller-Bardorff mentions in an addition to the 
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of these intruders. Our analysis has shown that epistle A yields 

nothing for this purpose. Epistle B offers -hardly any concrete 

indications; besides, in epistle B, using the scanty reports which 

reached him (1:27), Paul was not protected from misunder- 
standings. hus the major source for our investigation is epistle C. 

proofs, have proposed a literary-critical analysis of the Philippian epistle which 
at the decisive points is in agreement among them and with my proposal, may 
raise the correctness of this analysis beyond all doubt. 

B. S. Mackay, “Further Thoughts on Philippians,’ NTS 7 [1961]: 161 ff., discusses 

Rahtjen’s essay and attempts to refute the arguments which according to 
Rahtjen render the integrity of Philippians doubtful. Now it is indubitably true 
that not all of Rahtjen’s arguments are equally sound. Therefore they occa- 
sionally afford welcome points of beginning for criticism. On the whole, however, 

Mackay has not succeeded in making a convincing defense of the unity of the 
epistle. 

Any attempt at a literary-critical analysis of the Philippian epistle is a hypoth- 
esis, as well in general as, even more, in detail. But the thesis of the literary 
unity of Philippians is no less a hypothesis. Anyone who concedes this can hardly 
prefer the latter hypothesis to the former, which alone solves the literary problems 
of the epistle without interpretative dislocations. I should affirm this inter alia, 
against W. G. Kiimmel, Introduction to the New Testament, 1965, p. 235, but also 

in the face of the distinguished critical discussion of my literary-critical effort 
by W. Michaelis ([3], pp. 28 ff.) . 

Most recently, G. Bornkamm ({3], pp. 192 ff.) has adopted precisely the 
analysis which I have proposed, also arranges the epistles in the order given 
above, rightly regards them as having been written from Ephesus and therefore 
belonging in close connection with the epistles to Corinth. He does not, how- 
ever, express himself on the relationship of the adversaries in Corinth and those 
in Philippi to each other. 

G. Friedrich, Der Brief an die Philipper (pp. 95, 115-16), also now holds Phi- 
lippians to be a conflation of epistles: so far as I can see, the first German com- 
mentary in this century which surrenders the hypothesis of the literary unity 
of Philippians! Cf. now also W. Marxsen, pp. 61 ff. 

Cf. also B. Rigaux, Saint Paul et ses Lettres, Studia Neotestamentica 2 (1962): 
157. J. Gnilka, [1], pp. 5 ff., considers a threefold division of Philippians as very 
well possible, but contents himself with a twofold division: A: 1:1-3:la; 4:2-7, 10- 
23; B: 3:10-4:1, 8-9. 

Arguing for the literary unity of the epistle are C. O. Buchanan, in Evang. 
Quart. 36 (1964): 157-66 (with composition in Rome), and Victor H. Furnish, 
in NTS 10 (1963): 80-88. The latter grants that in 3:la Paul begins the conclu- 
sion of the letter, but surmises that the apostle then, following a sudden inspira- 
tion, wrote down in 3:2 ff. what he had originally intended to give Epaphroditus 
and Timotheus as oral admonition, namely specific detailed paraenesis. 3:1b 
forms the transition to this detailed paraenesis and would be translated as follows: 
It is not burdensome to me to write down now the same admonitions which I 
am also sending to you orally, but it provides specific help for you. Furnish 
himself recognizes the hypothetical character of these conjectures and also knows 
that therewith he leaves the problem of 4:10-20 unsolved. T. E. Pollard (‘The 
Integrity of Philippians,” NTS 13 [1966]: 57-66) artificially construes a parallelism 
between the Christ hymn in 2:5-11 and the biographical section in 3:4-11 which 
would guarantee the unity of the epistle. R. Jewett (“The Epistolary Thanks- 
giving and Philippians,” Nov. Test. 12 [1970]: 40-53, esp. pp. 49 ff.) regards the 
unity of the epistle as probable, on the basis of traditional arguments. 
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Ill 

A glance at the introductions and commentaries shows how 

difficult it is to determine the nature of the heretics in Philippi. 

To one investigator they are Jews, since “the opponents can in no 
wise have a connection with the primitive Christian faith.” % 
Others just as definitely see in them Judaizers.*t A. Jiilicher® 

speaks of ‘“‘fresh-baked proselytes’’ of the Jewish community. 
W. M. L. de Wette® ventures no clear judgment. Schinz*4 comes 

after careful exegesis to the conclusion that what was involved 

in Philippi was after all not so much controversies over doctrine 

as rather social conflicts, and he has not failed to gain approval 

for this thesis. 
The diversity of these theses itself is disconcerting. But in addi- 

tion now there is the fact that hardly a single one of the exegetes 

comes out with a single battlefront in Phil. 3. One who in view 

of 3:2 ff. speaks of Judaizers or Jews usually sees himself com- 

pelled to have Paul in 3:17 ff. waging a polemic against Christians 

“who cannot free themselves from the old accustomed pagan 

sensuality,” ® “who take the doctrine of grace as an occasion 

for their libertinism.” °° E. Haupt thinks that Paul has in view 

the worst excesses of paganism.®’ E. Lohmeyer sees in the people 

opposed in 3:17 ff. lapsi, apostate Christians.*8 W. Liitgert®® also 

thinks: “The fact that Paul was standing between two fronts 

may be observed most clearly in the debate with his opponents 
in the third chapter of the Philippian epistle.” But it is always 

hazardous to propound this thesis of a double or even triple? 

$0 FE. Lohmeyer, [1], p. 125; cf. R. A. Lipsius, pp. 234, 240; M. Dibelius, HNT 
11: 87; J. Weiss, Earliest Christianity, I (1959): 386-87; A. F. J. Klijn, in Nov. 
Test. 7 (1964/65) : 278-84, 

°1 FE, Haupt, pp. 125-26; P. Ewald, p. 165; T. Zahn, I: 531-32; W. Lueken, p. 383; 
H. Appel, Einleitung in das Neue Testament, p. 57; P. Feine, Die Abfassung des 
Philipperbriefes in Ephesus, pp. 15 ff. 

62 A, Jilicher, p. 106. 
®3 Das Neue Testament, II (Halle, 1885) : 341. 
64 Die christliche Gemeinde zu Philippi (Zurich, 1833) . 
6° W. Lueken, p. 386; cf. T. Zahn, I: 538. 

ConA Peluprao ve 
67 FE. Haupt, pp. 163-64. 
*SE. Lohmeyer, pp. 152 ff.; thus already F. Barth, Einleitung in das Neue 

Testament, p. 86. 
69 W. Litgert, [2], p. I. 

70M. Albertz, pp. 320-21: Judaizers, enthusiasts, libertines. 
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battlefront when Paul himself within his polemic does not sug- 
gest with a single word that he now is thinking of a fight against 

other opponents. It is very easy then to trace this thesis back to 
the embarrassment of the exegetes. Only if it should be impossible 
to understand Phil. 3 in a unitary context will one be able to 

adopt, out of necessity, such a solution. 

Of course even then it remains highly controversial as to where 

in Phil. 3 Paul passes over to the contest with the new opponents. 

W. Liitgert thinks that it is in 3:10.17 H. Appel, on the contrary: 
“3: 1-16 is directed against the Judaists ..... 3:17-4:1 warns against 
other deceivers.”” Finally, others let the separated polemics 3:2 ff. 
and 3:17 ff. be separated by a nonpolemical intervening passage. 

In view of this state of things, it is no wonder that many exposi- 
tors refrain from making any judgment about the nature of the 

people opposed by Paul in Phil. 3.7 
The exegesis now following is to show that the thesis men- 

tioned at the outset, that in his correspondence with Philippi 

Paul is debating with the same Gnostics who are active in the 

communities which he had founded in Galatia and Corinth, un- 

equivocally clears up the question about the heretics in Philippi.” 

Phil. 3:2a. Such name-calling has no parallel in Paul; neverthe- 

less “dog” is a common term of abuse in antiquity in Judaism 

and in paganism,” and in fact it is one of the strongest expres- 
sions possible. Down to our own time wild dogs form a public 
nuisance in the Orient; they frequently feed on carrion. To 

this point of comparison is to be traced back the use of the 
epithet “dog” above all for impure and immoral men,” as e.g. 
male hierodules (Deut. 23:19; Rev. 22:15). For this reason, for 

the Jews the Gentiles particularly were regarded as dogs.” 

"71 Thus also K. Stiirmer, Auferstehung und Erwdhlung (1953) , p. 49. 
72W. M. L. de Wette, pp. 341 ff.; H. J. Holtzmann, pp. 299-300: “The circum- 

stances in Philippi presupposed here are by no means completely clear.” W. 
Michaelis, [1], p. 203. 

78 Thus also J. Miiller-Bardorff, pp. 592 ff.; G. Friedrich, p. 95, also now speaks 

properly of “Gnostic Jewish Christians.” 
74 TDNT III: 1101 ff.; Billerbeck, I: 724-25; III: 621-22; M. Dibelius, in loc. 

75 A. Jeremias, Das Alte Testament im Lichte des alten Orients (1930, 4th 

ed.), p. 438. BQ 92B: “A dog when hungry devours excrement.” (Quoted in 
Billerbeck, I: 724.) 

7@GnR 81 (52a): a rabbi says to a Samaritan: “Whom do you resemble? The 
dog, which is ravenous for carrion” (in Billerbeck, I: 725). 

77 Billerbeck, I: 724-25; III: 621-22; J. B. Lightfoot, [2], pp. 143-44. 
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Whom does Paul describe with this expression? The exegetes 

who see Paul fighting against Jews or Judaizers reproach one an- 

other with the impossibility of such a reference for tog kivac, and 
rightly so. Paul cannot possibly describe strict law-obsérving Jews 

with this epithet,7* people who are doing what he too one time 
did in zeal for the law of his fathers, namely, persecuting the 

young Christian community (Gal. 1:14; I Cor. 15:9). He cannot 

revile his people all together as “dogs,” the people to whom “‘son- 

ship and the glory and the covenant and the law and the worship 

and the promises” belong (Rom. 9:4). Even when his judgment 

upon the Jews of Palestine is occasionally harsher than in the 
Roman epistle,”? the epithet “dogs” in the mouth of Paul with 
respect to “his brothers, his fellow countrymen according to the 

flesh” (Rom. 9:3), is inconceivable. 

But just as little can Paul denounce the so-called Judaists with 
this expression. These Judaists are indeed people of the circle 

around or near James, whose right to be called Christians Paul 
has never contested. He has divided the missionary territory with 

them amicably and has given them the right hand of fellowship 

(Gal. 2:9) 2° Before his last visit in Rome he diligently collects 

an offering for these brethren in Jerusalem. We are lacking any 

indication that the agreement of the so-called “apostolic council” 

ever in principle came to nought. Paul constantly speaks entirely 

naturally of james "(1 Gor. 9:5;°1527;Gal-e1:19;-229) 12) eas 

impossible that he should be reviling this Jewish Christian group 

of the one common church as “dogs.” 8? 

With Jews as well as Judaists, moreover, the common tertiwm 

comparationts of the derogatory comparison would be obviously 

inappropriate: I mean the impurity and immorality. If one holds, 
as it is obvious for Paul the Jew to do, to this usual specific of the 

(2 Delialpt, ppalzo-26, 
7° See I Thess. 2:14-16. Of course the genuineness of this passage is not un- 

contested (see P. Schmiedel, in loc.; below, p. 180). 
BDISCenVOlya, Pps outs 
81 Even in Gal. 2:11 ff. Paul does not utter a word against James, who through- 

out held to the framework of the agreements of Gal. 2:9, when he reproved the 
freedom which Peter had taken for himself; see Vol. 3, pp. 63 ff. 

52 Naturally one must free himself from Baur’s image of the history, which 
everywhere in Paul’s polemic saw just these Judaizers opposed. In Vol. 1 and 
above, pp. 13 ff., I have attempted to show how little justified this was for both 
Corinthian epistles and for the Galatian epistle. 
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comparison, then the very first word of polemic points to the 
fact that Paul is debating with immoral people within the com- 

munity. But the only libertine movement within the Christian 

community of which we are informed from the primitive Chris- 

tian era is the Gnostic movement. 

Phil. 3:2b. A precise parallel to this in Paul is found in II Cor. 
11:13: of y&p toiodto! wevSatrdoToAol, épyatai SdAto1, pEeTACYNYNaTICd- 

pevot ig aTooTOAoug Xpiotod. Here, as there, primitive Christian 

missionaries are meant, workers in the kingdom of God, only of 

course bad workers, alleged apostles. ““They are the very same,” 

writes W. M. L. de Wette, correctly,®* and E. Haupt also affirms 

“that the expression here cannot be understood otherwise than 
the épyatat S6A101 in II Cor. 11:13.” 84 This is the only uncon- 

trived interpretation.®> With it at least would be made clear the 

fact that Paul has in mind missionaries who are active in the 

Christian communities as “Christians.” 8& When Paul calls them 

“evil workers” the radical rejection of their activity is expressed. 

What missionary movement of the primitive Christian era comes 

into consideration for such a judgment? If one has once freed 

himself from the false scholarly dogma that an anti-Pauline mis- 

sion of Judaizers from Jerusalem was disturbing early Chris- 

tianity,®? there remains only the Gnostic movement.®* But above 

all: if and while Gnostics are meant in II Cor. 11:13, in Phil. 

3:2 no other people can be meant, if one does not, contrary to 

all probability, dismiss all the parallelism in the two passages. 
Phil. 3:2c. katatoun is paronomasia for tepitouy.89 With this 

Paul identifies his opponents as those who place value in circum- 

cision, are themselves circumcised and—possibly®°—number the 

practice of circumcision among their “evil works.” At the same 

53 W. M. L. de Wette, p. 341. 
84. Haupt, p. 127; cf. also P. Ewald, pp. 164-65; E. Lohmeyer, p. 125. 

£5 Above all one would not have been able to refer the kaxolt égpyd&tai to 

“representatives of the ‘works’ of the law” (W. Lueken, p. 384). 
8¢“The expression épyatat can be understood only of people who are active 

or wish to be active for the Christian cause” (D. Vélter, p. 128). 
87 On this, see above, pp. 13 ff., 58 ff. 
88 Cf. also Rev. 2:2. 
8° CE. Gal. 5:12. 
°° More cannot be said. For the understanding of the Pauline utterances in 

3:2 ff., the assumption suffices that the evil workers in Philippi had gloried in 
their own circumcision or their Judaism. Cf. L. Goppelt, Christentum und 

Judentum im ersten und zweiten Jahrhundert, pp. 136-37. 
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time Paul gives biting expression with the designation katatopy 

to his rejection of such an attitude. Therewith Paul can mean to 
pass a basic judgment on neither Jews nor Judaists. He, who him- 
self was circumcised, never disputed to either of these the right 

of circumcision. His sharp judgment applies to the agitation em- 
phasizing circumcision in his Gentile Christian communities. 
Once again, Jews do not come into the picture. Indeed Jews can- 
not strive within the Christian communities for circumcision or 
for Judaism; the making of proselytes among the Christians how- 
ever is nowhere attested in the Christian era and is hardly con- 

ceivable in an organized form. 

The circumcised ones can only have been Jewish (Christians) . 

Thus for the student who rightly does not see Jews being opposed 
in Phil. 3:2, the conclusion appears compelling that katatouy is 
a designation of Judaizers. But this also is impossible. The epithet 
kuov makes it likely, and the exegesis of 3:19 will make it cer- 

tain, that Paul’s opponents in Philippi are libertines. If one 
does not propose to see Paul fighting in a constant alternation 

against two entirely different fronts, then the circumcision people 

of 3:2 cannot be Judaizers; for there never was, and there cannot 
be, a libertine judaizing movement, since with circumcision the 
Judaizer puts himself precisely under the law. In addition, there 
is the fact that a Judaistic Gentile mission in truth is never 
attested for us. In other words, apart from the fact that such a 

mission constitutes a contradiction in itself, and apart from the 
fact that such a mission would represent a flagrant breach of the 

agreements of the so-called apostolic council, which in view of 

Paul’s account in Gal. 2 may be altogether ruled out, the wide- 

spread thesis of the Judaistic agitation among the Gentile Chris- 

tians is no compelling result of modern exegesis,®! but a product 
of Baur’s historical construction from the last century. F. C. Baur 

constructed his historical picture of primitive Christianity with 
the help of the Hegelian dialectic and on the basis of the historical 
knowledge of his time. Today neither of these presuppositions is 
any longer valid. After the abandonment of the strict method 
of the Hegelian system had already brought Baur’s construction 

to the point of collapse at many passages, it completely collapses 

®1 See above, pp. 32 ff. 
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when it is recognized that blame for the internal confusion of 

early Christianity was only in the slightest measure to be charged 

to Judaizers, and rather was above all due to Jewish Christian 
Gnosticism. This is particularly true since in the Gentile Chris- 
tian mission territory of Paul, no competing judaizing mission can 
be proved, not even in Corinth and Galatia.®? Then Philippi will 
have been no exception.®* Rather, the Jewish Christians®* in Phi- 
lippi must have been Gnostics. 

But Jewish Christian Gnostics are sufficiently attested to us 
from the early period of the church. First, it may be pointed out 

that the early judgment of T. Zahn® is turning out to be true, 

in increasing clarity: “The earlier the Gnosticism is, the more 

Jewish is it.” In order to avoid misunderstandings,®* to be sure, 
one will be obliged to formulate it more precisely: the older 

Christian Gnosticism is, the more it shows its Jewish character. 

This judgment contains first of all the acknowledgment that early 
Christianity must be explained from its Jewish roots. But this 

also says that the Judaism of the New Testament era is not simply 

to be equated with the Old Testament or with rabbinical ortho- 

doxy, but among other things embraces a significant Gnostic 

heresy, of which direct testimonies are available to us only in 
meager quantity, but of whose influence and distribution there 
can be no doubt.®” But if early Christian Gnosticism grew out of 

Jewish Gnosticism,®* still it, like Hellenistic Christianity in its 
various forms and like the judaizing movement, belonged to the 
original forms of manifestation of Christianity.°® Thus already 

on the basis of this general consideration it is only natural that 

®2 See above, pp. 58 ff. 

°2 The false teachers at Philippi “cannot, as was long assumed, have been 
nomistic Judaizers” (L. Goppelt, p. 136) . 

®4In the following, this concept is used in the sense of Iren. I, 24.6, where 
Irenaeus quotes as the self-expression of the Basilidians, “Jews they are no longer, 
Christians not yet.” 

®5 According to W. Liitgert, Freiheitspredigt und Schwarmgeister in Korinth 
(1908) , p. 47. 

°° T, Zahn hardly intends to say that Gnosticism in general is of Jewish 
origin. 

®7 See Vol. 1, pp. 295 ff. 

°8 The transition from Jewish to early Christian Gnosticism was easy because 
already one branch of the still pure Jewish Gnosticism proffered an explicit 
Christ Gnosticism. See Vol. 1, pp. 36 ff. 

®® See E. Kasemann in ZThK 54 (1957) : 18 ff. 
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a Christian Gnosticism of Jewish observance was conducting a 

mission simultaneously with Paul. 

But now in the second place also sufficient individual docu- 

mentation for the Jewish character of early Christian Gnosticism 

can be brought forward. I have already earlier assembled 1° the 

proofs which are of special interest to us here for the practice of 
circumcision among Christian Gnostics. From these proofs it 
emerges that on the side of Jewish Christian Gnosticism one could 

practice and demand circumcision. For this in fact the Galatian 

epistie, when properly interpreted, offers us the most immediate 

evidence. It is clear that this circumcision could not place one 

under the law in a Pharisaic sense, regardless of how far those who 

were circumcised may have gone in observing the law, e.g., of the 

Sabbath. Here I can also refer to what was said earlier about the 

meaning of Gnostic circumcision.°! Thus among the Jewish 
Gnostics, libertine tendencies under the banner of circumcision, 

as they occur in Philippi, are by no means surprising to us. 

Naturally the Jewish Christian Gnostics also were not bound to 

the agreements of the apostolic council. Thus from that quarter 

nothing stood in the way of their mission in the Gentile world. 

It is all the more conceivable since the Gnostic missionary en- 

thusiasm is well known. 

Therewith the background of the BAétete thy Katatouny would 

be disclosed. Paul can only have in mind Jewish Christian Gnos- 

tics. As we have said, it cannot be determined whether these peo- 

ple also still demanded the circumcision of the Gentiles. Circum- 

cision understood as a symbol did not have fundamental sig- 

nificance for the Gnostic. He could refrain from the practice of 
it without great diffhiculty.1” 

Phil. 3:3. The “we” can only mean the Christians as a whole, 

who indeed “serve in the Spirit of God” and “glory in Christ 

Jesus.” 18 They are in truth the circumcision, that is to say, the 

Tepitoun Kapdiag év Tvevpatt, as Paul says in Rom. 2:29, following 

Old Testament words. The activity of the circumcised false 

109 See above, p. 36, n. 63. 
101 See above, pp. 37 ff. 
102 See above, pp. 39 ff; Vol. 1, p. 297. 
108 T, Zahn (I: 539) disagrees; so also P. Ewald, p. 166, et al., who think only 

of Paul and his coworkers. 
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teachers in Philippi thus signified an attack on the Pauline com- 
munity as a whole. Paul sees its existence threatened if it were 
to honor the special wishes of the “evil workers.” Again, it is 
not clear whether these wishes were the demand for circumcision, 

or whether people were only boasting of their own circumcision, 

i.e., of their Jewish origin. Nevertheless the latter is more prob- 

able. Paul seems to intend to say, “We Christians, not these Jews, 

are the true people of the circumcision,” but not, “We Christians 

now already qualify, through our faith and without circumcision, 

as those who in truth are circumcised.” But this verse contributes 

nothing further for our inquiry. We shall later recall the concept 

KQUXQOHEVOL, 

Phil. 3:4-6. First, it is clear that the false teachers in Philippi, 

whether they now demanded circumcision or not, themselves 

boasted of their circumcision or of their Jewish origin. Paul 
affirms that in this regard he could have still more tetroi®noig év 

capki than they,!°* but emphatically denies that such tetoi®8noic 

is anything but refuse. The precise parallel of this section is 
found in II Cor. 11:18, 21 ff.; the agreement of the two passages 

is complete as to substance and extends even to the concepts.10 
The distinction, that in II Cor. 11:16 ff. Paul calls himself a fool 

before he enumerates his “‘fleshly’ advantages, while in Phil. 

3:7 ff. he subsequently calls these advantages “‘refuse,”’ is only a 

formal distinction. In view of this state of affairs, it is not a normal 

solution to see different people opposed in the two passages.1° 

If for Corinth only Jewish Christian Gnostics come into the pic- 
ture, the same holds true for Philippi. 

That Jewish Christian Gnostics glory in their Judaism is just 

as understandable as the same glorying among Jews or Judaists. 

The Old Testament was the Holy Scripture of Jewish and Jewish 

Christian Gnosticism and the source of their “knowledge.” 17 

104 We are by no means to think that his opponents also had the advantages 
of Pharisaism, of the persecution of the Christians, and of irreproachable righ- 
teousness before the law to point to. No more is conceded to them by Paul than 
the “advantages” of the flesh in the actual sense. 

1205 Cf, Phil. 3:3-4: Kavyopevor gv Xpiota *Inood Kai ovK év capKl tetoi8dtec, 

Kaitep ya Exwv tetrofOnoiv Kai év oapKi. EY tig SoKel &AAOS treToOIOévar év oapki, 

éy@ waAAov, with IL Cor. 11:18, 21: émei moAAol Kouxdvtar Kat& (tHv) odpKa, 

K&yo Kavyjoopar... év @ & Gv tig TOAUG, Ev &mpooUVH AE~Yw, TOALA Kayo. 

106 KF. Lohmeyer, p. 128. 
107 W. Schultz, Dokumente der Gnosis, pp. VIII ff., et passim; Vol. 1, p. 208. 
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The Gnostics were consistently skillful interpreters of Scripture? 
and thereby also stimulated the Great Church—for good and for 
ill. For them no less than for all the Jews, including Paul, it was 
an established fact that salvation is of the Jews (John 4:22). 

In particular the mission may therein have been the motive 

for the missionaries to emphasize their Judaism. This holds true 
less for the pure Gentile mission, although even in the Gentile 
world Judaism often made a special impression and exerted not 

a little drawing power, as is shown by the numerous proselytes 

and God-fearers as well as by the frequently sharp—not racially 

based—anti-Semitism of antiquity.!° One should note the in- 
fluence which the Old Testament exerted far out into pagan 

Gnosticism! But within the young Gentile Christian commu- 

nities, which indeed had acknowledged in principle that salva- 
tion comes from the Jews, the calling of the missionaries was in 
every case adjusted to their Judaism, especially since the Pauline 
communities may have consisted in large part of onetime oePdpevor 

of the synagogue. But this is the situation in Corinth as well as 

in Philippi. This holds true even more under the likely pre- 

supposition that the circumcision-faithful Gnostic Jewish Chris- 

tians are making inroads into the Jewish communities with their 

mission at least just as strongly as into the Christian communities. 

In vs. 4 Paul changes without warning from the nyetc of the 

preceding verse to éy#. He too can exhibit all that by which the 

false teachers in Philippi are so highly recommended. This could 

be an insignificant rhetorical change. One might even ask how 
else Paul could have spoken of the advantages of his Jewish origin, 

in which indeed he could not combine himself with the Gentile 

Christian communities. Nevertheless it is to be noted that in the 
parallel passage in II Cor., as in the entire section II Cor. 10-13, 
Paul must be on the defensive against personal attacks which are 

directed against him as apostle. In Corinth as in Galatia the 

108 The early church could hardly make the fact that this skill consisted to a 
large extent in their reinterpreting the wording of the Old Testament to cor- 
respond to their own ideas into a complaint against the Gnostics. It is however 
characteristic that such interpretation was after all held to be necessary and that 
one did not venture to take the simple way of Marcion, the enemy of the Jews, 
who simply rejected the Old Testament. 

109 See, e.g., W. Foerster, Das rémische Weltreich zur Zeit des Neuen Testa- 
ments (Hamburg, 1956) , pp. 232-48. 
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Gnostics attempt to represent Paul as a mere man of flesh who 
lacks the Christ Pneuma and who therefore is at most an apostle 

from men, but never an authorized apostle of Christ.1!° The truth 

of the Pauline message is being disputed, in that the authority 
of the messenger is being doubted. It is hardly to be assumed 

that the Gnostics in Philippi would have refrained from using 
this tried and successful method. Thus in the twice emphasized 
éyo of 3:4 there may be an indication of Paul’s knowledge of the 

fact that the evil workers in Philippi also are striving to destroy 
his authority in favor of their own, although Paul, if conjecture 

is correct, has not heard anything more precise about the actual 
content of the charges against him.!" Indeed the Jewish descent 
could not be used against him. 

Phil. 3:8-11. Over against the false kavynoig and mtetoi8notc, 

which are based upon the odp§, Paul now points to the true nature 

of Christian existence. This section does not contain any direct 

references to the adversaries being opposed. If one nevertheless 

bears in mind that Paul quite certainly has not lost sight of the 

“dogs,” the question arises whether the section could not con- 

tain some allusions to the heretical teaching. It is acknowledged 

that also large parts especially of II Cor. are full of such allusions 

which are often difficult to recognize and not easy to understand. 

The scanty knowledge of his opponents’ position, as it must have 
existed during the writing of Phil. 3, compels Paul to observe 

such caution in his argument. 

Two concepts offer themselves for the possibility of such an 

allusion. First, the expression yvaorg in vs. 8 or the corresponding 

yivookev in vs. 10. R. Bultmann}” correctly writes: “In the pas- 

sage Phil. 3:8 ff., which also contains Gnostic expressions, Paul 

undoubtedly borrows from the Gnostics in describing the yvaog 

Xpiotod *Inood as a distinctive mark of the Christian,” even 

though, as Bultmann further states, he defines the content and 
nature of this Gnosis in a totally non-Gnostic way. Now here 

110 EF, Kasemann, [1], pp. 33-71; R. Bultmann, [1], pp. 20 ff; Vol. 1, pp. 182 ff.; 
see above, pp. 19 ff. 

111Jn Gal. also and even in II Cor. 10-13, Paul did not understand the actual 
Gnostic charges against his apostolate, which in fact hang together with the 
Gnostic anthropology which is incomprehensible to Paul, even where he has 
heard them and repeats them; see Vol. 1, pp. 182 ff. 

423"TDNT 1:)710. 
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Paul naturally can speak utterly unreflectively in the Gnostic set 
of concepts which was to a large extent familiar to him. Of course, 

if one considers how in Paul’s works, especially in the Corinthian 
epistles, in which he has recognized his opponents as yywotikoi, 

the “Gnostic” use of the concept yvaoisg or of yiwooxew is heaped 

up,'8 and if one considers further that in the Philippian epistle, 
yvoig and yivookeiv occur in an appropriation of Gnostic termi- 

nology only in this section, then one will have to reckon seriously 

with the possibility that in 3:8 ff. Paul is making use of this con- 
cept in a conscious polemic, since he sets the true knowledge 
of Jesus Christ in opposition to the dvriBéceig tAg pevdavdpou 

yvacenc, 114 

W. Liitgert placed the other concept in the center of his study: 

dvaotacis. He asserts that precisely the question of the resurrec- 
tion was controverted between Paul and his opponents in Phi- 

lippi. And indeed in 3:10-15 on the one hand Paul is said to set 

himself against the charge of his Jewish opponents that he is 

teaching the resurrection as having already happened, with which 

then II Tim. 2:18 should be compared. But on the other hand 

he is said to be opposing fanatical Christians in Philippi who 

deserve this charge. The thesis of the twofold battlefront of 

Paul is certainly nowhere less needed and less credible than 

here. But the observation that the reference to the resurrection 

could spring from the polemical situation remains untouched by 
this criticism of Ltitgert’s exegesis. 

The denial of the resurrection is a foundational dogma of the 

Gnostics, whether it occurs now in the form dvdotactc ovK ~otivié 

or in the other dvéotaow 6n yeyovévai.447 The Gnostics in Corinth 

112 Tbid., pp. 709-10; Vol. I, pp. 141 ff. 
114 Of course if therein he had been of the opinion that his opponents are 

following the way of righteousness by the law, he would have been drawing a 
false conclusion from their praise of circumcision, Apparently, just as in Galatians, 
Paul cannot imagine a Jewish Christian theology which is not bound to the law 
righteousness, but wisely is careful not directly to impute this theology to his 
opponents, since it is simply irreconcilable with their other conduct. (On Gala- 

tians see above, pp. 37 ff.) 
115 W, Liitgert, [2], pp. 9 ff.; P. Ewald, p. 188. 
1167 Cor. 15:12; Iren. I, 24.5; apocryphal Epistle of the Corinthians to Paul, 

V, 12 (Hennecke-Schneemelcher-Wilson [1965, 3rd ed.], Ii: 374); Ep. Ap. 21-26; 
Justin Dial. 80.4; Clem. Alex. Strom. IV, 13.89; II Clem. 9.1; Eus. CH II, 23.9; 
Polyc. Phil. 7, et passim. 

SAT im e218 siren e250; slL pol ese ertw de  resurr LOsmOnmmore tml lea: 
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represent this doctrine in the first form emphatically,"® for the 
Galatian false teachers we can infer it from their rejection of 

the odp§,1!9 and even in Thessalonica this problem is a current 

one. Philippi then—assuming the correctness of our thesis— 
can have been no exception. Now in the Gnostic denial of the 
resurrection the contempt for corporeality in general is expressed. 

“But redemption extends only to the soul; for the body cannot 

do otherwise than decay, as is its nature” (Iren. I, 24.5). Thus if 
one wants to assume in Phil. 3:10-11 a concealed reference to the 

teachings of the Gnostics in Philippi, one’ will find this reference 
not only in the emphasis on the dvéotacig of Christ and of the 

believers but likewise in the simultaneous emphasizing of the 

Christians’ fellowship with Christ in suffering and death. Denial 
of the bodily resurrection and contempt for the suffering body 

in general—in the case of Christ as well as with the Christians— 

are for the Gnostics just as inseparable!?! as for Paul the “suffer- 
ing and dying with Christ” and the “rising with him.” 1? If one 

makes his interpretation out of this background, Paul would, in 

our passage, set the true Gnosis of the believer who recognizes 

Christ’s cross and resurrection in their significance for man in 

opposition to the false Gnosis of the opponents, who play off 

the Pneuma-Christ against the crucified and resurrected One 

and the human pneuma-self against the submissive “‘suffering- 

with,” the grateful “living-in-the-resurrection,” and the hopeful 

“waiting-for-the-resurrection.”’ 

We must concede that vss. 10 and 11 are also completely under- 

standable without the assumption of a polemical intention. How- 

ever, one should note that nothing can be objected against such 
an assumption. The restraint in the polemic is explained by the 

incomplete information which Paul has and his deficient under- 
standing of the position of the opponents.123 In vss. 12-15 also the 

? 

Eph. 5:14; Oxyrh. Pap. 654.5; Hipp. V, 8 (ed. Duncker-Schneidewin, p. 158), 
et passim. 

#781Cf, Vol. 1, pp. V5piff., 259 ff. 
119 See above, pp. 49-50. 

120] Thess. 4:13-5:11. Cf. below, pp. 160 ff. 
121 Cf, Vol. 1, pp. 155 ff., 160 f£., 259 ff.; see above, pp. 49-50. 

122 Rom. 6:1 ff.; II Cor. 4:7-15. 
122 have received many a reproach for attributing deficient knowledge to the 

apostle in Paul’s debate with his opponents in Corinth and Galatia. But do not 
these reproaches arise from entirely too modern presuppositions as to the trans- 
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indubitably polemical aim has often escaped the exegetes. 

For that assumption, the following could be of some weight: 
1. That the polemic is unmistakable before this and immedi- 

ately afterward in the text of Philippians. 
2. That nowhere else in Paul do we find so personally felt a 

prospect of the anticipated resurrection.!#4 In the closest parallel 

—Rom. 6:5—the ethical aim of the thought is evident. 
3. That in the Corinthian and Galatian epistles also the cor- 

responding polemic is found. 
4, That the basic ideas of vss. 10 and 11 are right away taken 

up in obvious polemic. That is to say, the S0vapicg tig dvactacews 

means “the power of the resurrection that transforms the life of 
the Christian” 125 and therefore is to be seen together with the 

attack on the immoral conduct of the “many” in 3:17 ff. With 

“to know him and the power of his resurrection and the fellow- 
ship of his sufferings” (3:10) Paul stresses the saving significance 

of the cross—in opposition to the “enemies of the cross” in 3:18! 
The wish to attain “the resurrection of the dead” (3:11) cor- 

responds entirely to the following polemical affirmation that he 
has not yet attained all. 

5. That in the following verses also Paul does not conduct 

the debate in a fundamental discussion, but in such a way that he 

presents himself as the example of proper Christian existence. 

Anyone who is ready to concede that in the formulation of 
Phil. 3:10-11 Paul is conscious of the denial of the resurrection 

conspicuous misunderstandings, as, e.g., in the question of eschatology in I Cor. 
15, where Paul concludes from the Gnostics’ denial of the resurrection that he 

is dealing with radical skeptics! If such misunderstandings are possible, then 
Paul must have been imperfectly informed in general. Besides, with successive 
letters Paul shows himself to be better informed, both in his correspondence 
with Philippi and especially in that with Corinth, a state of affairs which can 
unmistakably be demonstrated. But then the earlier it was, the more poorly in- 

formed he was. It is not surprising that upon the very first reports, which appear 
in part to be based on hearsay (&kovw, Phil. 1:27; I Cor. 11:18; IT Thess. 3:11), 
Paul opens his correspondence in anxiety about his communities. Cf. further 
Vol. 1, pp. 101-2; below, pp. 211-12; W. Marxsen, pp. 62-63. Ch. Dietzfelbinger, “Was 
ist Irrlehre,” Theologische Existenz heute 143 (1967): 46. 

124P, Ewald, p. 182, expects, not wholly without justification, instead of the 
wording of vs. 11 which we have, something like “eittag Katavtiow Kal eig thy 
Conv avtod.” He also remarks that the intensified form é€avaéotacig as well as the 

é« vexp@v instead of the usual simple vexpdv is unique in Paul’s writings. In both 
cases the unusual would be well explained in terms of an anti-Gnostic polemic. 

126 W. Michaelis, [4], p. 57. 
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by his opponents will be obliged to judge vs. 21 in the same per- 

spective. With this verse then Paul would be taking a stand against 
the same Gnostic opinion, according to which the “body cannot 

do otherwise than decay, as is its nature,” which in fact also 
forced him to make the statement in I Cor. 15; cf. I Cor. 15:35-57. 

Cf. also J. Gnilka ({l], p. 197): “The unique formulation 
 &€avadotacig t ék vexepOv with the doubled ék is intended unmis- 

takably to express the realism of the resurrection from among 

the physically dead, but it makes sense only if it is distinguished 

from another interpretation. Paul also is acquainted with this 

other interpretation, which involves a participation in the resur- 
rection already in this life,’ but sees ‘‘the fulfillment of meaning 
of the one given only in the other. The doubtful-sounding formu- 

lation, ‘if haply I might attain .. .’, indicates that in this interpre- 
tation he sees himself distinguished from his opponents, and 

thus that they think differently about the resurrection. Only 

if one perceives the polemical note of the sentence does one 

avoid a mistaken interpretation.” 

Phil. 3:12-14. The theme of this section is clear. Paul is em- 
phasizing that his status as a Christian is not “‘perfect,’’ complete, 
but consists in the fact that he is untiringly hastening toward 

the goal, that is, the heavenly calling of God in Christ Jesus. 

Verse 13 makes it clear that with these expressions he is dis- 
sociating himself from those who are of a different opinion: 
&SeAooi, ya épautov obtra Aoyifopat KateiAnpévat. “Paul wishes... 

to distinguish himself from others.” 126 “He is in fact protesting 
against the false security.” 127 “The stressing of the subject of the 

main clause points first of all to an opposition to others who think 
this of themselves.” #28 W. Lueken?® asks, ‘““Were there perhaps 
in Philippi those who believed themselves already to have reached 
the goal?” and answers the question, along with the majority of 
exegetes, in the affirmative.'%° Anyone who answers the question 

SOOT ene 
127 J. B. Lightfoot, [2], p. 152. 

128 P, Ewald, p. 188. 
129 W. Lueken, p. 385. 

130 Cf, further W. M. L. de Wette, p. 344; W. Liitgert, [2], p. 14; E. Haupt, p. 
148. Of course vs. 12 is already spoken in the same direction, but not to those 

who in return accused Paul of holding himself to be téAe1oc, as, e.g., W. Liitgert 

thinks. 
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in the negative always does so because “‘perfect people” in Philippi 
do not fit into the picture which is formed of the false teachers 

there. 

But nothing fits better to the Gnostics of the early ‘period than 
an exaggerated consciousness of perfection. The most obvious 

examples of this are afforded by the corresponding passages of the 

Corinthian epistles, especially I Cor. 4:7 ff.: “You are already 

filled; you are already rich; without us you have become kings,” 

and further I Cor. 4:10; 5:2; II Cor. 3:4 ff.; 4:2-5; 5:11-15; 10:4-5; 

10:12 f£.; 12:11; 13:9, etc.;1%1 then those of Galatians, that is, Gai. 

5:26; 6:3; also probably 6:13-14.182 In addition there is an abun- 

dance of evidence from the other Gnostic, gnosticizing, and anti- 

Gnostic literature, which I have adduced in selection in the 

places mentioned in footnotes 131 and 132. From the passages not 

given there, reference may be made to Iren. III, 15.2: “But if 

anyone like a meek lamb yields to them (scil., the Gnostics) com- 

pletely and by following them also achieves their ‘redemption,’ he 

is then so puffed up that he thinks that he is no longer living in 

heaven nor on earth, but has already entered into the Pleroma 

and has already embraced his angel; he turns up his nose and 

walks around proud as a cock. ... Most, however, as those already 

perfect, have neither modesty nor heed, call themselves ‘the 

spiritual ones,’ and claim that they have already become ac- 
quainted with their place of refreshing in the Pleroma.’ Cf. 

further Tert. de praescr. haer. 41.4: “Omnes tument, omnes 

scientiam pollicentur; ante sunt perfectt catechumeni quam 
edocti.” Fv: Ver. 42.273. «the Father isin them,,andthey-are 

in the Father, (they) being complete. . . .” Here also belongs 

Ep. Ap. 50:183 “There will come another teaching and a conflict; 

and in that they seek their own glory and produce worthless 

teaching, an offence of death (of fornication?) will come thereby.” 

Ep. Ap. 38: “But woe to those who walk in pride and boasting; 

for their end is destruction” (Hennecke-Schneemelcher-Wilson, 

I: 217). Rev. 3:17 will also have to be classified here, in view of 
the fact that the letters are constantly polemical against the 

181 On the exposition of these passages, see Vol. 1, pp. 179 ff. 
182 On this, see above, p. 48. 

133 Fd. H. Duensing, Kleine Texte, 152; Hennecke-Schneemelcher-Wilson, I: 
227. 
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Gnosticism which has invaded the churches in Asia Minor; the 
church at Laodicea asserts concerning itself: wAoUotdg eipt Kai 

TeTrAOUTHKals4 Kai ovSév xpeiav Exw. The remark of Irenaeus quoted 

above!®> makes it clear that the ultimate reason for the arrogance 

of the Gnostic is the fact that in ecstatic experience he can al- 
ready anticipate the soul’s journey to heaven and therewith the 

future perfection.!%6 Indeed he lacks nothing of the ultimate per- 
fection. That answers the question of what object is to be supplied 
to complete vss. 12-13. W. Liitgert thinks that it is avéotaow, in 

view of vs. 11 and II Tim. 2:18.1°7 M. Dibelius!** supplies Xpiotév 
because of the antiphon in vs. 12b. W. M. L. de Wette®® thinks 
of what “is mentioned in vss. 10-11, the appropriating, imitative, 
and emulating knowledge of Christ.’”” But no object at all needs 
to be supplied, as E. Haupt, K. v. Hofmann, P. Ewald, and others 

have already recognized from a sober consideration of the text. 
This fact is confirmed when one considers the anti-Gnostic thrust 

of vss. 12-14. The distinguishing mark of the Gnostic téAetog is 

precisely not to have attained something, but everything, the in- 

effable blessedness, beyond which there is nothing more to attain. 

He has simply reached the goal. So then there is also lacking in 

the numerous Gnostic parallels to Phil. 3:12 ff. a clear object 

which could formally have been called the “goal” or “perfec- 
tion” but was hardly to be defined as to content. ‘They speak of 

“to be rich,” “to have achieved lordship,” “to be fulfilled,” “to 

be perfect,” “to have entered into the Pleroma,” “‘to be satisfied,”’ 

“to be in the heights,” “‘to be free,” ‘“‘to have come to rest,” “to 

have become God,” and so on. Thus in 3:12-14, by omitting any 

object, Paul makes a direct hit on the boundless consciousness 

of perfection of his opponents. 

On this point now we may also refer to epistle B. The 

paraenetic sections of this epistle, which are concerned with the 

situation in Philippi, are shaped to a large extent by the warning 

>> 66 

134 Cf, I Cor. 4:8. 

185 Cf., inter alia, Iren. I, 6.4; 13.6; 23.5; 25.3. 

186 Cf, II Cor. 12:1-12; on this, Vol. 1, pp. 209 ff. 
187 [2], pp. 9 ff.; thus also R. A. Lipsius, p. 238. 
138 M. Dibelius, p. 70. 
139 W. M. L. de Wette, p. 344; thus also E. Lohmeyer, p. 144; W. Michaelis, 

[4], p. 58. 
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against spiritual arrogance. W. Lueken?° has already pointed to 
2:3-4, “Do nothing from selfishness or conceit, but in humility 
count others better than yourselves. Let each of you look not only 
to his own interests, but also to the interests of others” (RSV), 

a principle beside which of course must be placed the entire 

Christ hymn in 2:5-11, which indeed Paul quotes here precisely 

because of the tateiveoig of Christ, and thus in a paraenetic in- 

terest, not with the aim of dogmatic exposition.'41 In vss. 12-13 

the thought is carried further. The admonition to work out one’s 

salvation with fear and trembling is nothing but the warning 

against the security of the one who knows himself to be perfect; 

and the reference to the fact that God effects the willing and the 

doing according to his own good pleasure is directed against the 

self-perfection of those who think that they have already laid hold 

of everything. Thus the entire section 2:1-13 is already shaped by 

the same theme which Paul takes up more concretely in epistle 
C in 3:12-14 and which there in principle dominates the entire 

section 3:4-15: the rejection of human boasting before God. But 

just this theme is the central theme of Pauline theology. Faith 

is the end of all kavxynoig (Rom. 3:27) by which the Jew who 

glories in the law (Rom. 2:17, 23) wishes to live precisely as 

does the Greek who boasts of his wisdom (I Cor. 1:18-31). On 

this point therefore Paul is especially sensitive. In the discussion 

with the Corinthians he never tires of speaking of this problem.142 

Thus it is no wonder that with respect to this question already in 

epistle B he reacts intensely to the Philippians and then in epistle 

C, on the basis of fuller information, explicitly rejects the 
kauxao8at of the TéAeto1. 

Here, moreover, we must refer to the expression kavxapevoi 

év Xpiot® *Inood in 3:3, which, in comparison with I Cor. 4:7; II 

Cor. 5:12; 10:13-17; 11:12-12:9, and other passages, and seen in 

retrospect from 3:12-14, is disclosed to be formulated deliberately 
against the self-praise of the Gnostic adversaries. 

140 W, Lueken, p. 385; cf. now also G. Friedrich, p. 107. 
+41 The fact that the hymn is in no way ethically but mythologically doc- 

trinally oriented (E. Kasemann, “‘Kritische Analyse von Phil. 2, 5-11,” ZThK 47 
[1950]: 313-60) does not prevent Paul from the ethically aimed quotation. 

142 See above, p. 96. 
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Phil. 3:15. E. Haupt “8 and W. Liitgert 144 appear to me to be 

correct in saying that in TéAcio: Paul is taking up a catchword 
circulating in Philippi, so that the expression in vs. 15 should be 

set in quotation marks. This thesis is demanded because in vs. 12 
Paul had just declared that he was no téAetog. When he then in vs. 
15 suddenly speaks affirmatively of a group of téAeioi whose “‘per- 

fection” is said to consist in their very imperfection, and as- 

sociates himself with this group, such a paradoxical way of speak- 
ing is understandable only if the circle of the téAeior already exists 

and is known to the readers. That these téAeio: form a schismatic 
group within the community is shown clearly by the doo: otv 

té\101,!45 which does not mean the entire community, but—a 

thought which for Paul is impossible!4&—naturally also cannot 

mean a spiritually especially distinguished circle in the commu- 

nity. It must have to do with a group which sets itself apart as a 

flock of perfect ones within the community,*? that is to say, 

precisely a group from which in vs. 13 Paul deliberately dis- 

sociates himself, because he is not and may not just yet be perfect. 

Because vs. 13 with certainty allows the deducing of a group of 

tédelol against whom Paul sets himself, at the beginning of vs. 15 

the apostle can speak affirmatively of téAciot only in paradoxical 

regard to them: let us seek perfection in the humble confession 
of our imperfection. But precisely this connection of vs. 13 and 

vs. 15 renders necessary for vs. 13 as well as for vs. 15 the as- 

sumption of a group of TéAetot existing in Philippi. 

When M. Dibelius rejects such a concrete reference for vs. 15 

because the epistolary situation “is now unknown” to us, one 

must ask how then the epistolary situation is supposed to be- 

sA2 3H Halipt. p. loz: 
WOON PAL | > MS): 
145 Tt should not be translated, “All we who are perfect are to be thus minded.” 

The 6001 odv téAeio1 may rather be aimed at a continuation in the second person 
plural (as in vs. 15b): toto opovite. To be sure, in the concluding clause then, 

in order to associate himself dialectically with those who think thus, Paul uses 
the first person plural, which may not, however, be immediately imputed to 
the S001: thus, “Whoever (of you) is ‘perfect’: we intend to be thus minded 
(we who precisely thereby prove our perfection) .” 

146 On I Cor. 3:1 ff., see Vol. 1, pp. 151 ff. 

147M. Dibelius, in loc.: “té\etog seems to have been a motto in the com- 

munity or its environs.” 
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come known to us if we do not observe the indications of the 
situation which the epistle itself puts in our hands. 

In view of the close connection of vss. 12-14 to vs. 15a which 
is presupposed in our interpretation, the content of the teAeiotn¢ 

and the nature of the téAetor of vs. 15 is defined by what is said 

above on vss. 12-14. The téAetot are Gnostic pneumatics who 
through Gnosis and in their ecstasies attain the perfection of their 
eschatological existence. In their circles the concept TéAeiol, with 
the cognate words, is disseminated as terminus technicus.'48 Corp. 

Herm. IV, 4 is frequently quoted: dco pév obv ovuviikav tod 
KnpUypatos Kal éBatrticavto TOU vodc, obToI pETETXOV THS yvwoEwS Kai 

TéAEIOL Eyévovto G&VOpwrroi, TOv vodV SeEcyuEvor. Abundant documenta- 

tion is found in Irenaeus:!49 in I, 6.4 we read: Eautous 5€ UTrepupovat, 

TeAgioug atroKaAoUvTE Kal oTrEpHaTa éxAoyrfc. Clem. Alex. Paid. I, 6 

frequently, e.g., teAcioug Tivég ToAWOaI KaAEiv Kai yvwotiKOUg . . 

puotovpevot... (I, 6.52.2). Often in Hipp. V, 8 and 9, et passim, 
e.g.: ovdeig ToUTwv TOv pUoTNpiwv d&KpoaTAg yéyovev ei BN pOvol 

oi yvwotikol téAe101,450 and: yapaktnpitet Tov TrveuLaTIKOv TEAEIOV 

a&vOpwrrov.51 Ps, Cl. Hom. III, 29: teAsing expaivery tov puotikov 

AOyov .. . Tog Sy TeAcioic Epn. Passages from the mystery literature 

where the concept, in exact correspondence to the Gnostic usage, 

is brought into connection with the vision of God are found in 
Reitzenstein, Die hellenistischen Mysterienreligionen.1® Téhe101, 
yvwortikoi, and tvevpatikoi are interchangeable concepts, as is shown 

by the passages cited above and by a comparison of I Cor. 2:6 with 
3:1, for in I Cor. 2:6 Paul is speaking, as is generally recognized, 
in Gnostic terminology.}®? 

148R. Reitzenstein, pp. 338-39; H. Lietzmann, [1], p. 12; J. B. Lightfoot, [2], 
p. 153; E. Kasemann, Das wandernde Gottesvolk (2nd ed.), pp. 85 ff.; U. Wilckens, 

Weisheit und Torheit, BHT 26 (1959): 53 ff; P. J. du Plessis, Teleios (1959), 
pp. 20-32. K. Deissner, Paulus und die Mystik seiner Zeit (1918), pp. 38 ff., passim. 

Cf. also the frequent occurrence of téAetog in the recently discovered texts from 
Nag-Hammadi. There it is not by chance and quite certainly not puzzling that 
there is talk of consummation and perfection, sometimes with respect to the primal 
man, and again with respect to the individual Gnostic: the individual pneumatic 

finds his own fulfillment only in the perfect Christ-primal man—and conversely. 
Beli O5el, O.0-45alloOs lowe 
150 Ed, Duncker-Schneidewin, p. 160.6-7. 

161 [bid., p. 172.2-3. Cf. also Tert., de praescr. haer. 41.4. 

162 See also H. Jonas, [2], pp. 57 ff. 
153 The concept téAgioc, etc., in the New Testament further is to be under- 

stood from the perspective of Gnosticism in I Cor. 14:20; Eph. 4:13; Col. 1°28; 
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It is true, the sacral concept téAEtoc, TeAeTH, etc., is found dis- 

seminated beyond the narrower range of-the actual Gnostic 

movement, but even apart from the fact that it is found most 
distinctively in Gnosticism, for the context of Phil. 3 naturally 

only Gnostics, who as téAetoi boast of their perfection, come into 

question. 

Thus vs. 15 contains a clear allusion!4 to Paul’s opponents in 

Philippi, who are identified by the catchword téAe1og as Gnostic, 
and indeed in such a way that “there is the same reproachful 
irony! as in I Cor. VIII.1 otSapev Sti dvteg yvdow ~Exopev, in 

Rom. XV.1 jpeg of SUvato!, and possibly also in Gal. VI.1 bpeig oi 

TIVEULATIKOT,”” 156 

Both the fact of the allusion and the ironical form of it may 

provide a guide for understanding the second half of the verse 

also. W. Michaelis translates it:7 “If in anything you are of a 

different mind, God will surely reveal that to you.” This transla- 

tion is understandable in itself. If the “perfect” are thinking with 

respect to Christian existence otherwise than Paul had just set 

forth in vss. 12-14, then God will—the apostle hopes—reveal to 

them the correctness of the manner of perfection which Paul 
has presented. Whether one connects the todto in vs. 15b with the 

touto in 15a and thus to what has been set forth in vss. 12-14, or 

to the tt in 15b is immaterial, for the tt about which the TéAetot 

perhaps have an opinion different from Paul’s is indeed pre- 

cisely what is designated in 15a with tobto, 

The translation quoted above, however, overlooks the second 

kai in vs. 15b. Paul says emphatically: this too will God reveal to 

you. Michaelis has indeed sensed the difficulty which lies in the 

fact that up to this point nothing has been said about God’s hav- 

ing revealed anything to those who are of a different mind. How 

4:12. E. Kaésemann (Das wandernde Gottesvolk, esp. pp. 82 ff.) has shown that 
also in the numerous passages in Hebrews teAetobv, etc., is to be seen against a 

Gnostic background. 
154 A similar allusion possibly is found also in Barn. 4.10-11: piofowpev 

Tercing Ta ~pya THS Trovnpac S600. pH Kad’ EaqutToUs eEvSUvovtes povatete Oc Sn 

SeSixaiwuévot, GAA’ él TO AUTO CUVEpydpEVO! CUVGNTEITE Trepl TOD KOIVA GULPEPOVTOS 

..» yevOpueba tTrvevpatiKoi, yevopeBa vad TEAEIOG TH OE. 

165 The “perfect” are, with Paul, to see in imperfection their perfection! 

166 7. B. Lightfoot, [2], in loc. 
167 [4], p. 60. 
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could such have been said, since Paul had found only things 
worthy of reproof! In view of the sharp polemic in Phil. 3 it is 
impossible to assume that Paul is of the opinion that everything 

else is already revealed to his opponents, that their knowledge is 
yet imperfect only in this one point. And yet the kai todo 

does clearly refer to something already revealed, which must also 
already have been known to the readers as such. But then the op- 

ponents can only have been boasting themselves of their “revela- 

tions,” and Paul is making ironical reference to such boasting: 

If so much has been “revealed” to you, then no doubt Ged will 

reveal this to you also. Only thus does the kai todto become un- 
derstandable without forcing; only thus can the whole of vs. 15 

be understood in a unit as an allusion permeated with irony; only 

thus is cleared away the justifiable reservation which E. Haupt 
holds against the usual exegesis:158 In view of the exhortation to 
humility “Paul would never have uttered a judgment with such 
indifference, since the presumption of being perfect already could 

plainly be a peril to their salvation.” Irony is anything but a sign 

of indifference. It is also, especially in vs. 15, far removed from 
contempt and is coupled with that substantial seriousness which 

is the mark of true irony: May it yet become true that you be- 

come perfect and receive unlimited revelation from God. 
The terminology émoxoAUmtew-dtroxdAuyic, presupposed with 

such an interpretation as was being used by the false teachers in 

Philippi, had already, before the rise of Christianity, won a 
definite technical significance which is defined by Origen? as 

follows: 6étav 6 votc é€o yivetat tdv yniveov Kai droOfAtat traocav 

mTpagiv oapkikyy Suvapyet Gcod, ‘Thus arroxdAupig denotes the recep- 

tion of hidden knowledge in supernatural ways during ecstasy, 

through visions, by means of the mediation of angels, and so on. 
In this sense the concept is at home in late Jewish literaure,1® 

in the magical papyri, in Gnosticism, particularly in the vicinity 
of Judaism, and in the early Christian writings influenced from 

168 F. Haupt, p. 153. 
169 Fragment on I Cor. 14:6; according to TDNT III: 592. Cf. further O. Liihr- 

mann, pp. 40 ff. 
160 Here of course with respect to the distant past, which was the time of 

revelation, and with respect to the time of salvation, which will bring perfect 

revelation; cf. D. Rossler, Gesetz und Geschichte (1960), pp. 65 ff. Gnosticism 
emphasizes the present revelation through the pneumatics. 
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that quarter.1®! It always occurs in connection with termini which, 
like émtacia, Spacic, puotipiov, BdOuc, yv@oic, ovvecic, copia, 

TaAtyyevnoia, Tpopnteia, gpavepodv, etc., are widespread in the 

mystical-Gnostic religious practice of oriental-Hellenistic 
syncretism. 

It is not necessary to investigate the concept in detail here, 
particularly in its connections with Jewish and Jewish Christian 

Gnosticism. For that in just that stream of Jewish Christian 
Gnosticism with which Paul has to debate in Philippi, among 
other places, great value was put upon dtroKoAdyets is shown with 

sufficient clarity in II Cor. 12:1 ff.; @Aeboopat 68 cig détrtaciag Kai 

atroxadvweig kupiou .... The section thus introduced stands within 

those statements of the apostle in which he unwillingly, in forced 

self-praise, sets the kayo over against the éy® of his opponents; 

it is marked by catchwords like yvadoig (11:6), Sapedv 

evayyediteo8an (11:7 ff.) , atdatoAog (11:5, 13 ff.) , “EBpaior (11:22), 

and now precisely émtaciat and drroxaAvwetg (12:1, 7). There 

should never have been any dispute! that here Paul boasts also 

of his revelations because his opponents play off their own against 

him. But if this is so, then not only does the portrayal given by 

Paul in 12:1 ff. of the rapture give the impression of the 

amroKxaAvwperg of which the opponents are boasting, but also the con- 

cept dmokdAupig may then have been used by Paul in an ac- 

ceptance of the Gnostic terminus of the Corinthians. How else 

should the Gnostic heretics have labeled those ecstatic experi- 

ences which were so supremely important for them than by the 
terms which were traditional in all late Judaism, 6mtacia and 

é&troxdéAuwic? 

In Galatia also the opponents emphasize that they have received 

their gospel by way of &roxdAupic. Against their charge that he is 
dependent on men, Paul replies with the comment: “For I too 

161 Dan. 2:19, 22; 10:1 (Theod.), et passim; Jes. Sir. 4:18; 42:19; Test. Reub. 

3:15; Test. Levi 1.2; Test. Jos. 6.5; IV Ezra 6.33; 10.38; Syr. Bar. 20.6; 48.3; 54.4, 7; 

56.1; 76.1; 81.4; Corp. Herm. XIIJ, 1; Iambl. Myst. III, 17; on the magical texts, 

see TDNT III: 570-71; Rom. 16.25; I Cor. 2:10; 14:6, 26, 30; Gal. 1:12, 16; 

2:2; Eph. 1:17; 3:3, 5; Rev. 1:1; Matt. 11:25, 27; Just. Dial. 78.2, 4, 7; Mart. Pol. 

22.3; Herm. Vis. II, 2.4; 4:1; III, 1.2; 3.2 ff.; 4.3; 8.10, 10.2, 6 ff; 12.2; 13.4; IV, 

1.3; Act. Thom. 10; 15; 27; 47; 50; 145, et passim; Act. Phil. 45; Act. Joh. 106; 

Eus. CH III, 28; V, 3: VI, 11; Cl. Al. Strom. VII, 17.106. 
162 Thus H. Windisch, Der zweite Korintherbrief, Meyer’s Kommentar VI 

(9th ed.) : 368; contra, rightly, R. Bultmann, [1], p. 25. 
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have not received the gospel from men .. . but through a revela- 

tion, ..oc (Gal il2). Whe “7 Yoos-can onlyareicrtomine s0p- 

ponents who accordingly are boasting of their revelations against 

Paul, the “apostle from men”; naturally not primeval or eschato- 

logical revelations, but personal, present-day visions, hence the 

Gnostic character of the alleged d&troxdAuwig is evident. 

In short: it is certain that that group of Jewish Christian 
Gnostics with whom Paul has to debate in his Asia Minor-Greek 

missionary territory is boasting of its gnostically understood 

ctrokaAdupetc. Our conjecture that in Phil. 3:15 Paul alludes to the 

“revelations” of the Gnostic téAe101 is supported by this fact. 

Phil. 3:16. The commentaries and editions of the text usually 

make a division after vs. 16 and thus separate the preceding from 

the ethical admonitions and warnings that follow in vs. 17. But the 

division is to be made before vs. 16, for vs. 16 itself announces 

this new topic, even if tAny first looks back at what has been said. 

TAny occurs in Paul’s writings four times (and in Eph. 5:33) and 
always restricts what has been said previously in its significance 

or leaves it to the judgment of the reader, insofar as now a new 

(i Coriell; Phils: 86554: 14) “or repeated: (Eph. 5:32) > utter 

ance follows whose validity is unconditioned. Thus here: “But 

however you stand in that regard, the main thing is that in that 

which we have attained we should also walk,” or, more briefly: 

“Only this: what we are ought to govern how we live.” 

Certainly the verse is attached to the preceding insofar as the 
téAciot are once more addressed with reference to what they pre- 

tend to be: if we are perfect, then we must also live as perfect 

ones. But the theme of this sentence is that of the following: live 

as you have me for an example, live as citizens of heaven. Thus 

Paul emphasizes that there can be no existence as a perfect one 
which is not manifested as such in conduct. 

The closest substantive parallel to the verse is offered by Gal. 

5:25 (cf. Gal. 5:16): ef GOpev mvedpati, tvedpatt Kal otoixdpuev. As 

in Phil. 3:16 the téeio1, here the same people as Tvevpatikoi are 

reminded that it is meaningless to claim to possess the Spirit if 

one denies that possession with his manner of life. In the 

Corinthian epistles the same dialectic comes to expression, for 

example, in I Cor. 6:12, when alongside the tdavta pot é€eotw of 
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the pneumatics Paul places the cA\’ od mdvta oupgépet, or when 

in I Cor. 3:1 ff. he curtly disputes the pneumatic character of the 
pneumatics because their conduct gives evidence of none of the 

effects of the Spirit. This charge indeed then runs through the 
whole of the correspondence with the Corinthians. 

This comparison already shows that the admonition expressed 

in Phil. 3:16 is typical of the anti-Gnostic battle. No wonder! It is 
precisely the perfection itself which makes possible for the 

Gnostic a manner of life which in the eyes of the church is so im- 

perfect; it is the possession of the Spirit which allows or even de- 

mands the conduct according to the flesh. “In other words, as the 

gold does not lose its beauty in the muck and mire, but preserves 

its nature regardless of the dirt, so they too are not damaged, nor 

do they lose their spiritual nature, since material actions cannot 

do them any harm. Hence even the most perfect of them do 
everything that is forbidden without embarrassment. . . .” 1% 

Over against such an attitude the consequently very concrete ad- 

monition is given: the perfect also have to lead a moral life cor- 
responding to their perfection. In the following now this conduct 

is spoken of in detail: 

Phil. 3:17. The community is to follow the conduct of Paul 

and to take for an example those whose conduct corresponds to 
that of the apostle. The ya¢ is placed at the end for emphasis. 

Thus there are also men who are leading a different, evil life, 

and these men must be known to the Philippians to the extent 
that they are in danger of following them. Of course the people 

in question are people within the community;1** in no case are 

they pagans or even Jews, against whose evil manner of life it was 

not necessary for Paul to give warning in the form in which he 

does it in 3:17-18. The Philippians certainly are not in danger as 

Christians of taking as an example the heathen conduct. There- 

fore, however, the question with the técio1 is not one of apostasy 

to paganism or Judaism. It should not be assumed that these 
people with the evil manner of life are other than those against 
whom constant warning was earlier given and whose following 

163 Tren, I, 6.2-3. Further documentation for this in Vol. 1, pp. 218 ff.; above, 

p- 53. 
164 W,. Michaelis, [4], p. 61-62. 
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apparently was addressed in 3:15-16 in particular, and this sur- 

mise is confirmed by what follows: they are the Gnostic libertin- 
ists (see below). Again that makes it clear that these people must 

be active in Philippi itself, if the community is in danger of be- 

coming their followers. 

A precise substantive and in part verbal parallel to Phil. 3:17 
is offered by Rom. 16:17, a warning against the Gnostics who 
have appeared in Ephesus: “But I exhort you, brethren, to note 
those who create dissensions and stumbling blocks against the 

doctrine which you learned, and avoid them.” Here too Christians 

are clearly meant, and indeed those are active in the community; 

cf. below, pp. 220 ff. 

Phil. 3:18-19a. The ‘‘many,” against whom Paul already earlier 

has warned,!® are characterized as ‘‘enemies of the cross of 

Christ.”” How is this characterization to be understood? Pagans 

and Jews who reject the cross of Christ and oppose the word of 
the cross cannot be meant if the dangerousness of the opponents 

consists precisely in the fact that they as Christians give a bad 

example. But now just the unspiritual conduct charged against 

the false teachers could have been a practical demonstration of 

enmity against the cross even though the theology of these people 
did not reject the cross. Indeed Paul grounds the new manner of 
life of the Christian, which he actualizes as an example, in the 

cross and resurrection of Christ. If the corrupt conduct of the 

“evil workers” not only revealed the general inadequacy of the 

“new obedience” but, as indeed was actually the case with the 

Gnostics, was based upon libertinism in principle, from this 
perspective the judgment “enemies of the cross of Christ” is 
easily understandable, and quite certainly the reference to the 
enmity to the cross of Christ is also meant thus by Paul, since 

the whole narrower context deals only with problems of moral 

conduct. But the question is whether still more is to be said. 
Phil. 3:18 is the only passage in the Pauline literature in which 

Paul explicitly accuses members of the community who are walk- 
ing disorderly of enmity to the cross of Christ. This form of the 

~ 265Jt is not said that Paul had already warned especially against these 
enemies of the cross of Christ, that is, against Jewish Christian Gnostics. The 
warning could—and must—also have been issued, e.g., against Jews. Paul does 
say, not by chance, that there are many who walk thus, not one single group. 
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charge is thus unusual, in view of the frequent rebukes which 

Paul has to deliver. Only I Cor. 1:17-—2:5, where Paul is debating 

with the Corinthian Gnostics who through their doctrine of 

wisdom “empty the cross of Christ,’ offers itself for compari- 

son.16 If the enemies of the cross of Christ according to Phil. 
3:19 have incurred d&mAeta, according to I Cor. 1:18, in a precisely 

corresponding way, it is the &roAAvyevor to whom the cross is fool- 

ishness. Now after all that has been said there can no longer be 

any doubt that the false teachers in Corinth and Philippi belong 
to the same group of Jewish-Christian missionaries. Thus the 
rejection of the saving significance of the cross, as it is to be 
asserted for the Corinthian Gnostics and moreover for Gnosticism 

in general,1? is also to be assumed for the false teachers in 

Philippi. From this fact the expression “enemies of the cross 
of Christ” takes on its special meaning. Paul describes the liber- 

tinists thus, hardly by chance, but deliberately, because he knows 

that not only through their manner of life but also through the 

content of their proclamation they show themselves to be enemies 

of the cross of Christ. Of course he is not so extensively informed 

about this enmity toward the cross of Christ that he could, as in 

I Cor. 1:18 ff., in principle conduct a polemic against it. 

On this interpretation now, conversely, the characterization of 

the opponents in Philippi as enemies of the cross of Christ can 
support the thesis that in them we have to do with Gnostics who, 
as in Corinth, put “knowledge” in place of the “folly of the cross.”’ 

Further, 3:19a, since it stands in close connection with other 

polemically pointed remarks, may not have been formulated 

without reference to the convictions of the false teachers in 
Philippi. The téAog of the Gnostic is eternal rest after the return 
into the Pleroma. To be sure, it does not seem very likely to me 
that Paul is pointedly referring, with téAoc, to Gnostic doctrinal 
opinions. As in II Cor. 11:15, he introduces the concept téAo¢ 

itself, yet in our passage apparently with the intention of taking 

166 Cf. U. Wilckens, “Kreuz und Weisheit,” in Kerygma und Dogma, 3 (1957) , 
esp. p. 84; Vol. 1, pp. 135 ff. 

167 For the Docetists what happened at the cross could only be an illusion. 
But wherever in Gnosticism the actuality of the fleshly Jesus was asserted, the 
cross merited the same contempt which the flesh in general and thus also the 
Xpiotdg Kata oapxa merited; cf. Iren. I, 26.1; Hipp. X, 21; I John 4:2; 5:6; Pol. 
Phil. 7:1; Ign. Trall. 10-11. 
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up the Gnostic concept téA¢tog in the form of a play on words: 

the téAog of the téAeiog will be corruption. 

Phil. 3:19b. In this passage at the latest, all the exegetes who 
up to this point saw Paul conducting a polemic against Jews or 

Judaizers rightly become embarrassed. They now are confronted 

with the dilemma of assuming a sudden shifting of battlefronts by 
Paul, either with vs. 19, in the middle of the sentence, or with 

vs. 17, in the middle of a closed train of thought !¢8—and the ma- 

jority of exegetes decide in favor of the latter way!®—or of 

making vs. 19b comprehensible in terms of the anti-Jewish or 

anti-judaizing front,!”° which does not succeed without exegetical 

violence. In fact an objective exegesis can refer vs. 19 only to 

libertinists, and just such exposition, which indeed is rightly the 

predominant kind, integrates vs. 19 also into the total picture 
which we have gained of the false teachers in Philippi.!7 

Now Gnostic libertinism of course is not a sign of a lack of re- 

ligious ties, but on the contrary is an emphatic expression of 

Gnostic religiousness.!” Libertinism can be understood as part 

of the process of redemption.'”* Hence it by no means dissolves 
all the bonds of honor, morality, and ethical behavior, but is re- 

lated only to the commerce with the substance of the flesh which 

is at enmity with God. The ordinances which respect the flesh- 
liness of man serve the demonic rulers of the world in keeping 

men imprisoned in the flesh. Therefore for the Gnostics it is 

necessary for salvation to escape these ordinances by means of 

asceticism or through libertinism. But this means that in principle 

there are only two kinds of conduct by which libertinism caused 

offense: sexual promiscuity and disregard for all regulations 

concerning foods. The polemic of all the church’s warriors 

against Gnosticism, including Paul, is constantly directed against 

168 Thus most recently G. Delling in RGG V (3rd ed.) , col. 334. 

169 W. Michaelis; J. B. Lightfoot; M. Dibelius; W. Lueken; E. Haupt; E. 
Lohmeyer. 

170 Pp, Ewald; R. A. Lipsius; P. Feine, Die Abfassung des Philipperbriefes in 
Ephesus, pp. 26 ff. 

171 Of course it does not make sense to speak, with B. Reicke, of Judaistic 
Gnostics ([l], pp. 298 ff.) or of Judaists who “were partially Gnostics” (! p. 
302). There are no Judaistic Gnostics; cf. Vol. 1, pp. 294-95. 

172 On this and the following, cf. Vol. 1, pp. 218 ff. 
27S Hipp. Vi, 19.558; Tren 1, 6.4, eb passtm: 
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these two kinds of conduct.!%4 Precisely these two problems are 

also addressed in vs. 19, a clear indication that Paul is in an anti- 

Gnostic battlefront. 

In the phrase &v 6 Ged  KoWia the issue is the disregard for 

rules concerning food. It is clear that the Jewish Christian Gnos- 

tic, who regarded his body as a prison, created by the demons for 
the pneuma-self, could not have such concern for the purity 

of the body as would be expressed in the observance of the 
Jewish dietary laws. The body is indeed itself impure in prin- 
ciple. Of course on this point still no conflict broke out with 

Pauline Christianity, since Paul disapproves precisely these dietary 
rules for other reasons. But even in the Pauline communities 

the eating of meat sacrificed to idols remained problematical, 
as did the participation, often bound up therewith, in the pagan 

sacrificial meals. The Gnostic emphasized his freedom to eat 

the sacrificed meats without hesitation, since in his opinion God 

was not concerned with this as a problem of the odp§.1” Just this 

problematic leads, in the debate with the Gnostics in Corinth, 

to the discussion contained in I Cor. 6:12-13 and 8:1-11:1. I 

have earlier attempted to show that therein Paul in I Cor. 6:13 

adopts the Gnostic line of argument and—in contrast with the 

later correspondence—affirms it, since he is still lacking the 

more exact insight into the backgrounds of such a train of 
thought:1"6 “food for the belly and the belly for food, and God 

will bring both one and the other to nought.” Because of the 

perishability of the koAia, so it asserted in Corinth, one can with- 

out scruple eat anything. This judgment, at first affirmed, is 

later limited by Paul:!77 love has a higher standing than liberty 

to eat all kinds of food including meats sacrificed to idols (I Cor. 

8:1-9:23 and 10:23-11:1). To put freedom to eat above love for 

one’s brother is sin against Christ (I Cor. 8:12) and, practically 
speaking, means nothing less than making the belly into God, 

as Paul very harshly formulates it in Phil. 3:19. 

174 Tren. I, 6.3; 26.3; Gal. 5:19-20; II Cor. 12:21; Rev. 2:14, 20: tropvedoat Kal 

oayetv eidwAd8uTa. 
175 Tren. I, 6.2-3; 13.6; 23.3; 28.2; Hipp. VI, 19.7; Just. Dial. 35.1-6. 
176 Vol. 1; pp. 224 iL, esp. pp. 231-32. 
177J Cor. 8:1 ff. This section belongs to a later epistle to Corinth than the pas- 

sage I Cor. 6:12 ff.; see Vol. 1, pp. 92-93; 230 ff. 
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The closest parallel to this formulation is afforded by the 
equally anti-Gnostic verse Rom. 16:18. As in Phil. 3:17-18, first 

Paul calls for oxoteiv and warns against the Christians who set 
a bad example (Rom. 16:17). Then these false teachers are 
characterized as in Phil. 3:19: “For these people do not serve 
our Lord Christ, but their own bellies.”” By serving their bellies 
and not Christ, they make their bellies to be God and Lord. 

Thus the judgment in Rom. 16:18 is in principle of the same 

sharpness as that in Phil. 3:19.18 In the Galatian epistle also 

Paul must warn against similar conduct.179 

It is unnecessary alongside these closest parallels from Paul’s 

struggle against his Gnostic opponents to point to profane 

parallels!®° or to adduce corresponding passages from other Gnos- 

ticism more than has been done in the notes above.!8! Above all, 

it should also be unnecessary to refute that exposition which has 

Paul accusing Jews or Judaizers that they made their bellies 

their god because they still observed the dietary laws. Such a 

judgment on his own past not only would be unique for Paul; 

it is even unthinkable for him: Rom. 9:3-5; 10:1-2; Gal. 1:13-14; 

Phil. 3:6 ff.182 He places indeed much value in the fellowship 

with the Christians who still regard the dietary laws as valid for 

themselves (Gal? 2:7-9; Rom. 15:27 ff). 
Phil. 3:19c. This clause strikes at the other expression of Gnos- 

tic libertinism: sexual promiscuity, of which Paul may also be 

thinking in II Cor. 4:2, where the concept aioyvvn occurs a second 

time in his writings, and which quite certainly is also meant in 

Jude 13, when the Gnostics are charged with foaming out their 

own aioxivn. Following after some church fathers and Bengel, of 

178 See below, pp. 229 ff. 
17° Gal. 5:19 ff.; see above, pp. 51 ff. 
189 g., M. Dibelius, [1], in loc; J. B. Lightfoot, [2], in loc; TDNT III: 

786 ff. 
181 Cf. p. 109, notes 174-75. We quote only Iren. I, 6.3, since this passage ex- 

pressly forms the bridge from 3:12-15 to 3:19b: “Hence even the most perfect of 
them do everything that is forbidden without hesitation . . . . They unhesitatingly 
eat idol sacrifices.” 

182 Cf., e.g., G. Wohlenberg in P. Ewald, p. 207. 
183 “Even in the sharpest polemic Paul never let himself be lured into be- 

littling the observance of commandments which for him too were and are God’s 
commandments, even if they are no longer valid for Christianity” (W. Liitgert, 
[J], pp. 25-26) . 
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course P. Ewald and R. A. Lipsius translate aioydvn in Phil. 3:19 
as “shameful parts,” in order thus to maintain the sense: ‘“‘they 
seek their honor in their shameful parts” (that is, in having them- 

selves circumcised) .184 But besides the fact that they do not cite 

any parallel for this translation, such a judgment upon circumci- 

sion and the circumcised is unthinkable for Paul. Even he in 

fact had not in his Jewish period sought “‘his honor in his shame- 

ful parts’! 185 

Again it is not necessary to assemble in detail the abundant 

documentation!®¢ for the sexual libertinism of Gnosticism.187 It is 

sufficient to point out that the Gnostics in Corinth also, with 
the catchword tavta po é€eotw, allowed themselves every sexual 

excess (IT Cor.16:12-203°5:1-13:2721-40: ID Core4:25, 12:21), and 

it must have come to Paul’s ears that in Galatia also similar 

tendencies existed (Gal. 5:19-20) .189 
But Paul’s formulation is worthy of note. He not only charges 

his opponents with sexual libertinism as such, but also asserts 

that they even boast of such immoral conduct. This is no wrathful 

exaggeration by Paul, but an objective exposition of the Gnostic 

conduct. Whoever in Corinth demonstrated his freedom in sexual 

matters with the slogan wavta por éeotw (I Cor. 6:12) likewise 
found his honor in “offering the sarkical to the sarkical’” (Iren. 

I, 6.3) , so that it was not surprising if someone were even puffed 

up because of his immorality (I Cor. 5:1-2). We also have testi- 

mony elsewhere of the corresponding behavior in libertine Gnos- 

ticism. Irenaeus tells, for example (I, 13.6), concerning the 

Marcosians that they claimed “to stand in the heights above 

all power; on account of which they also did everything in free- 

dom, without having any fear in anything,” and Hippolytus says 

(VI, 19.5) of the Simonians that they not only practiced sexual 

intercourse without restraint, GAA& Kai paKxapiGovow éautotc él 

TH KoA pifet, TavTHv elvar A€yovtes Thy TeAciav a&yatny. 

184 Most recently B. Reicke, [1], pp. 299-300. 
185 Paul “never forgets in the criticism of Judaism that he himself was once 

proud of being a Jew” (W. Litgert, [1], p. 26). 
186 Fven in the rabbinical literature the polemic against the sexual libertinism 

of Jewish Gnostics is to be found; on this, cf. H. J. Schoeps, [4], pp. 243 ff., 255 ff. 
tediSee Ville pPrec lsu. 
188 See ibid., pp. 230 ff. 
189 See above, pp. 51 ff. 
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Phil. 3:19d: Ot t& éttiyeia ppovodvtec. Thus reads Paul’s conclud- 

ing moral judgment on the Gnostic immorality. Of course the 

Gnostics will have denied this. Their libertinism, they would say, 

is precisely not an expression of an earthly frame of mind, but 
a sign that they are not just on the way to the Toditevpa év ovpavoig 

but have long since gained it as a firm possession and therefore 

in libertine fashion can hold in contempt t& étiyeta; to Paul, this 

represented precisely a ‘‘striving after what is earthly.” 

Phil. 3:20-4:1. What can be said on these verses from the 

perspective of our investigation has already been set forth 

above.1% 

Paul now comes to the conclusion of his admonitory and warn- 

ing writing and pleads in particular for the preservation of the 

unity of the community. 

Phil. 4:2, 3, 8, 9. It is unlikely that now at the end of the 

epistle, without a transition, a new subject is set forth, after the 

entire epistle up to this point has been concerned solely with 

the situation which had developed in Philippi because of the 
Gnostic agitation. ‘Thus when Euodia and Syntyche are ex- 

horted ‘‘to be of the same mind in the Lord,” and the “true 

yoke fellow” is admonished to receive them; when, further, the 

Philippians are urged to think on all kinds of good things (4:8) 

and thereby to remain with what Paul had taught them, and thus 

not to do what others are teaching them, then certainly the 

threatened unity is endangered by nothing other than the very 

false teachers against whom the polemic of the whole epistle is 

directed. 

So then the closest parallel to 4:8 and 9 is in fact found in 

3:17 and 18, where Paul had already once set himself forth as 

an example, and indeed with specific reference to the false teach- 

ers who as enemies of the cross of Christ walk with their mind 

on earthly things and hence do not think on “what is true, honor- 

able, just, pure, lovely, praiseworthy.” For an example one should 

not take them but Paul (3:17-18), one should not follow after 

their words and their conduct, but that which one sees and hears 

ine Paul. 

TIRISEE Pa Oe. 

2°1Tn II Cor. 12:6-7 also, in debate with the Gnostic opponents, Paul refers 
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But if vss. 4:8-9 toward the end of the epistle are still shaped 

by the one theme of the whole writing, then it cannot be other- 

wise with the preceding vss. 4:2-3. Thus in fact also the exhorta- 
tion, TO avTd gpoveiv év Kupio, has already been expressed fre- 

quently with a view to the opponents. We already encounter it 

in epistle C, in 3:15: “Whoever now is perfect: we intend to be 

thus minded; and if in anything you are of a different mind, God 

will also reveal this to you,” as well as in the warning against 
“those who mind earthly things” (3:19). But precisely this ad- 

monition already pervades epistle B, though there the specific 
background had not yet become clear. Perhaps one may even 

point to the proem: “I am confident that the one who has begun 

the good work in you will perfect it into the day of Christ Jesus; 

it is fitting for me to feel this way about you all, because I bear 

you in my heart” (1:6-7). Behind the emphasized confidence in 

God’s further action there must be the special consciousness that 

the community is still a long way from perfection.1%? The same 

holds true for the following verses down to vs. 1]. Verse 1:27 

then plainly urges unity: “. .. that you stand in one spirit, in 

one mind striving for the faith of the gospel.” Further, 2:2 f£.: 

“Enlarge my joy, in that you 16 av76 gpoviite, having the same love, 

being of one mind, 16 év gpovotvtec. Do nothing out of contentious- 

ness or conceit, but with obliging humility give preference one 

to another; let each one look not to his own things, but to those 

of others. Conduct yourselves with one another in keeping with 

what you receive from Christ ... . Verse 2:14 also should be 
mentioned: “Do all things without grumbling or bad thoughts.” 

It is only too understandable that from the first reports about 

the appearance of difficulties in the community at Philippi, Paul 
could indeed deduce little that was concrete about the origin 

and the actual nature of the unrest in Philippi, but he did clearly 

the community to that which one “sees in him and hears from him.” There- 
with, however, he places this which is to be seen and heard in him in opposition 
to the ecstatic d&iroxaAtwerg to which the Gnostics point and in terms of which 

Paul does not wish to be judged. It is not entirely excluded that in Phil. 4:9 also 
there is an echo of the unspoken thought: Do not trouble ea about the 
ecstasies which I have not exhibited before you. 

192 Thus R. A. Lipsius, p. 209. Striking is the fourfold mdavtec in 1:4. 7, 8, 

more than in all the other proems of Paul’s epistles taken together! I am indebted 
to G. Klein for this interesting point. 
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see the unity of the community endangered. Thus in fact the 
same exhortation to unity is found already in Paul’s first epistle 
to Corinth, in which, moreover, he sees the community still 

standing under newly awakened influences of the old heathen- 
ism:1%3 “J do not at all praise you, because you come together 

not for the better but for the worse. For in the first place, when 

you gather as a community, I hear that there are divisions among 

you, and I partly believe it. There must be divisions among you, 

that it may become evident who among you is genuine” (I Cor. 

11:17-19). This exhortation then is frequently repeated in the 

later correspondence, e.g., in I Cor. 1:10 (= epistle B): “I ad- 

monish you, brethren, by the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, 

that you all say the same thing and that there be no factions 

among you; instead, stand fast in one mind and one judgment’; 

II Cor. 13:11 (=epistle D): ‘‘td avtd gpoveite, eipnvevete.” In 

every case they are the Gnostics who are destroying the unity 

of the community. Numerous also are the exhortations to unity 

in Gal. 5:19-6:6, although Paul sees the community in Galatia 

not so much divided but in apostasy. The eloquent lament of 
the church fathers about the Gnostics who disrupt the unity of 

the church is in any case nothing new, but was already completely 

present in Paul. 
It is and will remain a disputed question whether the two 

women mentioned in 4:2 have had a dispute with one another 
(as a result of the Gnostic agitation’), or whether the two of 

them in common denied the unity of the community by opening 

their assemblies—perhaps as leaders of house churches—to the 

Gnostics. Either is possible. The latter appears to me more prob- 

able, since the 16 avtd gpoveiv év kupia is apparently only a varia- 

tion on the preceding ottxete év kupio, and since the ovuyos is to 

be concerned with one as well as the other.!% 

That concludes the exegesis of epistle C, together with the 

occasional glances at epistle B. Even one who does not agree 

~ 29371 am convinced that this first epistle included TI Cor. 6:14-7:1; I Cor. 
9:24-10:22; 6:12-20; 11:2-34; 15; 16:13-24; see Vol. 1, pp. 90 ff. 

1947. Miiller-Bardorff, pp. 594 ff. (see above, n.59) thinks that 4:1-3 must 

be assigned to epistle B, since the tone of the reproof in these verses stands in 
total contrast with the “philippic” in 3:2 ff. But one could argue thus only if it 
were established that the two women themselves bclonged to the false teachers. 
Naturally that is out of the question. 
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with the proposed exposition in every particular and would add 
a “perhaps” or “possibly” more frequently than has been done 
will admit that the extant correspondence of Paul with the com- 

munity in Philippi may be understood in the passages that come 
into consideration uniformly as a debate with the Jewish Chris- 
tian Gnosticism which Paul also is opposing in the Corinthian 

epistles and, in my opinion, also in the Galatian epistle. That 
the correspondence may be understood only in this way if one 
does not wish artificially to create difficulties is my personal con- 

viction, which however I should not want to force on anyone.1% 

IV 

Some concluding remarks and views are now necessary. 

1. The proposed exegesis has vindicated and confirmed in all 

points the attempt at the literary-critical division of the canonical 

Philippian epistle. With a consideration of the parallels in Paul’s 

correspondence with Corinth and Galatia, a clear picture of 

Paul’s opponents in Philippi may be gained from epistle C. It 
showed that epistle C was wholly shaped by Paul’s dispute with 
his opponents. In contrast therewith, we now see that any refer- 
ence to the disorder in the community at Philippi is (still) lack- 

ing in epistle A, which for altogether different reasons we placed 

at the beginning of the correspondence. We could and can no- 

where adduce epistle A for the supplementing of the picture of 

the Gnostics in Philippi which we gained from epistle C. With 

epistle B it is a different story. It is true that we were not able 

even to supplement from it the information gained from epistle 

C. This information, however, did occasionally find confirmation 

in epistle B. Remarks of Paul in epistle B such as the warnings 

against pride and disunity, which even there more than remotely 

hinted at their concrete occasion, although we were obliged to 

surmise such occasion, suddenly become understandable against 

the background of epistle C, out of the situation in Philippi. But 

1°5 The fact that no later than the first half of the second century there was 
in Philippi a Gnostic community which was larger than the ecclesiastical com- 
munity (W. Bauer, [1], pp. 72 ff.) is certainly worthy of note at this point in our 
investigation. 
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that reveals not only the unity of the motivation for epistle B 
and epistle C, but also the different times of their composition. 

2. If the results of this investigation are correct, then Rome 

and Caesarea are excluded as the place of composition of the 
Philippian epistle. More precisely, we must now say the Philip- 

pian epistles. A correspondence as lively as this one and the 

frequent and speedy news connections presupposed therein are 

inconceivable if Paul was sojourning in Rome or Caesarea, several 

months’ travel removed from Philippi. Above all, however, the 

common occasion for the correspondence with Galatia, Philippi, 

and Corinth presupposes that the time and place of composition 
of the Philippian epistles coincides with the corresponding data 

for the epistles to Galatia and Corinth.1*" What should long since 
have been regarded as assured for other reasons is therefore 

hardly to be disputed any more: The Philippian epistle or 
epistles were written in Ephesus,!% though epistle C, which was 

not necessarily written still in prison, can also have been written 

in the vicinity of Ephesus.1% Against the epistle’s having been 
written in Ephesus, a serious objection has not yet been brought 
forward. 

The question of how the epistles to Galatia, Philippi, and 

19° Tt is certain that we are actually dealing with three Philippian epistles. 
For epistles A and B are so connected by the collection which Epaphras de- 
livered, and epistles B and C by the same polemical battlefront, that the address 
in Phil. 1:1 (epistle B) must also be appropriate for epistles A and C. 

1°7 "Thus also argues P. Feine, pp. 37 ff. to be sure under the presupposition of 
judaizing opposition. 

198 Literature on this question and a good summary of the studies most re- 
cently in W. Michaelis, [1], pp. 204-11. Cf. also C. H. Dodd, New Testament 
Studies (1954, 2nd ed.), pp. 83 ff: “The Chronological Order of the Pauline 
Epistles.” Here he explicitly but not very convincingly defends the writing of 
Philippians in Rome, against $. Duncan, St. Paul’s Ephesian Ministry (1929), 
in order then on pp. 108 ff. to reconstruct the “development in the thought of 
Paul.” Whatever one thinks about the place and time of the writing of Phi- 
lippians, for such reconstructions the thesis of Rome as the place of the writing 
of the Philippian epistle is just as much too uncertain as is the placing of the 
Thessalonian epistles in the first so-called missionary journey. Cf. now also 
W. Marxsen, p. 65; P. Hoffmann, pp. 326-27. 

199 See I Cor. 15:32; Acts 19:22; If Cor. 1:8. J. Gnilka ([1], p. 25) concludes— 
in my judgment incorrectly—from 3:16, 18, that in the meantime Paul has made 
another visit to Philippi. Therefore he proposes Corinth as the place of the com- 
position of epistle C. 

200 Cf. further P. Dacquino, “Date e provenienza della lettera ai Fillipesi,” in 
Rivista Biblica, 6 (1958): 224-34; see the review in NTA 3 (1959): 270-71. 
Further, G. Bornkamm, [3], pp. 199-200. 
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Corinth are related in point of time to one another and possibly 
overlap will be examined later.?°! 

3. The image of the history of primitive Christianity is, down 
to our own days, dominated by the conclusions of F. C. Baur’s 
studies to such an extent that people hold Paulinism and the 
Judaistic tendency to be the moving forces of this history, and 

indeed in such a way that these two forms of early Christianity 

stood in constant tension with each other. The alleged agitation 

of the Judaizers in the Pauline mission fields, which is inferred 

from the primitive Christian writings, formed and forms the 
foundation for this picture of the history. This foundation has 

long been shaken and damaged in many respects, and the build- 

ings erected upon it are already for many no longer inhabitable. 

But if it is true that even in Corinth, Philippi, and Galatia no 

Judaizers emerged on the scene against Paul, it disappears com- 

pletely. ‘herewith Baur’s construction of the history is dis- 

solved.?° 

We shall guard against putting in its place a new system of 

the history of primitive Christianity. We shall, however, have 

to describe this history anew in many respects. 

Thus the relationship between Paul and James, between 

Antioch and Jerusalem, between Gentile Christians and Jewish 

Christians and their respective missionary efforts must and can 

be newly defined.? ‘That will show not only how insignificant 
Palestinian Jewish Christianity was already in the time of Paul, 
but also that the fundamental tensions, up to the present regarded 
as so self-evident, and open disputes between the two tendencies 

were greatly exaggerated and the (certainly not tension-free) 
Koivovia, as Paul bears witness to it in Gal. 2:9, in truth deter- 

mined this relationship.2 

Further, the significance of (Jewish) Christian Gnosticism in 

201 Cf, below, pp. 245 ff. 
202 Nothing is thereby taken away from the significance of this great historian. 

F. C. Baur’s particular achievement was that he applied the idea of development 
even in the investigation of primitive Christianity. Our entire work on primitive 
Christianity down to the present time draws its very life therefrom. 

203 Cf, below, pp. 221 ff.; Vol. 3, passim. 
204'To arrive at this awareness, of course one may not take the often quite 

adventurous route which J. Munck proposes in his studies (Paul and the Salva- 
tion of Mankind; Christus und Israel). Moreover, the relationship between Paul 
and Jerusalem was hardly as harmonious as J. Munck imagines it. 
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early Christianity must be noted more than has previously been 
done. It is true that this Gnosticism can in no case occupy the 

position which Judaism held in Baur’s picture of the history. 
But one must see that Gnosticism belongs in the very beginnings 

of Christianity, that the real intra-ecclesiastical struggles from 

the beginning onward were struggles with Gnosticism, and that 
an important part of even the “ecclesiastical”? Christianity, pri- 

marily the branch stemming from the Syrian-Antiochian region, 
is not to be understood without reference to Gnostic influences. 

Finally, more value is to be placed on the investigation of 

Hellenistic Christianity before and parallel with Paul, which, 

in contrast with the supposedly all-dominant great currents of 

Judaism and Paulinism, is usually treated as a stepchild, although 
it is the actual root of the early Catholic Church. It appears to 
me that we must make much more comprehensive use of the 
many-layered Synoptic tradition for the investigation of this 

branch of early Christianity.2%° Only when that has been done, in 

my opinion, can it be explained whether and what remnants 
of genuine Jesus tradition have been preserved in this tradition. 

Addendum 

In discussion with the foregoing essay, H. Koester has written on 

“The Purpose of the Polemic of a Pauline Fragment (Philippians 
UT) Gn NTS 6 (1962): 317-32). 

Koester too is convinced that Phil. 3 is a piece of an originally 

independent epistle. From this he concludes that one must answer 
the question as to the heretical group being combated in Phil. 3 in- 
dependently of the other parts of the Philippian epistle. Now a differ- 
ent epistle does not necessarily presuppose a different situation, but 

it certainly is methodologically permissible to explain Phil. 3 first 
in its own terms. 

Further, it is methodologically correct when Koester proposes delib- 

erately to interrogate Phil. 3 under the presupposition of a unitary 

© Redaction-critical study, which is being pursued today in great breadth, 
affords for this an important preliminary work when it distinguishes between 
redaction and tradition, Occupying themselves with the actual work are, e.g., 
E, Grasser, Das Problem der Parusieverzigerung in den synoptischen Evangelien 
und in der Apostelgeschichte (1957) ; H. Koester, Synoptische Uberlieferung bei den 
apostolischen Vdtern (1957), idem, “Die ausserkanonischen Herrenworte als 

Produkte der christlichen Gemeinde” (ZNW 48 [1957]: 220 ff.) . 
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battlefront. Of course he regards it as an erroneous interpretation 
to see in Paul’s opponents in this part of the epistle Jewish Gnostics; 
in them we have rather to do, according to him, with strict legalist 

Jewish Christians of Gnostic observance. 
Verses 2-6 are the point of departure for this interpretation. Be- 

cause in vs. 2 a reference to “circumcision” is made with the “con- 
cision” and in vs. 6 Paul emphasizes that he lives according to the 

law without reproach, Koester thinks that the main point of conten- 
tion must have been the Jewish law, whose perfect fulfilling the 
heretics in Philippi demanded and achieved. It is obvious, when one 
observes the context of vss. 2-11, that the verses mentioned afford no 

basis for this interpretation of the opponents’ position. In this con- 
text Paul is concerned with unmasking the boasting of the opponents 
as a false, fleshly boasting (vss. 3-4). He does this by affirming that 
he too could glory in a fleshly way, but he has refrained from doing 

so for the sake of Christ, who is his true glory. The false, fleshly 
glorying, however, from which he refrains and which his opponents 

emphasize, is “to be of the circumcision,” as both vs. 2 and vss. 5-6 

show. How the opponents gloried in “being of the circumcision,” 
however, simply is not to be deduced from Paul’s words. That Paul 

according to vs. 6 lived according to the law without reproach tells 

just as little about the self-understanding of the opponents as Jews 
as does Paul's other assertion in vs. 6 that he had been a persecutor 
of the community with great zeal, an assertion which naturally does 

not purport to describe the opponents also; both comments pertain 

only to Paul’s Jewish existence. Since Jews as well as Judaizers and, 

as we have seen, libertine Jewish Gnostics could boast of their 

Jewish origin, in vss. 2-6 we learn only that Paul’s opponents in 

Phil. 3 were of Jewish origin and that these emphasized their origin; 

nothing more. 

Then from vss. 7-16 Koester rightly infers that Paul’s opponents 

call themselves ‘“‘perfect” and that they proclaim the resurrection as 

their present possession (and thus deny the apocalyptic conception 

of the resurrection at the end of time). By this they are shown to 

be Gnostics, who nevertheless find their “perfection” not in the 

Gnostic manner in their pneumatic being but in the perfect ful- 

fillment of the Jewish law. For Koester this latter point arises not 

out of vss. 7-16 but out of the connection of vss. 7-16 with his un- 

justified interpretation vss. 2-6. Now there is, as we have seen, abun- 

dant evidence for the connection between Gnostic perfection and 

Gnostic spiritualizing of the resurrection hope; but that the latter 
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ever was connected with Pharisaic legal rigorism is undocumented 
and, in view of the distance in principle of Gnosticism’s thought in 

terms of being from Judaism's historical thought, is hardly even con- 
ceivable. Gnostic Judaism is a product of modern scholars, developed 

out of a quite short-sighted erroneous interpretation of early Chris- 
tian texts. As a historical phenomenon there never was any such 

thing. At this point in his study at the latest, H. Koester would have 

to revise his thesis of the legal rigorism of the heretics in Philippi, 

especially in view of the other indications in vss. 7-16, unnoticed by 
Koester, which underscore the Gnostic attitude of the heretics. 

Since he omits such a revision, he must now undertake the insolu- 

ble task of explaining in terms of anti-judaizing polemic vss. 17-21, 
which have long been recognized as antilibertine; for he correctly 

does not wish to dissolve the unitary character of the battlefront in 

Phil. 3. His solution is as original as it is untenable: in vss. 7-16 

Paul is setting himself partly against the Judaistic legal righteous- 

ness, partly against the Gnostic self-consciousness of the false teachers 

in Philippi. Now the ambiguous charge that the opponents are 

“enemies of the cross of Christ” (vs. 18) in itself naturally may also 

be interpreted to mean that the heretics in Philippi (in fact) empty 

the cross of Christ because they seek their righteousness in the ful- 
filling of the law. But in such an interpretation the fact is disregarded 

that from vs. 16 onward Paul is criticizing the ethical conduct of 

the opponents. Verse 16 in fact says: if a person claims to be perfect, 
he must also live accordingly. But according to vss. 17-18 their con- 

duct proves the opponents to be enemies of the cross of Christ. This 

conduct is also addressed in vs. 19b: “whose god is their belly.” 

Already for this reason one cannot with Koester render this passage 

in a paraphrase thus: your claim to be of a divine nature is transient 

and evil like the belly—an interpretation, which otherwise also is 

misleading, of this passage in which Paul bitingly accuses his oppo- 

nents of having made the belly their god. It is no less misleading 

when Koester interprets vs. 19¢c (“they seek their honor in their 

shame”), with K. Barth’s Erkldrung des Philipperbriefes ({1928], p. 

111), in the following way: Anyone who, while calling for holiness 

and purity, seeks his salvation bypassing the cross of Christ is seeking 

his honor in his shame. This interpretation too, apart from every- 

thing else, wholly disregards the topic of vss. 16-21, Christian conduct. 

It is consistent then when vs. 19d (“who mind earthly things’) also 

according to Koester ‘“‘can by no means be understood as a description 

of the opponents, and every attempt to interpret it in such a way is 
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bound to fail completely’; instead, according to Koester, with this 

comment also Paul is reacting polemically to the lofty religious 

claims of his opponents, which he rejects and interprets as “minding 
earthly things.’’ Nevertheless the two closest parallels, to which 

Koester emphatically refers with vs. 19d, namely Col. 3:2 and Ign. 

Smyrn. 11.3, are unequivocally ethically oriented. 
It has become clear why I cannot regard Koester’s essay as a fruitful 

contribution to the solution of our problem, no matter how good 

it is in its many observations of details and how useful in focusing on 

the problem as such in its various aspects. One of these aspects con- 

sists of the question whether during the third missionary journey 
Paul is confronted in his mission territory with a unitary heretical 
missionary movement or whether “‘the heresies in Paul’s time are noth- 
ing but various and often ad hoc attempts, arising within the Chris- 

tian movement, to solve the unavoidable internal problems of a 

syncretistic group (Early Christianity!) , which emerged in the Hellen- 

istic-Roman world,” as Koester (p. 332) thinks. The foregoing studies 

are an attempt to establish the former of these opinions (on the 
problem itself, cf. further pp. 239 ff). At this point it need only 

be remarked that the correct description of Pauline Christianity 
as a syncretistic religion may not be equated with the assertion that 

this Christianity contained clearly unsolved problems out of which 

heretical speculations unavoidably had to develop. A worse distortion 
of Pauline theology, Paul the theologian, and the phenomenon of 
syncretism cannot be made! 

J. Gnilka ({1], pp. 211 ff; [2], passim) describes the adversaries 

of Phil. 3 uniformly as adherents to a theios aner Christology, who 

document with their impressive appearance the dynamis of Christ 

and, as themselves perfect, with the help of a tradition-connected 

allegorical exposition of the Scripture communicate the true knowl- 

edge. I am unable to see that this picture can be gained from Phil. 

3; it is characteristic, for example, that Gnilka must divest vs. 19 

of its specific reference and hold it to be a “polemic against heretics 

of a general kind” ({1], p. 206). Further, it is an error in method 

to adduce in detail II Cor.—and this in a questionable exposition— 

but not other letters of Paul for the illumination of Phil. 3; I Cor. 

offers just as many parallels to Phil. 3 as does II Cor., parallels 

which, of course, if they were observed, would have to modify 

Gnilka’s presentation significantly. 

H. D. Betz (Nachfolge und Nachahmung Jesu Christi im Neuen 

Testament, BHT 37 [1967]: 145 ff.) again recently suggests a dual 
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battlefront for Phil. 3: in 3:2-16 Paul is opposing law-observing 
gnosticizing Jewish Christians, but in 3:17 ff., people of a libertine, 
fleshly way of life. I do not understand why Betz does not attribute 

libertinism to gnosticizing Jewish Christians. It is true that the Jewish 
or Jewish Christian Gnostics mentioned earlier (p. 36, n.63 above) 

do not connect a libertinism with their circumcision. Yet this ob- 
servation can all the less prejudge the interpretation of Phil. 3, 
since we have testimony of libertines in Corinth and Galatia who 

emphasize their Judaism. But in Phil. 3 Paul in no way indicates 

a shift in battlefronts, and even Betz does not venture to assert that 

in 3:17-19 it could not be Gnostic libertines that are involved. 

Robert Jewett (“The Epistolary Thanksgiving and Philippians,” 
Nov, Test. 12 [1970]: 40-53) also argues for a dual battlefront in 

Phil. 3, to be sure otherwise than does H. D. Betz: vss. 3:2 ff. are 
directed against nomists, 3:18 ff. against gnosticizing libertines. In 

his essay “Conflicting Movements in the Early Church as Reflected 
in Philippians” (Nov. Test. 12 [1970]: 363-90), he works out this 
thesis further and (with the unity of the epistle!) reckons in 1:15 ff. 
and 2:21 with a third front, namely with missionaries of the type of 
the divine miracle-men (theios aner) whom Gnilka sees opposed in 

Phil. 3 but who, according to Jewett, appear against Paul in Ephesus. 
Once again, Paul, at least, in no way indicates such a differentiation 

among his opponents. 
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The Historical Situation 

of the Thessalonian Epistles 

I 

The undoubtedly genuine Pauline epistles which are pre- 
served for us all appear to have been written out of a specific 
occasion. The Roman epistle prepares the way for Paul’s visit 
to Rome. The correspondence with Corinth, Philippi, and 
Galatia arose out of the threat, which had become evident, to 

these communities by outside preachers. The tone of these writ- 
ings of Paul alternates, according to the immediate situation, be- 

tween the sharp philippic in Phil. 3:2—4:3.4:8-9 and the calm 

address of the “‘epistle of joy” in II Cor. 1:1-2:13+-7:5-8:24. 
Rom. 16—probably a letter of recommendation for Phoebe to 
Ephesus!—and the Epistle to Philemon clearly reveal their occa- 
sion which, to be sure, is less dramatic. 

But what prompted Paul to write the epistle to Thessalonica 
which found acceptance in our canon as I Thess. and upon whose 
evaluation the judgment about II Thess. also in large measure 
depends? F. C. Baur? found fault with this writing for the lack 

of significance of its contents and the “lack of any special interest 
and of a definitely motivated occasion.” What is only appended 
to the other epistles, he says, is made the main thing here: general 

instructions, admonitions, wishes.* This judgment is not wholly 

unfounded. I Thess. undoubtedly reveals its concrete occasion 

to the ordinary reader less than,any of the apostle’s other letters. 

1 See the commentaries; see below, pp. 236-37. 
2 Paulus (1845), p. 481. 

® This judgment was his strongest argument against the genuineness of the 
epistle, an argument which of course could be employed just as forcefully against 
its having been forged. 
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But this does not mean that any such occasion was lacking. 

F. C. Baur at the same time pointed to the striking and 
thoroughgoing points of contact between I Thess. and the other 
Pauline epistles, in particular the Corinthian epistles.4 ‘These 

points of contact are indisputable. They have been used with 

fundamental correctness in order to clarify the historical back- 

ground of I Thess.’ W. Liitgert,® in a careful study, inferred a 

close connection between the anti-Pauline movements in Corinth 

and Thessalonica. W. Hadorn in Die Abfassung der Thessa- 

lonicherbriefe went a step further and consistently has I Thess. 

appear during Paul’s third missionary journey. 

In fact W. Liitgert and W. Hadorn have correctly seen that the 

apparently so general statements of Paul in I Thess. have a very 

definite background and that this background corresponds to 

that situation which Paul’s writings to Corinth, Philippi, and 

Galatia presuppose for these communities. In this way not only 

do the detailed statements in I Thess. become understandable, 

but the epistle also thus shows above all its concrete occasion, 

which in the apostle’s other epistles lies more clearly on the sur- 

face. Without this concrete occasion, everything that is stated 

in our introductions and commentaries under the heading of 

“Occasion and Aim of the Epistle’? remains unsatisfying,’ and 

Baur’s judgment about the lack of a “definitely motivated occa- 
sion” would remain unrefuted. 

Naturally the special character of I Thess. within the related 

correspondence is not to be overlooked. To the community as 

*“The first epistle only repeats what was already long known.” “. . . with 
more or less clear reminiscences of other Pauline epistles, particularly the 
Corinthian epistles.” (Paulus [1845], pp. 481, 488.) From this Baur inferred the 
use of the Corinthian epistles by the pseudo-Pauline author of I Thess. 

®In the school of F. C. Baur this was already done by R. A. Lipsius, who in 
1854, in the Studien und Kritiken, pp. 905 ff., fitted I Thess. also into the 

Tubingen historical picture by demonstrating an anti-judaizing tendency of the 
epistle on the basis of its polemical and apologetic passages and thus made pos- 
sible even for Baur’s school the recognition of the genuineness of the epistle. 

° [2], pp. 55 ff. Of his numerous studies on primitive Christian enthusiasm, 
the work on the Thessalonian epistles appears to me to be the most successful. 

7M. Dibelius [1] still thinks that the only occasion of the writing is the situa- 
tion pictured in 2:17-3:6 and incidentally the community’s unrest over cases of 
deaths. But if Paul writes the extensive I Thess. out of this occasion, then this 
writing would be unique within the Pauline corpus, and the epistle itself would 
remain a psychological enigma. Or would we imagine ourselves capable of writ- 
ing such an epistle thus unmotivated? 
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a whole Paul can allow unrestrained praise to be given. He has 

reason to thank God for the Thessalonians (1:2 ff.; 2:13-14). 
With the communities in Macedonia and Achaia they are in 

the best repute (1:7 ff.). Timotheus has just brought to Paul, 
who is concerned about the community, a cheering report (3: 

6 ff.). Even the still necessary admonitions do not lack inter- 

spersed praise (4:1, 9-10; 5:4 ff). Thus the situation in Thes- 

salonica is not comparable to that disorder which II Cor. 10-13 
attests for Corinth and the Galatian epistle for Galatia. Distinc- 
tive also is the fact that Paul never speaks, as he does for ex- 

ample in II Cor. 10-13 or in Galatians, of special people who 

are bringing unrest upon the community. Now this has its 

parallels. In I Cor. Paul speaks so little of the alien intruders that 

down to the present time some still speak of a fanaticism that 

arose in Corinth itself, and likewise in Phil. 1:1-3:1+4:4-7, a 

separate epistle to Philippi? no alien teachers are mentioned, 

but a warning is clearly given against the results of their agitation 

(1:27-2:18). At the time of these epistles Paul apparently still 
is less well informed than later. But can this have been the case 

at the time of I Thess.? Timotheus had indeed visited the com- 

munity in Thessalonica at the apostle’s behest and had reported 
to him. Thus I Thess. rather reminds one of the “joyful epistle,” ® 

which Paul writes after the end of the Corinthian confusion on 

the basis of the cheering news which Titus brings him from 

Corinth (II Cor. 7:5 ff.). This little letter hardly shows any of 

the sharpness of the preceding discussions. ‘The community is 

praised much as in I Thess. (II Cor. 7:13-16) . The lying apostles 

are no longer mentioned. The apology follows without sharpness 

(II Cor. 1:12 ff). Warnings are almost completely lacking. 
It is true that this latter cannot be said of I Thess., which is 

rather filled with admonitions and instructions and moreover 

contains a clear apology for the Pauline apostolate, even though 

all this is done with such reserve that the specific reference of 

many of Paul’s statements has often escaped the exegetes. Why 

this frequently indefinite argument, if Timotheus had just in- 

8 See above, pp. 67 ff. 
®1I Cor. 1:1-2:134-7:5-8:24. Cf. J. Weiss, ThLZ (1894), pp. 512 ff; Vol. 1, 

pp. 96 ff. 
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formed Paul about the situation in Thessalonica? Why the 

apology in 1:42:12, if 3:6 is correct? Why the admonitions 
that fill the epistle, if 3:8 is true? Is there not a discernible ten- 

sion between 1:7-8 and 4:10 on the one hand, where faith and 
love of the Thessalonians apparently are presupposed as gen- 
erally well known, and 3:6 on the other hand, where Paul strongly 

emphasizes how pleased he is over the unexpected message of 

the newly arrived Timotheus, that people in Thessalonica are 

holding fast to faith and love? And is not the position of the 
strongly personal part of the epistle, 2:17-3:10, in the middle 
of the corpus of the epistle quite extraordinary for Paul’s epistles? 

Is it possible that I Thess. is not a literary unity? 

II 

Those who maintain that I Thess. is not genuine have appealed 
on behalf of their view not only to the content of the epistle in 

general, but also to individual sections which appear to make 

the composition of the epistle by Paul impossible. Anyone who 

thought less critically about the epistle as a whole did still occa- 
sionally detach individual sections or verses as non-Pauline glosses 

from I Thess., which was held to be Pauline.?® Verses 2:15-16 

have always aroused the greatest suspicion in that respect. 

Now in recent times—for the first time, so far as I can see— 
the attempt has been made to make our I Thess. understandable 
as a literary composition of two genuine letters of Paul. Even 
though we must regard this attempt as in essence abortive, still 
K. G. Eckart with his essay, “Der zweite echte Brief des Apostels 

Paulus an die Thessalonicher,’ 1* has the merit that for the first 
time in the investigation of I Thess. a methodological route has 

been taken which with most other Pauline epistles has long been 
followed with some success and which in spite of the abortive 

beginning with Eckart is unavoidable with I Thess. also. 

10 See in C. Clemen, Die Einheitlichkeit der paulinischen Briefe ..., pp. 13 ff.; 

W. G. Kiimmel, Das literarische und geschichtliche Problem des ersten Thessa- 

lonicherbriefes, p. 214, n. 3. 
11 Cf. G. Bornkamm, [Il], p. 35, n.131; W. G. Kiimmel, Das literarische und 

geschichtliche Problem.... 

12 7ThK 58 (1961) : 30 ff. 
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Kckart first excises from I Thess. as non-Pauline additions 
the following: 2:13-16; 3:5; 4:1-8, 10b-12; 5:12-22; 5:27. 

He regards 3:5 as an editorial gloss which owes its origin to the 

fitting together of two originally independent epistles (‘Der 

zweite echte Brief... ,” p. 34). The justification of this excision 

collapses along with the correctness of Eckart’s literary-critical 

operation in general (see below). For the removal of 2:13-16 
Eckart can appeal to the long doubtful vss. 15 and 16. But even 

if one strikes out these two verses as glosses,!8 2:13-14 still do not 

drop out. It is true that Eckart does not appeal to the difficulties 
in content presented by 2:15-16, but to the formal parallelism in 

clauses in this passage, which he then finds again in 2:13. But 
2:14 is said to be “only apparently concrete,” “but in essence 
altogether generally oriented’’ (p. 33), i.e., the verse lacks any 

reference to the situation in Thessalonica. 

That defines the two standards which also justify the excision 
of the other sections just named, all of them paraeneses: the gen- 

eral, nonspecific content of the admonitions and the lofty form 
of expression. But these standards are not convincing. The 
claimed parallelism of the excised passages is not distinguished 

from linguistic formulations also occurring elsewhere in Paul, 
especially since the rhythmic pattern asserted by Eckart often 

appears quite artificially construed and moreover is said occa- 
sionally to be “disrupted by editing” (p. 56). On this, cf. W. G. 

Kiimmel, pp. 216 ff., who rightly sets forth the Pauline character 
of the language and style of the sections disputed by Eckart. Eckart 

can assert that the excised sections are lacking in any concrete- 

ness only because he does not adequately clarify the situation 

of the epistles. Only for this reason, moreover, can he describe 

the contents of 1:2-2:12 in essence as “expression of thanks” 

and “recollection of the time of the missionary preaching” (p. 
32). The exegesis of the epistle which follows below will demon- 
strate the specific reference of all these passages. 

The most amazing thing in all this is that Eckart also asserts 
of 2:13: “In any case, under no circumstances is it an epistolary 
text” (p. 33); for just before this (p. 32) he had very correctly 

seen that this verse is a doublet to the thanksgiving in 1:2 ff., and 

13 On this, see p. 180. 
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thus the beginning of a second proem in I Thess.! !4 Certainly ‘“‘a 
doublet in an epistle is very unusual” (p. 32), but for this very 
reason this doublet remains an epistolary text like 1:2 ff., even 
though hardly a text of the same epistle. Evidently anew epistle 

begins in 2:13, 

K. G. Eckart divides the remnant of the epistle, after eliminat- 

ing the sections mentioned, into two epistles: 

The first epistle: 1:1-2:12+-2:17-3:413:11-13. 
The second epistle: 3:6-10-+-4:13-5:11+-4:9-10a-L5:23-26, 28. 
The first reconstructed epistle is said to have been given to 

Timotheus to take with him on that journey whose happy ending 

is said to have provided the occasion for the second reconstructed 

epistle to ‘Thessalonica. 

The justification for this literary-critical operation is very 
scanty (p. 34). Eckart takes offense at the parallelism of 3:1 

and 3:5 and at the fact that 3:1 ff. speaks of the aim of sending 

Timotheus, who according to 3:6 has already returned from the 

journey. I can find nothing to cause offense in either case. As 
we shall see, there are good reasons for Paul, after the return 

of Timotheus, once again to speak of the occasion for his journey. 

In his thesis, Eckart must not only presuppose the very rare 

14P. Schubert, Form and Function of the Pauline Thanksgiving, pp. 17 ff£., has 
already made this observation, without drawing the proper conclusions from it. In 
many respects I Thess. 3:9-10 also is formally reminiscent of the Pauline proem, but 
cannot be an original proem because the verses represent an interrogatory clause. 
In view of the series of thanksgivings in I Thess. 1:2; 2:13; 3:9, Schubert speaks 
(pp. 21 ff.) of a proem which extends into the corpus and determines the literary 
character of the epistle. He overlooks the fact that 3:9 cannot be compared formally 
with the introductions to the proems; further, he fails to note that the first proem 
finds a formal conclusion in 1:10 and therefore is not allowed to extend into the 
corpus. “I Thess. thus draws to a close at 2:12 and begins again at 2:13” (J. T. 
Sanders, “The Transition from Opening Epistolary Thanksgivings to Body in the 
Letters of the Pauline Corpus,” JBL 81 [1962]: 356). That the introduction to the 
epistle is completed only with 4:1 is an assertion of W. G. Kiimmel (p. 219) 
which is strange, not only in view of the Pauline epistolary style. This assertion 
is repeated by Karl J. Bjerkelund, Parakalo, pp. 125 ff. The difficulty of the 
proem which is repeated in 2:13 certainly is properly recognized in this assertion. 
But one cannot resolve this difficulty as E. vy. Dobschiitz (Die Thessalonicherbriefe, 
in loc.) does, by arbitrarily extending the introduction to the epistle into the 
latter half, with the assertion that Paul deliberately made a new start on the 

proem several times. The expression of thanks after the prescript is in itself just 
as formal and also a part of the epistolary formula which is just as firmly bound 
to the form of the letter as are the letter’s other fixed parts—and thus is no 
more repeatable than these. On “thanksgiving” in the Pauline epistles, cf. B. 
Rigaux, Paulus und seine Briefe (1964) , pp. 171-72. 
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epistolary aorist in 3:1-2 and excise 3:5 as a redactional, moreover 
superfluous and uncalled-for, gloss; in addition, he destroys an 
epistolary unity, as we shall see below in the exegesis. 

In the further course of Eckart’s essay, the assignment of the 

other parts of I Thess. to the two epistles which allegedly meet 

in 3:5 then follows quite arbitrarily (pp. 42 ff.).. Nevertheless, 
Kckart rightly sees that in 3:11 begins the conclusion of an epistle, 

which to be sure does not end with 3:13, as he thinks, but at least 

includes 4:1 also (see below). Of course this observation is not 

new (see n. 250), but Eckart is the first rightly to recognize it 

and evaluate it in its literary significance, 

Strangely enough, W. G. Kiimmel, who (pp. 221 ff.) fully 

convincingly rejects Eckart’s division of the epistle and demon- 

strates the untenability of most of Eckart’s arguments, does not 

at all enter into this observation that an epistolary conclusion 

begins in 3:11, although on p. 214 he rightly states that this ob- 

servation forms one of the foundations of Eckart’s analysis. But 

on p. 221, under 3), this observation is no longer mentioned, and 
moreover there is no attempt to refute it. That can hardly be an 

oversight. In fact, that observation is rather indisputable and 

irrefutable. It will not do for Kimmel, without further ado, to 

expand his successful refutation of Eckart’s analysis of I ‘Thess. 

into the assertion that there are “no serious reasons”’ at all ‘‘for 

opposing the assumption that I Thess. in the form in which it 

has come down to us stems from Paul” (p. 225). 

It is rewarding in this connection to take a brief comprehensive 

look at the “eschatocol” of Paul’s epistles.15 It is never wholly sym- 
metrically constructed, but is always adapted to the individual 

writing. Still the schema which underlies all the eschatocols may be 
clearly recognized, although one must reckon with the fact that the 

editing of the Pauline epistles has not preserved all the epistle endings 

for us intact. 

Usually personal remarks concerning the apostle’s situation form 

the transition to the actual conclusion of the epistle. 

The latter is often introduced with a passage which unites inter- 

cession and doxology. Karl J. Bjerkelund (Parakalo, p. 27) proposes, 

15 The comprehensive, in many particulars also instructive but on the whole 
unsatisfying study by O. Roller, Das Formular der paulinischen Briefe (1933), in 
essence fails the reader on this question. 
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with reason, to call this piece the benediction or simply the climax. 
This piece in fact does compete with the concluding (christological) 

benediction. 
Then there regularly follows a closing exhortation which, even 

where it is given in general terms, is also related to the concrete 

situation of the recipients. This exhortation begins with dots, Ttapa- 
KOA®, or something similar, or with 16 Aoimdév or something of the 

sort, and the use of one formula does not exclude the other. 

This is followed by the personal greetings, which occasionally 
are enriched with brief remarks related to the situation. 
A benediction concludes the eschatocol. 

An examination of the individual conclusions of the epistles in 
terms of this fivefold schema yields the following picture:16 

Personal Intercession, 
Salutations [Benediction Epistle Sie Deohiey Paraenesis | 

Rom.*? 15:14-29 1525-63-13) 41'5330-32 16:21-23 | eibe es) 
Rom.-Eph.*|16:1-2 16:20a 16:17-19 16:3-16 16:206 
Cor. A?® lacking (1,15:57) = |1, 15:58 + =|, 16:19-21 |1, 16:22-24 

16:15-18 

Gor De Ty 13:1 LIS Tb ioelia® i sei2 a1, 13:13 
10 

Gal. lacking (6:16) 6:17 lacking 6:18 

Phil. A?° 4:18 4:19-20 lacking 4721-22 4:23 
Phil Bb 2:19-30 aay 3:1 + lacking lacking 

4:4-6 
PhilsGe, lacking 4:96 GcecOp lacking lacking 

8-9a 
Col. 4:7-9 lacking 4:2-6 4:10-18a 4:18b 
I Thess. lacking Si23-24 De25) 5:26-27 5:28 
II Thess.?* jlacking 3:16 3:13-15 Ge 3:18 
I Tim, 4:9-17 4:18 lacking 4:19-21 4:22 
Titus 3:12-13 lacking 3:14 3:15a 3:15b 
Philemon [22 lacking lacking 23-24 25 
ieReter lacking 5:10-11 5:12 5:13-14a 5:146 
Hebrews 13:18-19 13:20-21 13:22-23 1$:24 13:25 

16 Col. is included with reservations concerning its authenticity. II Tim. and 
Titus are included, because I regard the close of these epistles as Pauline; cf. 

RGG V (3rd ed.), art. “Pastoralbriefe.” Heb. and I Peter are cited for the sake 

of comparison, since their eschatocols are typically Pauline. The pseudo-Pauline 
Laodicean epistle, already named by the Muratorian Canon, also contains a good 
example of the Pauline eschatocol. 

17 See pp. 236 ff. 
18 See pp. 245-46; Vol. 1, pp. 93-94. 
1° See p. 246; Vol. 1, p. 96. 
2° See pp. 67 ff. 
a2 But chan. 209. 
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The survey shows that the schema is more consistently applied in 
the latter parts than in the earlier ones. 

The benediction is not missing in any writing in which the conclu- 
sion of the epistle is extant. 

The salutations are missing in Phil. B and C, because these epistles 
now stand in the middle of the text of the canonical Epistle to the 
Philippians; they may have been eliminated by the editor. ‘Thus 
they were originally lacking only in Gal.; this is presumably just as 

intentional as the omission, to be noted only in Gal., of the proem 
and therewith of all personal remarks presently connecting sender and 
recipients of the epistle, in the entire epistle. This has often been ob- 
served and has been sufficiently reported and explained. 

The closing paraenesis is significantly lacking in the writings to in- 
dividuals. The fact that in Titus 3:14 nevertheless there is found 
an admonition confirms this judgment; for this admonition is 

addressed to the community, not to the recipient of the epistle. 
It would also have been extremely inappropriate if Paul had con- 

cluded Phil. A, the brief note of thanks for the love gift received 
from the Philippians, with an admonition; hence it is missing in 
this epistle. Otherwise it is always found, even if in Rom.-Eph., Col., 

and II Thess.22 for obvious reasons, which however need not concern 
us here, it is fitted into the eschatocol other than in the usual way. 

In the first two parts of the schema the exceptions are more fre- 
quent, yet with respect to the personal remarks this picture may 

be deceiving: in Gal. they were always lacking, for the reasons already 

given; in the other epistles the absence may in every case be traced 

back to editorial omissions, since a composite epistle could not 

contain self-contradictory allusions to the situation. Thus only the 

second position is even less firmly anchored in the schema; and in- 

deed above all with respect to its location. Moreover, a comparison 

with Rom. 15:33 raises the question whether in Phil. 4:7 and 4:9) 

we do not have to do with the concluding benediction of Phil. B 

and Phil. C. 

It would take us too far afield at this point to compare and to 

sketch the individual formulations and expressions of the eschatocol. 

Nevertheless I refer to some formulations which are typical of the 
epistolary conclusions in Paul: 

6 Bedg (6 KUpios) tig eipqvng is found only in the eschatocols: 

Rom. 15:33; 16:200; II Cor. 13:11; Phil. 4:9; I Thess, 5:23; II Thess. 

3:16; cf. Heb. 13:20; I Thess. 3:11; II Thess. 2:16; Rom. 15:5, 13. 

22 But cf. n. 259. 
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The same is true of (10) Aortdév or tod Aoitod (d&SeAgot) in the 

sense of “finally,” “lastly”: 11 Cor. (13:41) Phils 3: 154:3;5Galsoa7: 

The announcement that Paul will soon come to the recipients 

of the epistle is found as a rule in the personal remarks which lead 

to the clausula_ epistolae: Rom. 15:28-29; I Cor. 16:5 ff.; II Cor. 

13:1 ff., 10; Philemon 22; cf. Heb. 13:18-19. 

Specific requests for intercession for the apostle are found in 

Paul only in the closing parts of his epistles:22 Rom. 15:30; Phil. 

4:6; Col. 4:2; I Thess. 5:25; Philemon 22; cf. Heb. 13:18; II Thess. 

So be2 ems pli. 102 [Sis 

All observations made here apply in the same way to the 

eschatocols of Paul’s letters which are preserved intact as well as 

to those reconstructed out of composite epistles. Thereby the 
literary-critical analyses undertaken previously in Vol. 1 and in 

the present investigation are confirmed. 

But at the same time and above all, these observations have 

their weight for the literary-critical analysis of the Thessalonian 

epistles. For now there can be no serious doubt that Eckart made 
a correct observation when he suspected the conclusion of an 

Epistle: injigishess 3°) bit 

The personal remarks which are usual before the clausula 

epistolae are found in abundance in the verses preceding 3:11. 

They end with the expression, typical at this point (see above) 

before the actual close of the epistle, of the expectation to be 

able soon to visit the recipients of the epistle. 

‘Then with attég 5 6 Oedc, precisely as in? I Thess. 5:23; IT 

Thess. 3:16; Phil. 4:19, with a formula reserved in Paul for 

epistolary conclusions, there begins the intercession which ap- 

proaches a doxology, ending, as in I Thess. 5:23, with a glance 

at the Parousia. W. Bousset has observed, not altogether incor- 

rectly: “Actually he had already intended to conclude the epistle 

with 3:13, as the blessing which is found there indicates” (RGG 

Ive (isteed: |yicols PSE8), 

This is followed by the paraenesis, which begins in 4:1 with 

23 Apart from the general and brief requests in Rom, 12:12 and I Thess. 5:17, 

which occur within more extensive paraeneses; for here we have to do with general 
exhortations to prayer, not the request for supplication for the apostle. 

24° Cf, the conclusions in Heb: 13:20; I Peter 5:10; I Cor. 15:57; Phil. 2:27- 1 
Tim. 4:18, 
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Aoitrov obv, ddeAgoi, that is, with a formula which Paul employs 

exclusively to introduce the closing paraenesis (see above) . In this 

paraenesis is found the recollection, also elsewhere popular in 

epistolary conclusions, of the warnings earlier given orally (cf. 

Poles; seesppeli2Z-15 710) Thess, 2015, seexpp. 194-95):. 

The d&otacpdés, which must not have been missing from what 

follows, has been eliminated by the editor, as was done in Phil. 

Band C (cf. Rom.; see below, pp. 237-38) , because it would have 
been out of place in the middle of the body of the epistle formed 

by the editor. In the elimination of the &éomacpds the concluding 

benediction has also been erased. 

It is difficult to determine where the concluding paraenesis 

ends. One could assign to it the entire section 4:1-12, since no 
break is to be detected in this section. But this would be extraor- 

dinarily long for a concluding paraenesis. Besides, one then 

would have to assume that the admonitions occurring in 4:1-12 

were appended to an epistle which, full of gratitude for the state 

of the Thessalonians’ faith, does not lead us to expect these ad- 

monitions which throughout are very specific. Hence I should 

rather have the closing paraenesis and with it the extant conclu- 

sion of the epistle end already with 4:1 (or 4:2), fully aware that 

the skill with which the editor has constructed this seam makes a 

sure judgment impossible. 

But if, as we have already seen, we have preserved for us 

in 2:13 ff. a doublet to the proem in 1:2 ff., and in 3:11—4:1 the 
close of an epistle, then it is obvious to regard the entire section 

2:13-4:1 as an independent epistle, with which Paul is reacting 

to Timotheus’ return from Thessalonica. The reasons adduced 

by Eckart for dividing up this section are, as we have already 

said, insufficient; the unity of the epistle which covers 2:13—4:1 

will rather be confirmed in the following interpretation. 

Then there would remain for the other epistle 1:1—-2:12+4:2- 

5:28. It will be seen at once that 4:2 (or even 4:3) follows 

nicely after 2:12. Not so good, on the other hand, is the present 

connection of 2:13 with 2:12. It is not quite clear to what the kai 

dia tToUTo Kal fweic refers, as admonitions after all follow 2:12 

better than does an expression of thanksgiving. Since the second 

proem (like the first and like, in diverse variations, the proems 
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in Paul generally). will have begun with the evxapiotobpev, the 
kal 1& todto Kal hueic may be an editorial parenthesis. This would 

also explain the logic which in view of the context is faulty 
and which has always caught the attention of the commentators. 

No one has yet been able to make it clear to what the 51& toUto 

actually refers. Whether one connects it with the preceding vss. 
10-12 or an individual expression from them, or whether one 
lets it refer to the (causally understood) 6t clause in vs. 13: in 
any case it disrupts any conceivable logical sequence, although 

it must have served logical clarity. Even less sensible in the con- 

text is the emphatic kai fpeic, “which is only half explained by 

most exegetes and is not evaluated in its peculiarly emphatic 

position” (W. Bornemann, Die Thessalonicherbriefe, pp. 98- 
99). Where is anything said before this or afterward of others, 
beside whom “we too” thank God? Only as an editorial remark 

does the ‘“‘and for this reason we too” fulfill its (in this case, 
modest) aim: the abrupt beginning, typical of a proem, is covered 

up. 

The simple kind of editing, which skillfully inserts one epistle 

into the other, corresponds exactly to the way the redactor works 

which can be observed in the other epistolary composites of the 

Corpus Paulinum.? 

The formal analysis proposed here will be confirmed in the 
following investigation of the contents of the two epistles that 

are united in I Thess. This much is already clear: in this way we 
find an easy explanation of the position of 4:13-5:11 in the 
epistle as a whole (already rightly sensed by E. Fuchs, “Her- 

meneutik?” p. 46, as peculiar) and of the insertion, unprece- 

dented in Pauline epistolary style and unexpected in I Thess., 
of detailed personal remarks (2:13-4:1) into the apostle’s theo- 

logical statements. Moreover, the discrepancy noted above in sec- 

tion I of this chapter between Paul’s good news about conditions 

in Thessalonica, to be assumed because of Timotheus’ visit there, 

and the actually very cautious argument, as also the other men- 

tioned tensions within I Thess., come to nothing if I Thess. em- 

25 Jt is a methodological error of Eckart’s literary-critical analysis that he has 
not noted the parallel epistolary composites in the Corpus Paulinum, which 
render his complicated analysis of I Thess. not even probable. 
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braces two originally independent writings from evidently differ- 

ent situations. 
In other words, then, Paul does not write the epistle composed 

of 1:1-2:12-+4:2 (3)-5:28 on the basis of news received from 

Timotheus, but possibly on the basis of far less dependable in- 
formation. This would account for the fact that Paul often is con- 

tent only to mention what has happened, without any sharpness, 

so that for us the actual situation would remain to a large extent 

unclear if we were limited to I Thess. for its illumination. Yet 

we may in fact see I Thess. in close historical connection with 

Paul's epistles to Corinth, Philippi, and Galatia—if W. Liitgert 
and W. Hadorn are correct. 

But the investigations by these two have gained little ap- 

proval,”® too little, as it appears to me. Too little approval, even 

if the weaknesses of these studies are not covered up. It is neces- 

sary and is high time again to ask, as they did, about the occasion 

Of Ls Eheéss: 

iil 

I Thess. 1:1. The absence of Paul’s apostolic title in the pre- 

Script is striking. Should one conclude from this that no one in 

Thessalonica has attacked Paul’s apostleship? 27 But Paul’s use of 
the title is not solely for apologetic reasons, as the beginning to 

the Roman epistle shows. And in I Thess. 2:7 Paul obviously 

places value on the title, as then after all his authority was not 
undisputed in Thessalonica (see below). Hence one will have to 

be cautious about too far-reaching conclusions.?8 If Silvanus also 

could claim the title of apostle for himself, as appears to me very 

likely,?® with the use of the title Paul would not only have been 

26 As recently as 1922, H. Appel, Einleitung in das Neue Testament, does not 
even. mention Liitgert’s work in his bibliography. P. Feine in his negative attitude 
toward Hadorn’s and Liitgert’s theses nevertheless shows himself to be impressed by 
their line of argument (Kinleitung in das NT [1930, 5th ed.], pp. 107 ff). W. 
Michaelis adopts Hadorn’s thesis with his own proof for it, but at the same time 
curiously rejects Hadorn’s most important proof and, along with it, Liitgert’s thesis 
that the situations in Corinth and Thessalonica were similar ([1], pp. 223 ff.). On 
the other hand, K. Stiirmer (Auferstehung und Erwidhlung [1953], p. 48) rightly 

acknowledges Liitgert’s observations, but without affirming Hadorn’s conclusions. 
27 P. W. Schmiedel, in loc. 
28 W. Bornemann, p. 51. 
29Cf. I Thess. 2:7 and the commentaries on this passage; The Office of 

Apostle, pp. 65 ff. 
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distinguishing Silvanus with the same authority as himself, but 

would have placed him above Timotheus,®° who certainly was 

no apostle. The former,?! like the latter,3? cannot have been a 

congenial idea to Paul. This could be sufficient explanation for 

Paul’s refraining from the use of the apostolic title in the pre- 
script to I Thess. But be that as it may, one may by no means in- 

fer from the absence of the title that its bearer was not under 

attack. 

I Thess. 1:2-2:2. The thanksgiving now following is found in 
all of Paul’s epistles except Gal. (and I Tim., Titus) as a typical 
part of epistles?? which goes back to Jewish Hellenistic models. 

Thus, just as its absence in Gal. is determined by the situation, 

so also is it shaped in the other epistles according to the respec- 

tive concrete situation: The repeatedly expressed joy over the 

state of the Thessalonians’ faith must be seen in connection with 

the admonitions which follow shortly thereafter, and the refer- 

ences to Paul’s successful preaching in Thessalonica (1:5-6, 9) 

prepare the way for the apology which follows in 2:1-12. Interest- 

ing to us for our inquiry above all is vs. 1:5, which forms a con- 

nection in content with 1:9 and 2:1-2. 

Paul alludes to his eicoS0c in Thessalonica, that is, to his first 

appearance there. M. Dibelius ([1], 7m loc.) would like to trans- 

late efooSog in 1:9 as “acceptance,” but such a meaning of the 

word has no documentation.*4 The subject in 1:9 and 2:1, as al- 

ready in 1:5b (“‘otoi éyevfOnuev év byiv’) is not the conduct of the 

Thessalonians but the behavior of Paul and his friends; there are 

reports twepi myOv everywhere! This efooSog was not kevy, Paul 

emphasizes (2:1), and the preaching of the gospel had not been 
év Adya povov (1:5). As the Thessalonians know, Paul rather had 

come év Suvéyet Kai trvebpati ayia Kai TANnpogopig ToAAH (1:5). In- 

deed, throughout Macedonia and Achaia one can hear what 

prosperity had attended Paul’s missionary work in Thessalonica 

Ch iCorlo:8, 

81 Cf. I Cor. 15:10; besides, during the third missionary journey Silvanus can no 
longer have played a significant role. 

82 Timotheus had just been in Thessalonica as Paul’s authorized emissary. 

88 Pp. Schubert, Form and Function of the Pauline Thanksgivings, BELNW 20 
(1939) . 

84 See W. Michaelis in TDNT V: 107, n. 12. 
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(1:9). How then could the Thessalonians themselves fail to re- 

member that in spite of much opposition, Paul had preached the 
gospel to them with vigorous boldness (“érappnoiaccpye8a’’) ? 

It is interesting how Paul three times transforms his praise of 
the Thessalonians into an apology for his activity in Thessa- 

lonica—from 1:4 to 1:5; from 1:8 to 1:9a; from 1:9b-10 to 2:1— 

then to dwell on this apology from 2:1 on. Thus the special in- 

terest already in the proem is directed toward this apology.*® 

Now there can be no doubt that in 2:3 ff. Paul is defending him- 

self against charges which were made against him in Thessa- 

lonica.** But if Paul’s apology in 2:3 ff. goes back to specific 

charges against him, the sane is true of the apology in 1:5, 9, and 

2:1-2. The section 1:2—2:12 forms an indissoluble unity. But then 

also with the statement that his gospel did not come in word 

alone (1:5), his appearing in Thessalonica was effective (1:9) 
and by no means xevdg (2:1), Paul is refuting corresponding 

charges. Of what kind are these charges? 

When the word is used figuratively, as it is here, kevég can mean 

either “unsuccessful” 8" or “powerless.” °° ‘The majority of exegetes 

rightly prefer in our passage the meaning “‘powerless, feeble.’ °° 

Only thus does the contrast to émappnoiaccpe8a demanded by the 

G&AA& at the beginning of 2:2 become evident; the emphasis in 2:2 
is on this érappnoiaccpe8a, and it does not mean to speak “suc- 

cessfully,” but “openly,” “boldly.” At the same time the bridge 

is built to 1:5, where the contrasting of Adyog and Stvayic or 

mve0ua is also meant to indicate the contrast “powerless” and 

“effectual,” and to 1:9, where Paul’s appearance in Thessalonica, 

which is not more precisely defined (6toiav eicoSov) , is identified 
by the reference to the evident success precisely as “powerful.” 

25 Of course this is frequently overlooked by the exegetes. 
86 As much as the opinions diverge about who in Thessalonica had personally 

cast suspicion on the apostle, that divergence is matched by the extensive 
unanimity among exegetes since the time of the church fathers that the charges 

mentioned in 2:3 ff. actually were lodged against Paul. (It is true that this 
unanimity no longer exists at present; on this, see further below.) 

27 Thus in Paul, e.g., in I Cor. 15:10. 

EMaus neo: sl Cor loser. 

8°“Our appearance among you was not miserable, weak, powerless” (W. 
Bornemann, p. 74; cf. TDNT III: 660; P. W. Schmiedel, in loc.; G. Wohlenberg, 

Erster und Zweiter Thessalonicherbrief, in loc.; E. v. Dobschiitz, [1], p. 83; M. 

Dibelius, [1], in loc.) . 
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Thus Paul is defending himself against the charge that his preach- 

ing is powerless, miserable, and weak. 

What does this charge mean? Obviously it cannot mean that 
Paul’s preaching was unsuccessful. Even if with a reference to the 

success of his labor Paul guards himself against that charge,*° 
still he is not thereby refuting a charge against the lack of success 
of his presence, but against the weak nature of his preaching. And 
since this success of his missionary activity in Thessalonica would 

have been indisputable even if in 1:7 ff., Paul may have some- 
what exaggerated, the charge of unsuccessful labor would more- 

over have been manifestly false and hence simply nonsensical. It 

is no accident that this charge was not made, so far as we know, 

against Paul anywhere else. 

Naturally the charge also is not directed against Paul’s physical 
weakness, as appears to have been the case in Galatia, according 
to Gal. 4:12 ff.41 His preaching was poor. Is this supposed to 

mean that Paul was somewhat lacking in desired rhetorical abil- 

itye Apparently Paul occasionally had to defend himself against 
this charge too.42 But an inartistic discourse still is not Kevdc. 

And according to 1:5, people were not reproaching the wretched 

form of Paul’s word, but the word as such in its wretchedness. 

Now this likewise is not without parallels. According to II Cor. 

10:1, Paul is supposed to have come to Corinth tateivés. His 
Trapoucia (= eicodoc, I Thess. 1:9) in Corinth was, according to 

II Cor. 10:10, d&o8eviig kai 6 Adyos E€ov8evnpEévoc. Also according to 

I Cor. 4:10 (cf. If Cor. 13:9) he and his fellow apostles are re- 
garded as coQeveig and as pwpoi év Xpiotd. He is “nothing” in com- 

parison with the super-apostles (II Cor. 12:11). It is alleged that 

Christ does not really speak in him (II Cor, 13:3). These pas- 

sages leave no room for doubt that here it is not Paul’s physical 
weakness but the weakness of his preaching that is criticized.43 In 

this sense the false teachers set in opposition to Paul’s weakness 

(II Cor. 10:9 ff.) their own Xpiotod efvor (II Cor. 10:7-8), and 

"40 With the same argument Paul also defends his apostolic office (I Cor. 9:1-2; 
II Cor. 10:12 ff.), even though the success of his preaching had not been disputed; 
cf. The Office of Apostle, pp. 34-35. 

#1 See above, pp. 49-50. 

43Cf, I Cor. 1:17; 2:1, 4; IZ Cor. 10:10; 11:6; Rom. 16:18; and the com- 
mentaries on these passages. 

43 On details, cf. the commentaries and Vol. 1, pp. 182 ff. 
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they characterize Paul as tamewdg (II Cor. 10:1), because they 
themselves are tvevpatikoi (II Cor. 10:2) .44 The ioyupoi call 

Paul do8evig (I Cor. 4:10), in comparison with the super-apostles 

Paul becomes nothing (II Cor. 12:11), and one no longer hears 

Christ speaking in him (II Cor. 13:3). 
Wherein does the strength of the proclamation of the opponents 

in Corinth consist? It consists in the very fact that the proclama- 
tion occurs not in word alone but also in demonstrations of the 

Spirit! Paul, on the other hand, “is said to be no proper pneu- 

matic’’;45 he can only “talk.” This coricrete background of the 

Corinthian charges against Paul becomes clearest in II Cor. 5:11- 

15, where Paul sets over against each other the concepts, ap- 

parently used in Corinth, of év@pamoug meifew or owppoveiv and 

gavepobv or éxothvat. For the sake of the edification of the com- 

munity the apostle abstains from the ecstatic productivity which 

the false teachers in Corinth regard as proof of the Spirit, and 
contents himself with “rational” discourse, which the opponents 

spitefully label as a “persuading.” 46 Even when in the further 

course of the correspondence he allows himself to be compelled 
to tell of the émtaciat and &toKoAvweig which have come to him 

too, he still emphasizes that he does not wish to be judged ac- 

cording to the UrepBoAh tév droKadkvwewv but according to the 

5 PAérret pe FH ckover €€ yo (II Cor. 12:6-7) ,47 ie., once again ac- 

cording to sober preaching. Thus he maintains without reserva- 
tion the original judgment, that he would rather speak five un- 

derstandable words before the community than innumerable 

words in a tongue (I Cor. 14:19). He is well aware of his “weak- 

ness,” but means to hold firm to it because it is not ecstasy but 

only sober discourse which edifies the community (I Cor. 14:3, 
eit 22 it). 

Gal. 1:10 shows that a campaign was mounted against him in 

Galatia from the same side in similar fashion.‘® 

How could one avoid recognizing that the charges against 

which Paul is defending himself in I Thess. 1:5, 9; 2:1-2 have 

SCE Vola, pps igo tt, 
46 E, Kasemann, [1], pp. 34 ff.; cf. Vol. 1, pp. 182 ff. 
46 Cf. R. Bultmann, [1], pp. 12 ff.: Vol. 1, pp. 187 ff. 
47 The text may be disarranged, but the sense of what Paul wants to say cannot 

be in doubt. 
“8 Cf. above, pp. 56 ff. 
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the same background? ‘“‘He is no pneumatic. . . . These are the 

very same charges which were made against the apostle in 
Corinth,” writes W. Liitgert,4® correctly. One could escape this 

conclusion if one regarded the verses mentioned as written with- 

out aim or purpose. But this is precisely what the parallels make 

utterly impossible. Thus some have made the charge against Paul 

that he only “talked” (év Aéy@ pdvov) and that there is a total lack 

of ecstatic demonstrations of power, of speaking in tongues, and 

revelations. Hence his appearance was “empty,” for a gospel 

without Pneuma is devoid of content in precisely the way in 

which an apostle without pneumatic deeds of might is nothing 

(II Cor. 12:11-12). These are the typical Gnostic charges which 

are in harmony with the fact that the Gnostic apostle, in the 

decisive performance of his mission, enlightens the hearer about 

himself: —The real man is Pneuma, but he undertakes such en- 

lightenment not only theoretically, but above all by the practical 

demonstration of his possession of the Pneuma in ecstasy, glos- 

solalia, visions, revelations, etc. 

Paul refutes the opponents’ charges. No, he has not proclaimed 

the gospel only év Ady, but also év Suvapet Kai év mvevpat ayio 

Kal TANpopopia TOAA. With this he satisfies, at any rate in wording, 

in I Thess. 1:5 the Gnostic demand just as he does in II Cor. 12: 
12: “t& pév onyueia tod dtrootéAou Kateipyco8n év tuiv év trdéon 

UTrOMOvA, ONHElOIG Te Kal Tépacw Kal Suvdyueow.” If one further com- 

pares with these two passages Rom. 15:19; Heb. 2:4; I Cor. 2:4, 

and II Thess. 2:9, it becomes evident that in all these places we 

have variations of a formula which is obviously of Gnostic 

origin.°® ‘Thus the Gnostics in Corinth also demand of the true 

apostle that he identify himself by producing the signs men- 

tioned in the formula (II Cor. 12:11 ff.). Such a demand is not 

concerned with miracles of healing, as for example the book of 

Acts relates them of Peter and John—such miracles play a role 

nowhere in the Pauline literature—but with gavépwoig tod 

trvevyatosc,®! in other words, with miraculous evidences of the 

pneuma-self of man, understood as substance. Thus the Sdvayts 

> 

COPA jos es 
50 Cf. above, p. 29. 

51 Vol. 1, pp. 189 ff. 
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of I Thess. 1:5 is equivalent to the 60vayig tvetpatog of Rom. 

15:19, and this power of the Pneuma is expressed in the manifold 

ecstatic processes.®? The same is meant in the Gnostic original 

sense of the formula also by the ambiguous “év tvedpatt ayig.” 

On this one need only recall I Cor. 14:2, where Paul describes 

the glossolalia which no one understands: ‘“‘He utters mysteries in 

the Spirit” (RSV) ; or still more clearly, I Cor. 14:14: “If I pray 
in a tongue, my spirit prays but my mind is unfruitful’ (RSV). 

Finally, the “tAnpogopig¢ ody” here does not mean “certainty,” 

but, in unison with 80vayic and tvedpa &ytov, “fullness.” 53 The 

generality of this meaning points to the formula-like character of 
the concept in our passage. In our context as in I Clem. 42.3, 
what is meant, of course, is the TAnpodopia tod mvevpatog cyiou,*4 

and a comparison with Heb. 2:4, where the same formula is 

varied, closes the circle: God confirms the apostle’s preaching by 

means of ‘“‘onycioig te Kal tépacw Kal troikiAatco Suvdyeow Kai 

TveU"aTos ayiou HEPIONOTS KATA Thy avTOD BAnoW.” 

Does Paul mean to say that he has confirmed to the Thessa- 

lonians the word of preaching by pneumatic-ecstatic per- 

formances? By no means! It is true that one time he lets himself 

be constrained, with the greatest reluctance, in relation to the 

Corinthians, to present proof that he too has command of the 
ecstatic phenomena (II Cor. 12:1-10), but only while emphasiz- 

ing that one should not judge his work and himself according 

to these phenomena (II Cor. 12:6-7, 11). Verses 6-7 show what 

Paul wishes to be understood by the saying that his gospel was 

preached not only év Ady@ but also “in power”: the Thessalonians 

have received the Word with joy, a firm faith, and serious disciple- 

ship. The success of the preaching thus demonstrates its and the 
preached gospel’s, i.e., the Word’s own, miraculous power.® This 

line of argument, moreover, is characteristic of the dispute with 

52 Thus, e.g., at the end of the introduction of the famous so-called Mithras 

Liturgy there is mention of the S0vayig which the initiate received so that he 

might stride through the heavens “kai katottevw mdvta.” 
53 G. Delling in TDNT VI: 311; W. Hadorn, p. 37. 
54In Col. 2:2 also “mAnpopopia’ occurs in the sense of “fullness’’ within a 

terminologically strongly gnosticizing context. 
°> Paul is thinking “of the power of his preaching over the heart: it produces 

faith and a new moral life’ (E. v. Dobschiitz, [1], p. 71). Cf. also 2:13, where 
the thought of 1:5 ff. is briefly summarized with the conclusion: kal évepyeitat 
(sc. 6 AGyos) év Upiv. 
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the Corinthian false teachers, as is shown by such passages as I 

Cor. 9:1 ff.; II Cor. 3:1 ff.; 5:11-15; 10:12-18. In this comparison 

once again the close connection between the situation in Corinth 

and that in Thessalonica becomes evident. | 

The same is true of the fact that in I Thess. 1:5 Paul meets 
the charge about his powerless preaching, as in II Cor. 12:12 he 

answers the contesting of his apostleship, by citing that formula 

which the Gnostics in Corinth combine with the demand that 

they be shown the “signs of the apostle.” In that Corinthian pas- 

sage also Paul certainly is thinking when he cites the formula, as 

he is in I Thess. 1:5, of the marvelous effect of the Word. Here, 

as there, it may be questioned whether he understood the orig- 

inal meaning of the formula. In any case it appears to me to be 

no accident when Paul refutes the charge made against his preach- 

ing of powerlessness by using a formula which according to II 

Cor. 12:12 the Corinthian false teachers are constantly talking 

about in making a similar charge and which he also uses against 

them there. The situation is the same here and there. Paul was 

aware of this. The only difference is that Paul is agitated when 

he writes II Cor. 10-13, but can argue calmly and reservedly with 

the Thessalonians; the situation in Thessalonica appears to him 

less threatening than that in Corinth at the time of the sorrowful 
epistle D. 

With vs. 1:5, vss. 1:9 and 2:1-2 are also explained. What had 

been the apostle’s performance in Thessalonica? Now the people 

in Macedonia and Achaia themselves proclaim that it had been 

successful and hence powerful, so that the complaint against the 

wretchedness of the preaching of the missionaries reveals itself to 

be slander (1:9). And the Thessalonians themselves know that in 
spite of all the distresses, by God’s grace Paul had earlier pro- 

claimed the gospel with much “boldness” in Philippi and then 
also in ‘Thessalonica. What then was the charge that his per- 

formance was powerless supposed to mean? It is just as maliciously 

false as the Gnostic charge in Corinth that his gospel was hidden 

(II Cor. 4:3) and his tapovoia do8evig (II Cor. 10:10) because 

he was no pneumatic (I Cor. 7:40b). It is the same malicious 
accusation. 

I Thess. 2:3-12. From 2:3 onward the theme, within the apol- 
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ogy, is changed, to be sure unobtrusively, but unmistakably. Up 

to this point Paul was refuting charges against the inner authority 

of his preaching. Hence the constant reference to the success of 
this preaching! His gospel was not empty, but full of the Holy 
Spirit. Now he answers the insinuations about the intention of his 
preaching and therefore he must refer to the personal integrity 

of the preachers. That the two charges do not accidentally coin- 
cide but are interrelated is shown by II Cor. 3-4, a similarly 

apologetic part of II Corinthians. In II Cor. 3, especially vss. 1-6, 

Paul uses the same arguments as in I Thess. 1:4—2:2 to defend 

himself against the charge of defective personal and substantive 
suitability for the preaching ministry. Following this, in II Cor. 

4:1 ff. he refutes the assertion that he preaches with fraudulent in- 
tention. 

The entire section I Thess. 2:3-12 is continuously shaped by 
this special apologetic tendency. This calls for an effort to find 
the specific charge which apparently stands behind all these 
verses. 

We begin with 2:3. Paul rejects the charge of tAdn, of 

&ka8apcia, and of SdA0¢. The most definite of these false charges 

is that of 5dAo0g. Paul’s preaching is alleged to have been done 

with artifice. It is true that he preached the gospel, not, however, 

for the sake of the gospel, but with a wholly different intention. 
There is no need to guess what intention is supposed to be in- 

volved. The following verses show this clearly. But first and 

above all, II Cor. 12:16 offers a precise and at the same time 

clear parallel: GAA& Umdpxwv Travodpyog SdA~ bag eafov. The 

background of this charge from Corinth has long been recognized 

by the exegetes. People were falsely accusing Paul that indeed 

during his missionary activity he had renounced support, but only 

in order all the better to be able to exploit the community 

through the collection now requested.** This is how deceitful he 

SOCi mie preisker, mln Bl 551926) lb4iis SE eictzmann [| mealoc..eVOla 1, 

pp. 108-9. This charge may also stand behind I Cor. 9. Paul then insured himself 
against similar charges by having the collection made and delivered by chosen 
representatives of the communities (II Cor. 8:16 ff.). Cf. G. Delling in TDNT VI: 
273. Also in II Cor. 2:17 and 4:1-2 (“ph tepitatodvteg ev travoupyia pndé 
SoAodvtog tov Adyov tod Ged”) Paul defends himself against this charge. One sees 
how much he concerned himself with the fact that some in Corinth were already 
saying that Paul now saw himself severely forced into a defense (II Cor, 12:19). 
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is! 57 This insinuation apparently had come also to the ears of 
the Thessalonians—earlier or later than to the Corinthians—so 

that Paul must defend himself against it.58 This he does con- 

tinuously in the following verses, as is evident at once from the 

“oute év Trpopdoet TAEovefiag”’ in vs. 5 and the reference in vs. 9 to 

the work with his own hands tpdc¢ 76 ph étiPapnoai twa. Thus it 

is to be presumed that the entire section 2:3-12, which defends the 

personal integrity of the missionaries, is to be understood in terms 

of this specific false charge. 

In fact vs. 3 already suggests that the broader meaning of the 

concepts TAdvn and dka8apoia is more sharply defined by the pre- 
cisely outlined 8dAoc. Accordingly, tAdvn here means “fraud,” 

“deception.” 5° This active meaning of the word is indeed less 

common than the widespread passive one, “error,” “delusion,” ® 

but not at all unique in New Testament Greek,* especially not if 

one counts the cases where the concept is ambiguous as to its 

meaning.® With this understanding also once again a parallel is 
found in II Cor., where Paul conceives of the apostles as ‘‘tAdvoi 

Kal GAnOeic” (II Cor. 6:8). That the antitheses in this Corinthian 

passage are after all strongly shaped by the dispute which was 

being conducted in the Corinthian epistles is especially evident in 

the concept wAdvog = deceiver. Thus in I Thess. 2:3, the accusa- 

tion that Paul has been preaching with the intention of deceit 

may be the point of the refutation “ovK &k tAdvng.”’ 6 

~87In contrast to the opinion dominant in contemporary exegesis, I believe 
that Paul’s opponents in Corinth themselves also renounced any help in main- 
tenance by the community. Still, I do not need here to justify this conviction, 
since this problem has no bearing on the accusations as such, which alone are of 
interest to us—though of course it does for the first time make these accusations 
understandable in all their sharpness; cf. The Office of Apostle, pp. 219 ff. 

58 Cf. W. Hadorn, pp. 44 ff. 

59 W. Liitgert, p. 61. Thus above all the exegesis of many Fathers. K. Stiirmer. 
p. 48, n. 26, translates it as “Ivrefiihrung” [misleading statements]; this is probably 
correct. Cf. also R. Schnackenburg, Die Johannesbriefe, 2nd ed. (1963), pp. 226-27. 

°° Cf. H. Braun’s splendid article “mAavdw,” etc., in TDNT VI: 230 ff.; esp. 234, 
238, 239, 250-51. 

51 Matt. 27:64; II Peter 3:17; I John 4:6; IL Thess. 2:11; Diognetus 8.4; in 10:7, 

alongside &ta&tn; 12.3. 

®2Cf. eg., the frequent formula “t& tveUpata tig mAdvnsg”; see TDNT IV: 

238 f£.3 THs TAGYNS Ta SIS4ypata, Iren. I, 15.6. 

63 As an example of such a use of the concept, cf. Pap. Berol. 8502, 19.17 ff.= 
C. W. Till, p. 79, where after Jesus’ death a Pharisee says to John: “With deceit 
(wAd&vn) he has deceived (tAavav) you, this Nazarene (No wpaioc)”’; further, Ev. 
Ver. 17.14-15 and the other passages cited in H.-M. Schenke, Die Herkunft des 
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Of course it is not necessary to assume that this charge was 
meant by Paul’s opponents in just the same way as he understood 
it. The word group “wAdvoc,” etc., as is well known, attained a 

technical meaning in Gnosticism and thus in many late Jewish 

writings. The powers of darkness live in error concerning the 

power of light; the sparks of light know nothing of their heavenly 
origin; the demons as the deceivers hold them fast in their error; 

the redeemer liberates from entanglement in such delusion.% 

Thus from this the charge of tAdvn against Paul, like the other one 

that he is a wAdvog (II Cor. 6:8) , is shown to be typically Gnostic, 

though of course it does not become clear in which precise sense 
it is intended. People could have described Paul therewith, for 

example, in the sense of the Gnostic myth or, as is more likely in 

II Cor. 6:8, as a demonic deceiver. But the apostle himself doubt- 

less connects this charge with the intention to deceive imputed 

to his preaching with reference to the Jerusalem collection. Per- 

haps he is right, but, being unfamiliar with Gnostic mythology, 

he may, as he frequently does, misunderstand them. 

The concept “é§ &xkaSapoiag’’ is then to be understood similarly. 

It is preferably employed to denote sexual immorality. But in 

this sense it does not fit into the context of I Thess. 2, and that 

anyone ever should have seriously charged Paul with sexual 

license is also incredible.6> One would have to assume, with W. 

Liitgert,®* that the community had lumped Paul together with 

his libertine opponents. But it is consistently clear that Paul is 
not setting himself against charges of his community but against 

charges of his opponents. Thus in our passage one will have to 

translate “dkaSapoia,”’ with many exegetes,®? more generally as 

“Jack of integrity’ and connect the impure attitude thus de- 
scribed with the deceitful avarice of which Paul is accused. This 
more general meaning of the word is also common, and, par- 

LA) 

ticularly in conjunction with the “tAeove§ia’”’ which also occurs in 

sogenannten Evangelium Veritatis (1959) , p. 34. 
6447. Braun, TDNT VI: 252-53, 238 ff.; H. Jonas, [l], pp. 109 ff; also fre- 

quently in the Gnostic texts from Nag Hammadi; cf. ThLZ 1958, cols. 498, 499, 668; 

1959, cols. 6 ff.; ZNW 50 (1959): 169 ff; Iren. I, 15.6; II John 7. 

6° Cf. Vol. 1, pp. 164-66. 
eee |p paco- 
SIC ian ae baller m|2|scOlw 57, D Neue LUe 428 Ve bomemann, |p /0;—G: 

Wohlenberg, p. 45; W. Lueken, in loc.; P. W. Schmiedel, in loc.; W. Hadorn, 

p. 43; E. v. Dobschiitz, [1], p. 88; M. Dibelius, [1], in loc. 
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I Thess. 2:5, it is found, e.g., in Eph. 5:3, 5; Col. 3:5 and—ap- 
parently = wAeovefia—Eph. 4:19. It is possible that in Paul’s 
choice of this ambiguous word there is a thrust against the op- 
ponents whom Paul on his part accuses of sexual dxaSapoia.% 

In sharp contrast to the distrustful insinuations to which Paul 

is exposed stands the confidence that God bestows on him, since 

he has commissioned him to proclaim the gospel. Paul appropri- 

ately refers to this in 2:4. We first pass over the remark, also oc- 
curring in this verse and obviously apologetic, that Paul is not 

preaching to please men, and turn to the charges against which 

the apostle sets himself in defense in vss. 5-6. Again Paul enumer- 
ates three such charges. He is said to have come év Ady koAakelacg, 

év Tpopdoet TrAcovefiac, and Cntodvtec €€ d&vOpatrav 5d€av. 

Clearest is the assertion that Paul has preached &év mpogdcet 

tAgove€iac. This means, literally, under the cloak of avarice, and 

is an abbreviation for “with a pretended occasion for the satis- 

faction of avarice.” ®° Naturally we are to think in this connection 

that Paul, under the guise of wishing to gather an offering, wants 
to satisfy his personal avarice.?° Thus also, indeed, it is not ac- 

cidental that wAgovexteiv appears in the instructive parallel pas- 

sage in II Cor. 12:16 ff. Here Paul emphasizes that he has not 

enriched himself at the Corinthians’ expense (émAgovéxtnoa) , not 

even through others: pti émAgovéxtngev bua Titoc. Also in II Cor. 

7:2 the “ov&Séva érAsovextiioayev” may have this background, and 

the allusion ‘“‘kai py o> TAcove€iav”’ within the recommendation of 

the collection in II Cor. 9:5 is best explained as a reminiscence 
of the past charges.”! Finally, the curious “iva pr TAgovextn9Opev 

umd tol catave’’ (II Cor. 2:11) is also well explained as a play on 

words if the evildoers for whom Paul asks pardon had made 

against Paul the very charge of wAcovefia in an offensive form, as 

is to be assumed with near certainty.”? In any case the meaning 

of the assertion that Paul was preaching év trpogpdcet tAgovesiac 

cannot be in doubt. 

But then it is beyond question that we are to connect with 

$8 TI Cor. 12:21; Gal. 5:19; see above, pp. 52-53; cf. I Thess. 4:7. 
£9 See W. Bauer, [2], col. 1433. 
7° G. Wohlenberg, p. 48. 
71K. Stiirmer, p. 48. 

72 Vol. 1, pp. 108-9. 
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this the charge that Paul is dealing in words of flattery. Under- 
handed deceit and friendly flattery condition each other. Indeed, 

a friendly speech craftily made with unfriendly ulterior motives 

is already in itself to be regarded as a flattering speech.” espe- 
cially since & Ady@ KodaKeiag. can simply be equivalent to év 

KoAakeig. Naturally the charge may have been meant in a more 

pronounced sense. In what sense, it is difficult to say. Perhaps 

people were accusing Paul of having only curried favor with the 

community with his words, in contrast to the persuasive power 

of the ecstatic displays of the pneumatics, with which then we 
should compare the similar accusation of the same people that 

Paul was persuading the community (II Cor. 5:11; Gal. 1:10). 

It would also be possible that some had identified a recommenda- 

tion concerning the collection which had come to Thessalonica 
as Adyoc KoAakeiac. Such a recommendation in somewhat the form 

of II Cor. 8:7-8 and 9:1-2 makes a spiteful accusation of this kind 
appear altogether conceivable. 

Now there may be a close connection between the charge of 
flattering speech in vs. 5 and that of pleasing men in vs. 4. When 

Paul places koAaxeia at the head of the three insinuations of vss. 

5-6, this presumably is done because it logically follows the ovx 

Q>¢ &vOpatroig &péoKovtec, That with this remark Paul is defending 

himself against a corresponding accusation is suggested by the 

wording of the remark itself and is assured by Gal. 1:10, where 

the “4 Cntd dvOparroig &péokewv “without question is an answer to 

a specific insinuation.™4 According to the Galatian epistle, this 
charge is coupled with the other one, that Paul is persuading 

men, by which the bridge to II Cor. 5:1175 is formed. The two 

charges are related. The preaching of the “man” Paul, which is 
done only t@ vot (I Cor. 14:15) or év Ady (I Thess. 1:5) be- 
comes, when compared with the convincing power of the pseudo- 

apostolic pneumatics, mere persuasion. If this “persuasion” more- 
over serves the tpdoacic tAcovefiac, then it becomes a deceitful 

787 refer to E. v. Dobschiitz’s good observation on I Thess. 2:5 in [1], p. 90: 

“SdA0g and KoAakia however are intrinsically akin: the LXX prefers to translate 
hlk, to flatter, and its derivatives with SoAo00v, S0A1o0v, SdA10c, S0A16tNS; this, along 

with tpdc yapiv, replaces for the LXX the word group kéAa€, KoAakia, KoAakelo 
(only this three times in the LXX)....” 

74 Thus most recently J. Jeremias in ZNW 55 (1958) : 152-53. 
75 Cf. above, pp. 30-31. 
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attempt to please men. Indeed this must also be the sense of the 

malicious taunt concerning Paul that he was constantly commend- 

ing himself. In II Cor. 3:1 and 5:12 Paul defends himself against 

this charge, and in II Cor. 10:12 ff. he repays his opponents in 

the same coin. Of course these complementary accusations of 

flattering speech, of pleasing men, and of self-commendation need 

not have had in mind only the gathering of the collection through 

which Paul as twavoupyés craftily ensnares the community (II Cor. 

12:16). They also give concrete form to the “dvOpatroug Treifopev” 

(ip Gor. 25:11; Gals 1:10) .4°9 Bur when -Paukanel “Phessie2:4 
emphasizes the “‘ovx a¢ dvOparttoig &péoKovtes”’ and the “ote év 

Ady@ KoAakeiac,”’ he does so precisely here because he knows that 

according to the charges of his opponents, there is concealed be- 

hind his pleasing men and his words of flattery that tAcove€ia, 
the avarice which is disguised as a recommendation of an offering. 

Now some light may also be shed on the last charge in vs. 6, that 

Paul is seeking €§ dvOparav Sd€av. At first this is said as generally 

as the “dvOpaétroig dpéoxewv.” But the expansion of it, “olte &o’ 

bYav oUTe at’ GAAwv,”’ shows that Paul is thinking of a quite 

definite honor; for the unconditional or unspecific statement 
“olte &€ d&vOpcav 56€av” as such did not require in addition the 

indication ‘“‘otte &q’ bydv odte dt’ GAAwv.” What is he thinking 

of? “One has the impression that the subject of money is not sug- 

gested again here,” writes G. Schrenk.” Now let us take a further 
look. Paul continues by saying that he has sought no honor 

duvépevot év B&pet eivat d&g Xpiotod dtréoTtoAo1, There can be no doubt 

that ‘‘Bapog” here has the sense of “‘weight,” “esteem,” “influence,” 

“power.” 78 As Christ’s apostles, thus Paul emphasizes, he (and 

Silvanus) would have been abie to appear with a claim to power. 

This is surprising. Elsewhere it is not Paul’s custom to stress the 

rights of the apostle to regard and influence which are due to him 

from the community.” On the contrary! God has placed the 

DIME 

7 In other words: Paul replaces the objective proof of the Spirit with the at- 
tempt to secure by flattery, by means of fine words, the confidence of the com- 
munity on the basis of his personality. 

PEACOAT IG yale}, se, MI 

78 In the New Testament the word appears in this sense only here. 

7° Hence in our passage the issue is not the ¢fousia which marks the apostle, 

which he possesses with respect to the community eig oixoSopyjv (II Cor. 10:8; 
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apostles as éoxdtous, as a spectacle and refuse for the whole world 

(I Cor. 4:9 ff.) ; only the proclaimed word is important (II Cor. 

3:4 ff.) ; the apostles are constantly given over to death for the 

sake of their ministry (II Cor. 4:7 ff.); their Bd&pog 66€n¢ is 

heavenly (II Cor. 4:17); in all lowliness they are disclosed as 

God’s servants (II Cor. 6:4 ff.) ; their strength is made perfect 
in their weakness (II Cor. 12:9). Only in one respect can the 

apostle claim a Bapog from the side of the community: he has the 

right to be supported by the community. In his discussion with 

the Corinthians Paul explicitly establishes this right (I Cor. 9:4- 

23) by referring to analogies, the Old ‘Testament, and a saying 
of the Lord, in order to affirm: “ya 5€ ot Kéxpnua ovdSevi ToUTwv’’ 

(I Cor. 9:15) . So then also the power which according to I Thess. 

2:7 the apostle can claim and which Paul renounces must be the 
right of support,8° and “év Bape: eivat” with rhetorical aptness 

combines both meanings of the word into a single sense: “‘to 

claim importance’—with which the 66§a of vs. 6 is taken up— 

and “‘to be a burden.” 

That in fact the honor claimed in principle for the apostles is 

concretized in the right to support is shown by the following 

verses,®! especially vs. 9, in which the “PBdpog” is again taken up 

by “émpBapfioa,” and indeed here in the unambiguous sense of 

“to be a burden.” But first Paul says that he has come among the 
Thessalonians “‘friendly’” (foc) 82 in that he has not burdened 

them—a theologically well-grounded friendliness, as I Cor. 9:18 ff. 

shows. His friendliness resembled the attitude of a mother to her 

child: in her relationship to the child the mother is only the giv- 

ing one, not the receiving one. That this image used by Paul is 

meant in such a sense is best shown by the exact parallel from 

13:10) or with the authority of his apostolic word. This is not noted by most of 
the exegetes. 

80 Otherwise one would have to join G. Schrenk (TDNT I: 556) in the 
opinion that one may speak of the apostles’ “conscious self-assertion.” 

81 The exegetes misunderstand the context when they connect: “Bd&pocs” either 

with “856€a” (vs. 6: thus G. Schrenk, TDNT I: 556; P. W. Schmiedel, in loc.; 

W. Bornemann, pp. 82-83) or with the following verses (see M. Dibelius [1], pp. 
9-10; G. Wohlenberg, pp. 48-49). In truth vs. 7a connects vs. 6 with what follows. 
Thus, correctly, E. v. Dobschiitz, [1], p. 93. 

82 “Hr190¢” would be no contrast at all with “Bdpoc”’ in the pure sense of 

“honor received.” This causes difficulties for the exegetes who make the simple 
equation “PBdapog”’="56§a.” 
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the corresponding apology in II Cor. 12:14 ff.: “For it is not the 

children who ought to lay up treasures for the parents, but the 
parents for the children.’ Hence, so Paul concludes in this pas- 

sage also, I have claimed no support, not even in the roundabout 

way of the collection. Strange that the exegetes always overlook 

this parallel and instead refer to Gal. 4:19! ®° This latter passage 
is of no interest here,’4 while the section II Cor. 12:12 ff. with 

its repeated parallels to the verses we are now investigating dis- 

closes the common concrete background. 

But vs. 8 which now follows also shows that Paul means for 

his “family image” ® to be understood in the sense of II Cor. 

12:14 ff. The ‘“‘yetaSobvar’’ stands in contrast to the “receiving,” 

which would mean the ‘‘év Bdpet eivar’ if Paul had not refrained 

from it. Instead of letting himself be supported, he had worked— 

the Thessalonians will recall—with his own hands day and night, 
with labor and toil, “in order not to burden any of you” (2:9). 

It is not to be overlooked that here he takes up the “Bdpog” of 

vs. 7, which therefore must be understood concretely in the sense 

of “to be a burden.” 8 Thus Paul’s coming does not give occasion 

for any reproach (d&pépTtws¢) ; rather, like a father he has taught 

and admonished the Thessalonians as his children: a pastoral 
word concludes the apology (2:10-12). 

From vs. 8 or even from 7b, but often only from vs. 9 onward 

(W. Bornemann) the exegetes perforce see the theme of vss. 3-5, 
the mAcovefia, again taken up. But this theme is not abandoned 

in vs. 6! Certainly the charge that Paul is seeking honor from 

men, like the charge of men-pleasing and of flattery, in itself 

includes more than the reference to the avarice that is craftily 

concealed behind the gathering of the offering; in the mouth of 

the opponents also—to be sure the formulation perhaps stems 

from Paul—it may not have been aimed solely at this. But in our 
passage Paul understands it, like these related accusations, with- 

out question in such specific terms and defends himself against 
the charge that with flattery and men-pleasing he zealously con- 

83 Thus M. Dibelius; E. v. Dobschiitz; P. W. Schmiedel. 

84In Gal. 4:19 the image clearly stems from the environment and the con- 

ceptual world of the mystery cults. 
®5 On this, see now W. Grundmann in NTS 5 (1958/59) : 200. 

86 Cf. W. Hadorn, p. 47. 
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cerns himself with recognition and honor among the Thessa- 
lonians, in order then to profit financially from such recognition. 

Paul declares that he as an apostle may indeed seek this special 
honor and claim it, but refrains from doing so. 

Thus also the remark, “neither from you nor from others” 

(2:6), gets the necessary color. Naturally it was being told in 
Thessalonica that Paul was following the same fraudulent course 

in all the communities, in order to enrich himself as a charlatan. 
It is a fact that indeed he was collecting the offering in his entire 
missionary territory (Rom. 15:26-27; I Cor. 16:1 ff.; II Cor. 8-9). 

Perhaps people also knew that at about the same time Paul had 

received a gift from Philippi (Phil. 4:10-20; 2:25), but in any 

case they must have remembered that during his stay in Thes- 

salonica the apostle had several times®’? received and accepted 

a financial contribution from Philippi, apparently for himself 
personally (Phil. 4:16) 88 How could they have left unused the 

knowledge of this fact for the support of their calumny! Paul 

has already succeeded in insinuating himself into the confidence 

of others! Paul counters by saying that neither among the Thes- 

salonians nor among others has he sought honor for the sake of 

money, although he could be a burden to the communities. 

Thus the section 2:3-12, not unlike vss. 1:5-2:2, has a back- 

ground as concrete as it is unequivocal and, moreover, clearly 

recognizable. It is impossible to explain these verses with their 

abundant, in part word-for-word, parallels in the Corinthian 

epistles and Galatians without regard to the situation in Thes- 

salonica. Not only is the apology in I Thess. 1:5—2:12, considered 

by itself, incomprehensible if it were not determined by events 
in Thessalonica: The corresponding passages in the epistles to 

Corinth and Galatia leave no doubt that the charges appearing 

there were raised against Paul in the communities. For Thessa- 

lonica, then, it cannot have been otherwise. On this point the 

exegetes from the time of the Fathers down to the last century 

have never been in doubt. 

In modern times this doubt has been aroused. It is disputed 

87 Thus is kat &ma§ kai Sig to be understood; see W. Bauer, [2], col. 160. 
88 Cf, also II Cor. 11:9. The messengers bringing money mentioned here may 

have touched Thessalonica, if they did not come from Thessalonica itself. Cf. p. 
80, n. 59. 
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that Paul is referring to any events in Thessalonica. F. C. Baur 
may be responsible in part for this development. From the 

parallels between I Thess. and I and II Cor. and Gal., he inferred 

an anti-judaizing battlefront for I Thess. and thus its inauthen- 

ticity, since for the so-called second missionary journey an anti- 

judaizing agitation does not come into question. Besides, any- 

one who does not draw Baur’s conclusion still finds himself con- 

fronted by the difficulty which Baur identified, so that one must 

either minimize the connections between the epistles named or 
place I Thess. in the time of the third missionary journey.®® In 
the former case, one then can consistently deny any connection 

of I Thess. to the situation in Thessalonica. 

This was already done early by Olshausen,® who regarded 1: 

5-2:12 as a preventive precaution against Judaizers who might 

possibly appear. This “psychological monstrosity” 9! was imme- 

diately and generally rejected. But then K. Bornemann® asserted 

that one must not assume any special charges or attacks against 

the person of Paul at the time of I Thess., neither in Thes- 

salonica nor elsewhere, least of all by Judaistic false teachers.% 

He is followed—with some indecision**—by W. Lueken® and 

very surely by E. v. Dobschiitz.°6 One must explain the apology 
at the beginning of I Thess. in terms of the attitude of the author, 

who was still discouraged from his stay in Athens and feared that 

5° A, Loisy opts for a third way: he excises 2:1-16 as a later insertion into a 
genuine epistle (The Birth of the Christian Religion, p. 20 and p. 362, n.2). He 
will hardly find any agreement with this. 

In the effort to hold to the traditional early dating of I Thess., W. Kiimmel 
(p. 226) rejects the attempt set forth here (and in the following) to place the situ- 
ation in Thessalonica in parallel with that in Corinth, Philippi, etc., because of 

“violent over-interpretation of individual texts.” The reader may decide about the 
correctness of this judgment, but of course he should keep in mind that in the 
paralleling of the situations mentioned, our investigation is not based on indi- 
vidual texts but on the epistle as a whole. But when Kiimmel continues that it is 
“by no means certain that in I Thess. Paul is at all combating accusations which 
have been made against him in Thessalonica,” such a judgment of course seems 
to me to be utterly insupportable. 

°° Biblischer Kommentar tiber simtliche Schriften des NT, IV (1840). 
®1 EF, v. Dobschiitz, [1], p. 106. 

®2 W. Bornemann, pp. 265 ff.; otherwise, to be sure, on p. 304. 

°3 Here the battlefront against F. C. Baur becomes evident. 

°4 Wavering also is C. Masson, Les deux épitres de Saint Paul aux Thessaloniciens 
(1957) ; cf. p. 8 with p. 32. 

95 'W. Lueken, pp. 9-10. 
COE yoy Ove 
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people in Thessalonica wherever possible held him to be a 

charlatan. When he hears from Timotheus that this has never 

been the case, he still must express in writing his heartfelt concern. 

E. v. Dobschiitz calls this explanation “psychologically fine.” 

M. Dibelius also follows it.°8 Of course he rightly objects to 

letting one’s fantasy play too freely. Paul certainly must not have 

been greatly agitated when he wrote I Thess. Rather what is in- 

volved in the apology is a “pet theme” which one handles without 

special urgency: the theme of the contrast between dishonest 

sorcerers and serious missionaries. Thus what we have in the 

apology is in fact a “meditation.” % 

But this interpretation itself as a psychological one leads ad 

absurdum.1 Of course it is correct that the serious itinerant 

preachers were obliged to distinguish themselves from the char- 

latans. The charge which Paul is refuting may therefore very 

well have parallels in extra-biblical literature.!°! But one cannot 

say on the basis of I Thess. 1-2 alone that here we are dealing 

with a pet theme of Paul, especially since the occasion of this 
passage is the very thing that is under discussion. But above all: 

even though this theme may “‘be in the air” and though one may 

interpret it psychologically that even without specific occasion 

such fears arise within Paul or that he reflects on such ideas, it 

is psychologically absurd then to clothe all this in the form of 

the present apology. One cannot express such ideas in this form 

in a letter without imagining the surprised recipients of the 

letter, who now must necessarily assume that Paul, without 

reason, was seeing in their hearts active ideas of the accusation 

and calumny and bitter charges against him. The apostle must 

have appeared to the readers of such an epistle as worse than 
ridiculous, especially if—as the exegetes heretofore have unani- 

mously assumed—the epistle was written on the strength of the 

report of Timotheus, who moreover can hardly have been sent 

to Thessalonica on the basis of a meditative mood of Paul. “His 

®7 [1], p. 107. 
°8 1], pp. 10-11. The whole is “instinctive, prompted only by the recollection 

of the time of the mission.” 
SO TMIB oR, Uc 
100 Cf, W. Hadorn, pp. 41-42. 
101 Although fairly literal parallels are not found in the material cited by 

M. Dibelius. 
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sensitive disposition saw specters,’ writes A. Oepke.1° Well 
enough, but one no longer conjures them up when they have 
long since been dissolved into nothingness. It is true that here 
lies an undeniable difficulty. For if one affirms the current rele- 
vance of the statements in 1:2—-2:12, then insofar as one proceeds 

on the assumption of the unity of the epistle, one must say of 
Paul’s self-justification “that in the moment in which he writes 

it down, it is no longer currently relevant,” 1% for in 3:6 ff. Paul 
expressly attests concerning the Thessalonians, on the basis of the 

report given by Timotheus from personal observation, that they 

stand without reservation on his side. But with this presupposi- 

tion, the apology in 1:2-2:12 appears all the more as a psycho- 

logical monstrosity which makes easily understandable the at- 

tempts of many scholars to replace it with another, indeed no 

less vulnerable, psychological combination. But from this it fol- 

lows only that the section of I Thess. which we considered earlier 

belongs to another situation than the obviously later statements 
in 2:13-4:1, which were written in connection with the visit of 

Timotheus in Thessalonica. Thus our literary-critical analysis is 

confirmed by the contents of the epistle. 

Some minimize the connections between I Thess. on the one 

side and I+-II Cor. and Gal. on the other, even when, as it has 

frequently happened, the charges against which Paul takes his 

position in 1:2—2:12 are treated as coming from Jews or pagans.1% 

Even then the composition of I Thess. on the so-called second 

missionary journey remains understandable. But one may not in 

this way overlook the parallels between the epistles, especially 
since they first disclose the background and specific content of 

the charges from Thessalonica. Such parallels indeed do not at 

all concern only the indictments made against Paul which we 

have investigated, but refer to numerous other questions bound 

up with them, as the investigation will further show. They re- 

quire us to assume the same anti-Pauline agitators for Corinth 

ZC2N Des y (L955) /thsed:)iseloos 

108 F. v. Dobschiitz, [1], p. 107. “. . . the apology still would presuppose that 
some in the community had given a hearing to such opponents—and 3:6 ff. con- 
tradicts that!” (M. Dibelius, [1], p. 10). 

104QOn this, see E. v. Dobschiitz, [1], pp. 106-7; W. Liitgert, [2], pp. 57 ff; 
M. Dibelius, [1], p. 10. 
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as for Thessalonica,% whatever the consequences for the his- 
torical circumstances of I Thess., especially for its integrity and 
the time of its composition. If one holds the Corinthian false 
teachers to be Judaizers, then one must also presuppose for I 

Thess. a judaizing opposition, “although not the slightest trace of 
anti-Judaistic polemic is shown in the epistle.” 1° Thus this is 
no solution. But as in Corinth, so also in Thessalonica the charges 

come from Jewish or Jewish Christian Gnostics. This was already 
to be deduced from the apology in 1:5-2:12 and will become still 
clearer in what follows. 

Like a father among his children, so had he dwelt among the 

Thessalonians, said the apostle in 2:11. In view of what precedes 
it, this means: without burdening the community. But in view 

of what follows, it also means: with paternal admonition. Verse 
2:12, syntactically still belonging entirely to the preceding 

apology, thus prepares the way for the following admonitions. 

The actual transition to the admonitions is formed by vs. 4:2, 

which according to our foregoing literary-critical analysis may 

originally have been connected with 2:12: ‘For you know what 

admonitions we gave you for the sake of the Lord Jesus’; that is, 

Paul does not mean to say anything new to the Thessalonians, 

but to remind them of the rules, well known to them, of the 

Christian faith and life. 
The arguments of the epistle now following are commonly 

divided into four larger sections.1°% This is too schematic. We 

shall have to make a more exact division. 

I Thess. 4:3-8. Paul is concretely concerned first of all with 
topveia. Verse 3 suggests this subject in a general formulation. 

The following verses develop it. The unsolved controversial 
question whether oxetog in vs. 4 means “wife” or “body” we can- 

not and need not decide here. The context suggests that it means: 

each one of you should know how to acquire his own wife in 

105 Cf, E. Giittgemanns, p. 300. That these agitators were Jews, not Jewish 
Christians as in Corinth, is asserted, following the precedent set by others (cf. W. 
Liitgert, [2], pp. 58 ff.), by P. Feine (Einleitung in das NT [1930, 5th ed.], p. 109), 

in order to avoid the conclusion that I Thess. belongs to the time of the third 
missionary journey. But there are no points of support for this assertion in the 
text of the epistle itself. 

106 Ev. Dobschiitz, [1], p. 106. 
107 EF, v. Dobschiitz, [1], p. 154. 
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holiness and modesty and not take the wife of another. Verse 5 

sets this in opposition to the heathen td@og émi8upias. In my judg- 
ment in vs. 6 also the subject is unchastity: that no one go astray 
and in this matter “defraud” his brother. Thus the older exegetes 

since the time of the Fathers have understood it. Today the verse 

is usually connected with avarice: to wrong a brother in a dispute. 

But “év 1 tecypatv” is just not, as Grotius conjectured, = “év 

tit tec&ypatt,” but as in II Cor. 7:11: in the matter referred to, 

namely, of topveia. In such an interpretation, of course, the 

TAgeovekteiv is unusual but, as we shall soon see, by no means in- 

explicable. In vs. 7 also, &ka®apoia can have the meaning, as it 

frequently does, of topveia, so that vss. 4:3-8 all warn against un- 

chastity. 

One cannot very well deny that this warning is aimed at the 

“defects in the faith” of the Thessalonians. Even the position of 

this exhortation within the epistle, and even more its execution, 

forbids our speaking of an unmotivated, general paraenesis. Are 

we to think that among the Thessalonians “ethical views were 

still immature in several respects, the renunciation of earlier 

practices was not decided enough’’? 1° This widely held explana- 
tion is possible, but is not suggested by the epistle itself. Besides, 

one should be careful with the equation, presupposed therein, of 
heathenism = immorality. Thus it is more probable to see the 

exhortation as motivated in those special circumstances which 

I Thess. also discloses elsewhere: the appearance of the false 

teachers. According to the evidence of the other epistles, the 

proclamation of an ethical libertinism was so central to their 
message! that it is easy to understand why at the beginning of 

his exhortations Paul takes a position against the possibility of 

tmopveia in Christian communities. 

Moreover, these verses themselves point in this direction. Paul 
twice expressly emphasizes that the warning against wopveia be- 

longed to the gospel which had been declared to the Thessa- 

oo EVD obschutz. (i) pp l68-69sscts Pos Wee ochmicdelip.. Sym Wee daueken: 
jo J 

109 Here too of course some have preferred to speak of remnants of heathen 
sensuality, which is demonstrably wrong. On the Corinthian epistles, see Vol. 1, 
pp. 218 ff.; on Phil. 3:19, above, pp. 107 ff.; on Gal., above, pp. 51 ff.; cf. also Rom. 

16:18; see below, pp. 229 ff. 
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lonians (4:2, 6). Apparently it has been said to the Thessalonians 

in the meantime that the gospel was compatible with unchastity.1! 

But this is the message of Gnostic libertinism. I should interpret 
from this perspective also the TAgovexteiv in vs. 6, whose sexual 

reference in fact is “striking.” 14 With it Paul may have taken 

the charge of tAcove§ia (2:5) which had been made against him 

and which he had just refuted, and returned it in a pointedly 

ironic way:1!? no one is to “enrich” himself in this matter at his 

brother’s expense, by taking his wife away from him. This very 

thing in fact happens in libertine Gnosticism on principle, as 

I Cor. 5:1 ff. shows for Corinth!’ and as is often denounced by 

the anti-heretical literature: Iren. I, 6.3; Eus. CH IV, 7.11; V, 

1.14. Epiphanius reports about the Gnostics: ‘““They have their 
women in common .... When they have banqueted and satisfied 

themselves, then they give themselves over to lust. The man 

walks away from his wife and says to her, ‘Stand up and make 

love to your brother.” 44 This is a not very loving but objective 

description of a libertine practice which still breaks out in certain 
Christian circles down to our own day. 

Verse 8 appears to me most clearly to point in the direction 

suspected here: ‘‘toryapotv 6 dOetdv ovk GvOpwtroy dBetel AAG Tov 

Sedv.” This passage is correctly paraphrased by P. W. Schmiedel,14 

in agreement with the majority of exegetes, thus: “Therefore 

whoever rejects the above admonitions is not rejecting a man 

who urges them upon him, especially me, but God.” Such a com- 

ment, however, is motivated only if the release of unchastity had 

been represented as a transgression of the Pauline command- 

110 W. Liitgert, [2], pp. 67 ff.; W. Hadorn, pp. 54 ff. 
111M. Dibelius, [1], p. 22. H. Baltensweiler, “Erwagungen zu 1. Thess. 4, 3-8” 

(ThZ 19 [1963]: 1 ff.), has recently shown again, correctly, that the vss. I Thess. 
4:3-8 clearly deal with the problem of unchastity. His interesting interpretation of 
the entire section with the help of the Greek custom of the law concerning an 
heiress, in the context of which the heiress was awarded to a man in a judicial 

proceeding, appears to me rightly construed. It collapses at the point that év 16 
mpc&ypati can only mean “in the situation described,” not “in a proceeding (con- 
cerning an heiress) .” 

112 Paul likes to make use of such allusive irony in the dispute with his op- 
ponents; e.g., II Cor. 5:3 (cf. Vol. 1, pp. 263 ff.) ; Phil. 3:15 (see above, pp. 101-2). 

113 Cf, Vol. 1, pp. 236-37. On this point it is striking that in I Cor. 5:9-10 the 
concepts topveia and tAgovefia are immediately adjacent. 

114 Cf, W. Schultz, Dokumente der Gnosis, p. 162. 

3115 P, W. Schmiedel, p. 27. 
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ment but not of the divine ordinance.!!6 This cannot have been 
done by heathen, but points unmistakably to the religiously 

grounded libertinism with which Paul must contend also in 

Corinth, Galatia, Philippi, and Ephesus (Rom. 16). 

On the other hand, I do not believe that “the stressing of the 

Spirit (vs. 8) can be taken as a reference to the pneumatic claims 
of the opponents.” 117 Indeed this cannot be the case even in the 
parallel passage I Cor. 6:19, as much as this parallel again points 

to the same kind of situation in the two passages. It is correct, 
however—and this confirms our exegesis of 1:5-2:12—that in 

4:8 we have ‘“‘a reference to an attack mounted against Paul’s 

apostolic authority in Thessalonica.” 118 

I Thess. 4:9-12 is a new section, which begins with unrestrained 

praise of brotherly love, but then discloses a votépnyua in Thes- 

salonica which could easily lead to the point that some Jay claim 
to the brotherly love of others unbecomingly (. . . kai pndevdc 

xpeiav éxnte) 119 This “Jack” is not concretely enough described 

with “laziness.” That is to say, the Thessalonians are to strive 
“Aauxatetv kal trodooew ta Sta Kai épyaleoCat taic xepoiv byudy,”’ 

In 5:14 the people are identified as &taxto'. One must speak 
of a religious excitement, of pious agitation which stirs some 
people in the community so that they are disquieted, leave their 

work, and are troubled with alien concerns. Church history 

offers many examples of a religious excitement expressing itself 

in this manner,!?° particularly in times of apocalyptic expectation 

of the end, but above all in circles of inspired people. Tradi- 

tional exegesis usually thinks of the eschatological attitude as the 
cause of the unsettled behavior. The Christians were led astray 
“to speak much of God and his imminent mighty acts, and even 

to venture forth into public with such eschatological speculations 
and here to engage in active propaganda. Why slave for earthly 

possessions and the sustenance of life when the end of the world, 

116 Cf. W. Hadorn, p. 59. 
117 W. Hadorn, pp. 59-60. 
118 K. Stiirmer, p. 48. 
11° This connection is somewhat contrived (E. v. Dobschiitz, [1], p. 175; P. W. 

Schmiedel, p. 27). One notices that even here Paul would like to subordinate 
the admonition to a word of praise. His interest, however, concerns the admoni- 

tion. 
120 See J. B. Lightfoot in his commentary, in loc. 
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and with it also the end of all need, was imminent? Was there 

not more important work to do?” 121 But nothing in our epistle 
—and moreover, nothing in II Thess. 3:6 ff.—points to this back- 
ground of the unrest. This is generally acknowledged today.1?? 

Besides, Paul’s preaching could hardly have been the occasion of 
such attitudes. One can only argue: “If this attitude of individ- 
uals in Thessalonica must have had a religious basis, I would 
not know what else it might have been.” #3 But W. M. L. de 

Wette!*4 rightly pointed out that Paul then would not have been 
able to support the eschatological tension with the following state- 
ments in 4:13 ff. Thus Paul himself in any case is not aware of a 

connection of these two themes. 

Hence it is more obvious to explain the pious agitation from 

the same background which I Thess. has heretofore steadily 

disclosed to us: the enthusiastic movement of Gnosticism. W. 

Liitgert!?> has done this in convincing fashion.!”° For this, church 

history offers not only the most abundant parallels, but also the 

oldest and most direct, namely in the Pastoral Epistles: accord- 

ing to I Tim. 5:15 some of the younger widows are already being 

led astray by Satan, that is to say, to the Gnostic heresy, and the 

apostasy of these women is described in 5:13 as follows: “On their 
going into the houses they learn idleness, and not idleness alone, 

but also gossip and useless activity, in order to speak what is not 
becoming.’ One may also compare II Tim. 3:1 ff.; Titus 1:10- 

11.127 Since one may also adduce II Thess. 3:6 ff.18 for the case 

for authenticity as well as for inauthenticity, the picture takes 

on further clarity. Thus it is shown that the enthusiasm of the 

Gnostic missionaries has also stirred to pneumatic excitement 

121 KF, v. Dobschiitz, [1], p. 182. 
122 See in W. Liitgert, [2], pp. 72 ff., and M. Dibelius [1], p. 23. 
122 FE, y. Dobschiitz, [1], p. 183. 
124 Kurzgefasstes exegetisches Handbuch zum Neuen Testament (1841), p. 116. 
125 [2], pp. 71 ff. Cf. also B. Reicke, [1], pp. 243 ff. 
126“The idlers at Thessalonica do give . . . altogether the impression of 

being more than ordinary vagabonds, rather agents of a heresy” (A. Hilgenfeld, 
Einleitung in das NT [1875], p. 651. 

127W, Foerster (in NTS 5 [1958/59]: 216) correctly compares with I Thess. 
4:11 and II Thess. 3:12 also the passages I Tim. 2:2 and 4:7-8, where we have to 

do, as in the Thessalonian epistles (!), with a “fanatical-gnosticizing movement,” 
whose representatives are exhorted to evoéPeia, ie. (in the original sense of the 

word) , to an orderly civil manner of life. 

128 See below, pp. 197 ff. 
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some Thessalonians, who now in religious zeal conduct a mis- 

sionary endeavor, obtrude themselves upon others with their 

knowledge and revelations, instead of being concerned with t& 

Sta, and neglect the work of their hands. How much more im- 

portant are the lofty revelations which are granted to the pneu- 

matic than despised manual labor.” Paul, who on his missionary 

journeys first sought work and then an opportunity to preach, 

rightly fears that these pneumatics will bring discredit on the 

entire community and ultimately even live at the expense of the 

heathen. Naturally then there must at least have been such peo- 

ple in Thessalonica earlier, and probably there were still such. 

In 4:13-18 Paul goes into another totépnua of the belief of 

the Christians at Thessalonica: the uncertainty about the fate 

of those who had died. That the issue here concerns departed 

Christians I may assume as assured, with a reference to the con- 

sensus omnium. It is also beyond question today that it is useless 
and unnecessary to establish a closer connection of 4:13 ff. with 

the subject of the preceding verses.1®° But further, in the exegetes 

one often misses the desired consistency in thinking through the 

occasion which prompted Paul to make the eschatological state- 

ments in 4:13-18. 

Paul clearly indicates in vs. 13 what the problem is. He does 

not wish to leave the community in ignorance about the fate of 

the dead, for with respect to their death or that of their fellow 

Christians they are not to be without hope as are others. There 

is no reason for mourning, for the dead will arise. Verse 14 

says this, referring to Christ’s death and resurrection. The succinct 

argument of vs. 14 corresponds precisely as to substance with the 

broader statements in I Cor. 15:12-28. The verse could be an 

excerpt from that passage. In vs. 15, in conclusion Paul affirms 
that the Christians who are living at the time of the Parousia 

will not have even a temporary advantage over those who have 

fallen asleep; for only after the resurrection of the dead comes 

the common a&mdvtnoig tod Kupiou cig dépa (14:16-17). H. Grass 

indeed thinks that the teétov and the éteita in 4:16-17 are not to 

be understood in a temporal sense but as an expression of the 

129 EF, v. Dobschiitz, [1], pp. 180 ff. 

130 FB. v. Dobschiitz, [1], p. 184; W. G. Kiimmel, p. 223. 
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preeminence “which the dead have in the love of the Lord” 

(Ostergeschehen und Osterberichte, p. 151).’This seems hardly 
tenable to me, but either way the intent of Paul is unmistakable: 

there is no reason to mourn death before the Parousia. 

Accordingly, it is not to be concluded from Paul’s argument 

in vss. 15-17 that people in Thessalonica were afraid only that 
the dead would not share immediately in Christ’s kingdom.1! 

That such fears are in themselves conceivable is of course pre- 

supposed by Paul’s words; for the od ph o8dowmpev cannot mean, 

“only we who are alive shall reach the goal,’ but means, “we 
who are alive shall not reach the goal before the others.” 182 But 
from vss. 13-14 it becomes evident with sufficient clarity that Paul 

must concern himself with doubts of the Thessalonians about 

the resurrection as such, not about a delayed resurrection. Indeed 

one cannot compare anxieties about a delayed resurrection with 

the hopelessness of the heathen.!8* Accordingly, as W. Lueken (p. 
16) has already rightly recognized, vss. 15-17 serve Paul “‘to 

strengthen his confidence.’ 184 They are not anchored in the 

situation in Thessalonica, but in the apocalyptic tradition (IV 

Ezra 5:41-42; cf. 6:25; 7:27-28; 13:16-24; sBar. 30.1-2; 50.1 ££.185 

and may have long belonged to Paul’s pastoral equipment in view 
of the beginning delay in the Parousia.1%6 

The properly understood ob ph p0dowpev, however, also rules 

out Paul’s intending deliberately in vss. 13-17 to set himself 

against an ultraconservative doctrine of the resurrection in Thes- 
salonica, such as A. Schweitzer!®? assumes for Corinth also and 

181 Thus K. v. Hoffmann, p. 236; T. Zahn, [l], I: 157; G. Wohlenberg, pp. 
102 ff.; W. Michaelis, [1], p. 220. 

132 See P. W. Schmiedel, pp. 28-29. Cf. P. Hoffmann, pp. 231 ff. 
133 See W. Liitgert, [2], pp. 77-78; P. W. Schmiedel, p. 29. Cf. also P. Hoffmann, 

pp. 231 ff. 
184 Paul’s reference in 4:15 to the ‘‘word of the Lord” must not be allowed to 

lead to the false conclusion that the essential point of the whole argument must 
lie in this word; for how little the “word of the Lord” has a prime quality among 
Paul’s other authorities is shown not only by the fact that Paul only most rarely 
cites a saying of the Lord at all, but also by the observation of how utterly without 
emphasis the authority of the Lord appears in I Cor. 9:14 alongside and after 
the authority of general considerations (9:7), of the Old Testament (9:8 ff.) , and 
of Jewish practice (9:13). The Adyog kupiou may have been: ol Gavteg ov pn 

p0dowortv Tos KoIpNnOévtac. 

185 Cf, M. Dibelius, [1], p. 25; IV Ezra 13:24. 
188 Cf, H. Koester in ZNW 48 (1957) : 233. 
137 A. Schweitzer, p. 93. 
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according to which only those who are living at the Parousia 
have anything to hope for at all.488 Perhaps someone in Thes- 

salonica held this opinion. But this cannot be concluded from 

Paul’s argument, particularly in vs. 14. This argument acquaints 

us only with the simple fact that some in Thessalonica doubted 
or had doubted the resurrection of the dead. 

Now to be sure it is not accidental that K. v. Hofmann and 

others wish to emend vss. 13-14 on the basis of vs. 15 and see as 

current in Thessalonica only certain questions about the rela- 

tion of the (resurrected) dead to those who are living at the 

Parousia. For they regard it as inconceivable that Paul would 

have left the community in the dark about his doctrine of the 

resurrection during his preaching in Thessalonica. This is in 
fact inconceivable.'*9 The doctrine of the resurrection of the dead 

belonged to his Jewish heritage and could not simply be dissolved 
by the intense anticipation. The proclamation of the resurrec- 

tion of Jesus (I Thess. 1:10) cannot have disregarded the fact 
that he was the “‘firstfruits of them that sleep’ (I Cor. 15:20) ; 

the proclamation of his Parousia cannot have omitted the fact 

that it was bound up with the resurrection. It is true that outside 

I Cor. 15 and I Thess. 4:13 ff. Paul does not very frequently 
speak of the general resurrection of the dead, but in the few pas- 

sages he presupposes for his readers an acquaintance with the 

doctrine of the resurrection as self-evident: Rom. 6:8; 8:11; 14:8- 

9; Phil. 3:10-11. Moreover, the resurrection must have belonged 
in essence to Paul’s preaching of the future, because in I Cor. 15 

he immediately concludes from the denial of the resurrection 

by the Corinthians that they were denying any hope of the future. 

But most of all we must remember that Paul had more than 

twenty years of missionary experience behind him when he first 

preached in Thessalonica, and he knew from experience that the 

death of Christians had long before this become a problem and 
in Thessalonica also at least could become a problem. What 

128 Cf. W. Hadorn, pp. 53-54; IV Ezra 13:17-18: “Those who do not remain 
are sorrowful.” A. Oepke, p. 142: “They hoped for the living, nevertheless cases 
of death disconcerted them.” But in 4:15 ff. Paul is in fact no longer arguing for 
the resurrection in itself, but for the particular idea that those who have died 
will in no respect be worse off than the living. 

189 Cf. W. Bornemann, p. 195. 
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M. Dibelius writes ([1], p. 23) '° is thus simply inconceivable: 
“The apostle’s missionary preaching apparently had not spoken 
of the possibility that Christians would die before the Parousia 

- ; now he makes up for the omission.’ How then should one 

have been able to understand I Thess. 4:13 ff. as a first explana- 

tion of the fact that there is a resurrection of the dead in addi- 

tion to the resurrection of Jesus from the dead!? No, Paul’s 
preaching must have made the resurrection of the dead certain 
to the Thessalonians. Cf. also H. A. Wilcke, Das Problem eines 

messtanischen Zwischenreiches bei Paulus, AThANT 51 (1967) : 
119-20. 

But then in the meantime the doctrine of the resurrection has 

been made doubtful to the Thessalonians. Paul does not tell us 

who or what aroused this doubt. It could, for example, have been 

the widespread skepticism of the Hellenists with respect to any 

hope at all of the beyond, which Paul attests in I Cor. 15:32 ff. and 

takes up in the rhetorical questions in I Cor. 15:35. But with 
this skepticism one could no longer live within the community. 
It is also in itself conceivable that the ancient Jewish doctrine 
of the earthly reign of peace, in which only the living participate, 

has been proclaimed. In this passage,1*1 in fact, Paul appears not 

to be afraid that the Thessalonians are denying the Parousia 

also and therefore have abandoned the hope for the living. But 

149 Cf. E. v. Dobschiitz, [I], p. 184. U. Wilckens also crudely represents this 
opinion, which in my judgment is inconceivable: “In the setting of the first 
missionary tradition ... apparently not anything was said at first explicitly of the 
eschatological resurrection of the dead ....In I Thess. Paul goes into this question 
(4:13 ff.), and one sees here quite clearly how he .. . begins ad hoc to sketch 
a doctrine of the resurrection of those who have fallen asleep before the events 
of the end...” (in Dogma und Denkstrukturen, ed. by W. Joest and W. Pannen- 
berg [1963], pp. 58-59). In this connection one should also consider that Paul’s 
congregations were composed predominantly of people who—most of all as “God- 
fearers’—long before their conversion were followers of Judaism and thus had al- 
ways been familiar with the hope of the resurrection. W. Marxsen, in his 
“Auslegung von 1. Thess. 4,13-18” (ZThK 66 [1969]: 27-29) also fails to take this 
into account. He considers it to be ruled out that the resurrection of the dead had 
been a “subject of teaching” of Paul in Thessalonica; for even in 4:14 the resur- 
rection is not mentioned, but the argument is made with the parousia. This is 
correct, yet it says nothing for our problem; for how will the returning Jesus 
bring with him “those who have fallen asleep” except by means of the resurrec- 
tion? Paul certainly did not get the idea that anyone could play off the parousia 
and the resurrection of the dead against each other. Cf. E. Grasser in Bibelarbeiten, 
gehalien auf der Rheinischen Landessynode 1967, pp. 16-17. 

141 Otherwise in 5:1-11; on this, see the statements below. 
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this doctrine is never attested elsewhere for primitive Chris- 
tianity. Hence within the community the denial of the resurrec- 

tion could appear only in connection with a spiritualistic hope 

of the hereafter, and this suggests acknowledging that ‘W. Litgert 

is right and recognizing also behind the denial of the resurrection 

in Thessalonica!? that Gnostic agitation which is known to us 

above all from I Cor. 15,148 but can be inferred with some prob- 

ability also for Philippit44 and Galatia.46 Thus I Thess. 4:13-18 
fits easily into the exposition of the entire epistle attempted here 

and, conversely, can lend support to this exposition. For the 

well-known Gnostic denial of the resurrection I refer to the works 
mentioned in the foregoing footnotes and the documentation 

adduced sim *them.2° 

In 5:1-11 Paul comes to speak to a second eschatological prob- 

lem, the question of the time of the Parousia. What prompted 
him to make these statements? Some surmise that without any 

specific occasion the community had made inquiry through 
Timotheus about this time.!47 Since one is already invited to 

make conjectures, it is of course more logical to assume that it 
is not an inquiry of the Thessalonians-—we never hear anything 

of such questions'4*—but the situation in Thessalonica that 

142 This Gnostic denial of the resurrection by no means signified for the 
Gnostic a hopelessness, yet in I Cor. 15 Paul understands the denial of the resur- 
rection by his opponents in this sense. Hence it may have struck the members of 
the community in Thessalonica in the same way, especially those who could not 
compensate for the vanishing hope of the resurrection with an ecstatic display of 
their pneuma-self. Even according to the Gnostic view there is no hope for the 
non-pneumatics. 

MEO NYDN Ths jay ees NaS) ti 
Zot SceAvOVe pps anits 
145 See above, pp. 49-50. 
140 Naturally there are characteristic differences in the treatment of the same 

theme in I Cor. 15. There Paul must set himself against the current argument of 
the false teachers, while here he is comforting troubled members of the community. 
There Paul mistakenly takes the denial of the resurrection as an expression of 
utter hopelessness; here, as in II Cor. 5:1 ff., he no longer makes this assumption, 

at any rate not expressis verbis. Thus at the time of I Thess. 4:13 ff. he may 
have been somewhat better informed than at the time of I Cor. 15; see below, 

pp. 248-49. 
147 A. Oepke, p. 143; P. W. Schmiedel, p. 30; W. Lueken, p. 17; G. Wohlenberg, 

p. 107. 
148 Tn all of Paul’s references to the situation in Thessalonica nothing is ever 

said of the sending of Timotheus and of questions communicated by him, or the 
like; in my judgment this is an indication of the correctness of our literary- 
critical analysis. 
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prompts Paul’s statements in 5:1-11 as was the case down to 

4:18 and from 5:12 on.14° Besides, a comparison of 4:18 with 5:11 
argues in favor of this view. The twapakadciv apparently is needed 
in Thessalonica here as it is there. Moreover, 5:2 (cf. 5:11) 

offers the picture, typical of the whole epistle, of the apostle’s 

statements. Paul does not say what follows vs. 2 without first 

having affirmed that the Thessalonians indeed already know it— 

and then he says it anyway. The situation in Thessalonica is 

not very serious. Paul must not and does not wish to injure the 

community; nevertheless he considers his admonitions necessary. 

Finally, the tone of the entire passage is not keyed to communica- 

tion and instruction but just to an exhortation to watchfulness 
and a warning against thoughtless security in prospect of the 

Parousia. 

“The occasion for this statement, which must be sought in 

a report of Timotheus about the community,!*! does not there- 

with become fully clear.” %? Really? E. v. Dobschiitz himself 

makes the discovery of this occasion more difficult when he has 

Paul speaking in two directions: against negligent unreadiness 

and against extravagant expectations.’ The assumption of a 

double, mutually hostile and interwoven battlefront within a 

compact train of thought is extremely improbable. And where 

does Paul set himself against an exaggerated expectation of the 

end? The “drunken” 4 are the same as the “‘sleeping’”’: both are 

inattentive and indifferent. But drunkenness here is not a figure 

for eschatological agitation, as curiously is often thought. The 
inaptness of such an understanding is shown by a look at I 

Peter 5:8a. Paul has in mind Christians who give little or no 

thought to the Parousia which is to be expected, are indifferent 
toward it, or even are doubtful about it at all. 

Anyone who sees in 4:11-12 a fanatical eschatological expecta- 

tion dealt with must then indeed be surprised at the contradic- 

149 Thus, correctly, E. v. Dobschiitz, [1], p. 203. 
160 Cf. 1:5: 2:1, 11; 4:1, 9 et passim; one does not respond thus to a direct 

inquiry, even to one in a letter (thus Ch. Masson, Les deux épitres...). 
151 But why does Paul not at least suggest this? 
152 F. v. Dobschiitz, [1], p. 203. 
183 FB. v. Dobschiitz, [1], pp. 203, 209. 
164 That by the “drunken” in 5:7 are meant people who are intoxicated with 

alcoho] is a curious notion of B. Reicke, [1], p. 242. 
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tion between those verses and these. But we have seen that in 4: 
11-12 a warning is given against the religious officiousness of the 

pneumatics. This officiousness, however, goes hand in hand with 

the sovereign rejection of all earthly expectation of the end, 
whether one calls it Parousia, resurrection, or judgment. We 
have the best example of this in the Pastoral Epistles, when we 

compare the Gnostics’ denial of the resurrection, of which II 
Tim. 2:18 tells, with their pneumatic officiousness, which is 

portrayed in I Tim. 5:13. The téog of the individual Gnostic is 

attained with his soul’s ascent to heaven; the consummation of the 

universe has occurred “when we all attain to the unity of the 

faith and of the knowledge of the Son of God, to the perfect man, 
to the measure of the stature of the Pleroma of Christ’ (Eph. 
4:13), i.e., in the Gnostic sense, when all the members of the 

primal man have been liberated from the world. Any sort of 
eschatological happening on earth lies outside the Gnostic pos- 
sibilities of conception. Thus either the church’s eschatology is 

directly denied 15 or its concepts and conceptions are reinter- 

preted, when, e.g., the attained knowledge is called the resurrec- 

tion!” or the resurrection is said to have occurred in the begetting 

of children.’ ‘The absence of the promise of the Parousia in the 

Gospel of John is based upon such a Gnostic inheritance.¥® 

Most obvious for comparison with our passage is of course II 

Thess. 2:2, where the assertion of some people, “Ot: évéotnkev 

Huepa tod kupiou,” can only mean, ““The day of the Lord is 

already here.” 16° This assertion, which is to be understood in the 

sense of II Tim. 2:18, is the clearest evidence for the Gnostic 

155 On the understanding of this passage in the sense of the author of the 
Ephesian epistle, one may now best consult H. Schlier, Der Brief an die Epheser 

(1958, 2nd ed.) , pp. 199 ff. 

156 Cf, eg., Iren. I, 24.5; V, 31.1, et passim; Justin, Dial. 80.4; I Clem. 23-27; 

Polyc. 7. 1; If Clem. 9.1; Ep. Ap. 21ff.; apocryphal epistle of Paul to the 
Corinthians 24-33; apocryphal epistle of the Corinthians to Paul 12; Clem. Alex., 

Strom. IV, 13.89; Eus., CH II, 23.9. 

257 7] Tim. 2:18; Eph. 2:5; 5:14; Od. Sol. 22.8; Oxyrh. Pap. 6545; Iren. I, 23.5; 
II, 31.2; Act. Joh. 98; Tert., de res. 19; John 5:24; 11:25; Hipp. V.8=ed. Duncker- 

Schn. 158.66 ff.; Letter to Rheginos in the Jung Codex; often in the Coptic 
“Gospel of Philip,” see ThLZ (1959), cols. 6 ff.; Saying 21; 63; 67; 76; 90; 92; 95; 
Ep. Ap. 12 (23). 

158 Acta Pauli et Theclae 14. 
169 Cf. R. Bultmann, [2], II: 85. 
160 Cf. W. Liitgert, [2], pp. 82 ff. 
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spiritualizing of the idea of the Parousia. With the ywooxew, the 
Eschaton, the day of the Lord, is already given.16! In the Gnostic 
terminology preserved by John the same idea is formulated some- 
what differently: “This is the [eschatological!] judgment, that 

the light has come into the world” (John 3:19). We cannot de- 
cide here whether II Thess. is Pauline or not.!® If so, then one 
would have no other possibility than to interpret I Thess. 5:1-11 

from II Thess. 2:2. But even without the direct evidence of II 
Thess. 2:2, the indifference toward the Parousia, against which 

Paul must take a stand in 5:1-11, can only have its origin in that 

Gnostic agitation with whose influences Paul must also concern 

himself everywhere in our epistle.!6° Thus is the admonition of 
Paul himself explained; thus does the passage 5:1-11 fit har- 

moniously into the whole of the epistle; thus again the parallels 

in the other epistles also become valid. These are available in 
adequate number, for it is nothing other than the Gnostic asser- 

tion of the already achieved perfection against which Paul takes a 
stand in passages like I Cor. 4:8: “Have you already become 

satisfied? Are you already rich? Without us have you already be- 

come kings? Oh that you had become kings, so that we might 

also rule with you!” 164 (Cf. Clem. Alex., Strom. IV, 23.149; V, 

14.96; Iren. I, 25.3, or Phil. 3:12-15: “Not that I have already 
attained or were already made perfect ... ,’’ #8 or even Gal. 6:3). 

I Thess. 5:12-13 contains the exhortation to hold the leading 

and ministering brethren in the community in especially high re- 

gard and—if we follow the text of most of the witnesses!6*—to 

161 The Gnostics say that “the resurrection of the dead is the knowledge of 
their so-called truth’ (Iren. I, 31.2). “But when anyone .. . has attained their 
‘redemption,’ he is so puffed up that he believes that he is no longer living in 
heaven or on earth, but that he has entered into the Pleroma and has already 

embraced his angel” (Iren. III, 15.2). 

162 On this question and on II Thess. 2:2, see below, pp. 191 ff. 
163 If the passage 5:1-11 should have been prompted by specific questions of 

the Thessalonians—which I would dispute—even these questions have been 
evoked in connection with the Gnostic disputing of the Parousia. 

164 With this, cf. all those passages which take a position against the 
“puoiovc0at” of the Gnostics: I Cor. 4:6, 18-19; 5:2; 8:1; 13:4; IL Cor. 12:20; see 

Woolen), p. 79: 
165 See above, pp. 95 ff. 
1e¢T should prefer this text. The admonition “sionvedete év éautoic” would 

stand in too isolated a position before the “wapaxaAodyev,” which as also else- 

where (Rom. 15:30; Rom. 16:17; I Cor. 16:15) introduces the individual concluding 
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keep peace with them. Corresponding exhortations are found 

also in epistles to other communities: I Cor. 16:15-16; Phil. 

2:29; Gal. 6:6. These passages make it more or less clear that 

Paul is anxious to stress the authority of the leaders of the com- 

munity because of the threat to the community by the false 

teachers.167 The same is to be assumed for our passage, which 

therewith fits well not only into the explanation given here of 

the historical situation of I Thess.,!6° but also into the correspond- 

ing admonitions of the anti-Gnostic struggle of the later church. 

Such admonitions are typical of this struggle. Its characteristic 

mark in fact is not so much that one sets forth the true doctrine 

and the true teachers against the false doctrine and the false 

teachers (II Tim. 4:3), but that the church seeks to create au- 
thority for the traditional doctrine in itself and for the teacher 

in general—against the free sway of the pneumatic!® and the 

unverifiable revelations of the Pneuma. At the beginning of this 

process stands the unfixed message of the apostles, prophets, and 

teachers, and a loose congregational order, as our two verses 

show;17° at the end there is the fixed apostolic tradition and the 

sacramentally assured authoritative office of the church of the 

third century. This process is still visible to us in many details, 

and particularly for the prevailing of the tradition-bound office 

witness is borne by passages like I Tim. 1:3; 3:1, 12; 4:11 f£.; 5:1, 

P72 Tim: 2:2sHeb. 13:7, 173 Clem: 137 21.65 44:343 oe 

exhortations, and would belong after this word. Cf. also I Clem. 63.4; G. Wohlen- 

berg, p. 116; W. Bornemann, p. 235. 

107 See above, pp. 31-32. 
168 The interpreters who in 5:13 prefer the easier reading “év éautoic” mostly 

find the “eipnvedete év adtoic” too concrete for the picture which they presup- 
pose for the situation in Thessalonica. But it is more proper methodologically 
to explain the stiuation from the text than to judge the text according to this 
situation. 

169 Tertullian gives a polemical portrayal (de praescr. haer. 41.6-8) of the 
pneumatic leadership of the Gnostic communities: “Their ordinations are heed- 
less, casual, and without stability; now they install newly converted persons, now 

those who are entangled in the world, now those who have fallen away from 
us... . Nowhere can one become something more quickly than among the 
rebels . . . . Hence today this one is bishop, tomorrow that one; today someone 
is a deacon and tomorrow a lector; today one is a presbyter who tomorrow is a 
layman; for they entrust the sacred functions even to laymen.” 

170In this respect E. v. Dobschiitz may have rightly interpreted the verses 
({1], pp. 218-19) . 

171 See O. Michel, Der Brief an die Hebrder, Meyer’s Kommentar, XIII (1949, 

8th ed.) : 334, 356. 
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eClemrmel(is; 55 Didweloel-2:\4 Ion. Eph, 2.2: 4,1; 5.3; 6,13 20.2; 

Winger sls? a Orleaeleos Wocee Lrall.i2.b'/ a JboresPhilad.. inser; 

3.2; 8.1, 

If the debate with Gnosticism already begins with Paul, it is 
only natural that he already uses the weapons which later brought 
victory to the church. The passages mentioned from his epistles 

including I Thess. 5:12-13 as also his and his co-workers’ personal 
intervention in the leadership of the community are to be under- 

stood from this perspective. Everywhere, indeed, the Gnostic 

apostles set up their pneumatic authority against Paul, his helpers, 

and the local congregational leaders. Over against them Paul must 

constantly strengthen the standing of the guardians of the tradi- 

tional doctrine.!** Thus the admonition in I Thess. 5:12-13 also 

has its specific occasion in the anti-Pauline agitation in Thes- 
salonica, though it is true that in the epistle discussed here we 

do not get any information on the question of how far this agita- 

tion has been successful. 

I Thess. 5:14-18. The concluding exhortations which actually 

belong to the schema of the eschatocol are found in vs. 25. The 

scantiness of this integrating part of the epistle’s conclusion is 

explained by the fact that the entire latter half of the epistle was 

paraenetically conceived. Hence one may regard vss. 14-18 as a 

preliminary concluding paraenesis. The scope of this paraenesis, 

as well as the fact that in Paul’s writings the concluding pa- 

raeneses are always very concretely framed,!"4 should warn us 

against regarding the exhortations as a whole as written “‘ap- 

parently without special occasion.” 1° We must only keep in mind 

that traditional formulations can frame many exhortations quite 

generally, and we should indeed be cautious with the affirmation 

of the concrete reference in detail. But neither should we let our- 

selves be deceived by such tradition-bound formulations about 

their concrete usage. 

172 Cf. R. Knopf in HNT, in loc. 

172 J Cor. 4:17; 7:40; 9:1; 16:10-11, 15-16; II Cor. 10:7-8; 12:11-12; Gal. 1-2; 6:6; 

Phil. 2:19 ff., 29; 3:4 ff. 

174 Rom. 15:30-33; Rom. 16:17-20 (see below, pp. 219 ff.) ; I Cor. 15:58+16:13-18 
(see Vol. 1, pp. 93-94); II Cor. 13:11-12; Gal. 6:17; Phil. 4:8-9; 3:1+4:4-7 (see 

above, p. 72). 
175 M. Dibelius, [1], p. 31. 
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In vs. 14 176 the community is first admonished to reprove the 

&taxtot. “The a&taxtoi are already described in 4:11.” "7 This is 
correct. If II Thess. is genuine, this connection would be proved 
by II Thess. 3:6 ff., where the characterization of the fanatics of 

I Thess. 4:11-12 is repeated with the use of the term dtdktws. If 
the epistle is not genuine, pseudo-Paul, with his equation of the 

G&raxtot of I Thess. 5:14 with the enthusiasts of 4:11, would have 

been making an observation with which one will readily agree. 
For Paul can speak of Graxto: in 5:14 so generally only if he 

is referring to something already familiar. Thus they are mem- 

bers of the community who have gone astray on those pneumatic 

ways, for which, as we showed above, the Gnostics are responsi- 

ble and to which also sexual libertinism and the fanatical disdain 

for the expectation of the Parousia belong. Paul asks that the 
members who are pursuing this course be called to order. 

Then it says: “Comfort, encourage the fainthearted.” E. v. 

Dobschiitz thinks in this connection of those members of the 

community who had been disturbed by the contesting of the 

hope of the resurrection and whom Paul seeks to comfort in 
4:13-18. This is possible. In that case the “comfort one another” 

of 4:18 is to be placed alongside the “comfort the fainthearted.” 
Finally, the &o8eveic, whom the community is to care for, could 

be the morally weak ones of whom Paul is thinking in 4: (2) 3- 
8.178 Then we should compare with this Rom. 5:6; Heb. 4:15; 7: 
28, where coGévera at times approaches the meaning of “sin.” 179 

Or Paul is thinking of those members of the community who, as 

for example in Corinth, have not yet gained the right understand- 

ine of Christian liberty; cf. 1 Gor. 8:7 ff.s 9:22: 11> @or. 1 1<2a: 

176 Jf one wishes unconditionally to read in 5:13b, “sipnvedete év éautoic,” 

what is involved here is an exhortation to general peace in the community 
which, when it occurs in Paul’s writings, always has its occasion in intra-congre- 
gational disputes, whether as a result of dietary laws (Rom. 14:17-19) or as a 
result of the Gnostic mission (e.g., I Cor. 1:10; Il Cor. 13:11; Gal. 5:19-6:6, cf. 

above, pp. 51 ff.; Phil. 2:2; 4:2, cf. above, pp. 112 ff.). The same then would hold 
true for our passage, and it would again appear that the Gnostic effect did not 
pass by the community without leaving a trace. 

177 EF. v. Dobschiitz, [1], p. 220; cf. P. W. Schmiedel, p. 32; W. Lueken, p. 19; G. 
Wohlenberg, p. 117; C. Spicq, “Les Thessaloniciens ‘inquiets’ étaient-ils des pares- 
seux?” Studia Theologica X: 1 ff., again rightly suggests that we see in the &taxtot 
disorderly members of the community, not lazy ones. 

178 “Qui fornicatione deturpabantur,” ‘Theodore of Mopsuestia, in loc. 
EMC TB DIN BPs 
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Rom. 14:1; 15:1. At least in Corinth such weakness is revealed in 
the face of the Gnostic agitation. With this explanation therefore 
the bridge to the situation which we have assumed in Thessalonica 

would also be formed. A certain decision cannot be made; how- 
ever, the latter explanation appears to me the more probable 

one, since elsewhere Paul himself apparently never equates 
coSévera and sin; that is to say, Rom. 5:6 may be a non-Pauline 

gloss. It suffices to say that the exhortations concerning the faint- 

hearted and the weak may easily be explained under the pre- 

supposition that the situation in Thessalonica corresponds to 

that in Corinth. 

The last clause of vs. 14 summarizes the other three: “Be 
patient with (them) all,” though the admonition need not be 
thought of as limited to the people previously named.*° Com- 
pared with II Cor. 12:19 ff., this concluding remark shows how 

little Paul regards the situation in Thessalonica as threatening. 
It corresponds, for example, to the situation in Corinth at the 

time of Cor. A and B. Cf. also II Thess. 3:15. 
The principle “paxpoOupeite tpdg tdvtac,” which is still rooted 

in the concrete situation, is clothed in vs. 15 in the form of the 
well-known Christian requirement not to repay evil with evil, but 

always and toward all to have in mind only good. Specifically, 

this means: one should treat the false teachers with love; we are 

reminded of II Cor. 2:5 ff., where Paul asks forgiveness for the 

one who has wronged him. This is followed by a triad of tradi- 

tional and, for Paul, characteristic exhortations: ‘“‘tdvtote yaipete’’ 

(ior 0-107 15.115 Rom, d 22125 Phil,’ 2718528; 73:15 404), 

“&SioAcitttwg mpooetyec8e” (Phil. 4:6; I Thess. 5:25; Philemon 

22; Rom. 15:30; “‘év wavti evyxapioteite” (II Cor. 1:11; 4:15; 9:12; 

Phil. 4:6; I Thess. 2:13). If one notes in the passages cited how 

particularly the summons to constant joy, but often also the 

exhortations to diligent prayer and thanksgiving, appear in the 

face of the imperiled situation of the apostle or of the readers 

of the epistle,1®! then in the light of passages such as 1:6; 2:14, 

and 3:3 ff. one will not hold it to be pure accident that precisely 

180, vy. Dobschiitz, [1], p. 221, correctly: “The last clause initially sums up 
the first three.” 

281 EF, y. Dobschiitz, [1], p. 223. 
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these traditional admonitions appear in 5:17-18.18? 
In the vss. 5:19-22 “Paul speaks of the pneumatic manifesta- 

tions. . . . One probably will not go astray if one ascribes to all 

five imperatives the aforementioned specific reference to the gifts 

of the Spirit.” 183 “‘Most 184 seek the occasion for this admonition 
in the community which has in part taken a negative stance 

with respect to the charismata.” 1*5 Rightly so! Accordingly, at 

the end of the epistle and of all his exhortations there stands the 

theme which Paul introduces in I Cor. in response to the com- 

munity’s letter with “wepi 5€ tOv Tvevpatikdv” (12:1), and which 

occurs in varied form in the correspondence with the Corin- 

thians,1%6 and is of current interest also in Galatia (Gal. 3:2; 5:25; 

6:1) 187 and—with different concepts—in Philippi (Phil. 3:15) .188 
As in the entire I Thess., so here also Paul does not set himself 

against the pneumatics themselves, but against the effects of their 
agitation within the community. These now consist not only in a 
special high evaluation of the pneumatic charismata, as it is to be 

inferred from the behavior of the G&taxtot who are sympathetic 

toward the Gnostics, but apparently also in a disapproval, which 

goes too far for Paul,1*® of the pneumatic (in the narrow sense) 

manifestations, which—including prophecy—some wish to see 

banned from the community entirely.!%° This agrees with the par- 

ticular situation in Thessalonica which we have repeatedly ob- 
served: the Gnostics have not been able to gain much ground 
in the community. 

With the summons, “pokpoOupeite mpdg tavtas” (vs. 14), and 

vs. 15 which is bound up with it, the way is already prepared 

for the concrete admonition not to overshoot the goal in the de- 

fense against the pneumatics. It certainly is no accident that 

182 Cf. G. Wohlenberg, p. 118. 
188 Thus M. Dibelius, [l], p. 31, in justified agreement with most of the in- 

terpreters. 

184 Not, e.g., W. Bornemann, p. 243. 

185 FE. v. Dobschiitz, [1], p. 224. 
186 T Cor. 7:40b; 15:46; Il Cor. 5:11-15; 11:4; 12:1-10; 13:3 ff. 

187 See above, pp. 46 ff. 
188 See above, pp. 99 ff. 
189 Cf, I Cor. 14:19; II Cor. 5:11 ff.; 12:6-7. Cf. E. v. Dobschiitz, Die Thessaloni- 

cherbriefe, p. 226. 
199 The inquiry of the Corinthian community concerning the pneumatics 

(I Cor. 12:1) is also to be understood from this perspective. 
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this admonition stands at the very end of the epistle, after all 
the statements have set forth those effects of the Gnostic mission 

which betray a success, even though slight, of this mission. Those 

people who have especially firmly defended the Pauline position 

against the pneumatics are not to get the idea that Paul is writing 

against them. 

Nevertheless, Paul does not wish to have the flame of the 

spiritual gifts, which in their diversity serve for the edification 

of the community (I Cor. 12:4-11), extinguished. In particular, 

one should not scorn free prophetic discourse. Paul holds this— 
in contrast to the ecstatic speaking in tongues—along with the 

related explanation or exposition of Scripture to be not unim- 
portant (I Cor. 14). It is a discourse in understandable language, 
but on the basis of a sudden inspiration and heavenly “revela- 
tion,’ of course without the prophet’s losing control over his 

Pneuma, as is the case in glossolalia (I Cor. 14:29-33). Naturally 

not every prophecy is good and right, i.e., the revelation of a 
divine secret. ‘Therefore the prophetic utterances must be tested: 

“tavta S€ Soxipacete” (5:21a). But the community in fact has 

the gift of such testing: I Cor. 12:10; 14:29, 37.19! One should 

hold to that which in such testing is proved to be good (5:21b) ; 
on the other hand, one should keep away “amo tavtdg eiSouc 

tovnpod”’ 182 (5:22) . Still there is no reason for rejecting prophecies 
in principle. 

The critical attitude, expressed in vss. 21-22, toward uncon- 

trolled sway of the Pneuma therewith in fact already again bears 

anti-Gnostic features, without our being able to say definitely 

whether and to what extent in vss. 21-22 Paul consciously and 

deliberately employs the traditional expressions in this sense 
which elsewhere dominates the discussion. Gnosticism in any case 

knows only one Pneuma, the divine, and for the one who pos- 

sesses this Pneuma it holds true that he can be judged by no 

one, as Paul says in I Cor. 2:15 in thoroughly Gnostic style. (On 

thisesee: Volad,.pp..151. ff.) 

If one leaves aside the fact that in comparison with the parallel 

492 Cf. | John 4:1. 

192. On “eiSoug tovnpod” see the commentaries and TDNT II: 375; nowadays 

this generally is translated, correctly, “every bad kind,” namely, of mpognteia. 
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passages mentioned from the other epistles, the front has shifted 

and Paul is taking a stand primarily not against the pneumatics 

themselves or the preference for the ecstatic spiritual gifts, but 

against an exaggerated reaction to such pneumatic’ excesses,!% 

the situation in Thessalonica is the same as in Galatia, Philippi, 

and Corinth.1% Gnostic pneumatics have brought members of 
the community into their defensive position against any spiritual 

gifts at all. It may be doubted that these Gnostics separated 

speaking in tongues and prophetic discourse from one another 
as sharply as Paul did. The well-known portrayal of Gnostic 
prophets by Celsus (Orig. Cels. VII, 8 ff.) lets us see that 

prophetic discourse aimed at glossolalia as its climax.1% But that 

would only make it all the more understandable that the Thes- 

salonians in their parrying of the pneumatics also set themselves 
against the tpogntevew which Paul highly esteemed. For the ap- 

pearance of pneumatics in Thessalonica, one would also have to 

appeal to II Thess. 2:2, if the second epistle is genuine. But per- 

haps one may also—in retrospect—express the cautious conjecture 

that the repeated mention in I Thess. 1:5-6 (cf. 4:8) of the Holy 
Spirit who is bound up with Paul’s preaching was not made with- 

out respect to the assertion of the Gnostics, known to us from the 

Corinthian epistles, that Paul was no pneumatic at all (I Cor. 

124063 Tl Corsd0:1; 10;”% 10:2 ff, ef passim) 2% and ‘thushas 

totally deprived the community of the Pneuma.!° 

Finally, we must also point out that the attitude of those mem- 

bers of the community who reject also the prophetic revelations 
of the Pneuma only corresponds to that attitude which the church 
soon, in spite of and against Paul, was obliged to take officially 

193 This shift could indicate that the epistle to Thessalonica in which the 
passage discussed here is located is earlier than that writing to Corinth in which 
Paul deals very critically with the tvevpatixdé; on this, see below, pp. 248 ff. Of 
course one can consider connecting 5:16-22 with 4:(1)2 (cf. 5:18 with 4:3!). Then 
this passage would belong to the “joyful epistle’’ to Thessalonica (see p. 179) 
which finally concludes the discussion, and the warning against too vigorous a 
reaction against the pneumatics would be especially easy to understand. 

r94“The fact is that we would not understand the exhortations in I Thess. 
5:19-22 at all if we did not have I Cor.” (W. Hadorn, p. 60). 

ce GLVoln lepp.276-77. 
19¢ See Vol. 1, pp. 170-71. 
ROTEL OTe PP awl 7 Out. 
198 Thid., pp. 164 ff. 

Tei Corel laine Late 
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in the struggle with Gnosticism, when still in the first century 

she cut off all prophetism and not only persisted in this attitude 
in the face of the Montanist reaction, but also persists in it down 

to the present. Here too we see again how already at the time 
of Paul the weapons were forged with which the church finally 
conquered heresy (see pp. 167 ff.). 

I Thess. 5:23-28. The passage 5:23-24 announces the end of the 
epistle. Before the benediction, which as usual forms the conclu- 

sion of the epistle, we are surprised by a curious entreaty: “I 
adjure you by the Lord that this letter be read to all the brethren” 

(5:27 RSV). On this verse, even M. Dibelius must concede that 

it suggests ‘“‘that the community does not form a closed, unified 

fellowship.” 2° In any case, all the attempts of the exegetes to 
bypass this simple fact are without convincing force.2 It is in- 
deed true that Paul praises the community (1:3; 3:6), but in 

fact he also praises the community in Corinth (I Cor. 1:4 ff; 

11:2; II Cor. 3:2; 7:7), without anyone thinking therefore that 

everything was in order in Corinth. One should only compare I 

Cor. 11:2 with 11:17! Rather the next-to-last verse of our epistle 

once more discloses to us the situation in Thessalonica. The 

community stands on Paul’s side; the rival Gnostic mission, how- 

ever, has not remained without success. On the periphery of the 

community there are the &taxto, those pneumatics against whom 

the community is defending itself with anti-pneumatic rigorism; 
the charges against Paul’s preaching and against its alleged de- 
ceitful intentions have been heard in the community; the message 

of libertinism signifies a temptation; many were wavering in the 

hope of the resurrection; the expectation of the Parousia is held 

in disdain by the ‘“‘people on the periphery.’ Paul admonishes 
that one is to have patience with these doubtful brethren, not 

20011], p. 32; cf. G. Wohlenberg, p. 127; A. Oepke, p. 149. 
201 F. C, Baur and others had detected in this verse a sign of the inauthen- 

ticity of I Thess. E. v. Dobschiitz thinks ({l], p. 233) that Paul has not suf- 
ficiently had experience with his epistles to the communities and is afraid that 
some member of the community could, out of negligence, leave it lying around. 
P. W. Schmiedel (p. 34) suggests that there were members of the community 
who were temporarily absent. According to K. v. Hofmann (pp. 273-74), Paul 
was afraid that the community would disregard his epistle because they counted 
on his personal coming. K. G. Eckart avoids the problem of this verse when he 
writes, without any further justification: “5:27 certainly comes from the redactor” 

(p. 43, n. 5). 
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repay them evil for evil, and admonish them, the &raktot, instead 
of creating a schism. Hence this epistle is to be given to all, even 
to them, to read. All this corresponds to the situation toward the 

end of the Corinthian confusion, not only because the Gnostics 

in Corinth also apparently usually read Paul’s letters,?°* but above 
all because in Corinth also at the end the community stood on 

the apostle’s side, yet with the exception of a minority who dis- 
sociated themselves from Paul (II Cor. 2:6) .?% 

Let us summarize the results of our study. It may have become 

clear that it is possible to explain the epistle which has been 
exegeted in the foregoing, which forms the most important part 

as to contents of the epistolary composite known as I Thess., as 

a whole and in its individual expressions in terms of that situation 
which also forms the unified background of the Corinthian, 

Galatian, and Philippian epistles: the agitation by Gnostic mis- 

sionaries of Jewish or Jewish Christian observance in the Pauline 
mission field. Moreover, I personally see no other possibility 
than to interpret the epistle in terms of this situation, if one does 
not wish to forgo a full explanation at all; still I am not so pre- 

sumptuous as to hold the contesting of this explanation to be 

unscientific. Naturally the judgment as to the part of I Thess. 
already investigated depends in part on the information which 

is imparted by the other parts of Paul’s correspondence with Thes- 

salonica. Thus we must first investigate the separate epistle 

preserved in I Thess. 2:13—4:1 (2). 

IV 

There can be no doubt as to the external occasion of this writ- 

ing. Timotheus has just returned from Thessalonica, has brought 

cheering news about the condition of the community, and in 

joy over this news Paul takes up his pen (3:6 ff.). Apparently 

the good news had not been expected as a foregone conclusion. 

Timotheus’ return lightens Paul's anxious heart in the same way 

as at another time Paul was comforted by the arrival of Titus, 

who had come from Corinth to Macedonia to meet him (II Cor. 

2:12-13-+-7:5 ff.) . The parallelism of the situation here and there 

03 See, VOle a pp..o02 ti. 

soSSce VOL a plo: 
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is complete and pronounced, even to the very terms with which 
Paul expresses his relief. I Thess. 2:13—4:1 is the ‘joyful epistle” 

to Thessalonica. 

Why had Paul been anxious? Why had he even several times 

formed the plan to travel to Thessalonica (2:17-18)? Why was 
he finally no longer able to bear it because of his anxiety, so that 

he sends his closest colleague from Athens to 'Thessalonica (3: 

] ff.) ? Twice, in 3:1 and in 3:5, Paul begins to tell the motive 

of his sending Timotheus. Here it is shown, in repeated expres- 

sions in 3:2b-3 and 5 ff., that Paul was concerned for the faith 

of the Thessalonians. He feared their apostasy; Satan had wanted 
tor tempt «thems; (825): 

What prompts these fears? According to 3:3 they are based 
év Taig BAipeow tavtaics, i.e., in the current or well-known troubles. 

What is meant by these troubles is by no means troubles of the 

Thessalonians, so that, as the expositors regularly do, one could 

refer to 2:14. Instead, as E. v. Dobschiitz ([{1], p. 233) quite rightly 
has pointed out, these troubles refer to hardships into which Paul 
has come. Since 2:17, the “we” is the apostolic ‘“‘we,” and indeed, 

because of 3:1-2, clearly the apostolic “we” of Paul himself. There- 

fore it can only be this “we” in 3:3b also, where Paul comments 

on “these afflictions” with the remark: “for you yourselves know 

that ‘we’ are destined for this,’ especially since Paul continues 

immediately in vs. 4 with the undoubtedly apostolic “we”: “for 

already when ‘we’ were with you, ‘we’ told you beforehand that 

‘we’ must suffer affliction, just as it has also happened; and this 

you know.” 

These afflictions of the apostle can hardly have referred to 

outward hardships and persecutions; for Paul did not need to 
predict these to the Thessalonians: they were experiencing these 
themselves, along with him (Acts 17:1-9). Besides, Paul appears 

to have been completely free to travel when, filled with concern, 

he sends Timotheus. And finally, we cannot see why the apostle’s 

sufferings would have made his message unworthy of being be- 

lieved, and why it could have moved the Thessalonians to 

apostasy (cf. rather Phil. 1:14). 

This insight is confirmed by 3:6-7. ‘Timotheus brought the re- 

port that people thought of Paul personally in friendly and loving 
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fashion and longed for him just as much as he longed for them 

(3:6) 2° Thus Timotheus had gone to Thessalonica because 
the authority of the apostle appeared to be threatened. This 
only confirms once more what we have already long known about 

the situation in Thessalonica.?° ‘Thus Paul had predicted to the 

Thessalonians that he as an apostle would be exposed to personal 
attacks which would cast suspicion on him as a charlatan and make 
his message untrustworthy. This prediction in the meantime has 
come true, and the Thessalonians know this (3:4) —apparently 

from their own observation and experience. 

Behind his afflictions Paul sees Satan at work. Of course all 

evil comes from Satan, and thus possibly outward afflictions as 

well. In Paul, however, there are no parallels to this, but there 

are to the idea that Satan tempts the community by means of 

false teachings and teachers:2°7 Rom. 16:20;2°8 II Cor. 11:14-15. 

In both passages the same false teachers are involved who were 
were also at work in Thessalonica. Paul may also be thinking of 

them in I Thess. 3:5. Paul’s joyful assurance, that he is greatly 
comforted by the report from Timotheus because “‘byeig ot Kete év 

kupi”’ (3:8, taking up 3:3), is reminiscent of the only word-for- 

word parallel in Phil. 4:1, which we have already mentioned in 

connection with 2:19-20: “obtw¢ omjxete év Kupig.” This challenge 

concludes the sharp philippic against the Gnostic false teachers 
in Philippi. One is also most likely to speak of the “votepjyata 
THs Tiotews” (3:10) in thinking of the danger from false doctrines. 

Thus in 3:3-4, 7, OAiwic refers to the distresses into which Paul 

was brought by the accusations of his opponents in Thessalonica. 

204 Qne imagines hearing Paul sigh: if only it were similar in Galatia: Gal. 
4:12 ff. 

205 Cf. the exact parallel in II Cor. 7:7, and on this, Vol. 1, pp. 108-9. 
206 Perhaps the threat to the community mentioned in 2:14 was causally con- 

nected with the peril from the false teachers who were attempting to undermine 
the authority of the apostle. It is reasonable to presume that the appearance of 
the Gnostic missionaries prompted the authorities in Thessalonica to take counter- 
action, similar to that which Paul experienced, according to Acts 17:1-9, on his 

first stay in Corinth, and that the community of Paul was not spared in this 
action. However, we cannot say for sure. 

207 The mention of Satan in I Thess. 2:18 may also be connnected with his 
activity as tempter and originator of heresy. For if I Thess. was written on 
the third missionary journey, then Paul has been hindered in the planned 
travels to Macedonia by the confusion in Corinth caused by Satan (II Cor. 11: 
14-15) ! On this, see below, pp. 187 ff., and W. Hadorn, p. 79. 

208 See below, pp. 235-36. 
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Paul does frequently? use this concept in a broader sense.?!° 
In immediate connection with I Thess. 3:1 ff. in this respect 

stand the passages from Cor. C in which Paul speaks of his apos- 
tolic OAipeig: IT Cor. 2:4; 4:8; 6:4; 7:4; for 2:4 and 7:4 especially 

leave no doubt that what are involved here are those distresses 
into which Paul has come because of the attacks of his opponents 
who are disputing his apostolic authority in his communities. 
Indeed, in both cases the same distresses are involved; for Cor. 

C and I Thess. 3:1 ff. were written from Ephesus at about the 
same time (see pp. 187 ff.; 247 ff. 

Thus it appears that in fact the epistle preserved in 2:13-4:1 
(2) forms a conclusion to the discussion which was conducted 

in the other writing preserved within I Thess. In genuine anxiety 
about the living community in Thessalonica the apostle had 

sent Timotheus thither. The community was threatened from 

without by the pagan fellow citizens, and from within by the 

Jewish or Jewish Christian false teachers, who were undermining 

Paul’s authority. The latter threat appeared to the apostle to be 
the more dangerous. It is only the successful rebuff to them that 
he mentions in 3:6 ff., where he tells of the return of Timotheus. 

His concern, to which he had previously given expression several 

times with regard to the Thessalonians (see below), thus had 

indeed been serious, but in essence unfounded. Hence the earlier 

discussion in his epistle is no more mentioned. This latter fact 

corresponds precisely to the “joyful epistle’’ which concludes 
the discussion with the Corinthians (see Vol. 1, p. 110), which 

likewise no longer makes the slightest mention of the false doc- 
trines, the false teachers, and the vigorous controversies created 

by these, and mentions one of at least four earlier epistles only 

because Paul must dispel a misunderstanding connected with this 

epistle. 

From this situation as a “joyful epistle’’ not only does the ten- 

sion between 2:13—4:1 and the rest of I Thess. once more become 

evident—a tension confirmed by our literary-critical analysis— 

but also the section 2:13-—4:1 itself becomes fully understandable. 

The proem of this “joyful epistle’” is reminiscent, even to de- 

209 Cf. Rom. 5:3; 8:35; I Cor. 7:28; II Cor. 8:2. 

210 FE. vy, Dobschiitz’s judgment that in Paul “@Aipic always stands for external 
afflictions” ([l], p. 134) is refuted expressis verbis by II Cor. 7:4-5. 
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tails in formulation, of the proem in 1:2 ff., as also of other 

proems to Paul’s epistles. In brief, Paul voices thanks for the 

fact that the Thessalonians have received his word as God’s word, 

not as the word of man. This is also reminiscent of the apology 
in 1:5. The “ov« év Ady ydvov’” appears here as “ov Adyov avOpa- 

tov,” and the “dAA& Kal év Suvcuet Kal év Tvedpatt &yig Kal TAnpo- 

popia ToAAH’’ is taken up by “GAA KaGag aANnOdg Eotiv Adyov Bed, 

dg Kai évepyeita: év buiv toig miotevouowv.” 211 Of course the distinc- 

tive difference is that these commendatory statements in 1:2 ff. 

are made with the founding visit in mind, to which Paul con- 

stantly refers in 1:2 ff., while in 2:13 the same statements are 

made with the present OAiweig in mind, as vs. 14 shows. That is to 

say: while in the earlier epistle, with regard to the present state 
of the faith of the community, Paul considers necessary a num- 

ber of admonitions and, in view of the attitude of the community 

to him, the apostle, the reminders of the “time of their first 

love,” in 2:13-14 he confirms the adherence, unchanged even in 

the present, of the Thessalonians to the message which was 

preached to them at that time. Thus the situation presupposed in 

2:13-14 is a different one from that to which Paul speaks in 1:2 ff. 

If the interpretation given here is correct, vss. 15-16 create just 

as many or just as few difficulties as in any other situation presup- 

posed for the epistle. I consider the difficulties to be consider- 

able.?12 But in any case, these verses, whether they are from Paul 

or from a later hand, form a parenthetical remark which means 

nothing for the progression of the thought. Hence we can pass 

over them here. 

If one excises vss. 15-16, then the fyeics S€ of vs. 17 connects 

with the byeis yap of vs. 14, while in the present text a connection 

211 Cf. E. v. Dobschiitz, [1], p. 105. 
212“Why after all the invective against the Jews, when the persecution had 

come from the pagans?” (P. W. Schmiedel, in loc.). Can the former persecutor 
speak thus? The “anti-Semitism” of this passage contradicts all that Paul says 
elsewhere about his attitude to the nation of his fathers. Can Paul already say 
that the Jews have crucified Jesus, when the tradition correctly makes the 

Romans responsible for the crucifixion? Can vs. 16b be understood other than 
as vaticinium ex eventu of the catastrophe of the year 70? Cf. U. Wilckens, Die 
Missionsreden der Apostelgeschichte, pp. 119-20; W. G. Kiimmel, pp. 220-21; 
V. Hasler, “Judenmission und Judenschuld,” ThZ 24 (1968): 173-90; O. Michel, 
in Antijudaismus im Neuen Testament, edited by W. P. Eckert, N. P. Levinson 

und M. Stohr (1967), pp. 50-59. 
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of the jpeig 5€ cannot be evident. Paul expresses his regret that 

his wish to see the community again has not yet been fulfilled 

(2:17-18). This regret is especially great because Paul can look 

upon the living community in Thessalonica with thanksgiving 

and joy (2:19-20). This fact makes it appear advisable for the 

apostle to speak of the motive for sending ‘Timotheus. ‘The com- 

mendatory addition to Timotheus’ name in 3:2 suggests that 

Timotheus was not present during Paul’s founding visit in Thes- 
salonica. ‘The book of Acts also does not mention Timotheus 

again after 16:3 until 17:14. 

Only the new beginning in 3:5 makes it clear that Paul had 

genuine anxiety about the faith of the Thessalonians, and in 
3:6 it becomes evident that this anxiety was not so much shaped 

by the fear that under persecution the Thessalonians would fall 

back again into paganism (or Judaism) as rather by the suspicion 
that they could be rejecting the apostle Paul in favor of other 

teachers, in other words, of false teachers. The arrival of Timo- 

theus has destroyed these fears (3:6-8). Hence an expression of 

thanksgiving for the state of the faith of the Thessalonians toward 

the end of the epistle is altogether fitting (3:9), and Paul once 

again assures the community that he prays without ceasing that 

he might see them again soon. Then he can also set right their 

Sotepryata tig Twiotews (3:10-11). These defects of faith are ap- 

parently, according to the judgment of ‘Timotheus, no longer of 

such a kind that he must now go into them in an epistle. So, apart 
from the traditional concluding paraenesis in 4:1, the entire 

epistle is free from any instruction and admonition: a genuine 

epistle of joy which, as we have seen, finds its end in 4:1 (or 

4:2) and, not unlike the epistle of joy to Corinth, also ends the 

correspondence caused by the troubling situation in Thessalonica 

in general, and in a fashion satisfactory on all sides. 

vV 

According to the interpretation set forth here, the two epistles 

combined in I Thess. are indeed somewhat separated from each 

other in point of time, but reflect the same discussion, and thus 

belong to the same situation. When were the two epistles writ- 
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ten? Up until W. Hadorn’s well-known study, there appears never 
to have been any doubt that Paul composed I Thess. on his so- 
called second missionary journey at the beginning of his stay 
in Corinth. Only Marcion—at any rate according to Hadorn’s 

conjecture?4’—placed I Thess. in the time of the third missionary 

journey. 
Even W. Liitgert apparently did not have the idea that with 

his interpretation I Thess. belongs together in time with the 

other major Pauline epistles and thus would have to be put in 
the time of the so-called third missionary journey. This is sur- 
prising, but is readily explained when one considers that for 
Liitgert, the gnosticizing current in the Pauline mission territory, 

which he pointed out with great perceptiveness, belonged to no 
organized missionary movement, but was a fanatical distortion 

of Pauline Christianity, fed from many unidentifiable sources, 

which made itself conspicuous everywhere independently and 

only slowly combined to form the great movement of Gnosticism 

which is known to us from the second century. Nowadays we may 

no longer think of Christian Gnosticism as having arisen in the 
Christian communities in this way. Gnosticism is pre-Christian 
and was introduced into the Christian communities.?44 In addi- 
tion, there is the fact that already A. Schlatter?45 had to point out 

the obvious weakness of Liitgert’s thesis: “This much is certain, 

that the opposition to Paul in Corinth did not arise out of Paulin- 

ism, does not represent a further development of the Pauline 

community, but has been introduced from without by those 

whose religious history ran a course independent of Paul...” 

({1], pp. 35-36). This judgment is valid not only for Corinth,?!6 
but also for Philippi#}? and Galatia, where it was never disputed, 
and for Thessalonica, where, as Timotheus can relate, the agita- 

tion in fact is past, and thus had already been present. But then 
one can no longer date “I Thess.” in the time of the second 

missionary journey. W. Hadorn was the first to draw this con- 

218 “Die Abfassung der Thessalonicherbriefe auf der dritten Missionsreise und 
der Kanon des Marcion,” ZNW 19 (1919/20) : 67 ff. 

214 Instead of giving many references to literature, I refer only to R. Bult- 
mann, [2], I: 164 ff., 362. 

215 1]], p. 36. 
216 Vol. 1, pp. 141 ff. 
217 See above, pp. 85 ff. 
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clusion. It is true that his study suffers from many an improb- 
ability in the picture of the opponents,-but it sees that the 
“fanaticism” in Thessalonica cannot be explained apart from 
that movement which at the time of Paul’s third journey was 
introduced into Corinth from without.2!8 

For me this consideration would suffice to place both writings 
of “I Thess.” in the time of the apostle’s so-called third missionary 
journey. But now the attempt has recently been made in a com- 

pletely new way to put “I Thess.” after the second journey. W. 
Michaelis, in his Einleitung in das Neue Testament (p. 223) ,719 
thinks poorly of the attempts of W. Liitgert and W. Hadorn??° 
to compare the situation in Corinth with that in Thessalonica. 

Nevertheless, for entirely different reasons he places I Thess. 

in the time of the third journey, wherein he adopts many of 
Hadorn’s considerations, with which the latter had already at- 
tempted to support his thesis, even apart from the similarity of 

the discussions in Corinth and Thessalonica. I cite the most im- 
portant of these reasons briefly and for the rest refer the reader 

to the works named. 

1. The external situation during the composition of I Thess., 
as it is to be inferred from I Thess. 3:1 ff., is in no case to be 
harmonized with the account in the book of Acts of the second 
journey.”?1 

2. According to I Thess. 2:17 ff., Paul had several times been 

218 W. Hadorn, pp. 63 ff. He considers it possible that this movement had 
reached out from Corinth to the other communities. This I do not believe. The 
Gnostic mission followed the tracks of Paul by way of Galatia, Philippi, and Thes- 
salonica to Corinth, as is shown by an effort to arrange the individual epistles in 
chronological order; see below, pp. 245 ff. 

212 Cf. also W. Michaelis, Die Gefangenschaft des Paulus in Ephesus (1925), 
pp. 27 ff. 

220 W. Hadorn, pp. 32-33. 
221 This is generally recognized. According to Acts 17:14, Timotheus and Silas 

remain behind in Beroea upon Paul’s departure and, in answer to his call, appear 
only in Corinth again with Paul (Acts 17:15; 18:5). According to I Thess. 3:1 
Tirnotheus and only he was in Athens with Paul. Some solve the problem by 
explaining that the presentation in the book of Acts is untrustworthy, but in view 
of the nontendentious information in 17:14-15 and 18:5, one only reluctantly 

reaches this conclusion. Since the book of Acts tells nothing of a sending of 
Timotheus, and Paul tells nothing of his arrival in Corinth, there exist between 

the two accounts no demonstrable agreements, but only demonstrable discrep- 
ancies. In view of this fact, it is somewhat surprising that, of all things, the 
account in Acts appears to provoke in the mass of scholars the thesis of the com- 
position of I Thess. at the beginning of Paul’s first stay in Corinth. 
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about to visit the community without having been able to con- 

vert his intention into fact. Therefore he finally sent Timotheus 

from Athens to Thessalonica (I Thess. 3:1-2). Accordingly, his 

repeated intention falls in the time before this mission. What 
were involved here were specific travel plans! But how is Paul, 

at the beginning of his brief stay in Athens, a few weeks after 
his departure from Thessalonica, supposed to have thought 

seriously several times of wanting and being able to travel north- 

ward again instead of to Corinth? 2??? How would his personal 

situation have been able to hinder him in the realization of such 

a resolution (Acts 18:1)? And further: Why, if in the first weeks 

after leaving Thessalonica he was several times hindered from 

making the planned trip, should Paul not have traveled to 

Thessalonica in the next five years? Did Satan also constantly 

frustrate his plans during the following one-and-a-half-year stay 

in Corinth, even though he longed day and night to make the 

trip (3:9-10)? That remark becomes understandable only in 
terms of the third journey: I Cor. 4:19; 16:5 ff.; IZ Cor. 1:15 ff. 

3. According to I Thess. 1:8-9, the word of the Lord has 

sounded forth from Thessalonica “not only in Macedonia and 

Achaia, but everywhere your faith in God has become known.” 

However broadly one may interpret these words, either clause is 

so little conceivable at the beginning of Paul’s first stay in 

Corinth?*3 that Paul’s words are unexplainable even as “‘strong 

222 WwW. G. Kiimmel, p. 226, completely overlooks this basic objection. Since 
Paul’s stay in Athens was brief and his epistle to Thessalonica would have had 
to be written shortly after the return of Timotheus from there, its composition 

would fall in the first two or three months of his stay in Corinth, according to 

Acts 18:5 even before the time when he actually began his preaching in Corinth. 
Cf. also W. Hadorn, pp. 71-72. 

228, y. Dobschiitz ({l], p. 17) calculates that I Thess. must have been 
written ten or twelve weeks after Paul’s flight from Thessalonica and_ thinks 
that this figure still is rather high. If one takes a multiple of this period, then 
1:8-9 remains still inconceivable. Unfortunately E. v. Dobschiitz does not tell 
us how he manages with this verse in view of his chronological arrangement of 
the epistle. One would think, for example, that “in every place’? embraces the 
whole territory of the Christian or at least of the Pauline mission. Jerusalem and 
Antioch cannot be excluded from it. Naturally Paul does not mean to say that 
precisely there people were speaking of the community at Thessalonica. But Paul’s 
remark presupposes that since the time when the Christian community of Thes- 
salonica through its missionary activity became a model for all the neighboring 
believers, up to the time of the composition of I Thess., the knowledge of the 

faith of the Thessalonians had reached even the remote Christian communities 
and Paul had been able to learn from these distant communities that people 
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exaggeration.” Even this argument alone rules out the composi- 

tion of “I Thess.” on the second missionary journey.24 In con- 
junction therewith stand the reservations toward an early time 

for the composition of “I Thess.’”’ which are suggested by I Thess. 
4:10a. 

4. “Even if the community should have consisted in the main 
of old people, it is doubtful that some four months after the 

founding (cf. Feine-Behm-Kiimmel, p. 183) several deaths should 

already have occurred. Consequently 4:13 also presupposes that 

a longer time has elapsed since the founding.” 275 

5. Less weighty is the judgment of W. Hadorn that I Thess. 

2:14 can hardly be harmonized with the account in the book of 

Acts of the sufferings of the community (Die Abfassung der 

Thessalonicherbriefe, pp. 25 ff.) —although it is true that in I 

Thess. 2:14 the subject is persecution of the Thessalonians by the 

Gentiles, and in Acts 17:1-9 by the Jews—and W. Michaelis’ 

casual suggestion ([1], p. 224) that I Thess. 2:14 sounds as 
though Paul has been in Palestine once since the founding of the 

community. Moreover, one may not argue, as W. Hadorn does 

(pp. 29 ff.), with I Thess. 5:12 for a later composition (which 

the Tiibingen School did, for the sake of their thesis of inau- 
thenticity) , on the grounds that an official congregational leader- 

ship is already presupposed here. This is in fact not the case.?6 

there were talking about the Thessalonians. Actually the remark that the com- 
munity at Thessalonica is the topic of conversation “in every place’ may reflect 
an experience which Paul himself had had on his visit in the communities of 
the East following the second missionary journey; it is understandable thus with- 
out strain and without an abnormal exaggeration. Not least of all, Paul himself 
had reported in the East about the Thessalonians. Cf. II Thess. 1:4! 

224 Cf. W. Hadorn, pp. 21 ff. Curiously, M. Dibelius ({1]) completely passes 
over this problem in silence. P. Feine (p. 108) treats it in such a way as to 
suppress without hesitation the decisive vs. 1:8a! Similarly now also W. G. Kiim- 
mel, p. 226, who only remarks that the faith of the Thessalonians has become 

known even beyond Macedonia and Achaia. This alone is hardly conceivable with- 
in a scant quarter of a year. Nevertheless, in vss. 7 ff. Paul leaves no doubt at all 
that the miottc of the Thessalonians has become known everywhere because the 
Macedonians have been successful in mission work in Macedonia and Achaia. 
In this regard vs. 8a is decisive for the understanding of I Thess. 1:7-9. That 
this section, “precisely considered,” presupposes “no longer lapses of time” (p. 
226) remains a mere assertion, since we learn nothing of the nature of this 
“precise consideration.” 

225.W. Michaelis, [1], p. 223. Of course Paul’s statements in 4:13 ff. are ade- 
quately accounted for even without the assumption of cases of death. 

226 See the commentaries. 
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These reasons, together with the thesis of W. Liitgert and 
W. Hadorn to which we have given renewed support, suffice to 

assure the composition of the writings combined in I Thess. 
during the third missionary journey.?27 Actually, of ‘course, this 
dating has found little acceptance heretofore. It is commonly 
conceded that it promises “the solution of many difficulties,” 7 
but it is rejected “‘in spite of fine expositions in details.” #2° The 
reason for this is, first, the staying power of an unassailed tradi- 

tion which brings forward against the new interpretation more of 
an “unnecessary” than an “impossible.” But in addition there are 
also individual reservations. 

Of the many personal remarks in the first chapters, P. Feine 

thinks:23° “All these appear to be quite fresh reminiscences.” 
But this is read into Paul’s words. What then will one infer 
from Phil. 4:15? 281 Further, one may not refer to 2:17: “‘tpdc 

Katpov pac.” ‘This expression says nothing about an absolute 

span of time, but, like the more common “tpdg¢ dpav’” (II Cor. 

7:8; Gal. 2:5; Philemon 15; John 5:35), only means “tempo- 
PATILY226 

Doubts may arise sooner from the prescript.23? Paul, Silvanus, 

and Timotheus are introduced as the senders of the epistle. 
These are the companions on the second journey, as we learn from 

the book of Acts?*4 and have confirmed by II Cor. 1:19. After 

Acts 18:5 Silas disappears from the account of the book of Acts, 
which thus does not mention him in connection with the third 
journey. But this does not mean that he must therefore have died 

or left the missionary service.?3> Paul had sought him out as 

companion for the second missionary journey, after he had 
separated from Barnabas (Acts 15:36 ff.). This corresponds to 

227 At least it is not justifiable on the basis of composition of I Thess. during 
the second so-called missionary journey, presupposed as a certainty, to construe 
important developments in the theological thought-world of Paul. Thus most 
recently C. H. Dodd, New Testament Studies (1954, 2nd ed.), pp. 83 ff., 108 ff. 

eA eAGLOCDKG apa yi. 
229 P. Feine, Einleitung in das Neue Testament (1930, 5th ed.) , p. 107. 
25° 01d. pal Ous 
231 W, Michaelis, [1], p. 223. 
SeATDide, poets 
28% A. Oepke, p. 128; on the following, cf. W. Hadorn, pp. 67 ff. 
284 Of course the book of Acts does not mention Timotheus from 16:4 to 17:13. 
eo GielePetermo ul 2: 
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the primitive Christian practice of doing mission work in pairs.” 
Silas may have been, like Barnabas, an apostle, and in that case 

—because of I Cor. 15:8—had been converted before Paul. Ac- 

cording to Acts 16:1, at the beginning of this second journey 
Paul also takes with him (the Gentile Christian?) Timotheus, 
who in contrast to Silvanus becomes his personal pupil, at first 

was an ordinary assistant, but at the time of the third missionary 

journey occupies the place of Silvanus as Paul’s chief companion 
(II Cor. 1:1; Phil. 1:1; Philemon 1), is assigned to independent 
work (I Cor. 4:17; 16:10; I Thess. 3:2 ff.) and is always thought 
of by Paul with special and heartfelt praise (I Cor. 4:17; 16:10; 
Phil. 2:19 ff.; I Thess. 3:2). He undoubtedly owes his position, 
in which he even surpasses Titus, to his special achievement, 
which moved Paul to prefer him to all other co-workers. We 
do not know what work Silvanus took over. We can hardly con- 

ceive how numerous were the independent filial missions in the 

Pauline mission territory.2°7 From I Thess. 1:1 we learn that 

even at the time of the third journey Silvanus was with Paul at 
least part of the time, and in the composition of the epistle to 
the community in whose founding he had a part was included, 

certainly not without specific intention.7*8 Neither of these facts 
is surprising; they signify a welcome enrichment of our knowl- 
edge of the fate of this missionary”*® and are not in the slightest 
degree suited for contesting the thesis that I Thess. was composed 
during the third missionary journey. 
Thus there remains only one last reservation: Paul was hardly 

again in Athens at a later time.”4° But in view of the reasons 

which argue for the composition of “I Thess.’”’ on the third mis- 

sionary journey, must we not rather say: By this we learn that 

during this journey Paul made a visit to Athens? But we know for 
sure that Paul had touched Athens once from Ephesus, and that 

236 Mark 6:7, et passim. 
287 Not inapt and not unfounded is the conjecture of W. Hartke (Die Samm- 

lung und die Giltesten Ausgaben der Paulusbriefe [Diss. Bonn, 1917], pp. 29 ff.) 
that Silas was resident in Ephesus, and in fact as leader of the “house of 
Onesiphorus” (II Tim. 1:16; 4:19) and as recipient of Rom. 16. 

288 The order, Silvanus first, then Timotheus, is chosen here, as in II Cor. 

1:19, with a view in retrospect to the situation of the second journey. 
239 Cf. W. Michaelis, [2], pp. 34-35. 
240 A, Oepke, pp. 127-28. 
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before his second visit to Thessalonica, namely on that trip to 
cee Corinth which we usually call the “interim visit.” 74 The ships 

which sailed from Ephesus to Achaia and back had to go by 

Athens and must have landed there frequently. One had a stop 

in Athens and then probably took another ship for the continuing 

voyage.*42 Now I Thess. 3:1 says no more than that Paul traveled 

on from Athens alone after he had sent Timotheus from there on 

the trip to Thessalonica. I had already earlier conjectured,” 

without knowing of W. Hadorn’s study, that Paul’s stay in 
Athens at the time of the “interim visit’ is just the situation of 

which the apostle speaks in I Thess. 3:1. Now I see that Hadorn 
has justified this thesis so well 24* that nothing more of importance 

can be added to it.?4> It is true that the following observation 

needs to be supplemented. According to I Thess. 3:1-5, Paul sent 

Timotheus to Thessalonica because he feared that the 6Aiwetc 

which had struck him could move the Thessalonians to apostasy. 

Involved in these afflictions are the attacks against his apostolic 

authority to which Paul saw himself exposed in the community 

in Thessalonica (see pp. 177 ff.). But it was also just such dis- 

241 Qn this, see the introductions and the commentaries on the Corinthian 
epistles, as well as Vol. 1, pp. 103 ff. 

242 Cf. W. Michaelis, [2], p. 61. 
ZeSOV Ol pol Odav.3 0s 
244 W. Hadorn, pp. 83 ff. 
245 Still to be clarified would be only whether Paul sent Timotheus to Thes- 

salonica before or after his visit in Corinth. Only the latter is likely. The “we 

decided to remain behind in Athens alone” is not very plausible if Paul had 
already made the decision in Ephesus to send Timotheus to Thessalonica. It 
would also be strange if the necessity for the sudden trips to Thessalonica had 

happened to come at the same time. Further, “to remain behind in Athens” 

makes good sense only if Paul was obliged to tarry in Athens. But in view of the 
short distance to Corinth, this is not very likely. Finally, it would be out of the 
way to go from Ephesus to Thessalonica by way of Athens. Thus we must as- 
sume that Paul took Timotheus as his companion to Corinth. There he must have 
received the disturbing news about the situation in Thessalonica. At the same 
time, in view of the situation in Corinth, he there changed his travel plans (Vol. 1, 

p. 103); the new plan once again postponed the long-promised visit with the 
Thessalonians (I Thess. 2:18!) . This had to be communicated to the Thessalonians. 
Since I Thess. 2:13-4:1, written just after Timotheus’ return, does not contain 

such a communication, Timotheus will already have conveyed it and, for the 
time being, substituted for Paul’s visit. Now, moreover, the “we decided to re- 

main behind in Athens alone” is quite in place, since this decision was a sudden 
one and Paul possibly had to wait in Athens for a sailing connection to Ephesus, 
and perhaps also wanted to spend a few days with the Christians there. 
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tresses that led Paul to make the interim visit to Corinth, namely, 

grave charges against him as apostle. The epistle Cor. C, which 

was written in connection with the interim visit, and the some- 

what later sorrowful epistle make this evident (see Vol. 1, pp. 
103). Such charges are in fact suited for making Paul’s mes- 

sage unworthy of belief in the community. In other words: 

the motivation for the sending of Timotheus which Paul gives 

in I Thess. 3:1-5 is comprehensible only from the situation of 
the interim trip to Corinth, which took him by way of Athens, 
and not from the period of the second missionary journey. 

Timotheus then after the completion of his trip met Paul 
again in Ephesus or its vicinity. Consequently, the joyful epistle 

preserved in I Thess. 2:13-4:1(2) was written in Asia after 

Paul’s interim visit in Corinth and falls, broadly speaking, in 

the period between I Cor. and II Cor.246 The other writing con- 

tained in I Thess. is to be put in the same place, but before 

the interim visit. 

W. Michaelis,?47 because of Acts 19:22, expresses doubt about 

this precise dating of the stay in Athens mentioned in I Thess. 

3:1 ff. I do not understand this. For even if one holds the note 

in Acts to be historically assured, one still can have no objection 

to the idea that before his final departure from Ephesus, Paul 

once more sends Timotheus, who was with him again, together 

with Erastus to the Macedonian communities. One can even sur- 

mise the reason for this mission. It will have come at that time 

when Paul changed his travel plans for the last time and decided 

to travel, not, as previously anticipated (II Cor. 1:15 ff.), by 

way of Corinth to Macedonia, but by way of Macedonia to 

Corinth. The mission of the two co-workers thus probably was 

to prepare the way for Paul’s visit which was connected with the 

gathering of the offering for Jerusalem and is to be compared 

with the corresponding mission of Titus and his co-workers to 

Achaia (II Cor. 8-9). To be sure, W. Michaelis appears to 

246 More precisely, it should be said: soon after epistle C, which according 
to my analysis (Vol. 1, pp. 98 ff.) includes II Cor. 2:14-6:134-7:2-4 and presum- 
ably was carried to Corinth by Titus, before Timotheus, coming from Thes- 

salonica, reached Paul (cf. ibid., p. 105) . 
247 11], p. 225. Otherwise in [2], p. 62. 
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assume—on what grounds? #48—that the mission of Timotheus 

and Erastus occurred before the composition of I Thess., in fact, 

before the trip of Timotheus to Thessalonica mentioned in I 

Thess. 3:2. But that cannot be. 
W. Hadorn (pp. 79 ff.) very sensitively calls attention to the 

fact that Paul’s inner frame of mind before the return of Timo- 

theus from Thessalonica, which he describes in I Thess. 3:7 

with the words “éri méon TH dveyKn Kal OAiper HUdv,” fits in well 

with his attitude after the interim visit (cf. II Cor. 6:4) and that, 

as we have already stated,?4° it was in fact Satan standing behind 
the false teachers in Corinth (II Cor. 11:13 ff.) who according 
to I Thess. 2:18 canceled the apostle’s travel plans during his 
stay in Ephesus. To this one could add in detail the evidence 
that the degree of acquaintance with the Gnostic doctrines and 
charges which Paul betrays in “I Thess.’’ corresponds approxi- 
mately to that state of things one can demonstrate for this time 

on the basis of the Corinthian epistles. But I shall not, in con- 
clusion, burden this study with such questions, which hardly 
could significantly amplify the weight of the foregoing argument. 

Recently W. G. Kiimmel has given, in my opinion, a proof—to 
be sure, an unintended one—for the composition of I Thess. during 

the so-called third missionary journey. He would like decidedly to 
hold to the early dating of the epistle, which is “thus undoubtedly 
the earliest epistle of Paul preserved for us” (p. 227). The arguments 
against this dating are only very incompletely given and are abruptly 

dismissed (see above, notes 222, 224). The only argument, then, 
for the early dating, which accordingly must support the “un- 
doubtedly,” is: “However, arguing decisively against the dating of 

I Thess. in a time which lies several years from Paul's founding 

visit is the fact that Paul’s account of his connections with the com- 
munity since his departure (2:17-3:8) clearly shows that Paul has 
now heard from the community for the first time through Timotheus, 
and up till then had not even known whether the community still 
existed watt all™ (8:0)2% 

That this is “not even conceivable after an interval of several years” 

248 Cf. W. Michaelis, [2], p. 54. Here, without sufficient reasons, he identifies 
the sending of Timotheus and Erastus mentioned in Acts 19:22 with that of 
Timotheus mentioned in I Cor, 4:17; 16:10. 

249 Cf, above, n. 207. 
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is undoubtedly correct, but that according to 2:17-3:8 Paul has 
heard through Timotheus anything at all about the community 
at Thessalonica for the first time since its founding not only is 
nowhere indicated in the passage cited, but is even excluded, because 

according to 3:2-3 Paul had sent Timotheus to Thessalonica when he 

had heard of distresses in the community, in which Timotheus was 

to strengthen and comfort the Thessalonians. Besides, in I Thess. 

1:7 ff. Paul says clearly how many different reports he had received 
about the Thessalonians constantly. In view of the good reports 
mentioned in this passage, the fears aroused in Paul in contrast to 
these must all the more go back to other and different concrete com- 
munications. 

Moreover, it is hardly possible to interpret 3:5 in such a way as to 

say that Paul was in doubt whether the community still existed 
at all; for he sends Timotheus to the existing community, whose 

faith is known everywhere (1:7 ff.), that he might strengthen this 

community in its difficulties (3:2-3) and guard it against apostasy 

to the false teachers, which according to 3:5 Paul obviously feared. 
Nevertheless even if one assumes that in the sending of Timotheus 

Paul was afraid that the community had been dissolved, this only says 

something against the early dating of the epistle. For that in about a 
quarter of a year both growth and extended missionary activity of 
the community in ‘Thessalonica, as it was described in 1:7 ff., as well as 

the total dissolution of the same community, as W. G. Kiimmel sees 

it suspected in 3:5, could have taken place is even more inconceivable 

than the already impossible fitting into such a brief span of time of 
the happenings presupposed in 1:7 ff. alone. The suspected “dissolu- 
tion” of the community can have happened at any later time, thus 
even during the so-called third missionary journey, but not in the 

first quarter-year after the founding of the community. All the 
more it must not have happened in this quarter-year. 

But if this argument, which consequently is untenable in all its 

parts, speaks as apparently the only reason, in any case “decisively,” 

for the view that I Thess. “undoubtedly” was composed during the 

so-called second missionary journey, then such justification is in fact 
a proof, to be sure an unwilling but still a decisive one, that the 
early dating of the epistle is untenable. 

VI 

The question as to the genuineness of II Thess. is answered 

in various ways, now as always. We can hardly expect a unani- 
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mous answer in the foreseeable future. But on one point there 
is a dominant unity among those who deny it and those who 
defend it. If it is authentic, the second epistle is to be placed in 
immediate proximity in time to the first epistle and thus in the 

same historical situation. In the following, we first leave com- 

pletely aside the question of genuineness and test to see whether 

II Thess. is understandable in terms of that situation which 

“I Thess.” discloses for the circumstances in Thessalonica. If 

this is not possible, then one must, to be consistent, abandon 

the authenticity of II Thess. If it is possible, it would still not 

be irrefutable proof, but a strong argument for the genuineness 

would be gained. I refrain from giving a complete list of the 

manifold parallels and similarities in the two epistles, since 

these can be explained equally well: if the epistle is genuine, 

from the fact that it comes from the same time; if it is not genuine, 

from the author’s-method of copying. However, there are of 

course exceptions: see below, pp. 216-17. 

Of course first of all, surprising as it may be, the literary unity 

of II Thess. is to be called in question.?>° In this epistle is re- 

peated what was observed in I Thess., that within its corpus are 

found the proem and the eschatocol of another epistle, an ob- 
servation which indeed has not yet been made in this specific 

260 ater un-Pauline insertions in a genuine epistle of Paul already have 
often been excised in order to rescue the authenticity of II Thess.; cf. C. Clemen, 
pp. 13 f€. In this, If Thess. 2:1-12 esp. was suspected. Up to now, however, to 

my knowledge II Thess. has not been explained as a composite of epistles. It 
is true that B. Rigaux has already rightly observed that an epistolary conclusion 
is found before II Thess. 3:6, and thus 3:6-16 appears to be appended to an 
epistle: “Cette péricope porte la trace d’ une addition. La lettre semble finir par 
le souhait de III 5, qui suit un 716 Aotmov (III 1), souvent annonciateur d’ une 

fin de lettre” (Les Epitres aux Thessaloniciens, p. 73; cf. idem, Paulus und seine 
Briefe [1964], pp. 154-55). IL Thess. 3:11 provides Rigaux with the possibility of 
explaining, not unskillfully, this striking and important observation with the 
conjecture that after finishing and before sending the epistle, Paul had received 
more new reports from Thessalonica (p. 710). The eschatocol character of II 
Thess. 2:16 ff, moreover, has often been recognized earlier. Cf. e.g., W. Wrede, 

pp: 78 ff.: “In the light of all this we shall assume that he (scil., the pseudony- 
mous author of II Thess.!) actually intended originally to come to the conclusion 
with 3:1 (or 2:16-17)” (p. 79). “The author abandoned the idea of concluding 
already; in 3:6-15 he allows still another exhortation to follow” (p. 80). Cf. also 
K. v. Hofmann, in loc.; H. J. Holtzmann, p. 103; idem, Einleitung (1886, 2nd ed.) , 
p. 236, and (1892, 3rd ed.), pp. 212-13; J. T. Sanders, p. 359. This observation 
necessarily leads to the same judgment for the parallel epistolary conclusion in 
I Thess. 3:11 ff. 
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form, but nevertheless has repeatedly served to describe the 
similarity between I Thess. and II Thess. 

The doublet to the proem is found in 2:13-14.25t There can 
be no doubt of the proem character of this passage, as a com- 
parison with II Thess. 1:3 ff. and I Thess. 1:2 ff. shows, and a 
comparison also with the other proems of Paul’s epistles will 

show even more clearly. Most commentators rightly note that 

the Hyeig 5€ in 2:13 has no sensible connection with the preced- 
ing verses. 

Just as clearly, in 2:16 there begins with the formula attd¢ 
5€ 6 KUpiog which is customary here (see pp. 131-32) an epistolary 
conclusion, to which 2:15 recognizably forms the transition. 
Verses 2:16-17 contain the intercession which approximates a 
doxology. With the formula 16 Aortév, which, as we have seen 

(pp. 132-33) , with Paul is used exclusively to introduce the con- 
cluding paraenesis, the stereotyped concluding admonitions begin 

(3:1 ff.). They contain above all the request for specific inter- 
cession which, as we also have seen (p. 132), is found in Paul only 

in eschatocols. The following déotacyés, as with all the con- 

clusions of letters which now stand in the corpus of a letter, 

has been eliminated by the editor; it could not well remain. 

With it the concluding benediction also has been omitted (but 
see below, n. 259). 

II Thess. 2:13-3:1 ff.25? thus represents the framework of an 
independent epistle, with prescript and dotacpdg omitted. The 

corpus of this epistle has dropped out between 2:14 and 2:15. 
Why? Unquestionably the fact is unique, that the editor omits 
the corpus of the epistle, only to keep the framework. Was the 

content of the epistle so unimportant and the framework so 

important? Or was the content of the epistle of such a kind that 

its acceptance into the composite and collection of epistles was 

251 Cf, P. Schubert, pp. 29 ff. 
252 For a more precise analysis of 3:1-5, cf. n.259. Whether and to what ex- 

tent the beginning of 2:13 was editorially tampered with can no longer be deter- 
mined with certainty. One might assume that 2:13 originally began like II Thess. 
1:3. It then would suffice to excise the ryyeitg 5€ as an editorial parenthesis. It 

has often been stated (cf. W. Wrede, p. 21) that these words yield no sense that 
is directly illuminating in the context. Then the editor would have proceeeded 
in the composing of II Thess. precisely as in the assembling of I Thess. In I 
Thess. also, as we have seen, the second proem is artificially connected with the 
preceding verses by means of an editorial parenthesis in 2:13. 
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forbidden? But then why was the framework kept? It contains 
nothing that would be unique within the Corpus Paulinum. 
Therefore the conjecture is not unreasonable that the corpus of 
this epistle actually has not been lost at all, but has only been 
displaced. But if this is the case, it can only have consisted of 

2:1-12. The placing of the proem after the corpus of its epistle 
is easy to explain: Without this relocation both proems would 
have followed immediately one after the other, and _ besides, 

2:13-14, with respect to contents, would have adjoined 1:11-12 
only with a quite harsh effect. 
A glance at 2:15 shows that the suggested rearrangement is no 

more conjecture, but an unavoidable procedure. This verse is 

the only part of the corpus of the letter originally bracketed by 

2:13-14 and 2:16—3:1 ff. that has remained in its proper place. 
The commentaries rightly state that vs. 15 follows the thanks- 
giving in vss. 13-14 without any visible transition. If II Thess. 

is only a later imitation of I Thess., one need not be surprised at 

this break in style. But actually the dpa ov follows 2:12 and 
shows that 2:15 concludes the argument of the epistle, and in- 
deed the argument of the entire epistle; for vs. 15 itself hardly 

leaves any doubt of the original connection of 2:15 and 2:16, 

the beginning of the eschatocol. Moreover, the otrxete leads into 
the conclusion of the epistle also in I Cor. 16:13 (= Cor. A) 
andeim Phil-y4l (Phil C)s 

Now 2:15 clearly refers back, as to content, to 2:1-2, and that 
with characteristic variation and correction of the sources of 
information named there (see p. 209). But then vs. 2:15 con- 
tains the conclusion drawn from vss. 2:1-12, and vss. 2:13-14 break 
the logical connection in an intolerable way. Since we now have 
already recognized 2:13-14 as the proem of an epistle, the reloca- 

tion of these verses before 2:1 becomes unavoidable. 

Thus our canonical II Thess. contains two writings, namely 
1:1-124-3:6 ££.753 and 2:1-3:5 (= 2:13-14-2:1-12+-2:15-3:1 ff.) . 

258 On the vss. 3:17-18, however, cf. below, n. 259. Karl J. Bjerkelund (p. 138) 

opposes this literary reconstruction with the argument that after the “thanks- 
giving” Paul could not begin with tapayyéAAw, which ‘is a very harsh concept.” 
I do not see this, especially since neither in Paul (cf. IL Thess. 3:4, 10, 12) nor 
elsewhere in the New Testament does mapayyéAAw give the impression of any 

special harshness. 
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As in I Thess., the one epistle is simple inserted into the other— 
which is the essential reason for the striking literary kinship of 
the two epistles—only that the inserted epistle for obvious reasons 

was rearranged as indicated. The proposal made here is, in my 
opinion, the only one suited for solving the literary problem 
of II Thess., namely the incontestable presence within the epistle 

of the framework of a second epistle. The solution offered will 
be verified and confirmed in the following exposition. 

Vil 

The peculiar literary, stylistic, and theological character of the 

first chapter of II Thess. is abundantly described and discussed 
by the commentaries and introductions. Even more quickly than 

in the first epistle, the expression of thanks gains its concrete 
background in the peculiar situation in Thessalonica, only that 

now Paul does not come to speak in an apologetic tendency of his 
missionary activity in Thessalonica, but of the Stoypoi and OAipets 

of the Thessalonians. He refers explicitly to all persecutions; the 
occasion for mentioning them in this passage, however, can be 

sought only in the present sufferings, which are attested by the 

present tense in ““dvéxeo8e” and “‘tdoyete.” ‘The sufferings meant 

here can only be the “Aipets” which are also variously alluded 

to in I Thess. 2:14—3:7 ff. We learn nothing new in II Thess. 
1 about these persecutions, whose connection with the appear- 
ance of the Gnostics we surmised (see pp. 176 ff.). Paul’s pri- 

mary interest in the composition of the second epistle does not 

concern them and the distresses which have arisen in Thessa- 
lonica because of them, although the statements in the first 

chapter almost altogether have the Stwyyoi and OAiweig as their 

background. 

Paul writes the epistle out of anxiety over the threat to the com- 
munity that comes from within, as we shall see presently. The 
occasion for the epistle is not praise or comfort, but admonition. 
It is understandable that Paul is anxious to offer such admonition 

only cautiously in the case of the community whom he had seen 

only during his founding visit and not again for years. For this 

purpose the theme of OAjiypic is well suited, for with it Paul can 

express to the community his heartfelt concern about their fate 
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and thus gain a receptive ear for his apostolic admonitions. In 
similar fashion, the concern for the distresses in persecution of 

the Thessalonians in the ‘joyful epistle’ to Thessalonica also 
serves after the event to take away anything that is offensive 

about the sending of Timotheus, although he had been sent in 
essence because of Paul’s anxiety—apparently only partially justi- 
fied—about the obedience of the Thessalonians to their apostle 

(see pp. 176 ff.) . 
Further, the praise and thanksgiving for the state of the Thes- 

salonians’ faith in II Thess. 1:3 ff. serves, just as it does in I Thess. 

1:2 ff., obviously as preparation for the coming admonitions. Of 
course the detailed character of these preparations in 1:3-12 is 
striking. In I Thess. 1:2 ff. Paul comes much more quickly to 

the actual object of the epistle, as then the proem of II Thess. 

already distinguishes itself by its length from the proems of all 

the other epistles of Paul. This would be understandable if the 

epistle beginning in II Thess. 1:1 ff. were the first contact by 

letter between Paul and the Thessalonians, either at all or in the 

admonitions which form the subject of the following cor- 
respondence. 

Strange also is the formal style of the proem in II Thess. 1:3- 

12. Verses 3-10 form a single sentence, an unusual construction 

for the genuine epistles of Paul. Some have wanted to see in this 
an indication of the inauthenticity of the epistle, and it is to be 

conceded in any case that the unique style in 1:3-12, which re- 

veals a certain lack of familiarity between sender and addressee, 

can easily be explained if the epistle is not genuine. But it seems 

to me that we have just as good an explanation if one may re- 

gard the epistle which begins in II Thess. 1:1 as a first renewal of 
contact between Paul and the community at Thessalonica which 

had been separated from him for years. 

A further problem is the extended reference to the Parousia in 

1:7 ff. It is not explained, if one wants to see a problem in it at 

all, by saying that a Christian of the second or third generation 

proposes to reassure the communities because of the postpone- 

ment of the Parousia. For the verses indeed attest precisely the 

imminent expectation of the Parousia at the time of Paul, and 

thus the very expectation which poses the problem of the delay 
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in the Parousia for the following generations. But they do not 

solve this problem. On the other hand, the heightening of the 

hope of the Parousia becomes understandable against that back- 
ground which we have also demonstrated for I Thess. 5:1-11: 

the Gnostic denial of the expectation of the Parousia at all. The 
fact that Paul does not explicate this problem in II Thess. 1:7 ff. 
as he does in I Thess. 5:1-11, but only appeals to the expectation 
of the Thessalonians, 611 émotev8n TO papTUpiov Hydv 9’ bnag (1: 

10), again would be well explained if the epistle beginning in 
II Thess. 1:1 ff. comes before the one to which I Thess. 5:1-11 
belongs; for in the former epistle Paul still is not discussing 
doctrinal questions at all but is only appealing to the Thessa- 

lonians, a procedure which apparently later appears to him in- 
adequate. The writing to Thessalonica comprising I Thess. 1:1- 

2:12 + 4:2-5:28 is dominated by argumentative discussion. 

But what does the appeal say which Paul so abundantly pre- 
pares in II Thess. 1:1-12? We have seen that 3:6 follows just 
after 1:12. Then the admonishing appeal reads thus: “But we 

exhort you, brethren, in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, that 

you keep away from any brother who walks disorderly and not 

according to the tradition which you have received from us” (3:6). 
The Thessalonians are to separate themselves from the disorderly 

brethren, the &taxtot, who are also called this in I Thess. 5:14 

and are briefly described in I Thess. 4:9 ff. 

The treatment of this question in II Thess. 3:6-15 is more de- 
tailed than in the first epistle. It is beyond question, and is not 

seriously questioned by the exegetes, that the same group within 

the community is in mind in both cases, whether “II Thess.” is 

genuine or not. Thus we can here reexamine our exegesis of I 

Thess. 4:9 ff. 
In the second epistle also, it cannot be ordinary idleness against 

which Paul is taking a stand, for the Gtaxtoi are not yet ade- 

quately characterized with the “pndév épyatopévouc,” but are pre- 

cisely described only by “teptepyatopévouc,”” in other words, as 

those who “do something unnecessary or useless” (W. Bauer, 

[2]). Moreover, they are not only urged to keep at their work, 

but (as in I Thess. 4:11) are also admonished to jhouxia. Further, 
the threat of church discipline would be, in the same form in 
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which it applies in I Cor. 5:9 ff. to adulterers, idol worshipers, 
etc., unnecessarily severe in the case of ordinary idleness: pq 
ouvavayiyvuo8at avtotc,254 

Hence the passage II Thess. 3:6 ff. also is motivated by re- 
ligious fanaticism (already known from I Thess.) which led to 
the abandonment of everyday labor. On this, unanimity prevails 

among the exegetes to a large extent. 
Of course we learn nothing concrete from Paul’s argument 

about the religious background of this fanaticism. It is to be 

deduced from the context. Anyone who in II Thess. 2 and in I 

Thess. 5:1 ff. sees a refutation of exaggerated speculations about 

the imminent end, consequently speaks of apocalyptic excitement. 

But we have already seen, and shall see still better, that people 

in Thessalonica by no means regarded the day of the Lord as 

immediately imminent. Even Paul himself apparently does not 
see the fanaticism of the ‘‘teptepyaCoyevor” as grounded in ex- 

aggerated expectation of the end. Otherwise he would have had 

to make clear why in spite of the immediately imminent end one 
must still labor, or he would have had to point out the error of 

such expectation. Instead of this, he recalls his conduct of many 

years earlier, which however could naturally be no longer norma- 

tive for the last days of the world, which people allegedly see 
dawning in Thessalonica. 

Most suggestive is the reference to the example Paul gave 

during his stay in Thessalonica, which calls to order members 
of the community with a missionary activity similar to Paul’s. 

The disorderliness of their activity consists in the fact that in 

their missionary busyness they neglect their existence in this 

world, thereby give a poor example to those ‘“‘without” (I Thess. 

4:12), and can easily acquire the bad name of a visionary or a 
charlatan.?55 

We have already seen, in our study of the first epistle, that 

such fanaticism is attested for the Gnostics of the Pastoral 

Bee Wy Uteert, [2], Daou: 
2557 Cor. 14:40 (cf. 14:33) also affords a certain parallel: “Let everything be 

done decently and in order.” With this principle Paul takes a stand against the 
disturbance introduced into the congregation’s worship by the Gnostic pneumatics 
as a particular case of the disorders evoked by the pneumatic &taxtot. Cf. also 
C. Spicq, “Les Thessaloniciens ‘inquiets’ ¢taient-ils des paresseux?” (Studia Theo- 
logica X [1957]: 13). 
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Epistles.2°6 It is also characteristic of the circles of “inspired peo- 

ple” of all periods of church history, here naturally often con- 
nected with apocalyptic speculations. As an illustration of this, I 

would like to cite a section from a presbytery protocol 757 of 
my home, in which the “inspired ones,” who “have Jesus in the 

heart” (cf. II Cor. 13:3), are described as ‘‘secretly holding ex- 

ercises, departing from the Reformed religion, harboring errors, 
and speaking with contempt of the holy seal of the covenant 

(=the Supper)... . Besides, they are very negligent of their 

business at home and through tribute paid to... (the Prophet) 
. and his kind seriously weaken their own resources, . . . give 

occasion to general nuisance, and strive to lead others astray.” This 

parallel to the conditions in Thessalonica (and Corinth, the 

Pastoral Epistles, etc.) , as unintentional and accidental as it is 
striking, speaks for itself. 

One may also read, for example, the portrayal in Iren. I, 13 ff. 

of the missionary activity of the Gnostic Marcus and his pupils, 
who let themselves be supported by their hearers, or of the activ- 

ity of the Gnostic prophets in Orig. Cels. VII, 8-9, in either case, 
though, without the polemical slant of the reporters. Anyone 

who has to proclaim 6i& mvevpatog that the day of the Lord is al- 

ready here, that the kingdom of God represents an inner pos- 

session of man, and that Gnosis means the resurrection—him one 

will have to imagine in Thessalonica in that fanatical busyness 
against which Paul sets himself in II Thess. 3:6 ff. 

Apparently Paul hopes to be able to render ineffective the 
poison of the new doctrine disseminated by the teptepyatopevor, 

by forbidding the community to associate with these people who 

so completely fail to walk according to his example. In case any- 

one in the community is not ready to heed his admonition, he is to 

be excommunicated. The brief epistle reaches its climax in this 

demand: “If any one refuses to obey what we say in this letter, 

note that man, and have nothing to do with him” (vs. 14). ph 

ouvavayiyvuo8at in Paul’s writings is a terminus technicus for the 

renunciation of church fellowship, as I Cor. 5:9, 11 shows (cf. 

W. Hadorn, Die Abfassung der Thessalonicherbriefe, pp. 123-24) . 

256 In that connection, “tepiepyor” occurs in I Tim. 5:13. 

257 Circa 1770; reproduced in G. Hinsberg, Sayn-Wittgenstein-Berleburg, Band 
IV (Berleburg, 1925) , privately printed. 
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That such an excommunication is to take place in the hope that 
the one expelled from the fellowship, ashamed, might repent 

(vss. 14b-15) does not undo the excommunication as such. Thus 
Paul hopes to be able to guard the community against apostasy 

and against infiltration by the poison of the false doctrine, by 
decreeing, without further discussion, that people should keep 

away from the heretics and their following and should withhold 
the church’s fellowship from members of the community who do 

not obey this demand. Cf. Titus 3:10-11. 

This presupposes either that Paul is not adequately informed 
to be able to argue in the presence of the community in view of 
the new situation, or that he regards the community as not yet 

seriously infected, in which case this latter judgment could, 

in consequence of scanty information, be based on an error. In 
any other case he would have had to name the false doctrines 

and to identify them as such. This he does not do, not yet, for 

in I Thess. 1:1-2:12 + 4:2-5:28 the picture has changed. Here 
Paul sets himself against the fruits which the seed sown by the 

&taktot in the community in spite of the apostle’s warning to 

keep away from the evil brethren apparently is to bring to mind. 

It is clear: II Thess. 1:1-12 + 3:6-18 belong before I Thess. 1:1- 

2:12 + 4:2-5:28. It is impossible to reverse this relationship. 
In this connection I should cite some noteworthy sentences 

from W. Hadorn (pp. 117, 123-24) which are meant to establish 
the priority of II Thess. over I Thess.: ““The disorders appear in 

II Thess. 3:11 as something new, of which Paul has just heard. 

He appeals to his repeated earlier exhortations (imperfect tense) 

when they were with them, not to an epistle (II Thess. 3:10). On 

the other hand, in I Thess. 5:14 those who are unsettled are 

treated as already mentioned. The corresponding admonition in 

I Thess. 4:10, 12 is so brief that we understand it only because 

we are acquainted with II Thess. 3. The author of I Thess. ap- 
peals to a quite definite command (tapnyyeiAapev, aorist, 4:11), 

which can easily be connected with an earlier epistle.”’ Thus 

W. Hadorn. His comments, seen as a whole, appear to me con- 

vincing, indeed not for the priority of II Thess. over I Thess. 

simply, but for II Thess. 3:6-16 over I Thess. 4:2-5:28. Arguing 

for this also is the indefinite “by letter” in II Thess. 3:14, which 
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refers to the letter in hand and makes it appear less probable that 
other epistles to Thessalonica had already preceded it. Arguing 

for it finally is the source of information which Paul indicates 

in the early epistle: ‘““For we hear that some among you are walk- 

ing disorderly, not working, but doing useless things” (3:11). 
Paul scrupulously says that his information is based on rumors. 

But these appear to him dependable enough to base his appeal on 

them. ‘They apparently do not justify more, presumably because 

they are too scanty. For it is just this that the &«kovoyev intends to 
express: I have only heard, as it is said explicitly in Gal. 1:23: 

yovov 5€ akovovteg. Also in the first epistle (A) to Corinth this 

akovw occurs (I Cor. 11:18; see Vol. 1, p. 91), and likewise in the 

first epistle to Philippi which makes reference to the false teachers 

(B: Phil. 1:27; see p. 69). The scantiness of the information 
upon which Paul can base his respective first anti-Gnostic writ- 

ings to Corinth and Philippi has been indicated in the places 
named. 

These parallels may assure the sufficiently presented particular 
character of the epistle II Thess. 1:1-12 + 3:6-16: It involves 
that writing with which Paul reacts to the first reports to reach 
him about the appearance of the false teachers in Thessalonica. 

The close of the epistle now in hand does not exactly follow 
the scheme described above on pp. 129 ff. It is true that it begins in 

3:16 with attdg 5€ 6 KUpioc, precisely as in I Thess. 3:11; 5:23, 
and II Thess. 2:16. Thus the beginning is the same in all four 

epistles to Thessalonica.?®® Still, vs. 16b may be the concluding 

benediction, with whose brief form Rom. 15:33 is to be com- 

pared. But then vs. 18 is a doublet. In any case the concluding 

paraenesis is completely absent from its usual place. But above 
all, vs. 17, because of its contents, does not fit the end of the first 

epistle to Thessalonica: “I, Paul, am writing the greeting with 

my own hand, which is a mark in every one of my letters; this 

is the way I write.” This verse is inconceivable without a specific 
occasion for it. The first epistle, which we have discussed, does not 

258Tt is noteworthy that nowhere else in Paul does the same formula word 
for word introduce an epistolary conclusion, let alone a theme. Did Paul have 
in hand copies of the previous epistles when he was composing a new one? In 
any case this observation leaves no doubt that the two canonical Thessalonian 
epistles contain four original epistolary endings. 
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let us recognize such an occasion, but rather leads us to expect 
genuine greetings. Yet vs. 17 fits splendidly the end of that other 

writing to Thessalonica which II Thess. contains. This will 

presently be shown. Then the one epistle breaks off with 3:16, 
and the editor has replaced the broken-off conclusion with the 
c&otracués and the benediction of the other epistle (3:17-18) .°° 
Accordingly, the other epistle, which is now to be investigated, 

contains 2:1—3:5, 17-18. 

Vill 

The proem of this epistle is found in 2:13-14. This is followed, 

as we have seen, by the corpus of the epistle, 2:1-12: “Now con- 
cerning the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ and our assembling 

to meet him, we beg you, brethren, not to be quickly shaken in 

mind or excited, either by spirit or by word, or by letter purport- 

ing to be from us, to the effect that the day of the Lord has 

come” (RSV). “The epistle was written probably for the sake 
of this passage.” 2° In ‘Thessalonica a false doctrine with respect 

to Christ’s Parousia is being proclaimed. It is not ruled out from 
the outset that such views arose within the Pauline community. 

It is a more likely procedure, however, to reckon with alien in- 

fluences. This is particularly true when one considers the peculiar 

content of this false doctrine. 
The assertion contested by Paul undoubtedly has the meaning 

that the day of the Lord has already come.?*! “By no means ‘is im- 

minently at hand’; évéotnkev does not mean this.” 26 “éviotnpt”’ 

means rather “‘to be present” and stands in explicit contrast to 

259 Did 3:4-5 first get its present place in this rearrangement? The eschatocol 
appears in 2:16-3:5 obviously overdone. The concluding greetings now contained 
in 3:17-18 could originally have followed after 3:3, while 3:4-5 find a good place 
after 3:16a. Verse 3:4 then would form the concluding admonition of the first 
epistle to Thessalonica which we have just noticed was missing. This admonition 
fits in well as the conclusion of an epistle which as its primary contents contains 
the demand that the community separate itself from the G&taxto: (cf. 3:6!), 
while it now ends an epistle which contains not so much admonition as instruc- 
tion (see below). Thus the editor may have undertaken a simple rearrangement 
and exchanged places between 3:4-5 and 3:17-18. Still this question, which can 
hardly be decided with certainty, is without any great significance. 

zeovAN Oepke, pn loz. 
361 Cf, B. Reicke, [1], p. 44. 
262 G. Wohlenberg, p. 144; cf. T. Zahn, [1], I: 235. 
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“péMew": Rom. 8:38; I Cor. 3:22; Gal. 1:4.26 “But the day of 

the Lord has come’ taken literally simply does not fit into the 
situation of the readers. . . . That the day of the Lord in the 

actual sense of the day of judgment and redemption has already 
arrived cannot possibly have been the opinion of the Christians 
languishing in grave tribulation.” 24 Indeed! But one may not 
draw from this fact the conclusion that therefore the évéotnkev 

must mean “The day of the Lord is already about to arrive,” as 
it is customarily given by the exegetes in one variation or an- 

other.26 We must rather seek for a meaning of the assertion, which 

at first appears so meaningless, that the day of the Lord has al- 
ready come. 

This has been done long ago, and after already F. C. Baur?66 

and A. Hilgenfeld ?6" attempted to interpret II Thess. 2:1-12 in 

terms of an anti-Gnostic battlefront, Bahnsen2® carried this in- 

terpretation through in a consistent fashion and, in the assertion 

that the day of the Lord had come, recognized the Gnostic re- 

interpretation of the church’s eschatology. That this interpreta- 

tion is possible is not disputed by the later exegetes. It is the only 

one that allows us to hold the plain wording of the “évéotnkev.” 

Such a reinterpretation of the church’s conceptions of the end- 
time was undertaken by Gnosticism, particularly with the doctrine 

of the resurrection. The most obvious and best-known documenta- 

tion of this is II Tim. 2:18: ‘‘avaéotaow Sn yeyovévan.”” With this 

one may compare Iren. I, 23.5: “In other words, through his 

«62 282 Occasionally “éviotnyt” also means “‘to be imminent.” But in our passage, as 
W. Bauer ([2]) correctly sees, the meaning of “to be imminent” by no means 
comes into consideration; for the assertion that the day of the Lord is imminent 
is a truism and is never a ground for criticism by Paul. Moreover, the two New 
Testament passages cited by W. Bauer for “éviotnyi’=“to be imminent” are 
not relevant: in I Cor. 7:26 Paul is speaking of the present distress, and the future 
tense in II Tim. 3:1 presupposes that the present tense means precisely “to be 
present.” The obscure passage in Barn. 17.2 also hardly belongs here. 

264 &. vy. Dobschiitz, [1], p. 267. 
265 Cf, most recently C. Masson, in loc. e 
266 ThJ, 1855, pp. 141-68. T. Zahn ([l], p. 235) has recourse to the ex- 

planation that the day of the Lord that has come “of course is not conceived as 
a day of twelve or twenty-four hours, but as an epoch during which one has 
to expect the visible return of Christ at any moment—so to speak, hourly.” But 
the time in which one awaits the coming of the Lord is simply not, and nowhere, 

the “day of the Lord.” 
267 ZwTh, 1862, pp. 242-64. 
268 JpTh, 1880, pp. 681-705. 
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(Menander’s) baptism his pupils receive the resurrection, thence- 
forward cannot die... .’’ Iren. III, 31.2: ‘““The resurrection of the 

dead however is the knowledge of what they call the truth.” Tert., 
de resurr. 19: “Woe to him who while he is in the flesh does not 

know the heretical secrets: for that is what they mean by the 
resurrection.” Plotinus, Enn. III, 6.6.69 ff.: ‘‘. . . &m16 ompatos, 

ov WETH CQYATOS, dvaoTacic.”” 

The assertion that the resurrection has already occurred through 

the reception of Gnosis radically eliminates the church’s con- 

ceptions of the future. A “day of the Lord”’ as future is no longer 

conceivable. 

Terminologically speaking, the assertion refuted by Paul in 

II Thess. 2:2 is very closely approximated by passages from the 

Gospel of John like John 5:24-25 and 11:25: “He who hears my 

word and believes him who sent me, has eternal life; he does not 

come into judgment, but has passed from death to life. Truly, 
truly, I say to you, the hour is coming, and now ts, when the dead 

will hear the voice of the Son of God, and those who hear will 

live” (RSV). It does not matter whether John here appropriates 

a Gnostic source writing or is speaking in the Gnostic language 

of his environment: the underlying conception—which John to 

be sure “‘radically historicizes”’ ?6°—is genuinely Gnostic and is the 

same one which is expressed in the assertion that the day of the 
Lord has already come. 

The most exact parallel from Gnosticism which has come to 

my attention is afforded now by Saying 52 of the Coptic Gospel 

of Thomas (cf. Leipoldt-Schenke, p. 18): “His disciples said to 

him, ‘When will the rest of the dead begin? and when will the 

new world come?’ He said to them, “The one which you await, 

it has come; but you do not recognize it.’” Cf. Saying 111: “His 

disciples said to him: ‘When will the kingdom come?’ (Jesus 
said) : ‘It will not come as one expects (it). They will not say, 

“Lo, (now it is) here or lo, (now it is) there.” But the kingdom 
of the Father has spread over the world, and men do not see it.’ ”’ 
Thus the kingdom is already present. Interesting also is the 

Manichaean eschatology according to the portrayal of Sahrastani 

(Haarbriicker, pp. 191-92) : “All the parts of the light unceasingly 

209 R, Bultmann, The Gospel of John (ET, 1971), p. 259, n.2. 
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ascend and are raised into the heights, and the parts of darkness 
unceasingly descend and sink into the depths, until these parts 

are freed from those and the mixing is frustrated and the com- 

binations are dissolved and each part attains to its whole and to 
its world. And this is the resurrection and the parousia.” 2” 

Bahnsen’s interpretation of II Thess. 2:2 has found little ac- 
ceptance, even when people have had to admit that it is the only 
one that does justice to the natural understanding of the 
“evéotnkev.”’ In the acceptance of this interpretation one had to 

give up the authenticity of II Thess., so long as one still regarded 

the Gnosticism as a post-Pauline product of the decay of Chris- 

tianity; this fact may have contributed to the lack of acceptance 

of Bahnsen’s interpretation. Today this inference is superfluous. 

Paul must constantly debate with Gnostics who reject the church’s 

eschatology, deny the resurrection, boast of their perfection, and 

reckon on no Parousia. This holds true for the situation in 

Corinth,?"! Galatia,?”2 and Philippi,?"? and equally so for the 

epistle to Thessalonica discussed above on pp. 135 ff., as we saw 

in the examination of it. The doubt as to resurrection and 

Parousia, against which Paul takes a stand in that epistle, and the 
assertion that the day of the Lord has already come, which he 

refutes in the epistle now under discussion, are identical. P. W. 

Schmiedel is correct when he says: “Since the Parousia had not 

occurred, no one could think that the day of the Lord had al- 

ready come unless he interpreted it spiritually as a Gnostic.” 274 

Precisely this happened in Thessalonica.275 

In harmony with this interpretation is the fact that this false 

teaching comes about 8i& tvevpatos, Sia Adyou, and 6 émortoArs 

cog 61’ hwdv.276 There is dispute as to what the “ac 5 hyav” refers 

270 Cf. also in the Codex Brucianus (ed. C. Schmidt-W. Till, p. 306.40 ff.) : 
“And I say to you that they, since they have been on the earth, have already 
inherited the kingdom of God; they share in the light-treasure and are immortal 
gods.” For other passages, see above, p. 166, n. 157. 

22 Vole ippat00) the wlys9) thes 209) ke 
272 See above, pp. 47 ff. 
273 See above, pp. 92 ff., 95 ff. 
274 PW. Schmiedel) ips 37- 
275 Thus also R. Schippers, Mythologie en Eschatologie in 2. Thessalonicenzen 

2, 1-17 (Assen, 1961) , pp. 7 ff. 
276 Cf. K. Sturmer, p. 49. 
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to. Along with most, I would prefer to relate it only to “6V 

émotoAs,” but this question is not of decisive importance. 
The false teachers first appeal to the Pneuma. The exegetes 

with great unanimity understand by this the immediate utterance 
of the divine Spirit through the Christian prophets. In I Cor. 14 
Paul himself portrays the practice of the mpopntevetv which he 

too treasures and prefers to the speaking in tongues. I am con- 

vinced that this tpopnteve, like the ecstatic speaking in tongues 

also, is a Gnostic inheritance of the Pauline missionary practice. 

It is unnecessary, however, more precisely to justify this judgment 

here. For it is certain anyway that the Gnostic opponents of Paul 

in Thessalonica as well as in Corinth, Galatia, and Philippi 

boasted of their possession of the Spirit with great emphasis and 

in an anti-Pauline tendency. For Corinth one may compare pas- 

sages such as I Cor. 7:40; 12-14; 15:46; II Cor. 11:4; 12:1-10, 

11-13; for Galatia, Gal. 3:2; 5:25; 6:1;27" for Thessalonica, I 

Thess. 5:19-22 and the explanation of that passage already given 

on pp. 172 ff. With the appeal to revelations of the Spirit the 
Gnostics play their weightiest authority. 

Along with this, they proclaim their false doctrine 81& Adyou, 
that is, by means of sober discourse, perhaps exposition of Scrip- 
ture, perhaps rational persuasive argument. Even Gnosticism 
never renounced the “word.” 

But finally, they also appeal to a purported letter of Paul, and 

Paul himself is at a loss how to explain such an appeal. It is 

incredible that his opponents would have circulated forged epistles 

of the apostle. Such a procedure could not have succeeded during 

the apostle’s lifetime, and it is inconceivable that one would have 

taken such pains to gain for one’s own argument the authority of 

the so sharply contested apostle. The only comprehensible ex- 

planation is that, referring to actual letters of the apostle, people 

were saying: See, in principle, on this question Paul cannot say 

anything other than what we say; or: If you only draw the correct 

implications from Paul’s proclamation, then you will recognize 

that we are right. That Paul’s opponents or, as is more likely, the 

members of the community who had gone over from him to the 

new teachers argued thus appears to me obvious from the fact 

277 On this, see above, pp. 46 ff. 
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that they occasionally provided glosses to the epistles of Paul in 
their own interpretation.2’8 Also, E. v. Dobschiitz ([1], p. 268) 
has already recognized that the Gnostic conception of the present 

character of the day of the Lord could be connected with Pauline 

expressions such as Rom. 6:4 ff.; II Cor. 5:17; Gal. 3:26, et al. 

Von Dobschiitz even refers to I Thess. 5:5! In all these passages 

Paul speaks in gnosticizing terminology. Even without our at- 

tempting to determine whether a passage from Paul’s letters which 

we have was used by the Gnostics in Thessalonica, and which 

passage, we can say that the use of Paul’s epistolary utterances in 

the sense described above is completely understandable among 

people who proclaim through Spirit and word that the day of 

the Lord has already come. We know to what extent later 

Gnosticism on behalf of its teaching laid claim not only upon 

Paul but even upon the Synoptics. 
Within the discussion in the community at Thessalonica, the 

appeal of the schismatics to I Thess. 5:5, as E. v. Dobschiitz al- 

ready recognized,?”° is most clearly suggested: “For you are all 

sons of light and sons of the day; we are not of the night nor of 

the darkness,” as then also vss. 6-8 can be interpreted as a precise 

representation of the Gnostic certainty of salvation, although they 

are intended to be directed precisely against the “already now.” 

In view of the sensational new message Paul warns the com- 

munity “not to be quickly shaken in mind or excited” (RSV). 

The Christians are not to lose their composure and become 

agitated.”8° This may be a conscious reference to the &taxtot of 

the other epistles. 

Paul describes the Gnostic assertion as a deception (vs. 3) 
and refutes it by pointing out that the omens of the end in fact 

are not yet present. Thus all the more the end itself cannot yet 
be here. Indeed the mystery of lawlessness is already at work, but 

the lawless one himself, whom the returning Christ will destroy, 

is still concealed. One can see that Paul has not recognized the 

“spiritualistic” background of the Gnostic assertion that the day 

of the Lord has already come. One should not be surprised at this 

278 Cf, Vol. 1, pp. 302 ff.; see also above, p. 40, on Gal. 5:11. 
279 Thus also W. Wrede, pp. 46-47, 67, to be sure with the presupposition 

that II Thess. is not authentic. 
280 “Q50e100a1” can have both meanings. A decision is difficult. 
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in the apostle who at about the same time concludes from the 

denial of the resurrection of the Corinthian false teachers that 

they are radical skeptics! Above all, one may not infer from Paul’s 
argument in 2:3-12 that with the assertion of vs. 2 his opponents 

could not have undertaken a reinterpretation of the expectation 

of the Parousia because Paul goes into it in such an “apocalyptic”’ 

manner. 
We can pass over the apocalyptic passage 2:3-12.78! Whatever 

of truth in content may be concealed in the conjectures of Baur, 

Hilgenfeld, Bahnsen, Pfleiderer, Liitgert, and others, that behind 

the dvonia and the cvouog stands the Gnostic heresy with its 

libertinism, for the situation in Thessalonica it yields no informa- 

tion. For the apostle does not indicate that his acquaintance with 
the already active mystery of lawlessness was communicated to 

him precisely in Thessalonica.?®? 
Verse 15 is immediately connected with the somber prospect 

of the judgment in vs. 12, and it sums up the entire body of the 

letter and leads to its conclusion: “So now, brethren, stand firm 

and hold to the traditions which you have been taught, whether 

by word or by letter from us.” Since the preceding theme of the 

epistle was eschatology, we are to understand the tapaddceig in 

concreto to consist principally of the eschatological doctrinal 
traditions which were handed on by Paul to the Thessalonians 

either orally or by letter. “Si& Adyou” refers to the missionary 

preaching; ‘6’ émotoAfcg” can mean the present epistle as also 

an earlier one; it apparently is intentionally stated indefinitely. 

Also when Paul elsewhere urges the holding fast to the 

tmapaddoeic, this is always in an anti-Gnostic front. In I Cor. 11:2, 

praise for the maintaining of the tradition is given in view of the 

Gnostic agitation. This praise of course is expressly limited in 
11:17, 23: Over against the disruptive practice of the Supper by 
his opponents, Paul must call back to memory the words of in- 

281 The assertion of K. G. Eckart, pp. 30-31, that this passage is “decidedly anti- 
Pauline in its contents,” is not proved by Eckart himself and, in this form, is 
undoubtedly unfounded. 

282 Only a good observation of K. Stiirmer (p. 49) should be related, since it 
warns against any antiJudaistic understanding of II Thess.: ‘Especially significant 
is the characterizing of the antichrist as &v@pwmosg tis dvopiasg: it is not in the 

nomists but in the antinomians that Paul sees the chief danger for the community.” 
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stitution that have been handed down.?8 In I Cor. 15:1 f£., in view 
of the Gnostics’ denial of the resurrection, the community is re- 

minded of the Easter tradition of the primitive community. We 
know that the apostolic tradition, fixed in canon and symbol and 

guaranteed by office, became the church’s chief weapon against 

pneumatic Gnosticism. Even in II Thess. 2:15 we see how Paul 

already employs this weapon on the same battlefront. 
The same is true of the group of concepts “Sidoxew, 515axh,” 

etc., which increasingly acquired technical import in the church’s 
anti-Gnostic struggle. I have dealt with this in another place,?*4 

and here I only point out that this language usage in Paul also al- 

ready is paving the way within his anti-Gnostic polemic: I Cor. 

4:17; (Rom. 6:17-18); Rom. 16:17. II Thess. 2:15 fits well into 

this picture. Paul never refers to the traditional doctrine in any 

context other than the anti-Gnostic battlefront. 

Because people in Thessalonica are to hold fast to the tradi- 

tions which they have received by word of mouth or in writing 

by Paul’s letter, in the command in 2:15 at the end of the argu- 

ment, obviously a correction is distinctively made in the sources, 

mentioned at the beginning of the argument in 2:2, of the doc- 

trines being disseminated in Thessalonica. The source “Sic 

Tvevyatos’’ is completely muted. Apparently the said matter of 

the Spirit has not been sufficiently tested by the Thessalonians, 
(It is not to be assumed that Paul writes I Thess. 5:19-20 after 
this correction. But then II Thess. 2:1—-3:3 (5), 17-18 comes later 

than the epistle to which I Thess. 5:19-20 belongs.28) People 
still should heed the ‘“‘word,” but according to 2:15 it must be 

Paul’s word: 51& Adyou . . . } wav. Of course the apostle’s letters also 

continue to be binding—if they actually are his letters: 6V 

émloToAhs Huav and not wg 6 Hydv (2:2). 

Paul apparently is not clear as to how epistles from him served 

to support the assertion that the day of the Lord has already come. 

Since he had never made such an assertion, he had to assume that 

people in Thessalonica were working with forgeries. Hence in 

2:2 he chooses the indefinite expression “o> 6” hyév.” But for 

Zo ACh aVolmlpsppacooltte 
284 Cf. below, pp. 226 ff. 
285 Cf. also R. Schippers, p. 9. 
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this reason also he closes his epistle in the context of the usual 

eschatocol in 2:16-3:3 (or 3:5) + 3:17-18 with the statement 

which in this connection is well explained and utterly un- 

suspected, and indeed even necessary: “I, Paul, am writing the 
greeting with my own hand, which is a mark in every one of my 

letters; this is the way I write” (3:17). 
The assertion that the day of the Lord has already come could 

hardly be supported in Thessalonica by any letter of Paul other 

than one addressed to Thessalonica. Of the letters to Thessa- 

lonica known to us the first one offers no occasion for such a mis- 

interpretation, but indeed, as we have seen, that letter containing 

I Thess. 5:1 ff. does. Hence we have confirmation of the conjec- 

ture just expressed, that the letter II Thess. 2:1-3:3 (or 5) + 
3:17-18 is later than the one to which I Thess. 5:1 ff. belongs 

(see below) . 

It is not least of all the passage IJ Thess. 2:1-12 which has 

served and still serves to establish the inauthenticity of “II Thess.” 

This is hardly correct. It has often been said that the treatment 

of the eschatological problematic significantly shifts between I 

Thess. and II Thess. Nevertheless, in the first epistle Paul found 

it necessary to take a stand against the denial of the resurrection 

and against the indifference with respect to the Parousia. In the 

second epistle we learn specifically of the background of such a 

heretical attitude: the day of the Lord has already come. Thus 

there can be no question of a shift in the handling of the eschato- 

logical theme. The situation of “II Thess.” coincides precisely 
with that of “I Thess.” 

Of course it is conceivable that an ecclesiastical Christian 

around the turn of the century wanted to take a stand decisively 

under Paul’s authority against the eschatological heresy of the 

Gnostics of his time and to this end composed II Thess. 2:1-12. 

But in such a forger it would simply be incomprehensible if he 

had taken the assertion that the day of the Lord has already come 

in the literal sense of the church, as the author of II Thess. does. 

That writer of the third generation would have known that this 

assertion was meant “spiritually” and therefore would not have 

been able to counter it with apocalyptic speculations about the 

still-lacking signs of the approaching end. The argument in II 
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Thess. 2:1-12 is conceivable only as unreflective reaction to an 
only half-understood report: this is the situation of Paul, which 
later is no longer conceivable in this form.?86 

I know that some will object that the matter would be sig- 

nificantly different if one reads in 2:2: “The day of the Lord 

is immediately imminent,” and then has pseudo-Paul criticizing 

the expectation of the early end. But this is simply not what it 

says. And even if it did, the point of the forgery would still be a 

riddle. For II Thess. 2:3 ff—as distinguished from II Peter—is 

by no means directed against a disappointed imminent expecta- 
tion of the end. Of course the end has not yet come, for the man 

of lawlessness has not yet appeared. But the mystery of lawless- 

ness is already at work; there yet remains only the katéxwv to be 
moved out of the way, and then the lawless one, whom the Lord 

will destroy, will be revealed. In II Thess. 2:3 ff., Paul sets himself 

against the assertion that the end has already come, but from vs. 
6 onward, he is also parrying a possible misunderstanding of 

such a conclusion, to the effect that the day of the Lord is still 

far off; it is not yet here, but it stands at the doors.?8” This is the 

expression in 2:3 ff. which to that extent is completely in harmony 

with I Thess. 5:1 ff With such words, in which Paul’s imminent 

expectation cannot be overlooked, no forger is calming the second 

or even third generation,”*8§ concerned about the delay of the 

Parousia,”*° who, precisely as we do today, were obliged to give 

286 On this consideration the historical interpretation of II Thess. by W. 
Marxsen, Introduction to the New Testament (1969), pp. 38ff, runs aground. 
He very properly recognizes the anti-Gnostic front of IJ Thess——hence I rcfer 
with emphasis to his statements—which, however, he holds to be post-Pauline. 
For he overlooks the fact that in the second generation one cannot wage a polemic 
against the Gnostic assertion that the day of the Lord has already come with 
an “apocalyptic timetable” “which enumerates the events which are yet to occur 
before the end, in order to prove that the alleged consummation by no means 
could have already occurred”; for with this the Gnostic meaning is not touched 
at all, let alone refuted. This kind of apocalyptic argument against the Gnostic 
reinterpretation of the church’s eschatology is possible only on the basis of a 
misunderstanding. 

287 Only from a biased perspective can one read from II Thess. 2:3 ff. “that 
the tendency to postponement of the Parousia passes into uncertainty” (P. W. 
Schmiedel, p. 9) . 

288 A. Jiilicher, p. 53. 
28° That this pseudo-Paul in the third generation wishes to refute an intense 

fanatical immediate expectation (cf. also H. Conzelmann in Neutestamentliche 
Studien fiir R. Bultmann [1954], p. 194, n.1; A. Loisy; C. Masson) is moreover 
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a negative answer to the question whether a period of some gen- 

erations could have been intended in 2:6-7. And that this pseudo- 
Paul had taken the ingenious pains so authentically to recon- 
struct the situation of II Thess. only for the purpose of getting 

rid of a couple of interesting apocalyptic pet ideas—one can re- 
gard this as motive for the forgery only if this forgery were estab- 

lished on other grounds. 

IX 

It is in order now briefly to summarize the outcome, which is 

of interest for the problems of introduction, of the analysis of the 
individual writings to Thessalonica incorporated in the two 

canonical Thessalonian epistles: 

Thess. A = II Thess. 1:1-12 +- 3:6-16. 

Paul hears (3:11) that the agitation by alien preachers is going 

on in Thessalonica also. In a first writing he only warns the com- 
munity to stay away from these preachers and their followers 

and to give no place in the community to Gnostic enthusiasm. 

Especially careful preparation is made in the proem, 1:1-12, for 

the admonitions of this first epistle, with which after a long period 

Paul resumes contact with the community in Thessalonica. 

Thess. B = I Thess. 1:1-2:12 + 4:2-5:28. 
Paul learns that the agitation by the new apostles has not re- 

mained without influence and impact upon the community. He 

writes a second epistle, in which he first explicitly defends his 

apostolate against the spiteful accusations of the Gnostics that he 

is NO pneumatic and that he preaches for money (the collection) . 
Then he admonishes and instructs the community with regard to 

the novelties proclaimed or practiced by the false teachers: un- 

chastity; fanaticism; disregard for the teachers; denial of the 

resurrection and the Parousia. The cautious tone of this letter— 

unlike Cor. D and Phil. C—shows that he does not yet see the 

community as having slipped from his hands, but he does see 

not very believable, for historical reasons. The problem of the third generation 
was the postponement of the Parousia, not its coming. 
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the arguments of the alien apostles as having some effect in the 
community. 

Thess. G1 Thess. 2:13-14 -- 2:1-12 -L:2:15-3:3 (5), 17- 
18. 

Paul hears that, in order to disseminate the Gnostic assertion 

that the day of the Lord has already come, some are appealing, 

among other things, to an epistle which he is supposed to have 

written. Apparently in doing this they are relying on epistle B 

(I Thess. 5:5 ff.) . Therefore Paul writes a brief epistle in order 
to set straight the eschatological fanaticism, as he understands it, 
and to parry the misuse of his (genuine or forged) epistle. 

hess) Dij=1 Thess: 2:13=42 1. 

The continuing concern for the community leads Paul, at the 

same time in which he himself is making a brief interim visit to 
Corinth, to send Timotheus to Thessalonica. The latter comes 

back from Thessalonica with a good report. Out of joy over this, 

Paul writes his “joyful epistle” to Thessalonica, in which praise 
and thanksgiving appear in place of the apology and paraenesis 

which marked the preceding writings and in which the sending 

of Timotheus in retrospect is justified with a reference to the 

attacks which Paul is having to suffer at the hands of his op- 

ponents. At this time Paul is counting on visiting in Thessalonica 

Soom a5lt) E28 

Only epistle D contains direct allusions to the situation. Such 

allusions hardly will have been lacking in the other writings 

originally; however, they have been excised by the editor, who 

kept the allusions of epistle D for his I Thess. and presumably 

for this reason also had to eliminate the genuine allusions in his 

later II Thess. 

For the order of the four epistles given above, however, our 

analysis has yielded sufficient indications. One can ask whether 

the Thessalonian Aristarchus, who is first mentioned in Acts 19:29 

toward the end of Paul’s stay in Ephesus (cf. Acts 20:4; 27:2; Col. 

290W. Bauer ({l], pp. 74-75) makes it appear likely that Gnosticism soon 
completely drove ecclesiastical Christianity out of Thessalonica. Cf. also II Tim. 

4:10! 
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4:10; Philemon 24), has informed Paul about the situation in 
Thessalonica. In any case epistle B presupposes relatively detailed 
news from Thessalonica; cf. W. Michaelis, [2], pp. 51-52. 

Epistle D was written soon after Paul’s interim visit in Corinth 

(see pp. 187 ff.) . Epistles A, B, and C then belong to the time be- 

fore the interim visit. 
On the placing of the correspondence to Thessalonica among 

the other epistles written during the third so-called missionary 

journey of Paul, see pp. 247 ff. 
The often posed question about the order of the two epistles 

to Thessalonica,?*! for which the arrangement in our present col- 

lection of the epistles in fact is of no decisive importance, is an- 

swered by our analysis of itself. This analysis has tacitly utilized 

some arguments which the defenders of the priority of II Thess. 

customarily bring forth.?% 

x 

The conclusions of the foregoing investigation cannot fail to 
have a bearing on the question of the genuineness of “II Thess.” 

The arguments for or against the genuineness which are adduced 
from theological and philological considerations are so little con- 

vincing that the decision on this question will always be made in 
the investigation of the sttuation of II Thess., of its intention 

and destination, and hence of its substantive and literary rela- 

tionship to the first epistle. 
The situation, however, with the presupposition of the pro- 

posed literary-critical analysis, proves to be “authentic.” It is 

impossible to assume that already before the editing of the col- 

lection one of the four epistles to Thessalonica was falsified. 

In the course of the investigation we have already refuted those 
objections to the genuineness of “II Thess.” which are raised on 

the basis of the eschatological passage 2:1-12, and we have seen 

that this passage becomes understandable at all only when seen 

in the light of Paul’s situation. 

"201 A Appel’s original solution may at least be mentioned because of its curious 
character: I Thess. was written first but not sent; then II Thess. is written and 
sent; finally I Thess. is sent (Einleitung in das Neue Testament, p. 18). 

202 On this, cf. in detail my essay on “Die Thessalonicherbriefe als Brief- 
komposition” in Zeit und Geschichte, Dankesgabe zum 80. Geburistag von Ru- 
dolf Bultmann. 
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Further, we have seen that, given the situation which we have 
presupposed, the peculiar form of the proem in II Thess. 1:3 ff. = 

epistle A becomes easily understandable. 
As in his correspondence with Corinth and Philippi, Paul takes 

a position by letter several times, at brief intervals, upon new 
reports, with respect to the developing situation in Thessalonica. 

This explains the (often exaggeratedly portrayed) close termino- 

logical affinity of the two writings as well as their topical affinity. 

Every letter has peculiarities of language; in the case of “II Thess.” 

they remain altogether within the range of normal variety.?% 

Just as little can one take offense at the individual variations of 

theological ideas.?® The only thing suspicious here is the formula- 

tion in 1:12, where one expects a “tod” before the ‘‘kupiou.” Now 

if this ‘“‘tod’”’ actually is indispensable, it may sometime have 

been omitted through an oversight. One cannot deduce the in- 

authenticity of the entire epistle from this passage. 

In view of the uncertainty as to whether and how the mythical 

figures of the second chapter are to be interpreted historically, it 

also will not do to make a certain historical interpretation of 
these figures the basis of a declaration of inauthenticity. II Thess. 

3:17 is adequately accounted for by 2:2, 15, as we have seen. 

In his lecture on the shorter epistles of Paul, R. Bultmann 

placed great weight upon the fact that in II Thess. 2:13, precisely 

as in I Thess. 2:13, the proem is again taken up, and he concluded 

from this that II Thess. is an imitation of I Thess. Therewith 

he took up an argument strongly emphasized by W. Wrede.?% 

But the fact that in I Thess. 2:13 the proem is repeated is no less 

puzzling than the same phenomenon in the second epistle (2:13- 

2°2 On this, see E. v. Dobschiitz, [1], pp. 39 ff. 
294 Cf, H. Braun, “Zur nachpaulinischen Herkunft des Zweiten Thessalonicher- 

briefes” (ZNW 44 [1952/53]: 152-56), who in my judgment overemphasizes such 
nuances. For example, when Paul explains in II Thess. 1:3 ff. that the suffer- 
ings of the community are a sign that the Christians would be made worthy of 

the kingdom of God, but their oppressors would be punished, such a thought 
indeed is not genuinely Pauline, but also not genuinely un-Pauline. Instead, the 
idea of judgment thus expressed stems from the late Jewish tradition familiar 
to Paul and his readers, and, in the form in which it is presented, is quite 

capable of being harmonized with Paul’s theory of suffering; for why should a 
Christian not be allowed, or indeed obliged, to understand his “suffering with 
Christ” as a sign that he belongs to Christ? 

298 W. Wrede, pp. 20ff., cf. also H. Holtzmann, “Zum 2. Thessalonicherbrief,” 
ZNW 2 (1901) : 97 ff., and my essay mentioned in n. 292. 
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14 7 1:3 ff.). In both cases the problem can be solved only by 
literary-critical means, and it is satisfactorily solved in this way. 

The same is true for the parallelism of the eschatocols found 
in the text of both epistles, namely I Thess. 3:11 ff. 7 II Thess. 

2:16 ff. “A most striking parallelism!” writes W. Wrede, p. 21. In- 
deed! It appears in the same way in I Thess. 5:23 ff. 7 II Thess. 

3:16 ff. and only proves the fact that both epistles represent a 
literary composite. If one is not willing to draw this conclusion, 

then of course one must concede that W. Wrede is right, and, on 

the basis of the literary parallels between the two epistles, must 
explain one of them as an imitation and deny it to Paul; for one 
cannot assume that Paul imitated his first epistle with a second 
one; in other words, if in this way we “‘save the epistle, we would 

wrong the apostle’ (W. Wrede, p. 33) . Wrede is correct in saying 

(p. 31) that “the singular congruence in details and particularly 

even in minor and external aspects, and moreover the peculiar 
location of the parallels’ cannot be accidental.?9§ Instead, Wrede 

has correctly seen in his impressive study that the literary af- 

finity between the two epistles, as it is shown above all in the 

repetition of I Thess. 2:13-14 in II Thess. 2:13 ff., and of I Thess. 

3:11 ff. in II Thess. 2:16 ff., represents the real and, for the ques- 

tion of genuineness, decisive problem, beside which all other 

arguments for inauthenticity have secondary importance. But 

even he has not seen that the thesis of the inauthenticity of the 

second epistle indeed explains the imitation of the first epistle 

apparently to be observed in it, but not the presence within I 

Thess. of the complete epistolary framework allegedly imitated by 

II Thess. Both observations are equally puzzling and demand a 

2°6 The strength of Wrede’s argument is unwillingly attested by J. Wrzol, Die 
Echtheit des xzweiten Thessalonicherbriefes (1916), (with a good survey of 
research on the subject), when, taking up a thesis of T. Zahn, he explains 
that Paul has retained a conception of the first epistle and, in composing II 
Thess., held to it, in order to raise the prestige of I Thess., which possibly 

was shaken. But this explanation, in itself quite unusual, fails precisely at the 
point of making understandable that purely formal repetition of the epistolary 
framework which is found within I Thess. and is already incomprehensible there. 
B. Reicke can write (RGG [8rd ed.], VI, col. 852) that the stylistic similarity ot 
I Thess. and II Thess. appears “to an unprejudiced observer . . . rather to in- 
dicate authenticity’”” only because in fact he has not taken into account at all the 
problem of the literary affinity of the two epistles. 
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common explanation, namely the literary explanation given above, 
which also lets us see that Paul repeatedly corresponded with the 
Thessalonians at brief intervals. 

W. Wrede especially stressed the following parallels between 
Ieihess. and If Thess. (pp. 15 ff.) : 

aed Thess: 31 J XI Thess. 1:1 cf. Wrede, p. 27 

by Chess: 152-8 # VU Thess. 1:1:2 cf. Wrede, pp. 18 ff. 
Cr bet ness. 2:15 Hi. hI Thess. 2:13 ff. cf. Wrede, pp. 20-21 

ad), TaThess./5: (8) i Il Thess. 2:15-- cf. Wrede, pp. 18 ff,. 

11-4:2 O20 21-22, 22-23 
Syed a hess. 5224-25 “XI Thess. 3:1-3 cf. Wrede, pp. 18 ff. 
t) Le Ehess..2:9 # AL Thess.:3:8 cf. Wrede, pp. 27-28 

g) I Thess. 4:1-12 “II Thess. 3:6-12 cf. Wrede, pp. 17-18, 

1S:ik, 23: 

When these are compared, the parallels a) through e) are ex- 

plained from the fact that the Thessalonian epistles are epistolary 

composites, in which the relatively close but not unusual points 

of contact in a) and b) perhaps could indicate that epistles A 

and B to Thessalonica, to which these passages belong, came in 

close succession. The parallelism of g) is to be explained only as 

grounded in the situation, since I Thess. 4:11-12 (Thess. B) fol- 

lows II Thess. 3:6-15 (Thess. A). On this, cf. above, pp. 200-201. 

Finally, the parallelism of f) simply shows that in both passages 

Paul is using a formula familiar to him, which is obvious anyway 

and in no case affects the question of the genuineness of II Thess. 

From our solution of the question of genuineness it also fol- 

lows that it is neither possible nor necessary to prefer some solu- 

tion which mediates between the hypotheses of authenticity and 

inauthenticity: that II Thess. was directed to the Jewish Christian 
minority of the community along with or soon after I Thess.;?9 

that Timotheus composed the epistle under commission from 

Paul, using a Jewish apocalypse;?%* that I Thess. was in fact ad- 

297 A. vy. Harnack, Das Problem des 2. Thess. (SBA, phil.-hist. K1, [1910], pp. 
560-78); M. Dibelius, [1], pp. 57-58. This solution stands under the impact of 
W. Wrede’s arguments. 

298 F. Spitta, “Der zweite Brief an die Thessalonicher” (1893), (Zur Geschichte 
und Literatur des Urchristentums, 1; 109-54). 
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dressed to Philippi;?® that II Thess. represents the later rework- 

ing of a shorter draft;®°° and so forth. 

Addendum 

With the literary-critical analysis of the Thessalonian epistles 

presented in the foregoing essay, cf. now: William C. Robinson, 
Jr., “Word and Power,” in Soli Deo Gloria, New Testament 

Studies in Honor of William C. Robinson (1968), pp. 78-79; W. 

Schenk, “Der 1. Korintherbrief als Briefsammlung,” ZNW 60 

(1969) : 242-43; Karl J. Bjerkelund, Parakalo, pp. 125 ff. 

299 BE, Schweizer, “Der zweite Thessalonicherbrief ein Philipperbrief?” ThZ 1 
(1945) : 90 ff., 286 ff. 

800 P, W. Schmidt in the excursus in his commentary on I Thess. (1885). 
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IV 

The False Teachers of Romans 16:17-20' 

The polemical concluding verses of the Epistle to the Romans 
have always stimulated the interest of the exegetes and have given 

rise to diverse conclusions. What interests us here above all is 

the question: Against what false teachers is Paul warning the 
community? 

F. C. Baur thought that in these verses reference was made to 
Gnostic opinions.” I regard this as an insight as penetrating as 

it is correct, even though of course one must regard as outdated 

the conclusion which was necessary for Baur and his time from 

this insight, that these verses must therefore come from the post- 

apostolic period.® 

To be sure, the correctness of Baur’s insight is matched by 

its lack of consistency within his view of the history of primitive 

Christianity. There are many parallels to Rom. 16:17-20, some 
of them word for word, in other epistles of Paul, as in the 

Corinthian epistles, in Galatians, and in Phil. 3, which demand 

the conclusion that ‘‘they must be agitators hostile to Paul, as in 

Galatia, Philippi, and Corinth.” 4 But according to Baur, these 

epistles are anti-Judaistic in their orientation. Hence it is not 
surprising that many of Baur’s pupils saw the verses Rom. 16:17- 

1 First published in Studia Theologica XIII (1959): 51-69. The version given 
here has been revised. 

2 Tiibinger ThZ, 1836, pp. 114 ff.; ThJ, 1857, pp. 60 ff. Similarly Volkmar, 
Paulus Romerbrief (1875), pp. 69ff.; W. Liitgert ([3], pp. 138-39) speaks of 
libertines. 

3 Thus still, with a reference to the Gnosticism addressed in these verses, 

H. J. Holtzmann in his Einleitung in das Neue Testament (1886, 2nd ed.), p. 
273; cf. also O. Pfleiderer, Urchristentum (1887), p. 145. 

* A. Jiilicher in Die Schriften des Neuen Testaments (1908, 2nd ed.), II: 325. 
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20 also as written on an anti-Judaistic front.’ Indeed, Baur him- 
self apparently wavered in his view.® 

The view which sees Judaizers being opposed in Rom. 16:17- 
20 has continued to be the dominant one down to ‘the present. 
It can be repeated without discussion in a commentary like that 

of H. Lietzmann’ and even that of P. Althaus.8 H. Appel ® of 

course thinks of “‘libertinist heretics.” Even O. Michel ?° rightly 

says of the warning in Rom. 16:17-20: “. . . In no case can one 
treat it as directed exclusively against Judaizers.” He suggests that 

it “could also have an anti-Gnostic thrust,” but refrains from 

making a definite exposition. 
Such restraint seems to me to be unnecessary. For Rom. 16:17- 

20 only an anti-Gnostic battlefront comes into question, and in- 
deed precisely when one considers the parallels in the other 
epistles of Paul. 

Verse 17. 

The first words, “I exhort you, brethren,’ do not contribute 

anything for our question, precisely because of their numerous 

parallels in all the other Pauline epistles. ‘The expression is 
stereotyped, particularly at the end of epistles (Rom. 15:30; I 

Cor. 16:15; I Thess. 5:14; II Thess. 3:12), and says nothing about 
the content of the following admonitions. Even the oxomeiy, 

which occurs only here in the NT in the context of the warning 
against false teachers, is quite generally put.!! 

But now, as the first and apparently the most general content 
of the exhortation, there follows the warning against toc td 
Sixootaciag Toodvtag. The expression 6txootacia occurs in Paul 
also in Gal. 5:20 (along with épiGeia and aipéceis) and in a 

5R. A. Lipsius, p. 203: “The reference to Gnostics is not made necessary by 

anything.” 
® In Paulus (1845) , p. 415, he thinks of judaizing heretics. 
oa | spans 
® Pp. Althaus, p. 128. 
° H. Appel, p. 47. 
1°Q. Michel, p. 10; more cautiously on p. 339, n.2; on p. 11 he can even say: 

“The explicit polemic in Rom. 16:17-20 proves that ... the anti-judaizing tendency 
may not be minimized.” B. Reicke ({[l], p. 297) speaks of “Gnostic arrogance” 
and of a “judaizing kind.” 

11 But one may compare from the anti-Gnostic discussion, e.g., Phil. 3:2, 17; 
Col. 2:8. 
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strongly attested reading in I Cor. 3:3 (along with Chdog and 

épic). We translate it with “dissension” or “division.’’ There are 

people there who are causing this division. A warning is given 

against such people. It is evident that Paul does not see the com- 
munity itself as broken apart into two segments, so that he must 

exhort them to unity. Instead, certain people (oi toiodto1, vs. 18) 

are seeking to destroy the existing unity of the community over 

which Paul rejoices (vs. 19). What currents of the apostolic 
period can have sent rival missionaries into Paul’s communities? 

We know of a Jewish Christian mission and of a Gnostic mis- 
sionary movement. 

The earliest and most reliable report on the Jewish Christian 

mission within the Pauline missionary territory is given to us by 

Paul in his epistle to the Galatians (2:7-10). According to this, 
Paul and the Jerusalemites mutually confirm to one another the 

special qualification for or even the call to the mission: the 
Gentile mission is entrusted to Paul, and the Jewish mission to 

Peter. It was decided to divide the missionary task accordingly 

(Gal. 2:9): the Jerusalemites organize the Jewish mission; Peter 
is the leading missionary (Gal. 2:7-8). Paul and his circle preach 
to the Gentiles. We need not explore here the reasons for this 

division within the common task.!? It is enough to say that, ac- 
cording to all that we know, this arrangement was restricted to 
the lifetime of Paul.18 The episode in Antioch (Gal. 2:11-21) 
testifies that as compared with Peter, James insisted on stricter 
observance of the Jerusalem agreement: the Jewish Christian 
community should preserve its own life under the law.!4 Thus we 
find Peter also, or at least his community, alongside the Pauline 

community in Corinth, and indeed in a common defense against 

the intruding “Christ party.” 1° For Rome we may infer this side- 

by-side existence from the discussion on the question of foods 

(Rom. 14:1-15:13). The same set of circumstances perhaps is 
attested for Ephesus by Phil. 1:15 ff. Other places then will have 

12 See Vol. 3, pp. 38 ff. 
131f the tendentious report of the book of Acts, which has Paul beginning his 

mission usually in the synagogues, were maintained, then the Paul of Gal. 2 of 
course would be unmasked as a hypocrite. Cf. Vol. 3, p. 56. 

14 See Vol. 3, pp. 63 ff. : 

157 Cor. 1:12; cf. Vol. 1, pp. 199 ff.; J. Jeremias in ZNW 49 (1958): 151; Eus. CH 

II, 25.8. 
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shown a similar picture. The struggle against Gnosticism of 
course very soon led the Gentile Christian end Jewish Christian 
communities together in a common defensive position, and in- 

deed this happened during the apostolic era.16 Even from the 
second century—if we except Palestine and its environs—we have 
no more certain reports of independent purely Jewish Christian 
communities within the Great Church.!" 

There is no question that this Jewish Christian mission, issuing 
from Jerusalem or from James and organized by Peter, cannot be 

held responsible for the divisions in the Pauline community 
against which Paul speaks in Rom. 16:17. The arrangement of 

which Paul tells in Gal. 2, in fact, was aimed precisely at an 

amicable coexistence of Jewish Christian and Gentile Christian 
communities. We have no report from which a violation of this 

agreement may be inferred. Quite the contrary! When Paul 

writes Gal. 2, it must still have been in force, just as it is later, 

when Paul gathers an offering for Jerusalem with great personal 

diligence. It is in Phil. 1:15—if the passage is not, as is likely, to 
be understood otherwise!’—that Paul utters the most critical 

judgment on the collateral Jewish Christian mission. But even in 

this passage he testifies of the others that they are proclaiming 

Christ, which he specifically denies of his adversaries in Rom. 
16:18. He rejoices over that mission; but this one he regards as 

the work of the devil (Rom. 16:20). In Rom. 14-15 also he 

takes a stand for coexistence, and the so-called apostolic decree— 

if it has any place at all in the life of primitive Christianity?°— 

opens up the possibility of such amicable fellowship. There is 
never a critical word about James. Paul cannot possibly attribute 

eS VOL, Dpal9o ff. 
17Justin (Dial. 47), it is true, knows such Jewish Christians in the Great 

Church. But he comes from Palestine, whose special circumstances are in his 

mind, and moreover, it is not even certain whether he does not transfer condi- 

tions of the apostolic era into his own present. The Palestinian Jewish Christian 
Hegesippus, on his travels in the West, visits no exclusive communities of his ob- 
servance, but rather lives in such fellowship with the Gentile Christians that 
even for Palestine one can no longer assume a Christianity of the Great Church 
which holds unconditionally to the law. What Origen (Cels. V, 65) and Epiphanius 
(Haer. XXIX) report—moreover only from the Palestinian area—is capable of 
varied interpretations. Cf. incidentally Vol. 3, pp. 106 ff. 

18 See above, pp. 74-75. 
19 Cf. Mark 9:38-41. 
2° See Vol. 3, pp. 97 ff. 
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to the devil the missionary work of Peter which is supported by 
Jerusalem in the way he does with the work of his opponents in 
Corinth, Galatia, and Philippi.?! 

Now the number of investigators who make James and Peter 
responsible for a Jewish Christian countermission in Paul’s mis- 
sionary field is no longer very large.22 Therewith the veil of un- 
certainty descends over the origin of the alleged aggressive and 

anti-Pauline Judaism of the apostolic period. This could be 

tolerated if the existence of such a Judaism were evident. But 

what do we actually know about the existence of such a Judaism? 
It seems to me that we know nothing of it. 

I have sought to show in Vol. 3, pp. 107 ff., that Gal. 2:4 (and 
Acts 15:5, 24 as well) cannot form the basis of such knowledge. 

The ecclesiastical authors of the second and third century then 

of course know much to report of a heretical, apparently variously 

aligned, very disunited, and always anti-Pauline and Palestinian 

Jewish Christianity.” But is there not a scholarly consensus that 

this Jewish Christianity which was separated from the Great 
Church belongs, as a product of a sectarian development, to the 

period after 70, when the Jewish Christians had to leave Jeru- 
salem? 24 This Jewish Christianity emphatically appeals to James. 

Thus its origins undoubtedly are to be sought in James’ congre- 

gation in Jerusalem. The frequently fanatical opposition to Paul 

of these Jewish Christian circles, however, shows that it is no 

longer the James of Gal. 2 and of Acts 21:15-26 (= Rom. 15:25- 

33) to whom they appeal. The numerous peculiar doctrines of 

these groups, which H. J. Schoeps ((2]) has presented, do not 

belong to the original community in Jerusalem. This is all the 

more true of the later quite strong Gnostic touch of this Judaism 
or of a part of it.2° The very fact that we must trace this later 

heretical judaizing tendency back to James’s community in Jeru- 

21 See above, pp. 82 ff. 
22 Cf. the—to be sure frequently vulnerable—statements of J. Munck, pp. 238 ff. 
23 The sources are well collected by H. J. Schoeps, [2], pp. 14-70. 
24 Of course this sectarian development may have been started already before 

70, in a tendency toward anti-Paulinism perhaps in Jerusalem itself, and in 
tendency toward Gnosticism in its Syrian-Samaritan centers or in the area of the 
baptist circles along the Jordan. Cf. Vol. 3, pp. 106 ff. 

25On this, cf. now G. Strecker, Das Judenchristentum in den Pseudo- 
Clementinen, TU 70 (1958) . 
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salem shows that in the apostolic period there cannot yet have been 

a judaizing movement comparable to that later one existing 

alongside James’s community. Tendencies of this kind, which one 
need not deny, were not able to prevail, at any rate in Jerusalem. 

It is also to be noted that we find the later Jewish Christians al- 
most exclusively in Palestine and the neighboring territories. Un- 

derstandably, nothing is known to us of missionary tendencies of 

these heretical groups, particularly among the Gentiles.?6 How 
could such an exclusively Jewish Christian group have conducted 
a Gentile mission? 27 

The later anti-Pauline and anti-missionary judaizing move- 

ment, which appeals to James, thus simply rules out for the time 
of James a judaizing movement opposed to Paul and conducting 

a mission among the Gentiles. Actually the James-Peter commu- 

nity rather had a twofold issue—as Justin (Dial. 47) very cor- 
rectly observes. ‘The majority of the Jewish Christian commu- 

nities in the Roman Empire, so far as they did not succumb to 

Gnosticism, very early joined the Great Church in the anti- 

Gnostic struggle and entered into that Great Church. In the en- 
virons of Palestine itself, on the other hand, there occurred a 

peculiar law-observing development which often could not escape 
alien influences and which in the eyes of the Great Church soon 

acquired a sectarian character. 

Nevertheless: do we not know with unassailable certainty from 

Paul’s epistles to Galatia, Philippi, and Corinth that a judaizing 
movement in the communities of Paul was agitating against him? 

Anyone who is captivated by Baur’s picture of history of course 

has no doubt on this point. But does an interrogation of the 

epistles on their own historical background require the assump- 
tion of a judaizing opposition? By no means. Quite the contrary: 

already in Baur’s own time resistance was raised against his 

representation of the historical backgrounds of the major Pauline 
epistles.28 This resistance has steadily grown. Today, in fact, no 

one any longer sees with Baur an anti-judaizing polemical docu- 

267n my opinion this judgment is confirmed in H. J. Schoep’s comments 
([2], pp. 296 ff.) on “Judenchristliche Missionstendenzen.” 

27 Only the genuinely Gnostic Elchasaites are to be excepted from this judgment; 
cf. H. J. Schoeps, [2], pp. 325 ff. 

28 Schenkel, de Wette, and others. 
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ment in the Epistle to the Romans. Hardly anyone still ventures 

to give an adequate explanation of the Corinthian epistles in 
terms of an anti-judaizing stance. For Philippians as well as for 

Galatians, Baur’s position is at least strongly shaken. It is my 

conviction, developed in Vol. 1 and in the present investigation, 

that Paul’s opponents in Corinth, Galatia, and Philippi are not 
Judaizers, but that in them we have to do with Jewish or Jewish 

Christian Gnostics. But this means that we actually know nothing 
of the existence of a judaizing mission in competition with Paul. 

This means, further, that the Stxootaciat, against whose insti- 

gators Paul warns in Rom. 16:17, must also have been provoked 

by Jewish Christian Gnostics, at least if we wish to relate these 

instigators at all to any movement of primitive Christianity other- 

wise known to us. 

Such a correlation with early Gnosticism, however, not only 

is necessary from these general historical considerations, but is 
compellingly demanded by the text as well. 

The concept Stxootacia already announces such a demand. 

Wherever it occurs in primitive Christian literature to designate 
a schism within the church, the division is always caused by the 

Gnostics.28 One may compare I Cor. 3:3; Gal. 5:20;8! I Clem. 

46.5; 51.1;82 Herm. Sim. VIII, 10.2. The same holds true for the 
related concepts which occur in the passages named along with 

Sixootacia, e.g. aipeoig (Gal. 5:20; I Cor. 11:19; Titus 3:10; I] 

Peter’ 2:1; ieny Eph. 6.25781 ral 6.1; “Epil? Mosq: 1),*oxiopar(l 
Cor. 1:10; 11:18; I Clem. 2.6; 46.5, 9; 49.5; 54.2; Herm. Sim. 

VEIL 19-4) Gniog (12 Cor.13:35 Gal.-5:20;q1l Gor. 12:20:71. Clem, 

Or epic ls Gore 1201-3235 911 (Cor.4)2:209Galie5:20; Le lam. 

G47 iitus 3:95 len: Eph, 83151 Clemrs.229.13: 142964615 3954.2):, 

épiWeia (II Cor. 12:20; Gal. 5:20; Phil. 2:3; Ign. Philad. 8.2), 

Bupdc, ExOpat, mOAEpos, and otdoic. On the other hand, these con- 

2° Cf. also the anti-Gnostic passage in Iren. IV, 33.7: “He will also judge those 
who cause divisions. Void of the love of God, they look to their own advantage 
and not to the unity of the church; for small and trifling reasons they rend the 
great and glorious body of Christ into pieces and, if it were within their power, 
would kill him.” 

2° Cf. Vol. 1, pp. 90 ff. 
81 Cf. above, p. 52. 
32 Cf. W. Bauer, [1], pp. 95 ff. 
2% Today it no longer needs to be proved that the schismatics of the Ignatian 

epistles are Jewish Christian Gnostics. 
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cepts do not occur in early Christian literature in the debate over 
so-called judaizing. This debate stands rather under the express 

catchword ‘“‘kowovia’ (Gal. 2:9) .34 

Even clearer than the concept Stxootacia is the characterization 
of the opponents as ‘“‘tog tag Sixootaciag Kai TK oKdvSaAa Tapa 
tiv SiSaxhv fv Oueic €udcGete troiodvtac.”” Like the related S1S8acKkaAia, 

the word Si5axj was not taken over into the language of early 

Christianity because of a definite technical meaning which was 

already given with the word. But it soon acquires such a meaning, 

and this in fact in the struggle with Gnosticism, and the sub- 

stance denoted with the word &15axn was the only decisive ecclesi- 

astical weapon against the heretics. The concept was introduced 

in its technical significance in order to be able to suppress the 
free sway of the Pneuma and the uncontrollable proclamation 

of the Gnostic pneumatic, with a reference to the teaching that 

had been handed down. Later, even in the Gnostic movement, 

the pneumatic intensity slackened and made a place for a teach- 

ing function; the more this happened, the more narrowly con- 

stricted did the concept 5i5axn become in the church and the 

more did it become a technical expression for rigidly formulated 

confessional principles,?> which now are set in contrast to the false 

teaching of the Gnostics. 

This process is clearly portrayed already in the New Testament. 
It should be noted that of the twenty-one New Testament pas- 
sages in which SiSaoxaAia occurs, fifteen are found in the Pastoral 

Epistles, and thus are employed in the anti-Gnostic polemic,** 
and in Col. 2:22, and probably in Eph. 4:14 also, the false teach- 

ing of the Gnostics is refuted. In the New Testament writings, 
at the following places 515axn is used positively or negatively in 

the debate with the Gnostics: II Tim. 4:2; Titus 1:9; Heb. 13:9; 

II John 9-10; Rev. 2:14-15, 24,37 and among these, the technical 

84 Phil. 1:15 ff., where pig and épi8eia occur, does not form an exception, even 

if this passage should be concerned with Jewish Christian missionaries. For in 
this passage these ambiguous expressions do not denote a division of the com- 
munity. 

s=TDNT I: 164. 
36 On this, cf. H. Schlier, “Die Ordnung der Kirche nach den Pastoralbriefen,” 

in the Gogarten Festschrift (1948) , esp. pp. 45 ff. 
87 Tt is difficult to determine to what extent the passages in the book of Acts 

(esp. Acts 2:42) repeat the technical usage of the church. 
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usage in II John is especially striking. From the literature of 
the Apostolic Fathers, reference may be made, for example, to 

Did. 2.1; 6.1; 11.1-2, and to the descriptive title of this writing, 

toiBarn..9.9: 16.950 18.1; len.,.Maen.,.6.2; Eph, 17.1; 9.152162, 
and Herm. Sim. VIII, 6.5.38 The same is true of the related con- 

cepts.*? 

Naturally Paul is not yet acquainted with a technical usage in 

this anti-Gnostic sense. Of course he does set his received message 
in substance over against the pneumatic teaching authority of 

the Gnostic adversaries: I Cor. 1:12-13;49 2:1-2; 4:7, 17; 7:10 ff., 

Sab lsee toss dereous Loot. EI “Core 5:1 ltt. Gal. 126-9: 

Phil. 2:12; 3:17; 4:9. In view of this state of things then a formu- 

lation like I Cor. 4:17 does not surprise us: KoOd¢ tavtaxod év 
Taon exkAnoia SiSaoxo (cf. I Cor. 7:17); thus is Timotheus to 

familiarize the Corinthians with the true doctrine, so that they 

can persist in the struggle against the invading Gnostics. Some 

have regarded this passage as a later ecclesiastical interpolation.“ 

This is not correct. It does not presuppose the doctrinal concept 
of the church of the second century, but prepares the way for it. 
For the same reason Rom. 16:17 is above the suspicion of non- 

Pauline origin. This passage also prepares the way for the tech- 
nical use of 5i5axy in the Great Church. The inference is sug- 

gested, then, that Rom. 16:17 also was written in an anti-Gnostic 

battlefront alignment.‘ Only important reasons could move us 

to reject this inference. Those reasons are not present, and indeed 

all the less since Paul never feels himself obliged to defend 
either doctrine in general or even the correct doctrine as over 

against the Jewish Christians. 

38 Rom. 6.17b, which is suspected as a gloss, possibly also belongs here. 
39 FH. Schlier, n. 36, counts no less than 13 different formulations for “teach” 

in the Pastoral Epistles. 
4° See Vol. 1, pp. 199 ff. 
¢1 As in chap. 14, Paul emphatically puts ecstatic gifts of the spirit in last 

lace. 
pee Paul sets the proclamation of the word of God against the Gnostic demand 
for ecstasies; see Vol. 1, pp. 187 ff. 

42 See J. Weiss in Meyer’s Kommentar, in loc. 
44Jt is worthy of note in this context that the anti-Gnostic ecclesiastical con- 

cept of doctrine is developed in the Pauline and related literature. The Pastoral 
Epistles speak on its behalf an eloquent language, especially in comparison with 
the contemporary literature remote from Paul. 

45In Gal. 2:1-10 Paul is obviously concerned not to allow the impression to 
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Since the concepts for “division” as well as those for “teaching” 

occur in early Christian literature pointedly in the debate with 

Gnosticism, it is only natural that the arrangement of the two 

concepts which we have in the verse we are examining is also 

found elsewhere in the same battlefront, e.g., in I Tim. 6:3-4; 

Titus 3:9 ff.; I Cor. 4:17-18; II Peter 2:1. Such passages are the 

most immediate parallels to Rom. 16:17. In the debates about 

judaizing such expressions are lacking. 

In Rom. 16:17 the doctrine is more precisely characterized as 

that “fv bpetcg éudGete.” The history of the concept pavOdvew and 

the related concepts within Christian usage runs parallel to that 

of 5i5axn, etc. The concept yav€dvew also was not adopted into 

ecclesiastical language because of a definite technical import. But 

it early acquired such import. If 5\Séoxew denotes the communi- 

cation of the authoritative doctrine as over against the ecstatic 

revelation of Gnosticism, sometimes particularly the tradition 

of the formulas of faith as over against the false Gnostic doctrine, 

with poavOdver the appropriation of this doctrinal tradition and 

ultimately of the fixed symbol as the only true doctrine is ex- 

pressed, and therewith the obedience toward the tradition is 

affirmed. K. H. Rengstorf has assembled documents in adequate 

number (in TDNT IV: 412-13) for this technical usage that de- 

veloped in the struggle with Gnosticism in the age of the church 

fathers.46 Phil. 4:9 47 clearly shows, as does II Tim. 3:14,48 that 

this usage also begins already in the anti-Gnostic discussion in 

the New Testament writings. Perhaps one may also refer to Eph. 

arise among his readers that there are doctrinal differences. Like Paul, Peter is 

entrusted with the one gospel, is granted the one grace. The fellowship asserted 
is preeminently fellowship in the one teaching. Only the “false brethren’”—per- 
haps Jews (see above, p. 14)—offer refutation when Paul presents his gospel to 
the Jerusalemites (Gal. 2:1 ff.). Similarly, in Gal. 2:11 ff. no doctrinal difference 
is affirmed—there is not a word of reproof for James—but Peter’s personal con- 
duct, his hypocrisy, is criticized; cf. Vol. 3, pp. 63 ff. 

‘6In this documentation one should note the juxtaposition of S:8aoxe1v and 
pavOaverv to which Rengstorf calls attention. By way of supplement I cite only 
one characteristic quotation: “obtog yap 6 Eipnvatog . . . woAdovcs &5iSafev. of Kal 

TOAAG ovyypappata KéAMoTa Kai dpOdtata gépetar év ofg pépvntar: MoAuxcprrou, 

Sri tap’ avbtod Eyabev” (Epil. Mosq. 1). 

‘7 Cf. above, pp. 112 ff. 
‘8 One should note the association of 5i5acxadia in 3:16 with the reference to 

the heretics in 3:13. 
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4:20 and Col. 1:7.49 Rom. 16:17 undoubtedly belongs in this 
context. I do not know of any place where the primitive Christian 
community is admonished to cling to the doctrine that has been 
learned as over against judaizing agitators. 

On the other hand, the fact that Paul calls the work of the 

false teachers a oxdvSaAov is of no importance for our inquiry. 

In fact the concept is also found elsewhere in the debate with the 

Gnostics (not with the Judaizers!) , e.g., in Rev. 2:14; Polyc. 6.3. 

However, it never became a terminus technicus in this sense. 

More interesting are the concluding’ words of the first verse 
of our text: éxkAivete dt’ attdév. The Gnostics have constantly 

made the claim that they are Christians, members of the one 

church, and brothers of all.5° The Great Church has stubbornly 

rejected this claim from the beginning on. To her the Gnostics 

are false brethren, schismatics, and apostates.! The church willed 

the schisma, the separation from the Gnostics. Hence the exhorta- 
tion, éxkAivete dt’ avtdv, in whatever form, is stereotyped in the 

anti-Gnostic struggle, particularly in the Pauline tradition: eid 
Baci yap tiweg S6Aq Trovnpd TO Svowa Trepihepetv, CAAA Tiva rPGOTDOVTES 

&vGEia Bod: otc Set buds aso Onpia exkAivetv” (Ign. Eph. 7.1). Cf. 

aisowe. os le Cor 5 11a Thess. 3:6 3 (le TameG:55<11 (lim: 

pe2ien325 Litass3210; 1lojohi 10-1 Tyclen-Smyrn.) 4.."In the 

intra-ecclesiastical debate about the law such a demand is totally 

lacking, if we except the late period in which the judaizing move- 
ment in Palestine had developed into a (partly strongly gnos- 

ticizing) sect. Quite the contrary! The kowwvia of the Gentile 

Christian and Jewish Christian communities in the Roman 
Empire is attested unanimously and without demur from Gal. 
2:9 to Justin Dial. 47.2. Hence Rom. 16:17 also can be warning 

only against a Jewish Christian Gnosticism. 

Verse 18. 

Paul asserts that the heretics do not serve the Lord Christ. 

‘9 In substance, e.g., the passage Gal. 1:6-9 belongs in this connection; it cannot 
be aimed against Jerusalem Judaizers since in Gal. 2:1 ff. Paul attests the fellow- 
ship in the gospel with Jerusalemites. 

50 Fus. CH III, 26.3-4; IV, 7.2-3; II Cor. 10:7; 11:23. 

51 Cf., e.g., Polyc. 6.3; Ign. Eph. 7.1; Herm. Sim. IX, 19.2-3; Rom. 16:18; II 

Tim. 3:5; II Cor. 11:13 ff.; I John 2:18, 22; 4:1, 3-4. These and other passages 

presuppose the Gnostics’ claim to the name “Christian.” 
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Such a statement would be unnecessary if these people themselves 
did not purport to be Christians. But they apparently claim to be 
Siakovot Xpiotod. It is just this claim that Paul refuses them. 

Claim and the disputing of a claim in this form are typical of the 
anti-Gnostic struggle, as the passages cited in note 51 show. The 

closest parallels are found in Paul himself. The Corinthian Gnos- 
tics assert concerning themselves that they are SidKovoi Xpiotob 
(II Cor. 11:23) 52 Paul vigorously contests this: oi dié&Kovoi (Tob 

catava) petacynpatiCovtat ag Sickovor Sikaioovvng (II Cor. 11:15). 

They wish to be apostles of Christ (II Cor. 10:7), but Paul calls 
them petacynpati{opevor gig d&trootdAoug Xpiotod (II Cor. 11:13). 

The Galatian Gnostics also intend to proclaim Christ, but in truth 

they are perverting the gospel of Christ (Gal. 1:6-7). The Gnos- 
tics in Philippi purport even already to be “perfect” in Christ 

(Phil. 3:12-15). But Paul calls them enemies of the cross of 

Christ (Phil. 3:18) 53 These parallels adequately assure us that 
in Rom. 16:18 Paul has in mind the same Gnostic Jewish Chris- 

tians as in the other epistles. On the other hand, he never had 

the idea of denying the Christian faith of Peter, James, or the 
Jewish Christian community in Jerusalem. When, at the time 
of the so-called apostolic council, he extends to them the hand 

of fellowship, they are for him servants of Christ, just as they 
still are at the end of his life, when he gathers an offering for 
them among the Gentile Christians. 

Thus these false teachers are not, in Paul’s opinion, serving 

Christ, but, he thinks, they are serving their bellies. Herewith 
for the first time a specific characteristic of the heretics is in- 

dicated. Of course it is ruled out that Paul describes law-observ- 
ing Jewish Christians as “‘servants of the belly,’ because they 
observe the Jewish dietary laws. Paul certainly was not unhappy 

to see the Jewish Christians practicing table fellowship with 

the Gentile Christians. This is shown by Gal. 2:12. But if at the 

meeting in Jerusalem the Jerusalem Christians recognized Paul’s 

non-law-observing mission, still Paul also recognized the law- 

observing mission of the Jerusalemites. As we have already seen, 

52It is unimportant for our inquiry whether this formulation is to be at- 
tributed to Paul or reproduces the Gnostics’ own expression; cf. Vol. 1, pp. 207-8. 

53 See above, pp. 106-7. L. Goppelt also sees (pp. 136-37) the substantive con- 
nection of Rom. 16:17-20 with Phil. 3. 
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this agreement was still in force at least at the time when Paul 

wrote Gal. 2:1-10, and thus probably also still when he wrote 

Rom. 16:18 and was gathering the offering for Jerusalem. It is 

not known at all whether the agreement had ever been canceled. 

The development of the post-apostolic period abolished it, and 
indeed Justin still apparently attests a remnant of the separation 

of the communities. 

Thus here also there remains the option only of regarding the 

expression as directed against the Jewish Christian Gnostics, with 

whose libertinism Paul frequently, and in part with similar- 
sounding phraseology, debates. I have earlier presented my view 

of the origin and nature of Gnostic libertinism.*4 Here I only re- 

peat that the religious libertinism of Gnosticism by no means 

breaks all the ties of morality and order—the presentation of the 

Church Fathers could sometimes arouse this impression—but only 
concerns the commerce with the perishable odp§, and thus is re- 

lated in particular to the liberty of sexual intercourse and con- 

tempt for all cultic dietary laws.*> The Gnostics in Corinth 

vigorously represent this libertinism.®* It can also be demonstrated 

with certainty for Galatia,®” as W. Liitgert has already seen.® 

Finally, the most precise parallel to our verse is found in the 
Philippian epistle, where it can only have an anti-libertine mean- 
ing:5® moAAol yap tepitratodow og TroAAGKIg ZAeyov Upiv, vov dé Kal 

KAaiav A€yw, ToUg Ex8p0UG TOU OTAUPOU TOU Xpioto0U, Gv TO TEAOG ATIH- 

Aeia, Ov 6 Ged H KOIAia Kai 1 6dEa év TH aioydvyn avt&v, of Ta Ettiyela 

gpovodvtes (Phil. 3:18-19). In view of the perfect parallelism of 

the two utterances,®° we can only see the same adversaries opposed 
in Rom. 16:18 as in Phil. 3:17 ff. Since the latter passage deals 

with libertine Gnostics, the same holds for the former. 

The formulation in Rom. 16:18 is more concise than that of 

the passage quoted from the Philippian epistle. It is not to be 

54 Vol. 1, pp. 218 ff.; above, pp. 108 ff. 
5° Naturally libertinism was only one possible expression of contempt for the 

flesh. Asceticism, e.g., is another. 
56 Vol. 1, pp. 218 ff.; note, above all, I Cor. 6:13. 

°7 See above, pp. 50 ff. 
58 [1], pp. 18 ff. 
5° Thus the majority of exegetes. Cf. above, pp. 106 ff. 
®6°JIn Rom. 16:18 also, Paul says indirectly that the belly is the God of the 

heretics. They are serving it instead of Christ. Cf. W. Liitgert, [3], pp. 138-39. 
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inferred from this that in the reference to the kotAia in our pas- 
sage Paul is criticizing only the free practice with regard to 
food,*! even though in I Cor. 6:13, in the debate about the eating 
of meat sacrificed to idols, and perhaps in Phil. 3:19, Paul uses 
the concept koiWia in this narrow sense. Common Greek deroga- 
tory usage uses the word xkoiAia to denote the stomach and the 

sexual organs as well, especially in the Septuagint.6? One who 
serves his belly is thereby characterized as not only a glutton but 

also a sexually dissolute person. Paul must have both in mind 
in our passage. Gnosticism, however, is the only libertine move- 

ment within the early Christian church.® Thus it alone must 

be the target of Paul’s opposition in Rom. 16:18. 

Paul further asserts that the false brethren deceived the hearts 

of the simple 5i& ths xpnotodoyiag kai evAoyiag. The former word 

is rare and a hapax legomenon in the New Testament. Julius 

Capitolinus, Pertinax 13, defines the word: “xpnotoAédyov eum 

appellantes, qui bene loqueretur et male faceret.” Thus “fine 
rhetoric” is a fitting translation. ‘That also determines the mean- 

ing of the common evdAoyia, which likewise must have here the 

unusual meaning, again understood sensu malo, of ‘fine rheto- 
ric.” & Does Paul mean only to say that the false teachers wish 

to deceive the community with empty words? ® Hardly, for 

according to their definition, xpnotoAoyia and evAoyia must also 

be understood as a reference to a rhetorical elegance, to a formally 
perfect speech of the opponents who are addressed.** When we 

consider this, the parallels particularly from the Corinthian 

epistles come to mind. In I Cor. 1:17 Paul asserts that he (in 

®1 Against this practice as such, Paul cannot raise any objection. Of course he 
wants the freedom of eating to be guided by love, while for the Gnostics this 
very freedom itself is the central religious concern (I Cor. 8 ff.). 

®2 Thus also the rabbinical literature; cf. TDNT III: 786-87. 
®2 Of course O. Michel (in loc.) recalls Assumptio Mos. 7.4-7, where there is 

said to be a polemic against dissolute teachers of the law. But to me the reference 
to the Pharisees in this obscure passage is by no means certain. Jewish Gnostics 
could at least just as well be meant. The scanty accounts from rabbinical sources 
concerning heretical Jewish Gnosticism make it appear outspokenly libertine (cf. 
K. Schubert, Die Religion des nachbiblischen Judentums [1955], pp. 94 ff.). But 

in no case does this passage allow us to infer a libertine judaizing tendency of 
early Christianity. 

®4 Cf. the variant reading evyAwttia. 

S5iGf Golv2:42 1 Lim. 1363-1. itus 1210: 

°° Cf. O. Michel, p. 347. 
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contrast to his opponents) has proclaimed the gospel ovk év cogia 
Adyou. The same sense is found in the assertion that follows in 

2:1, that he has not come to Corinth xa’ brrepoyhv Adyou Ff cogiac, 

and his message was not in Tei8oig copiag Adyoig (2:4). Finally, 

from II Cor. 10:10 and 11:6 it is to be inferred not only that 

Paul regarded his opponents’ manner of uttering wisdom as 
worthy of note in contrast to his manner of speech, but also 
that they had the impression that in comparison with them, 

Paul was an iSimth¢ TH Ady, and made this a charge against him.* 

One can hardly avoid seeing the same adversaries opposed in 
these passages against whose xpnotoAoyia and evAoyia Paul warns 

in Rom. 16:18. The parallelism of the two passages extends even 

to the éarratav tag KapSiag Tav d&kdkwv, That is to say, in I Cor. 

2:6 f£.; 3:1 ff, Paul explains, after he has made the charge of the 
utterance of wisdom against his opponents, that he has refrained 
from such speech because the Corinthians are still vimoi év Xpiotd. 

Therewith he expresses, in the form of an apology, precisely the 

same thing which in Rom. 16:18 he clothes in the form of an 

accusation against his opponents.® 

It cannot be said with certainty what in detail were the peculiar 

identifying marks of the speech of wisdom of the Corinthian 

adversaries. Undoubtedly what was involved was in essence the 

contrast of the pneumatic-ecstatic speech of the Gnostics with 
the AoAnoat tH vot of Paul, a contrast which, as is known, is fre- 

quently discussed in the Corinthian epistles: I Cor. 14;6° II Cor. 

5:11-15; 12:1-10; 13:3. Moreover, the Gnostics unquestionably 

passed the content of their message off as the revelation of special 

and unprecedented wisdom, as they also called themselves cogoi (I 

Cor. 3:18; even Paul speaks not seldom in Gnostic fashion of his 

oreGod seoogia: Roms Uls337 le Core I:1224530; 2562755 12:8)". 

Presumably in the passages cited above, however, the “speaking 

®7 Less apt are the references, often given in the commentaries, to I Tim. 1:6; 

6:20; Titus 1:10; Col. 2:4. 

®8 One may also compare the following anti-Gnostic parallels in Irenaeus: “By 
means of pretences which they artfully assemble, they deceive the half-educated 
and take them captive .... As counselors, by means of artful words they lead the 
simple on the way of seeking and plunge them helpless into destruction” (Fore- 
word to Book I). “The apostles foresaw in the Spirit those who would deceive the 
simple’ (Foreword to Book IV, 8). 

°° Cf. Vol. 1, pp. 171 ff. 

27CE Voll, pp.) 95: 
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wisdom” is also characterized in view of its formally perfect 
rhetoric; in any case, no commentator to my knowledge rejects 

such an exegesis. Besides, this fits well with the picture which 
we must form of the Gnostics of the early period. The Gnostics 
were the poets of the early church. Not a few hymns of Gnostic 
origin are preserved for us already in the New Testament. The 

rhetoric of the Gnostics of later times also cannot be disputed.” 
That, of all people, judaizing missionaries from Palestine, 

who could speak Greek only as a foreign language, could be 

described by Paul as rhetorically gifted, charming speakers is 

just as improbable as the assumption that they appeared as 

teachers of wisdom and ecstatics kat’ é€oxnhv. For this reason we 

would have to conclude from Rom. 16:18b, even without the 

parallels in the Corinthian epistles, that Paul is accusing Jewish 

Christian Gnostics from the hellenized Syrian Mesopotamian 

region of deceiving the guileless community by means of rhetor- 

ical hocus-pocus. 

Verse 19: 

Paul begins with a commendation, by which he hopes to secure 

a better hearing for his admonitions. Then he gives expression 

to his wish that the readers might be oopovc as to what is good, 

but guileless as to what is evil. Many exegetes presume”? that 

with cogotg Paul refers to a catchword of his opponents, who 

accordingly claim to bring wisdom and to be wise. This cannot 

be proved with certainty, but it appears to me to be likely. In 

view of the close parallel of our passage with the polemical pas- 

sages of the other Pauline epistles, one naturally also suspects, 

upon the appearance of the term oogés, that it is connected with 
the numerous passages in the Corinthian epistles in which gogia 

or yvdoic, with the same sense, occurs (I Cor. 1:17 ff.; 2:1 ff; 

S718 i, 10,0; Ocl tes 1322.8; IT Core J2l2F 1 ):6) sin the Piiiiopian 

epistle also, Paul appears to allude to the yvéoig claimed by the 

false teachers."8 It is particularly noticeable that, as in Rom. 16: 

iG further, Vol. 1; \p. 324: 

72W. M. L. de Wette, Das Neue Testament mit kurzem Commentar (Halle, 
1885), in loc.; cf. A. Jiilicher, Der Brief an die Rémer (Die Schriften des Neuen 
Testaments [{1908, 2nd ed.], II) , in loc. 

7 See above, pp. 91-92. 
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18+-19, so also in the Corinthian epistles, Paul connects the con- 

cepts copia and Adyog with one another (I Cor. 1:17; 2:1, 4; I 

Cor. 11:6). Most obvious for comparison are the passages with a 

hidden allusion, like I Cor. 15:3474 and 6:5. If—as these con- 

siderations suggest—with his wish that the readers might be wise 
toward the good, Paul is adopting a catchword of his opponents, 

then by such a catchword these opponents would declare them- 

selves to be Gnostics, even if we had to dispense with the parallels, 
particularly in the Corinthian epistles. For if one looks for a 
primitive Christian movement in which the term oogia has a 

central significance, only Gnosticism comes into question, which 
in its Jewish or Jewish Christian form, according to all appear- 
ance, preferred the designation cogia alongside the more Hel- 
lenistic yvdoig,75 

Verse 20. 

This verse concludes the brief polemical passage: the God 

of peace will shortly trample Satan under your feet. ‘Verse 20 

appears only to be the expression, clothed in apocalyptic form, 

of the certainty that the adversaries will soon be defeated; hardly 

a reference to the imminent Parousia.” 7* This judgment appears 
to me to be correct. Nevertheless, even the person who wishes 

to see in vs. 20 a reference to the final consummation” must start 

out from the fact that this reference arises out of the concrete 

situation. That is to say, the expression “God of peace” stands 
in obviously intentional antithesis to “‘totg tag Stxootaciag Kal 

Ta OkdVEaAa Tro1odvtac,”’ 78 and Satan correspondingly is that anti- 

godly power which is manifested in the “servants of the belly.” 

This latter judgment is important for our inquiry. Thus the 
heretics against whom Paul warns are servants of Satan. This 

is a harsh judgment, to which however II Cor. 11:13-15 is an 
exact parallel: ‘““They are false apostles, deceivers, disguising 
themselves as apostles of Christ. No wonder! Even Satan himself 
is disguised as an angel of light. Hence it is nothing strange if 

74Cf. Evald Lévenstam, “Uber die neutestamentliche Aufforderung zur 

Niichternheit,” Studia Theologica X11 (1958) : 83-84. 
75 Cf. in the New Testament I Cor. 1:17 ff.; 3:18; Col. 2:23; (2:8). 

7¢ FH, Lietzmann, [2], in loc. 
77 OQ, Michel, in loc. 

78 OQ, Michel, in loc. 
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his servants also disguise themselves as servants of righteousness. 
Their end will correspond to their deeds!” That Paul here ad- 
dresses the so-called ‘original apostles” as servants of Satan is 
regarded today as impossible even by the exegetes who otherwise 

reckon with judaizing agitation in Corinth.7? Impossible, of 
course! Paul can call neither the pillars in Jerusalem nor their 
emissaries apostles of the devil. On the other hand, this harsh 

judgment fits well with the Gnostic Christ apostles, against 

whose agitation, in my judgment, the whole of Paul’s correspon- 

dence with Corinth is directed. The same holds true then for 

Rom. 16:20. In this passage also Paul cannot be describing any 
people around James as servants of Satan. But we know noth- 

ing of ultra-Jacobine and anti-Jacobine Judaizers. Hence as in 
II Cor. 11:13 ff., so also in Rom. 16:20, it can only be Gnostics 

to whom Paul is affixing the devil’s name. This anti-Gnostic 

judgment, moreover, has numerous parallels in later ecclesiastical 
literature.®° 

As the result of this brief study it is to be maintained that 

the passage Rom. 16:17-20 fits well into the anti-Gnostic polemic 

known to us from Paul’s other epistles and, for many reasons, 
rules out an anti-Judaistic battle line.® 

Therewith also an important argument for Ephesus as the 

destination of Rom. 16 is gained.8? Even without precisely de- 

fining the line of battle of Rom. 16:17-20, W. Michaelis,®? for 
example, can cite this passage as argument against a Roman desti- 

nation: “However, nothing is said in chapters 1-15 of such an 
imperiling of the Roman community.” ® In fact, for various 
reasons, which are adequately enumerated by the commentaries, 

it seems to me that Rome as the destination of Rom. 16 is most 

79R,. Reitzenstein; H. Lietzmann; W. G. Kiimmel; H. Windisch, and others. 

SGE De john 12:18; 4:35 0 Mim 43155-1451 (Clems olay then, ee, repeated! vein 
BuSmGlell l3.ts 14 lee ZO eV slits el Vewos aml pol mere passe mer tc 

de praescr. haer. 40, et passim. 
81 B. Reicke ([I], p. 297) speaks, with reference to Rom. 16: 17-20, of Judaistic 

Gnostics. The existence of such people, however, is in my judgment inconceivable. 
Cf. G. Friedrich, RGG (3rd ed.) , V: 1138. 
82 A good survey of the study of this question in R. Schumacher, Die beiden 

letzten Kapitel des Rémerbriefes, Neutestamentliche Abhandlungen, XIV, 4 
(1929) : 3-28. Cf. G. Friedrich, RGG (3rd ed.) , V: 1138. 
Saupe Lol: 
84 Similarly R. A. Lipsius, in loc. Contra B. Reicke, [1], pp. 296-97. 
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inappropriate, nay, even impossible. If the verses Rom. 16:17-20 

are directed against the same false teachers whose missionary 

course we can trace, through Paul’s epistles, to Galatia, Philippi, 

Thessalonica, and Corinth, this judgment is confirmed; for in 

these verses also a community within the missionary territory 

defined by these places must have been the addressee. In other 
words, it is hardly to be assumed that these missionaries, with 
whom Paul had just been engaged in debate in Corinth, in the 
meantime had already reached Rome and had done their mis- 

sionary work so successfully there in the Roman community 
that Paul has received news of it. 

Of course that does not yet determine that Rom. 16 was 

directed specifically to Ephesus, although in my opinion there are 
sufficient reasons arguing for this conjecture. Further, our defini- 

tion of the battlefront in vss. 17-20 says nothing about the place 

and exact time of composition of Rom. 16, although everything 

argues in favor of Paul’s last stay in Achaia.®° We shall still have 
to forgo an unobjectionably certain answer to these questions, 

particularly since there is no unanimity as to the delimitation 

of the ‘“Ephesian epistle.’’ ° 

£5 To be sure, W. Michaelis ([2], pp. 85 ff.) argues strongly for its composition 
in Philippi during the stay mentioned in Acts 20:6. 

8® Does this epistle begin as early as chap. 12 (J. Weiss) or in chap. 14? Does 
16:1-2 still belong to the Roman epistle (W. Michaelis; P. Feine) ? Or does 16:21-23 
again belong to the Roman epistle (R. A. Lipsius) ? I should assume the latter. In 
Paul’s writings the concluding salutations always precede the benediction which 
definitively closes the epistle (see above, pp. 129 ff.). But in Rom. 16:21-23 they fol- 
low the benediction in vs. 20b, because of which some manuscripts move vs. 20b 
to a position after the salutations. The greetings in the brief writing to Ephesus 
also already appear in 16:3-16, where in vss. 3-15 the Ephesians who are greeted 
are named, and in vs. 16 the ones who send the greetings. (The “domdéCovtat 
bpaco al éxxAnoiat maoa: tod Xpiotobv’’ in 16:16 is not suspect, for of course it does 
not mean all Christian communities in general, but those house churches within 
Paul’s reach, as is shown to some extent more precisely by II Cor. 13:12b; I Cor. 
16:19a, 20a; Phil. 4:22; I Thess. 5:26; Titus 3:15.) In an epistle to Ephesus Paul 
would hardly expressly picture Timotheus as his fellow worker. But then 16:21-23 
belongs in the genuine Roman epistle between 15:32 and 15:33. It is under- 
standable that the benediction has remained in 15:33; otherwise it would have 

followed very close after 16:20b. 
The verse Rom. 16:24, which is found in many manuscripts, represents an 

obviously corrective expansion by the editor of the Western text, who also excises 

16:20b, and not a third benediction along with 15:33 and 16:20b, as W. Marxsen 
(p. 108) thinks. Of course under these circumstances the fact that the Textus 
Receptus (in this case tertiary) has 16:20b and 16:24, does not argue for the 
originality of 16:24. Hence there also is no occasion to suspect in chap. 16 frag- 
ments of other epistles not otherwise extant, as W. Marxsen does. 
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Nevertheless it is certain that the Roman epistle also betrays 
the hand of an editor; for however one delimits the ‘“Ephesian 

epistle,”” since the conclusion of the Roman epistle either has 
been broken off or has been transposed to Rom. .16:21-23, an 
accidental conflation of the two epistles is not conceivable.®’ If 
Rom. 16 was a brief letter of recommendation for Phoebe, its 

isolated acceptance into the Corpus Paulinum did not make 

much sense. The place at the end of the Roman epistle, on the 

other hand, is fitting. At the same time, in this way the Roman 

epistle, addressed to a strange community, acquires the personal 
conclusion which the other epistles have made customary**—and 

this could also adequately account for the process of editing.*® 

87] cannot agree with W. Michaelis (ThZ 14 [1958]: 322-23) that it signifies an 
essential difference whether an editor interweaves several epistles or appends one 
to another. The former happens (according to my analysis) in I Cor. and in I and 
II Thess., the latter in Rom., while in II Cor. and Phil. both methods are em- 

ployed indiscriminately. An essential distinction does exist between a deliberate 
editing and an accidental conflation of separate writings. 

88'T, W. Manson's thesis (“St. Paul’s Letter to the Romans—and Others,’’ 
Bulletin of the John Rylands Library, 31 [1948]: 224-40), according to which Paul 

himself is the editor of a Roman epistle and an Ephesian epistle, is unnecessarily 
complicated, particularly in view of the uncontestable fact of the post-Pauline 
editing of other letters of the apostle. 

8° On the reasons for the editorial reworking of the Roman epistle, cf. also 
below, p. 259, n.52; p. 262, n. 69; pp. 271 ff. 
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in memoriam Ferdinand Christian Baur, died December 2, 1860 

On the Composition and Earliest Collection 
of the Major Epistles of Paul 

I 

In the Epilogue to his Theology of the New Testament,? 

R. Bultmann, in concise, splendid sentences, evaluated the sig- 
nificance of F. C. Baur for New Testament theology and deplored 
the fact that Baur’s most significant perception for a long time 
was not allowed to have a decisive impact, namely the insight 

that truth “can be grasped only in a particular historical form.” 

On the other hand, thanks to Baur, it has become the common 

property of theological labors to affirm the law of development for 

the history of primitive Christianity, of the church in general 
and of its dogma. Of course the rigidity of the Hegelian scheme 

of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis, into which Baur forced the 

development of the primitive church,? was more and more aban- 
doned by his pupils as time went on. Until well into our century, 

however, for the exegesis of the major Pauline epistles the funda- 

mental judgment of the Baur school has been determinative, that 
it is a single front against which Paul sets himself in Gal., in I 
and II Cor., in Phil., in Rom. 16, and—if here we are to reckon 

with an intra-ecclesiastical polemic at all—in I and II Thess., 

and thus that a single rival mission was disturbing his community. 
This legacy of F. C. Baur deserves our attention. 

Even in this question, present-day exegesis is no longer able to 

follow the traditional evaluation, coming to us from Baur, of the 

1JIn the following, for reasons shortly to be seen, Rom., I and II Cor., Gal., 

Phil., and I and IJ Thess. are to be treated as the major epistles. The present essay 
was first published in ZNW 51 (1960): 225-45; the present version has been ap- 
preciably revised. 

2 ET by Kendrick Grobel, II (1955) : 244. 
3 Das Christentum und die christliche Kirche der drei ersten Jahrhunderte 

(1853; 3rd ed., 1863) . 
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Pauline polemic. Now Paul is seen in the various epistles fight- 

ing against diverse adversaries, and even in the same place various 

groups are seen as opposed; indeed, today’s exegesis can examine 
individual chapters of a single epistle which “textually, apart 

from this [are] clearly demarcated” 4 for an opposition which by 
no means needs to be found in the other polemical chapters of 
the same epistle. 

One can study this development, for example, in J. Munck’s 

examination of Paul and the Salvation of Mankind, which in 

explicit and sharply polemical debate with F. C. Baur® attempts 
to adduce proof that the primitive community in Jerusalem and 
Paul performed their common work in remarkable agreement. 

“The immense simplification that Baur’s theory brings with it by 
finding everywhere in all Pauline texts the same contrast between 

the apostle and Jewish Christianity ..., has ever since lain like 

a load on the exposition of the Pauline letters.” This burden 
is shaken off by the proof that, for example, in Galatia the 
judaizing tendency arose ad hoc from Pauline beginnings, but in 

Corinth at the time of the first epistle no parties at all existed, 

then at the time of II Cor. Jewish apostles whom it is difficult 
to characterize appeared, and so on.® 

On the other hand, even an investigator so closely bound to 

F. C. Baur as H. J. Schoeps cannot avoid, in his book on Paul,’ 
limiting the anti-judaizing battlefront to some parts of the Pauline 
correspondence, while in the others he reckons with a different 
opposition. 

Most characteristic is H. Koester’s article, “Haretiker im Ur- 
christentum,” in RGG (3rd ed., II; cf. the same author in ZThK 

65 [1968]: 190 ff.) which is based in part on several recent Heidel- 
berg dissertations: In Gal. Paul is opposing Judaizers with a 

syncretistic tendency, in I Cor. non-Jewish Gnostics, in II Cor. 

Hellenistic Jewish Christians, in Phil. Jewish Christian Gnostics. 

To be sure different people are involved in each case. If Koester 

had also included for consideration I and II Thess. and Rom. 

4 E. Kasemann, [1], p. 34. 

® J. Munck, pp. 69 ff. 

*For a criticism of these constructions, see R. Bultmann, ThLZ 84 (1959), 
cols. 481 ff. 

7 [1], pp. 74 ff. 
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16, presumably the number of these “crossings” of heretics would 
have been increased by two. Like Koester, his teacher G. Born- 
kamm, in RGG (3rd ed.), V, col. 173, makes the classification: 

“Judaizers in Galatia... , in Corinth Gentile Christian Gnostics 

(I Cor.), and later (II Cor.) Hellenistic itinerant teachers of 

Jewish Christian provenance (yet not actually Judaizers) ..., 

also Jewish Christian Gnostics in Philippi.” Cf. also Robert 
Jewett, “Conflicting Movements in the Early Church,” Nov. 

Test. 12 (1970) : 362-90, esp. 387 ff.; James M. Robinson, “Basic 

Shifts in German Theology,” Interpretation 16 (1962): 79 ff. 

Not that in this presentation the present state of exegetical 
work is precisely reflected in detail. The views on the various 
heretics in primitive Christanity are still widely divergent. But 

Koester’s article splendidly illustrates the complete dissolution 
of the unitary character of Baur’s portrayal of the line of battle 
in the Pauline epistles. Only a few scholars today would dare to 
protest against this dissolution as such. It is regarded as an ad- 

vance in scholarship: One can no longer uniformly tar the heresies 

fought by Paul with the same brush of judaizing tendencies; 
consequently, was not even that unitary character which was 
emphasized by Baur only a demand, as necessary as it was un- 

founded, of his historical scheme of thesis and antithesis? 

Of course one can view the state of affairs in this way. Whether 

it is justified is the question. For as much as Baur worked accord- 

ing to his scheme, still he was and remained an exegete. He based 

his assertion of the unitary battlefront of the Pauline epistles 

which he recognized as genuine upon the exegetical judgment 
that the sketch of the opponents found in the one epistle ap- 

peared also in the other epistle. While it occasionally seems to 

present-day exegesis as expressly required to examine an epistle 

or part of an epistle without consideration of the parallels in the 

other epistles as to the adversaries being opposed therein, it was 

the method of Baur and his school carefully to compare the perti- 

nent utterances of the individual epistles. In this respect the 

commentaries and introductions by Baur’s pupils are a model 

example of comparative exegesis. Who would deny the greater 

appropriateness of this method? 

One should consider that W. M. L. de Wette, in his exegetical- 
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historical work so unjustly forgotten, before Baur and indepen- 
dent of him, sought to describe Paul’s opponents in just as unitary 
a fashion as Baur, though in a different way. And must we not 

here also refer to W. Liitgert? He profoundly shook Baur’s thesis 
of the anti-judaizing battlefront of the epistles of Paul. Hence the 

collapse of Baur’s position, described in H. Koester’s article, in 
considerable measure also goes back to him. Still Ltitgert in his 
studies, no less than Baur, insisted that the false teachers opposed 

in one epistle were also opposed in the others. In this he was 

not guided by any sort of systematic interest such as could be 

charged against F. C. Baur. Instead, as he explains, to his own 

surprise he was compelled by his exegetical work to discover in 

the other epistles also the opponents of Paul first described on 

the basis of I and II Cor. 

Certainly! What appeared forgotten since F. C. Baur again be- 

came evident through W. Liitgert: how difficult it is on the basis 

of our modest knowledge of the history of primitive Christianity 

to identify the opponents of Paul during his so-called third mis- 

sionary journey. Indeed this difficulty then also makes it under- 

standable that a multiplicity of battlefronts can be discovered 

if one examines individual sections of the Pauline correspondence 
with express disregard for the parallels in the other sections. It 

is not comprehensible, however, how one can then regard the 

results achieved by such a method as an advance over earlier 

exegesis, which asserted a similar battlefront, of whatever kind 
it was, in all the epistles. 

On this point Baur and Liitgert are to be refuted only if one, 
like them, investigates the major Pauline epistles as a whole 

or at least in the individual investigations keeps in mind the 

entirety of the contemporary epistles. But if one does this, such 

8 The fact that this is not done is the methodological defect, not without sig- 

nificance for their conclusions, of studies like U. Wilckens, Weisheit und Torheit 

(Tiibingen, 1959), in which there is an exploration of the battlefront of I Cor. 

1-2; or D. Georgi, Die Gegner des Paulus im Zweiten Korintherbrief (Diss. Heidel- 
berg, 1958) , which is based on parts of II Cor.; or, as R. Bultmann ((1], pp. 20 ff.) 
has already shown, even E, Kasemann, “Die Legitimitat des Apostels,’” ZNW 41 
(1942) , which is concerned only with the adversaries of II Cor. 10-13. It is true 
that U. Wilckens enlarges the conclusion of his study at least with respect to the 
Corinthian epistles: “But everything else that Paul indicates in both Corinthian 
epistles concerning the theology of the Corinthian opponents can be understood, 
from the results of our analysis, without further ado in the very same context’’ (p. 
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refutation can hardly be successful; for the parallels that are 
actually present have a weight that cannot be disregarded. For 

those who like the frequently very useful statistics, a series of 

such parallels is set forth in the following table: 

Rom. 16| I Cor. II Cor. Gal. Phil. I Thess. |) II Thess. 

16:18a Ul bs ss 

16:18b Cebit 3:19 

16:18¢ Pel (e234 

16:20 11:13 ff. a) 
9:1] 2 | 4:8 

16:15-16 6:6 2:29 5:12-13 

11:18-22 6:12-13 orate 

7:40; 11:4 322508253 5:19 

12:3 6:1 

14:1 5:20 
4:6-10; 10:17-18; | 5:26; 6:3 | 2:3-4; 

5:2 WPervil Sal2uie 
10:2 4:14 

lathes 2S) 5:19 3:19 4:3-8 

6:12 ££ 

5:11 1:10a 

Sls S212 slOoe. 2:4 ff, 
LOs2 

11:13 3:2b 

11:4¢ GAC) 22 

(16:19b) | 8:1; 11:6 (3:8, 10) 

13:8 ff. 

15:12 Be fe. (3:10-11) 4:13 

4:8 5:1-11 202 
(6:12) 5:25 3:16 

16:17 3:17 

212). On the other hand, G. Bornkamm ([I], p. 16, n.66) writes: “With strange 
passion W. Schmithals . . . maintains the identity of the battlefront in all of Paul’s 
epistles.” He regards the charge against the investigations mentioned as unjusti- 
fied, since these works in fact “with important exegetical reasons” dispute the 
unity of the battlefront. Here he misunderstands me: my complaint is not even 
directed at all against the exegesis performed in these studies, which in any case 
is discussible and not seldom is even convincing, but against the method employed 
in them, not to consider in the exegesis of individual sections the parallels in 

other sections of the same correspondence or of other epistles of Paul. That this 
method is not discussible, of course, I think I must say and I do say—if you will— 

with “strange passion”; on the other hand, I maintain “the identity of the battle- 
front” with, I hope, exegetical reasons. I have attempted to show in Vol. 1, pp. 
289 ff., using the example of D. Georgi’s dissertation, what consequences the 
method criticized here can have in an essentially correct exegesis. Cf. contra Ch. 
Dietzfelbinger, “Was ist Irrlehre,” Theologische Existenz heute 143 (1967): 46. 
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II Cor. ; Phil. I Thess. | II Thess. 

1:17- 3:18 

2:5 

16:17 1:10; 13:11 5:20 ff. 1:27; 2:2; 15:14 

11:17-19 4:2 

12:3 11:4 

Nabe Oss 

13:3 

4:10 1O1E10: 1:1 1-12 el Mes 85 | 

13:3 

12:16): 2:3, 5 

6:83 722 

9:4 ff.; | 12:14 ff. 231,39 

15 
4:9 fF.; 5:14] 3:6 ££. 

16:17 bes, U7) 1:6-9 4:9 2:15 

This selection is limited to those passages in which (with 
the exception of the references in parentheses) the polemical or 

apologetic reference as such and the concrete content of such 

reference are recognizable without further interpretation. The 

passages chosen with this point of view suffice to show that it was 
primarily exegetical and not systematic demands which caused 
the exegetes down to the most recent past to affirm a common 

battlefront throughout the major Pauline epistles. This judg- 

ment should be maintained until the opposite is proven. 
Therewith nothing is said yet about the character of the 

heresy that was opposing Paul. That what was involved cannot 

have been a judaizing movement, as F. C. Baur and his school 

asserted, has been shown by the more recent studies since W. 

Liitgert in various ways. Liitgert’s own solution to the problem 

suffers from his presupposition of a battlefront which though 
similar is nevertheless dual, against the pneumatics and against 

the Judaizers, in the epistles of Paul which he investigated. In 

the foregoing studies as well as in Vol. 1, I have attempted to 

produce the evidence that in his epistles composed during the 

so-called third missionary journey Paul was debating with mis- 

sionary representatives of a pronounced Gnosticism of Jewish or 
Jewish Christian observance. Further discussion must show to 

what extent this attempt has been successful. Provisionally I may 

appeal to the results of these studies. Nevertheless they do not 
serve in detail as a foundation for the following reflections, but 
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only in the basic judgment, which agrees with F. C. Baur and 
W. Liitgert, that in all the epistles the same battlefront is in- 
volved. In this it is not my intention in any way to question the 
pluriformity of primitive Christianity and its syncretistic as well 

as heretical peripheral phenomena. My investigations are con- 
cerned exclusively with those opponents who during the so-called 

third missionary journey of Paul are troubling his communities 
in Asia Minor and Greece. For their rival mission a multiformity 

is not from the outset likely. Therefore one should call in ques- 
tion the theological uniformity of these opponents only if the 
sources require it. 

II 

The seven major Pauline epistles which concern us (I and 
II Cor., Gal., Phil., I and II Thess., Rom.) were all written dur- 

ing the third so-called missionary journey of Paul. Thus they, 

together with the discussion conducted in them, belong within 

a very restricted span of time. No proof of this is required for 
I and II Cor. and Gal. On the other hand, it is by no means gen- 
erally acknowledged that Phil. and I and II Thess. also belong to 
this time, but it has often and, for my conviction, adequately 

been substantiated.® 

If one assumes this dating—its correctness will be confirmed 

in the following—then the question arises, which is not without 

importance even for the understanding of the individual epistles, 
in what sequence in time they were composed. Of course this 
question must be answered on the basis of a literary-critical 
analysis of the Pauline epistles, as I have attempted in the fore- 

going studies and in Vol. 1. This analysis has disclosed the 

existence of the following epistles or fragments of epistles: 

Coren. —II Cor. 6:14-7:1; I Cor. 6:12-20; 9:24—10:22; 

11:2-34; 15; 16:13-24. 

Corb = COL Ord P19: 23% 1025-1 pea? te 

14:40; 16:1-12. 

Cor. C — II Cor. 2:14-6:13; 7:2-4. 

® On this, see W. Michaelis, [1], pp. 204 ff., 221 ff., and above, pp. 115 ff., 181 ff., 
212 ff. 
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Cor D — II Cor. 10:1-13:13. 

Cor. E = II Cor. 9:1-15. 

Cor. F = II Cor. 1:1-2:13; 7:5-8:24. 

Gal. = Gal> 1:1-6:18. 

Phil. A — Phil. 4:10-23. 

Phil. B = Phil. 1:1-3:1; 4:4-7. 

Phil. C = Phil. 3:2-4:3; 4:8-9. 

Rom. — Rom. 1-15; 16:21-23. 

Rom.-Eph. = Rom. 16:1-20. 
Thess. A =TII Thess. 1:1-12; 3:6-16. 

Thess. B =I Thess. 1:1—2:12; 4:2—5:28. 

Thess. GC =II Thess. 2:13-14; 2:1-12; 2:15-3:53; 3217-18: 

Thess. D =I Thess. 2:13-4:1. 

I have earlier attempted to explain the circumstances of the 

composition of the six different letters to Corinth.1° Cor. A-D— 

or, according to the customary view, I Cor.—were written dur- 

ing Paul’s stay in Ephesus and its environs, and Cor. E-F—or, 

according to the customary view, II Cor—during Paul’s last 

journey from Ephesus to Corinth. Now we must investigate the 

question of how the other writings in this correspondence are to 

be fitted before, after, or into that journey. 

The most important norms for this investigation are: 
1. Indications about the personal circumstances of senders, 

bearers, or recipients of the writings, about travels or travel plans, 

and the like. 

2. The status of the discussion with the opponents, particu- 
larly the changing form of the Pauline reaction to their agitation 

and the (growing) state of his knowledge of the heretical posi- 
tion. 

3. The geographical situation of the communities addressed, 

since according to all appearance the heretical mission traversed 

Asia Minor and Greece on the same route which Paul traveled, 
Rom. can most easily be fitted in. Its composition in Achaia 

and thus after Cor. F is generally assumed. Not much more dif- 

ficulty is caused by Rom.-Eph., which was written in Achaia—to 

be sure, according to W. Michaelis only after the last stay in 

19Vol. 1, pp. 87 ff. 
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Corinth, about the time of Acts 20:6.1! Thus it too is later than 

Cor. F; we cannot determine whether it was written before or 
after the Roman epistle. 

The placing of Gal. also causes few difficulties if this epistle— 
under the presupposition of the North Galatian theory—was 
written on the so-called third missionary journey. This dating 

is rightly preferred today. It is necessary if and because in the 

Galatian epistle the same adversaries are opposed against whom 
Paul contends in Corinth. In other words, under the presupposi- 
tion of the South Galatian theory, Paul had written the epistle on 
his second journey, but once again visited the communities ad- 

dressed on his third journey. On this visit he must have become 
acquainted with the heretics or their views. The beginning of 

the debate during his stay in Ephesus (Cor. A) , however, is lack- 

ing any such acquaintance. Thus the North Galatian theory is to 
be preferred for this reason also. 

Galatians, then, was written in Ephesus or its environs. Since 

the heresy opposed moves from East to West, Gal. naturally be- 
longs before Cor. A. Arguing for this view also is the fact that 

of all the epistles Gal. discloses the slightest knowledge on Paul’s 

part of the opponents’ position. Further, in Gal. the question of 

circumcision is still acute; cf. above, p. 41. On the other hand, 

no decisive weight for this dating may be placed on the fact that 

at the time of Cor. A (I Cor. 16:1 ff.) the gathering of the col- 

lection was already under way in Galatia, while it is not men- 

tioned in Gal. This “not” need not be a “not yet,” but could be 

a “no longer,” explainable by the strained situation—in which 

case of course one would then have expected in Gal. 2:10 an in- 
dication: . . . ka0ac oiSate. Either way, Gal. presumably was writ- 

ten before Cor. A and hence during Paul’s Ephesian sojourn. 

More difficult is the arranging in order of the other epistles, in 

which also the dating of Phil. and I and II Thess. on the third 

tour must be maintained. Thess. D is preceded by: Paul’s brief 

interim visit from Ephesus in Corinth; the sending, bound up 

11 [1], p. 165; the reasons given for this dating are not compelling. There is 
much to argue against this later dating. 

12C, E. Faw, “The Anomaly of Galatians,” Bibl. Res., 4 (1960): 25-38, with 
insufficient reasons dates Gal. after the end of the Ephesian sojourn and thus 
after the correspondence with Corinth. 
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with that visit, of Timotheus from Athens and to Thessalonica 
(I Thess. 3:1-3); and the latter’s return from Thessalonica to 

Ephesus (I Thess. 3:6 ff.) 1? Some time must lie between Paul’s 
arrival in Ephesus after his interim visit and the return of 
Timotheus to Ephesus. Now Cor. C was written soon after Paul’s 
return from Corinth to Ephesus.14 Therefore Thess. D was 
written after Cor. C. But at the same time it belongs before Cor. 

D. Arguing for this is not only the fact that Thess. D completely 

lacks the harshness of the epistle Cor. D. More important is the 

observation that the “sorrowful epistle,” Cor. D, was written a 

short time before Paul’s departure for Macedonia (II Cor. 12:19- 
13:2), while Thess. D still knows nothing of such an imminent 

visit of Paul in Thessalonica. Therefore at the time of Thess. D 

the travel plan still appears to have been in effect which Paul 

describes in II Cor. 1:15-16 and which postponed the visit in 

Thessalonica (I Thess. 2:17-18), which however had been aban- 

doned at the time of the “sorrowful epistle’” Cor. D (II Cor. 1: 

17 ff.) 1° Therefore Thess. D belongs before Cor. D. Arguing in 

favor of this also is the fact that at the time of the composition of 
Thess. D Timotheus was with Paul, which could no longer have 

been the case at the time of Cor. D, if the note in Acts 19:21-22 

is to be trusted. That is to say, then, the sending of Timotheus 

and Erastus mentioned here served as preparation for Paul’s visit 
in Macedonia and the gathering of the offering connected with 

it. Such a sending must in any case have preceded Paul’s visit, be- 

cause the Macedonians were still counting on the travel plan of 
Paul set forth in II Cor. 1:15-16. Since in Macedonia Timotheus 

is again staying with Paul (II Cor. 1:1), it is likely that Paul had 
entrusted him with this task. 

Thess. A-C belong before Paul’s interim visit in Corinth and 

thus before Cor. C. Since the three epistles contain no indications 

of the situation (at least no longer), it is difficult to arrange 
them. Of course, for Thess. A as for Phil. B and for Cor. A, the 

“&kouw’’ (see p. 201) serves as a source of information. More- 

over, Thess. A contains only the admonition to separate oneself 

from the &taxtot, but no debate with their false teachers, as then 

~ 318 Cf W, Hadorn, Die Abfassung der Thessalonicherbriefe. . 

SAV Ol ML ope LOD: 
15 Vol. 1, pp. 105-6. 
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from Thess. A one could not at all recognize the &taxtoi as false 
teachers. Since Phil. B was written before Cor. A (see below), it 
is most obvious, when one notes the route of the false teachers 
from Macedonia to Achaia, to place Thess. A between Phil. B 
and Cor. A. 

Thess. B and Thess. C then in any case belong in the vicinity 

of Cor. B. This also corresponds to the contents of these epistles, 
which point to approximately the same stage of the discussion. It 

is difficult to determine whether the order must be Thess. B— 

Thess. C—Cor. B or Thess. B—Cor. B—Thess. C or Cor. B— 
Thess. B—Thess. C. Since the unprejudiced attitude toward the 
mvedpa and mpognteia in I Thess. 5:19-20 (= Thess. B) is more 

understandable before I Cor. 12-14 (Cor. B) than after it, with 

all reserve I place Thess. B before Cor. B. Arguing for this also 
is the conjecture expressed on p. 212, that Thess. B was written 

not long after Thess. A. I leave Thess. C with Thess. B and thus 
before Cor. B because the two epistles are closely related to each 

other, although in Thess. C., in contrast to Thess. B (but cf. 

p. 174, n. 193) and as in Cor. B (I Cor. 12-14), the “tvetpa’’ is 
characteristically supposed (see pp. 172 ff.), and from this 
perspective one could just as well have Thess. C follow Cor. B. 

There remains the task of fitting the writings to Philippi into 

this correspondence. Phil. B contains, as its most important in- 
dication of the situation, the statement that Paul has written 

the epistle during an imprisonment (Phil. 1:12 ff.) which he 
hopes soon happily to have overcome (Phil. 1:25-26). None of the 

Corinthian epistles indicates that it was written from an im- 
prisonment. Besides none of them knows of such an imprison- 

ment!® with the expection of Cor. A. Thus Phil. B is to be dated 

before the Corinthian epistles. 
That is to say, I Cor. 15:32 presupposes a happily overcome 

imprisonment of Paul in Ephesus which could possibly have 
ended with a condemnation to the arena with the wild beasts. 
This interpretation of the passage I Cor. 15:32, which had already 

been represented by J. Weiss,” has been convincingly justified, 

16 @Aiwic in II Cor. 1:8 can hardly testify to an imprisonment, but to some 

acute threat of death; see the commentaries in loc. Contra G. Bornkamm, [1], 

p. 9, n. 13; J. Miiller-Bardorff, p. 599. 
17 Meyer’s Kommentar, V (1910, 9th ed.) : 365-66. 
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above all from the context, by W. Michaelis!® and defended ! 
against the objections of J. Schmid.?° Thus Paul is saying, “If, 
humanly speaking, I had survived the fight with wild beasts in 
Ephesus—for which I was ready—what would I have gained 

from that?” 

But even if one wishes to take the Onptouayeiv figuratively— 

it is impossible to assume that Paul actually had survived a bull- 
fight in Ephesus, for various reasons indicated by W. Michaelis 

and the commentaries—the expression must be speaking of a 
threat of death, which renders likely the assumption of an im- 

prisonment connected therewith. Under the presupposition of 

an Ephesian destination for Rom. 16, vss. 4 and 7 of that chapter 
also argue for such an imprisonment.”1 

Further, it is important to note that Paul proposes shortly— 

probably after his trial ends—to send Timotheus to Philippi 

(Phil. 2:19 ff.). We know of three trips to Macedonia by 
Timotheus during the time of Paul’s sojourn in Ephesus. The 

last two trips have already been mentioned: from Athens by way 

of Macedonia to Thessalonica before the writing of Thess. D, 

and from Ephesus to Macedonia before Paul’s final departure 
from Ephesus. In addition to these there is the first of the three 
trips, the one announced in Phil. 2:19 ff. The beginning of this 
trip of Timotheus lies before Cor. A, for in I Cor. 16:10-11 the 

departure apparently is already presupposed. At the time of Cor. 

B Timotheus has not yet returned (I Cor. 1:1), indeed Paul ap- 

parently does not even reckon on his having arrived in Corinth 
already at the time of Cor. B (I Cor. 4:17). But then Timotheus 

has traveled by way of Macedonia, as it was planned according 

fopmuile2 slo sh. 

Thus Phil. B belongs in the time shortly before Cor. A. We 

must not put too much time between the two epistles, since 
Timotheus set out after Paul’s release, which was already expected 

AYP jayens Sy) sti 
18W. Michaelis, Die Datierung des Philipperbricfes (Giitersloh, 1933). 
20]. Schmid, Zeit und Ort der paulinischen Gefangenschaftsbriefe (Freiburg. 

LOS NE 
21 W. Michaelis, Die Datierung des Philipperbriefes, pp. 52 ff. 
22.W. Michaelis, pp. 49 ff., wrongly identifies the third trip of our enumeration 

with the first which we are now discussing. G. Friedrich, p. 94, also now holds 
the explanation given above. 
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soon at the time of Phil. B (Phil. 1:25), but at the time of Cor. B 
he had not yet arrived in Corinth (I Cor. 4:17). 

This dating is confirmed by the fact that Phil. B and Cor. A 
both make the first reference to the unrest being suffered in the 
respective communities.?* If one considers the direction of this 

mission which, like that of Paul, advances from Asia Minor by 

way of Macedonia to Achaia, it is completely natural that Paul 

feels compelled to the first intervention first in Philippi and 

only somewhat later in Corinth. 

Phil. A is a letter of thanks for the Philippians’ gift,24 which 

apparently reached Paul when he was already in prison, and 

which was meant to reach him there (Phil. 4:14). In that case, 

at the time of Phil. A the imprisonment had already lasted some 

time. Hence a very long span of time is hardly to be placed 

between Phil. A and Phil B; this time span would have to suffice 

only for Epaphroditus’ falling ill and recovery. Since Gal. was 

not written in prison, in any case it comes before Phil. A. 

The absence of any allusion to the situation makes it very dif- 

ficult to fit Phil. C into the whole of the correspondence. 

Naturally, because of the advanced stage of the debate, Phil. C 

must be later than Phil. B. The tone of the “philippic” which 

marks Phil. C is only to be compared with Cor. D. But in content 

also there exist between the two epistles especially close connec- 

tions, in part limited to these writings. One may compare, for 

example: 

Phils 322 iota INC (Core, IIe) tie. 

Phil. 3:3 with II Cor. 10:2-3 

Phil. 3:4 with II Cor. 11:18 

Phil 3:58.  with;ll Cor. 11:21 ff. 

Phil. 3:12-14 with II Cor. 10:12, 17-18 

Phil. 3:15 with li Cor 12:1 

Phil, 3218-19 “with It Cor, 11:13, 15. 

23 See Vol. 1, pp. 101 ff.; above, pp. 69 ff. S. Duncan, St. Paul’s Ephesian Ministry 

(1929), also places Phil. before I Cor. in an Ephesian imprisonment. 
24 See above, pp. 77-78. 
25). H. Michael, The Epistle of Paul to the Philippians (1946, 4th ed.), p- 

XIX, has also noted this; cf. also G. Bornkamm, [3], p. 199. 
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Against the connection in point of time between Cor. D and 
Phil. C suggested by these observations, one could object that 

Paul could hardly at the same time in the same sharp fashion 

take a stand against the “evil workers,” because these hardly 
would have been creating so much disturbance simultaneously 
in Philippi and Corinth. But over against this consideration, 
reference should be made to the discernible difference, with all 

the similarity, between Phil. 3 and II Cor. 10-13. While in Cor. 

D Paul is constantly arguing with the false apostles and their 

Corinthian following, in whose hands he sees the community al- 
ready practically ensnared, he only warns the Philippians against 

these false teachers who are well known to them from their own 

experience. In this the situation in Corinth could have caused 
the sharp tone throughout, with which Paul takes his stand 
against the opponents who are engaged in further activity in 

Philippi—perhaps primarily through their newly won following. 

If the suspicion should be correct that the recipient of Phil. C 
was Paul’s yvijoiog otCuyoc Timotheus,2* this would fit in with 

the assumption that at about the time of Cor. D—probably some- 
what earlier, as soon as Paul had altered his travel plans on the 

basis of the news from Corinth, and this alteration may already 

be presupposed in II Cor. 13:1. (= Cor. D; ci. Cor. 1:17) — 

Timotheus was on his way to Macedonia, where Paul again was 

already with him at the time of Cor. F (II Cor. 1:1). Then Phil. 

C would probably have been written somewhat after Cor. D. 

It is to be conceded that this fitting into place of Phil. C is the 
least certain of all the epistles. The few available indications, 
however, make this dating only likely. 

Hence there results the following order of the correspondence: 

Gal.—Phil. A—Phil. B—Thess. A—Cor. A—Thess. B—Thess. 

C—Cor. B—Cor. C—Thess. D—Cor. D—Phil. C—Cor. E—Cor. 
F—Rom.—Rom.-Eph. 

I have calculated the span of time over which Paul’s cor- 

respondence with Corinth extends at about eight months, say 
from February to October. 

If one proceeds from the fact that Rom. and Rom.-Eph. were 
written in Achaia, but Paul celebrated the following Passover al- 

26 Phil. 4:3; cf. above, p. 76. 
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ready in Philippi (Acts 20:6), the time span of eight months is 
to be lengthened by some three to four months, if it is to include 

Rom. and Rom.-Eph. 

Another two or three months earlier are to be assumed for 
Phil. A and B. We cannot say precisely how long the interim 
between Gal. and Phil. A is. Even if one includes in the calcula- 
tion some intermediate mission stations of the heretics—for the 
Pauline mission they are explicitly denied in Acts 16:6 ff.—the 
way from Galatia to Philippi is to be made in six months to a 

year at the most. This period is further to be shortened by the 
time which one allows for the news about circumstances in 

Galatia to reach Ephesus. Thus the time from Gal. to Cor. A is 

to be assumed at the very most as one year, but it probably is 

considerably less. 

We conclude that Paul’s major epistles which we have examined 
were written within a span of less than two years during the so- 

called third missionary journey. According to the absolute 
chronology which is widely held today?? but is wholly uncertain. 

this span of time would include the period from the summer of 
54 to the spring of 56. 

Anyone who recognizes this conclusion of our study in principle 

will be cautious in using arguments of style and word statistics 

in the question of the inauthenticity of individual ones of the 

other six epistles attributed to Paul. If I and II Thess. were 

written on the second missionary journey, but Phil. in the Roman 

imprisonment, then in fact the style and vocabulary of the major 

Pauline epistles would be an unconditional yardstick for Paul’s 

style in general. But if these epistles belong within the narrowly 

limited span of less than two years, one will be able to measure 

epistles from an entirely different time by this yardstick only 

with caution. Cf. Hoffmann, pp. 234 ff.; 323 ff. 

III 

The question as to the form of the earliest collection of Paul’s 

epistles has occupied the exegetes and historians so often and 

27 W. Michaelis, [1], pp. 153-54. 
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with so much ingenuity? that one takes up this question with 

only slight hope of new convincing results. Nevertheless this 
problem must be approached once more. In doing so, the point of 

beginning must be the oldest canonical lists or manuscripts.”® 

Here they are placed side by side: 

Tertullian, 

ady. Marc. List in 39th Festal 
Muratorian| IV 5 and de| Marcion P46** Codex Claro-|Letter of 

Canon __| praescr. montanus*” |Athanasius 
haer, 36" (367) 

PL Cores | tathiCor: Gal. Rom. Rom. Rom. 
Eph. Gal. Pe liGorawaElebr. I, II Cor. I, II Cor. 
Phil. Phil. Rom. 1 Cor Gal. Gal. 

Col. I, II Thess. |I, If Thess. | Eph. Eph. Eph. 

Gal. Eph. Eph. Gal. (Phil.) Phil. 
I, II Thess. | (Col.?) Col. Phil. (1, II Thess.)|Col. 
Rom. Rom. Phil.** Col. 1G Ie Tita I, II Thess. 

Hebrews 
Philemon | (Philemon?)|/Philemon |I (II) Thess. |Titus JE JOG A erbaa. 
Titus (Philemon) |Col. Titus 
1, II Tim. Philemon _ |Philemon 

28 From the literature we may mention: T. Zahn, Geschichte des neutesta- 

mentlichen Kanons, I (1888-89) , If (1890-92); A. Deissmann, Bible Studies (1909) , 
pp. 3-59; idem, Light from the Ancient East (1927), pp. 227 ff.; J. Weiss, Earliest 
Christianity (1959), Il: 684; W. Hartke, Die Sammlung und die dlteste Ausgabe 

der Paulusbriefe, Diss. Bonn, 1917; A. v. Harnack, Die Briefsammlung des 

Apostels Paulus (Leipzig, 1926); P. L. Couchoud, “La premiére édition de St. 
Paul,” RHR, 1926; E. J. Goodspeed, The Formation of the New Testament (1926) ; 
idem, New Solutions of New Testament Problems (1927); idem, The Key to 
Ephesians (1956); idem, The Meaning of Ephesians (1933); idem, An Introduc- 
tion to the New Testament (1958, 14th ed.), pp. 210-39; H. Lietzmann, “Ein- 
fiihrung in die Textgeschichte der Paulusbriefe,’ HNT 8 (1933, 4th ed.): 1 ff., 
and Kleine Schriften II, TU 68: 138 ff.; J. Knox, Philemon Among the Letters of 

Paul (1935, 1959, 2nd ed.); idem, Marcion and the New Testament (1942); 

idem, “A Note on the Format of the Pauline Corpus,” HTR 50 (1957): 311-14; 
C. L. Mitton, The Formation of the Pauline Corpus of Letters (1955); A. E. 
Barnett, Paul Becomes a Literary Influence (1941); K. Lake, An Introduction to 

the NT (1948, 2nd ed.), pp. 96 ff.; C. H. Buck, ‘““The Early Order of the Pauline 
Corpus,” JBL 68 (1949): 351-57; E. Kamlah, Traditionsgeschichtliche 
Untersuchungen zur Schlussdoxologie des Rodmerbriefes, Diss. Tiibingen, 1955; 
J. Finegan, “The Original Form of the Pauline Collection,” HTR 49 (1956): 85- 
103; E. Hennecke-Schneemelcher-Wilson, New Testament Apocrypha, I: 1 ff.; 
N. A. Dahl, ‘““Welche Ordnung der Paulusbriefe wird vom Muratorischen Kanon 
vorausgesetzt,” ZNW 52 (1961): 39 ff; D. Guthrie, New Testament Introduction, 

“The Pauline Epistles’ (1961), pp. 255-69. W. G. Kiimmel, Introduction to the 
New Testament (1965), p. 337 (Lit.); L. Foster, “The Earliest Collection of Paul’s 
Epistles,” Bull. Evang. Theol. Soc. 10 (1967): 44-55; H. v. Campenhausen, Die 
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If one compares these lists, no justification should be required 
when Hebrews is eliminated as not belonging to the original col- 
lection. Moreover, no objection should be raised when one 
judges the Pastoral Epistles similarly. Even if one may find 

reasons in a particular case why they could have been omitted by 

Tertullian, Marcion, and P46, the fact that they are lacking pre- 

cisely in three of the earliest lists, but not later, argues against 

their belonging to the earliest collection of epistles.*> Hence 
their place too is still doubtful at first: in the Muratorian Canon 

they are appended to the other ten epistles;®° the list in the Codex 

Claromontanus places them in the middle of the other epistles; 

the usual order arranges the personal epistles according to length 

and therefore places the Pastoral Epistles before Philemon. 

Finally, it is generally recognized that Marcion arranges his 

Pauline canon according to his own point of view; whether ac- 

Entstehung der christlichen Bibel, BHT 39 (1968): 292-93 (Lit.). 
2° Even later the order of the epistles in the Corpus Paulinum varies quite 

significantly, especially among the Latins; cf. A. Jiilicher, Einleitung (1906, 5th 
and 6th eds.), pp. 506-7; (1931, 7th ed.), p. 547. The variations however are al] 
already present in the early period and are explained in terms of particular prin- 
ciples of order. Thus, e.g., the so-called Decretum Gelasianum (Preuschen, 
Analecta II: 54) arranges them according to length: Eph., I Thess., II Thess., 

Gal., Phil., Col. (cf. n. 85). 
5°On the basis of the order in which Tertullian, in the passage cited, enumer- 

ates the apostolic communities, to be sure not completely, but consistently. Cf. J. 

Knox, Marcion, p. 44; T. Zahn, I, 1: 344-45. N. A. Dahl (n. 28, above), pp. 41-42, 

incorrectly opposes this inference. 
31 The manuscript, a codex of 104 leaves altogether, 86 of which are preserved, 

breaks off in I Thess. On the missing pages II Thess. and Philemon were in- 
cluded; this leaves some four leaves to be accounted for. The space is far too little 

for the Pastoral Epistles. “The Pastoral Epistles apparently never belonged to it,” 
writes the editor of P46, F. Kenyon, in The Text of the Greek Bible (1952), p. 
45. Cf. also J. Finegan (n.28, above), p. 93. It is not to be assumed that Philemon 
also could have been lacking, while Col. and Eph. are present; cf. K. Lake (n. 28, 
above) , p. 98; W. Kiimmel in ThRS, 1938, pp. 301 ff. 

32See E. Preuschen, Analecta, II (1910, 2nd ed.): 40 ff.; Hennecke-Schnee- 
melcher-Wilson, I: 21. Phil. and I and II Thess. are inadvertently omitted; of 

course it is not wholly certain whether precisely at this point. 
82 Thus Tertullian, adv. Marc. V; Epiph., Haer. XLII, 9, gives at the end the 

order of Philemon and then Philippians (see above) . 
34 Cf. W. H. P. Hatch, “The Position of Hebrews in the Canon of the New 

Testament,” HTR 29 (1936) : 133 ff. 
35 A. vy, Harnack, [I], p. 6; idem, Marcion (2nd ed.), pp. 170* ff.; W. Hartke 

(n. 28, above) , pp. 61 ff.; J. Knox, Marcion, p. 175. 
2@ Even from the handling of the Pastoral Epistles in the Muratorian Canon, 

W. Hartke, p. 63, infers “that for a long time they were unknown or were re- 

garded as inauthentic.” He also refers there to Tatian, who according to Jerome 
rejected the Pastoral Epistles, but possibly did not know them at all. 
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cording to length,?? according to time of composition,®8 or ac- 

cording to other norms®? is disputed. In any case his order in de- 

tail cannot tell us anything certain about the original ecclesiastical 
order;*° therefore we may leave it aside for the moment. 

If we take into account these considerations, the lists look as 

follows: 

List in 

Muratorian Tertullian P46 Codex Claro-| Athanasius 

Canon montanus 

I, II Cor. Lal Cor Rom. Rom. Rom. 

Eph. Gal. I, If Cor. I, II Cor. I, II Cor. 
Phil. Phil. Eph. Gal. Gal. 

Col. I, II Thess. Gal. Eph. Eph. 

Gal. Eph. Phil. (Phil.) Phil. 

I, II Thess. (Col.?) Col. (1, II) Thess. | Col. 
Rom. Rom. I (II) Thess. | Col. I, II Thess. 
Philemon (Philemon?) | (Philemon) | Philemon Philemon 

Particularly striking now is the change in the position of the 
Roman epistle. Undoubtedly the position of the Corinthian 

epistles at the head of the collection is the original one. This 
has been well established by A. v. Harnack,*! following others. 

To his arguments we may add that a later downgrading of Rom. 

appears unthinkable, while the later placing of Rom. at the head 

in the interest of Rome* easily explains the change in the posi- 

tion of Rom. Even A. v. Harnack did not note that I Clem. al- 

ready was acquainted with a collection of Paul’s epistles at the 

head of which—in Rome!—stood the Corinthian epistles.*8 If one 

37 Thus A. v. Harnack, [1], p. 13; J. Finegan, p. 85. 
88 Thus W. Hartke, p. 73; W. Hadorn, “Die Abfassung der Thessalonicherbriefe 

auf der 3. Missionsreise und der Kanon des Marcion,” ZNW 19 (1919): 67 f£.; 
T. Zahn, I: 623; II: 346-47; C. L. Mitton, pp. 38 ff. 

8° Cf. C. H. Buck, pp. 351-57. 
‘° The same is true of the old Syriac canonical lists which follow Marcion. 
41 A. v. Harnack, [l], pp. 8ff.; T. Zahn, I, 1: 346, also appeals to Marcion’s 

canon for the original leading position of the Corinthian epistles and finds still 
other ancient traces of this order. See further n. 51. 

*2 Cf. A. v. Harnack, [1], pp. 22-23. 

48 Cf. I Clem, 47.1-2, and on this, R. Knopf in the Ergdnzungsband to HNT, 

in loc. Clement writes: ’AvoA&3ete thv émtoToARV Tod pakapiou MatAou tod 

atootéAov. ti mpdatov Uytv év apxh tod evayyeAiou eypaywev;—then follows the 

reference to I Cor. 1 ff. This text becomes comprehensible when one understands 
émiotoAy as a collection of epistles (as } yeaph alongside al ypapai), whose first 

(mpd tov) and therefore allegedly oldest (€v dpxh) writing was 1 Cor. W. Hartke 
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now places Rom. back in its old position, the following order 
emerges: 

List in 

Muratorian Tertullian P46 Codex Claro- Athanasius 

Canon montanus 

I, IL Cor: I; Il Gor; I, II Cor. I, II Cor. I, IJ Cor. 

Eph. Gal. Eph. Gal. Gal. 
Phil. Phil. Gal. Eph. Eph. 
Col. I, II Thess. Phil. (Phil.) Phil. 
Gal. Eph. Col. (I, II Thess.) |Col. 
I, II Thess. (Col.?) I (Il) Thess. |Col. I, II Thess. 
Rom. Rom. Rom. Rom. Rom. 
Philemon (Philemon?) | (Philemon) Philemon Philemon 

It will be noted that the remaining differences concern the 
uncertain position of Eph. and Col.44 All the other epistles have 
a fixed place.4® Of course, as we shall see shortly, Rome originally 

closed the early collection. Philemon also cannot always have 

stood in its present place. But it appears never to have had an- 
other place. Now Eph., Col., and Philemon belong close together 

anyway. This invites us to make the attempt even to excise this 
group of three epistles. Then there remain the seven major 

epistles in a fixed order: 

I Cor. II Cor. Gal. Phil. I Thess. II Thess. Rom. 

In addition to the formal analysis attempted here, there are 

many substantive reasons arguing that herewith we have before 

us the earliest collection of the epistles of Paul. 

(pp. 56 ff.) has made this interpretation likely: Irenaeus “says in III, 16.5: propter 
quod et in epistula (loannes domini discipulus) sic testificatus est nobis: then 
follows I John 2:18 ff. He continues in vs. 8: loannes in praedicta epistula fugere 
eos praecepit dicens: now follows II John 7f. He says further: Et rursus in 
epistula ait, with I John 4:1 following; in I, 16.3 also 1 John is cited. Irenaeus 
had before him a collection of epistles of John including at least I and II John 

. with the superscription: étwiotoAh *lwd&vvou” (p. 56). For this understand- 
ing of émiotoAn as a collection of epistles one may also compare: Polycarp, Phil. 
11.2-3; Eus. CH VI, 11.3; VII, 25 ff. 

44 According to A. Jiilicher, Einleitung (1906, 5th and 6th eds.), p. 507; (1931, 

7th ed.), p. 547, “in the West even far into the Middle Ages, Col. had not achieved 
a firm place.” On this, cf. J. Finegan, p. 102; T. Zahn, II, 1: 349 ff.; C. R. Gregory 
in the Prolegomena to Tischendorf’s Novum Testamentum (1884), II: 139-40; 
N. A. Dahl, p. 43; Augustine, De doct. christ. 2.13; P. Corssen, ZNW 10 (1909) : 
10; 36. 

“© Excepted is only the later position of Gal. in the Muratorian Canon. I have 
no explanation for this. It may be due to an oversight. 
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Important first of all is the fact that this—and only this— 
collection possesses an editorial beginning and conclusion. The 
beginning is found in I Cor. 1:26, in that remark which intro- 
duced the entire collection and made it binding for the Christian 

community everywhere.‘* “Every effort of the exegetes to explain 

this ecumenical address of the so personal epistle is in my opinion 
futile; there remains no other choice but to see in these words an 

addition which pertains to the entire collection of epistles.” 4 
The conclusion is formed by the doxology in Rom. 16:25-27. 

It has long been established that it is non-Pauline. The com- 
plicated problem of its varied position at the end of the Roman 
epistle cannot be treated here.*® If it had its original position 
after Rom. 16, then Rom. formed the conclusion of the collec- 
tion; for otherwise it would be incomprehensible why in the 

middle of a collection such a doxology was attached to Rom. and 

only there. If it originally stood after 14:23,49 then it replaced the 
conclusion of the epistle which had been lost in a manuscript. 
Even such a loss of the last pages presupposes that Rom. con- 

cluded the collection.» But this does not matter, nor does it 

4° Thus, correctly, J. Weiss in Meyer’s Kommentar V (1910, 9th ed.), in loc. 

Cf. also J. Leipoldt in ZNW 44 (1953): 143; A. v. Harnack, [1], p. 9; Vol. 1, p. 89; 

R. Knopf on I Clem. 47.1 ff. in the Ergdnzungsband to HNT. When the Epistle 
to the Romans came to stand at the head of the collection, Codex G achieved a 

similar effect by omitting the év ‘Popn in Rom. 1:7, 15. 
47 A. y. Harnack, [l], p. 9. H. Lietazmann (An die Korinther, HNT 9 [1949, 

4th ed.]: 5; cf. also p. 166) refers to two Jewish synagogue inscriptions: “Let 
peace be upon this place and upon all the places of Israel.” This is a suggestive 
expansion of the salutation of peace. But the ecumenical address of a private 
epistle of Paul to Corinth is simply meaningless and is by no means to be ac- 
counted for by that salutation of peace. Even the complicated explanation of 
U. Wickert in ZNW 50 (1959): 73 ff., will hardly find any acceptance. According 
to Wickert, Paul intended to say: “I am writing to you in the fellowship of the 
faith with all who call on the name of Christ in every place, whether theirs or 
ours.” But actually Paul does not say this. What stands in I Cor, 1:1-2, according 
to all the rules of grammar, can only mean: “I am writing to you and to all 
who ... .” Anyone who—rightly—does not credit Paul with such an address will 
be obliged to recognize in it the hand of an editor. 

48 On this, see H. Lietzmann, An die Rémer, HNT 8 (1933, 4th ed.): 130-31. 

‘9In P46 the doxology follows 15:33. This, like many another uncertainty 
about the end of Rom. 14, 15, and 16, could be explained if the Roman epistle 

was already circulating in the West in copies before it acquired its present form 
in the first collection. 

50 That the verses Rom. 16:24-27 are Marcionite, as is often asserted (see the 
introductions and commentaries) , is unprovable and as good as ruled out by the 
fact that a Marcionite addition could hardly survive in the total ecclesiastical 
textual tradition. Besides, it cannot be demonstrated that Marcion’s text included 

16:24-27. On the entire problem, cf. E. Kamlah; K. Lake, pp. 97-98. 
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matter whether it was the editor of the collection or a later hand 

that added the doxology; either way, the doxology presupposes 

the collection of (seven) epistles running from I Cor. to Rom.5! 

Especially important are the observations which may be re- 

lated to the number seven of these epistles. Of course this num- 

ber is not accidental; how much it is a deliberately intended 

thing becomes especially clear when one notes that it first emerged 

through the editorial conflation of a larger number of original 

writings.>? The number seven is characteristic of the early Chris- 

tian collections of epistles: the Apocalypse of John contains seven 

letters; the oldest and genuine collection of Ignatius’ epistles 

contains seven of his writings; the collection of Bishop Dionysius 

of Corinth included seven epistles.64 Then it certainly is no 

accident that the “catholic” epistles of the New Testament were 
canonized as a collection of seven, particularly since the Corpus 
Paulinum also finally embraced, with the inclusion of Hebrews, 

2 x 7 writings and even the author of the Muratorian Canon still 

contrived the number seven out of the ten congregational epistles 

51 When the editor put the section Rom. 16:21-23, which originally stood afte1 
Rom. 15:32 (see p. 237, n.86), in its present place, he left the benediction, which 
closed the genuine Roman epistle, standing in Rom. 15:33. Similarly, he left the 
concluding benediction of Rom.-Eph. in Rom. 16:20b standing before the greet- 
ings in Rom. 16:21-23. Thus the Roman epistle is the only one in the Corpus 
Paulinum to lack the concluding benediction, which led some manuscripts to re- 
locate vs. 20b after vs. 23. The absence of the benediction at the end of the Roman 
epistle wrought by the editing is understandable if the doxology in Rom. 16:25-27 
were meant to mark the actual conclusion. But then the latter may come from the 
editor of the entire collection. 

On the problem of collection, cf. J. Weiss, Earliest Christianity, II: 684, n. 43: 
“In the oldest collection (Muratorian Canon) Romans stood at the end; the edi- 
torial concluding doxology would be very appropriate here. We may have, thus, in 
the additions in [I] Cor. 1:2 and Rom. 16:25 ff., traces of the earliest collection 
before us.” 

52Jn Vol. 1 and in the foregoing studies I have enumerated reasons, so far as 

necessary, which could account for the editorial conflating in individual cases. On 
this, see W. Michaelis, “Teilungshypothesen bei Paulusbriefen,” ThZ 1959, pp. 1 ff. 

In all cases one will also have to take into account the influencing, imponderable 
in details, by the number seven of the epistles to be achieved. Cf. further n. 69 and 

pp. 271 ff. 
53 Cf. J. Knox, Philemon, p. 73. 
54 Cf. Eus. CH IV, 23; A. v. Harnack, [1], pp. 36 ff.; idem, Geschichte der 

altchristlichen Literatur, I, 1: 235. The epistles go to Lacedaemonia, Athens, 
Nicomedia, Gortyna and all Crete, Amastris and all Pontus, Knossos, and Rome. 

Another epistle of Dionysius to a certain Chrysophora, also’ mentioned by 
Eusebius, cannot have belonged to the collection of epistles to churches. But see 
n. 78. 
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of the Corpus Paulinum:® “The first (epistle) to the Corinthians, 
the second to the Ephesians, the third to the Philippians, the 
fourth to the Colossians, the fifth to the Galatians, the sixth to 

the Thessalonians, the seventh to the Romans” (!!) 56 Jerome still 

reports (Ep. 53 [103] ad Paulinum): “Paulus apostolus ad VII 

ecclesias scribit.” 

Why this number seven? It is because of that ecumenical ad- 

dress with which the editor of the oldest collection of the Pauline 

epistles introduced them (I Cor. 1:2)! E. Lohmeyer has clearly 
seen this for the seven letters in the Apocalypse: “It is indeed cer- 
tain that the writings to these churches never . . . were intended 

to be delivered individually to the churches addressed; this ap- 

pears not only from the similarity of form, but also, for example, 

from the occasional reference to ‘all the churches’ (2:23). As a 

whole they rather form parts of a book intended for the totality 

of primitive Christian communities, which is outwardly clothed 

in the form of an epistle ‘to the seven churches’ (1:4)... . They 
ultimately represent the totality of all primitive Christian com- 

munities.” 57 

The Muratorian Canon says it still more clearly®® in the con- 

tinuation of the quotation cited above: “But even though an- 

other letter was written to the Corinthians and to the Thessa- 

lonians for their instruction, it is clearly evident that one com- 

munity is scattered over the whole earth. For John in the Revela- 

tion also indeed writes to the seven churches, but he is speaking 

to all.” Thus also the designation “catholic” epistles, which de- 

58 According to J. Knox, Marcion, p. 46, Marcion’s collection also is supposed 
to have embraced seven epistles. Marcion is said to have counted I and II Cor., 
I and II Thess., and Col. and Philemon as one epistle each; on this, see pp. 267 ff. 
Amphilochius speaks of émiotoAdg Sig émtd& of Paul; cf. Some Early Lists . 

ed. F. W. Grosheide, Textus Minores, 1 (1968) : 21. 

56 Lines 50-54. Counting the two epistles to the same address as one is also 
common elsewhere; see R. Knopf in the Ergdnzungsband to HNT on I Clem. 47.1. 

57 Die Offenbarung des Johannes, HNT 16 (1953, 2nd ed.) : 42. 

58 Cf. further in N. A. Dahl, pp. 44-45; A. v. Harnack, “Uber den Verfasser 
und den literarischen Charakter des muratorischen Fragments,” ZNW 24 (1925): 
1-16, with reference to Victorinus of Pettau’s (martyr under Diocletian) com- 
mentary on Rev. 1:20 (CSEL 49: 27-28): “. . . denique sive in Asia sive in toto 
orbe septem ecclesias omnes et septem nominatas unam esse catholicam Paulus 
docuit.” On the relation of Victorinus to the Muratorian Canon, see in A. v. 

Harnack, pp. 11-12. Cf. further N. A. Dahl, “The Particularity of the Pauline 
Epistles,” in Neotestamentica et Patristica (1962) , pp. 261 ff. 
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notes the ecumenical import of these epistles®® and which Eusebius 
perhaps also uses for the collection of Dionysius’ epistles,6° may 

be related to the number seven, wherever the disputed origin of 

that designation may lie. 

Thus the number seven of the epistles*! makes them appear 
to be directed to the whole of Christendom.® This is not the 

place to look into the origin of this special symbolism of num- 
bers.®* But it is impossible to assume that precisely with the 
Pauline epistles this conception, which was so centrally dominant 
in the primitive Christian collections, should have been left out 
of consideration. On the contrary, the seven-epistle collection of 

Paul may have become the direct model for the other collec- 

5° Cf. W. Michaelis, [1], pp. 147-48; RGG (3rd ed.), HI, cols. 1198-99. 
SoA. v. Harnack; [1] p.. 79; n. 2. 
61 At first not of communities, as is shown by the Pauline collection, the 

Ignatian epistles with the epistle to Polycarp, and even the Muratorian Canon; 
for even the last-named in fact does not enumerate seven communities but rather 
seven epistles. 

®2On the “ecumenical” significance of the number seven, cf. Zech. 4:10 and 

Rev. 5:6; cf. also Matt. 18:21-22, where, as is frequently the case, seven appears as 
the number of completeness. The number seven of the leaders of the Hellenistic 
community in Jerusalem (Acts 6:1-7) could indicate that the Seven were under- 
stood from the very beginning as the representatives of the entire Hellenistic 
church. Philo (de opif. mundi 99-100) praises the number seven, because it is the 
only one among the first ten numbers which “neither produces other numbers 
nor can be produced by them,” ie., it is neither the result nor a factor of a 
multiplication within the numbers one to ten. Therefore he can describe the num- 
ber seven as the very image of God. Thus the number seven is the expression of 
original and perfect unity. It appears thus already in the Indo-Iranian cosmology; 
cf. Bundahisn, passim; G. Widengren, Iranische Geisteswelt (1961), pp. 30, 33, 
65-66. Cf. further Philo, Quis rer. div. haer. 170; spec. leg. II, 64; seven 
archangels, seven classes of angels: Bousset-Gressmann, Die Religion des Juden- 
tums, HNT 21 (1966, 4th ed.): 325-26; seven disciples = all disciples: John 21:2; 
seven men: Mark 12:20 ff. par.; Tob. 3:8; 6:14; Apollonius of Tyana also had 
seven disciples: Philostratus I, 18; seven Jewish sects as the sum of heresy: Justin, 
Dial. 80.4; Eus. CH IV, 22.7; the semeza source of the Gospel of John contains 

seven miracles; seventy times seven means “always”: Gen. 4:24; Test. Benj. 7; 
Matt. 18:22; Luke 17:4; Acts 20:4 names seven companions of Paul, who rep- 
resent his communities; seven commandments of Noah apply to all men: Biller- 
beck III, 37 ff; for further material, see article, émt&, TDNT II, 627 ff. (Lit.) ; 

Billerbeck II, 641; J. Hehn, Siebenzahl und Sabbat bei den Babyloniern und im 
Alten Testament (1907); R. Reitzenstein, Die Vorgeschichte der christlichen Taufe 
(1929) ; pp. 343-44. 
®3 7 know of no example of a collection of seven writings before the primitive 

Christian collections. This makes the frequency of this number in the primitive 
Christian collections a special problem; see Leipoldt-Morenz, Heilige Schriften 
(Leipzig, 1953), pp. 40 ff. One should note that according to IV Ezra 14:87 ff, 
Ezra the scribe is said to have written down 94 books, namely the 24 canonical 
books of the Old Testament as well as 70 books which (as apocrypha) were to 
be given to the wise men of the people. 
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tions.** This has to be regarded as certain in the case of the 
Corinthian collection of Dionysius’ letters, and as very likely in 

the case of the Ignatian epistles.® It is more difficult to say what 
the case is with the letters in the Apocalypse. Since I Clem. al- 
ready uses this—the earliest—collection of Paul’s letters, it must 

have emerged at the latest in the eighties** and thus must be 

earlier than the Apocalypse. If one compares the congregations 

addressed in the two collections—Paul’s epistles to Greece and 
Galatia, the letters in the Apocalypse to western Asia Minor—the 

complementary parallelism of the two collections is striking, 

matched by a parallelism of the church’s influence.® Thus the col- 

lection in the Apocalypse could also have been patterned after 

the Pauline collection, particularly since it has the same ten- 
dency as the latter, namely the anti-Gnostic tendency. 

We must also give attention to the contents of this collection 

of seven letters. All the letters come from the same period, from 
the same limited area, and out of a common occasion. Of course 
the latter is not true of the actual Roman epistle; but by the at- 
tachment of the little epistle of Rom. 16, which in Rom. 16:17-20 

contains an anti-Gnostic polemic, Romans also is given the special 

polemical character. Thus now each of the seven epistles con- 
tains a more or less comprehensive debate of Paul with his 

(Gnostic) opponents, even if individual ones of the underlying 
writings (Rom., Phil. A) did not bear this character.®® This is not 

64 “Tt is even very possible that this venture (scil., collecting writings to seven 
churches) at the very beginning played a role in the canonizing of Paul’s epistles 
with their particular addresses” (A. v. Harnack [above, n.58], p. 12, n.2). “It may 

be taken therefore as highly probable that it was the Pauline Corpus which 
served as a model for the letter-collections in Revelation and Ignatius” (C. L. 
Mitton [above, n. 28], p. 33, with detailed justification of this opinion). 

*©>Cf. W. G. Kiimmel, ‘Notwendigkeit und Grenze des neutestamentlichen 

Kanons,” ZThK 47 (1950): 283. Is it accidental that both collections also con- 
tain an epistle to the Romans, which moreover in Dionysius’ collection, as in 
one branch of the Ignatian tradition, concludes the collection? Hardly! All the 
collections, moreover, are shaped by the same anti-Gnostic tendency! 

66 Cf. I Clem. 47.1 ff.; 35.5-6; 49.5; R. Knopf in the Ergdnzungsband to HNT on 
I Clem. 47.1 ff.; P. Feine, Einleitung in das NT (1936), p. 288; J. Finegan, p. 85. 

®7 At the time of these collections, it seems, Greece and Galatia—so far as they 
were orthodox—were under Pauline influence, while Asia Minor was rather 

under that of a more “synoptic” type of ecclesiastical piety (see E. Lohmeyer, 
Die Offenbarung des Johannes, HNT 16 [1953, 2nd ed.}: 42). 

°8® Cf. E. J. Goodspeed, New Solutions, pp. 7, 21 ff.; J. Knox, Marcion, pp. 56-57. 

®° One will also have to take into account the tendency to show the same 
polemic in all seven epistles when one considers the question of the motives of 
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accidental, but is an indication of the intention with which this 

collection was instituted and one more proof of the original 
unitary character of this collection of seven epistles; for of the 
three other epistles appearing in the collection of ten, Ephesians 
and Philemon at any rate contain no corresponding polemic. 
This group of three is thereby clearly separated from the seven 

major epistles, even if one wishes to connect the former with 

the seven epistles with respect to their genuineness as well as 
the place and time of their origin. 

In view of these facts, there can be no doubt as to the inten- 

tion of this collection: it was to be used as a weapon in the 

struggle against the spreading Gnostic heresy. Indeed, this is al- 

ready done by I Clement, which is the earliest witness for this 

collection.”° In this aim, the original Corpus Paulinum became 

the model for almost all other primitive Christian collections of 
epistles, including the letters of the Apocalypse, and including 

also smaller collections like that of the epistles of John or the 
Pastoral Epistles. 

A. v. Harnack has already shown7!—convincingly, it seems to 

me—that Corinth” is the place of origin of this collection of the 
letters. In fact all the traces lead in this direction, and I Clem. 

tells us how seriously Corinth, as the center of Pauline Christian- 

ity, had to contend with Gnosticism even in the post-apostolic 
age.78 

If one considers this homogeneity of the seven letters as to 

place, time, and contents, and the related aim in their being 

collected, this argues not only for the original independence of 

this collection, but also against the conclusion that the other six 

epistles attributed to Paul must not be genuine because they 
were later added to the earliest collection. Whoever collected 

them did not intend to make a complete collection of Paul’s 

the editor or editors; cf. n. 52. 

7° See n. 66. 

"2 [1], pp. 8-9. 
72 Contra J. Knox, Marcion, pp. 174 ff.; C. L. Mitton, pp. 45 ff. Both argue for 

Ephesus as the place where Paul’s epistles were first collected. The thesis is con- 
nected with their understanding of the Ephesian epistle and stands or falls 
with the correctness of this understanding; see n.77. Ephesus appears incidentally 
very early to have been lost to the Pauline sphere of influence; see n.67; Acts 

20:16-17 and the commentaries in loc.; W. Bauer, [1], pp. 82 ff. 
78 Harnack, [1], pp. 36 ff., p. 73, n. 12; W. Bauer, [1], pp. 105 ff. 
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epistles, but to publish seven of the apostle’s letters with an 

anti-Gnostic thrust. 

In view of this state of affairs, the later edition of other— 
authentic or inauthentic—epistles of Paul created no difficulties. 

Anyone who recognizes the editorial reworking of the seven 
epistles will also be obliged to see therein an argument that the 

collection of seven was the original one. That is to say, however 
one may evaluate Eph., Col., and Philemon, the very distinctive 

hand of the redactor of the seven epistles is not to be detected in 
these writings. This observation is only slightly limited by the 

fact that Gal. also has apparently been spared any editorial 
tampering; for its place in the collection of the seven epistles is 

well established anyway. 

It is evident that the collection of ten epistles of Paul, which 

is still literarily preserved in P4* and whose number is already 

explained by the author of the Muratorian Canon with the help 
of the number seven, cannot have been originally related to 

the scheme of seven. If one proceeds from the number of the 

epistles, there are just ten epistles, not seven. Even if one com- 
bines I and II Cor., and I and II Thess., into one epistle respec- 

tively, in spite of their complete independence, there still remain 

eight epistles; for counting Col. and Philemon as one epistle (see 

below, p. 265) is all the more a makeshift solution. If, as later be- 

came customary (see n. 61), one proceeds from the number of 

the churches, again Philemon falls completely out of the picture. 
Thus in any case the collection of the ten epistles has been con- 
nected with the schema of the seven only with difficulty. 

What occasion was there for this artificial combination? It was 
hardly anything but the fact that with the earliest collection of 
Paul’s epistles the number seven was bound up as a constitutivum, 
i.e., that this collection actually included seven epistles. When 

this collection was enlarged, the attempt was made to preserve 

the old schema, which ultimately was best accomplished by 

counting only the number of the churches addressed. In the col- 

lection of ten epistles as well as in that of thirteen, by ignoring 

Philemon and the Pastorals, this yielded the number seven. The 

fact that now the schema no longer embraced the entire collec- 

tion, whose catholicity therefore also was no longer in principle 
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demonstrated by the applied schema, shows again that a col- 

lection of seven epistles must have stood at the beginning of the 
Corpus Paulinum. 

Since the ten-epistle canon served generally as a collection of 

seven units, and thus I-II Cor., I-II Thess., and Col.-Philemon 

were counted as one epistle each, J. Knox (“A Conjecture . . .’’) 
assumes that the editor of the ten-epistle collection excised the 
prescript from II Cor. and II Thess. Thus in each case two 

epistles appeared as one epistle. Only around 150, after the ac- 
ceptance of the Pastoral Epistles, when the number seven com- 

pletely disappeared, were II Cor. and II Thess. again furnished 

with prescripts which were newly formed and were patterned 
after the prescripts of I Cor. and I Thess. This would explain the 
especially close similarity between the prescripts of I and II Cor., 

and of I and II Thess. 

This striking fact is very simply explained: In each case Paul 

is writing the later epistle to the same recipients in the same situa- 
tion in the awareness of the preceding epistle. Besides, Knox’s 

thesis has the problem that it cannot be carried through in the 
case of Col.-Philemon. Its importance lies in the correct impres- 
sion that a canon of ten can hardly be connected with the num- 

ber seven. Thus there was earlier a canon of seven! 

Finally, a consideration of the other two groups of three epistles 
also argues for the originally independent existence of the seven 

major epistles. That is to say, these six epistles obviously consist 

of two originally independent collections of three epistles each. 

Every exegete knows that for several reasons of substance, Eph.- 

Col.-Philemon™ and I Tim.-II Tim.-Titus belong together. It is 
obvious also that the two smaller collections are clearly dis- 

tinguished from each other and from the seven major epistles. 

And the number three apparently is the other fixed number for 

collections of writings in primitive Christianity. One recalls the 

three epistles of John;’° Clement of Alexandria quotes from three 

"TE, y, Dobschiitz (Die evangelische Theologie [Halle, 1927], p. 9) already 
suspected, without giving more specific reason for it, a collection coming from 
Asia and consisting of Eph.-Col.-Philemon. In the Codex Claromontanus, with 
Marcion, and in other manuscripts, Col. follows Eph. 

75Ts it accidental that the Johannine collection of epistles, like the collection 
of Eph.-Col.-Philemon, contains in order a circular letter, a congregational letter, 
and a personal letter? E. J. Goodspeed (New Solutions, pp. 36, 44) thinks not. 
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epistles of Valentinus;’* the three-gospel canon of Papias may 
also be recalled, which may well have been assembled as such 
around 130/150 in Asia Minor (A. v. Harnack, [3], pp. 48-49) , 

as well as the Gnostic canon which is attested by Pistis Sophia 42 ff. 
A. v. Harnack (({3], p. 57) with good reason infers a Roman col- 
lection of three apocalypses: the Apocalypse of John; the Apoca- 
lypse of Peter; and the Shepherd of Hermas. P” contains, along- 
side extra-New Testament writings, the Epistle of Jude and I and 
II Peter. Clement of Alexandria composed a trilogy: Protrepticus, 
Paedogogus, and Stromateis. The number three, which has “be- 
ginning, middle, and end” (Philo, quis rer. div. haer. 126), 

symbolizes unity, the whole. It may well be of significance for the 

evaluation of these two groups of three epistles (i.e., Eph.-Col.- 

Philemon and I Tim.-II Tim.-Titus) to recognize that they were 

published as two originally independent collections.” 

If what has been said is essentially correct, then at the begin- 
ning of the Corpus Paulinum stands that anti-Gnostic collection, 

published in Corinth, of seven epistles editorially constructed out 

of undoubtedly genuine writings. This collection is nowhere 

handed down to us in its original form. It was first expanded by 

a collection of three Pauline epistles (Eph.-Col.-Philemon) which 

at first circulated independently. For a long time the position of 
these three within the other epistles remained uncertain. The 

collection of ten epistles which arose thus is attested to us, for 

example, by P4®.78 Later this corpus now embracing these ten 

Ue Marmnacks (1 |y Pay le Delile 

77]. Knox attempted to prove that the earliest collection of the Pauline 
epistles had begun with Eph., which the other epistles followed in order of 
length. On this, cf. his studies cited in n.28. Nothing in our reflections has 
yielded even an indication in favor of this thesis. It has no basis in the tradition; 
cf. C. H. Buck, p. 357. Of course Knox’s reflections might well have some value 
for the smaller collection Eph.-Col.-Philemon, The same is true of Goodspeed’s 
studies cited in n.28, in which Onesimus is supposed to be shown as the author 
of Eph., which he supposedly wrote for an introduction to the collection of (all) 
the epistles of Paul which he published. Certainly Eph. (without an addresss) 
introduced the small collection! To consider this is not wholly without sig- 
nificance for the understanding of the Ephesian epistle. Cf. further J. Weiss, 
Earliest Christianity (1959), I: 684; W. Hartke, pp. 51 ff.; A. Jiilicher, Einleitung 
(1906, 5th and 6th eds.), pp. 123-24, 127; W. Michaelis, [1], pp. 195-96; H. 

Schlier, Der Brief an die Epheser (1958), p. 26; J. Weiss, RGG (lst ed.), III: 
2209; C. L. Mitton attempts to publicize in England the thesis of Knox and 
Goodspeed. In addition, he gives it an independent revision and also provides 

some corrections. 
78 Besides the seven congregational epistles of Dionysius of Corinth, Eusebius 
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writings was enlarged with the Pastoral Epistles, which likewise 
may have been in circulation for a long time as an independent 
collection. With Hebrews then this collection was finally ex- 

panded to 2 x 7 epistles. 

Incidentally, the Ignatian epistles also followed the expansion 

from seven to thirteen epistles. It may be taken as assured that 

the original Corpus Ignatianum contained the seven epistles 

which today we regard as genuine. But the longer recension of 

the Ignatiana, which reaches back at least into the fourth century, 

contains, in addition to these seven epistles, six more, and thus 
likewise thirteen epistles! 

We also must take a look at Marcion’s Apostolicon. It con- 
tained ten epistles, as Tertullian and Epiphanius agree in telling 

us. These are the same ten epistles which the church’s collection 

contained before the addition of the Pastoral Epistles. With 

Marcion the canonical Ephesians bore the heading ad 
Laodicenos.” 

The arrangement of the Marcionite Apostolicon, which may 

be deduced from Tertullian’s running commentary on Marcion’s 

collection in adv. Marc. V, is the following: 

Gal. 

PelieCor, 

Rom. 

LIT frhess? 

Laod./Eph. 
Col. 

Phil. 

Philemon. 

In Haer. XLII, 9.4 and 11.10, Epiphanius twice explicitly 

enumerates the epistles of Marcion’s Apostolicon in order. They 
are the same epistles which were to be deduced from Tertullian, 

also mentions a personal letter. If the latter belonged to the collection of epistles 

published by Dionysius himself, but Dionysius counted the nine congregational 
epistles of Paul as seven epistles as, e.g., the Muratorian Canon did, then he 

could have taken the second stage of the Corpus Paulinum as a model; for in 
such an enumeration the corpus of ten contains 7-1 epistles. 

7° Tertullian, ady, Marc, V, 17.1. 
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and the order is also the same except that at the end Philippians 
and Philemon are transposed. 

Herein Epiphanius may well have given the original arrange- 
ment,®° for Col. and Philemon originally belong together. It is 
understandable that the private letter to Philemon could later 
move to the end of the collection. It belongs there because of its 

brevity, once it was accepted as an independent unit. But pre- 
sumably it did not at first represent such an independent unit in 

the Marcionite canon; for there is much to argue that Philemon 

originally did not have a Marcionite prologue,*! but formed a 

unit with Col. The seven prologues of Gal., Cor., Rom., Thess., 

Laod.,®2 Col., and Phil. are arranged altogether alike. I and II 

Cor. and J and II Thess. served at first as units and possessed only 

one prologue for each pair. Separate prologues for II Cor. and II 
Thess. were added later. The prologue to Philemon matches 
them; for the structure of these three prologues is distinguished 
significantly from that of the earlier prologues. Moreover, the 
prologue to Philemon represents this epistle as having been 
written from Rome, while the prologue to Col. correctly has the 
Colossian epistle as written in Ephesus. Thus the original ar- 
rangement of the Marcionite Pauline canon is as follows: 

Gal. 

TP} Coy. 

Rom. 

I, Il Thess. 

Laod./Eph. 

Col. and Philemon 

Pin 

If, as is to be presumed, I + II Cor., I + II Thess., and Col. + 

Philemon originally belonged together, then according to the 

opinion of the Marcionites Paul wrote seven letters to seven 

churches and, through them, to the whole church.8? Thus the 

~ 80Cf, J. Knox, Philemon, pp. 84 ff.; T. Zahn, I: 623. 

81 J. Knox, Marcion, pp. 43-44. 

82. On this, cf. A. v. Harnack, [2], p. 129*. The prologue also in E. Preuschen, 
Analecta, 11 (1910, 2nd ed.): 85 ff. Cf. P. Corssen in ZNW 10 (1909): 37 ff. 

83 Cf, J. Knox, Marcion, pp. 42, 46. 
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way of numbering them corresponds to that of the anti-Marcionite 
Muratorian Canon. 

It is striking also that in Marcion’s canon, Eph., Col., and 

Philemon stand together. 

Gal. 

Del te Gor: 

Rom. 

I, Il Thess. 

Eph., Col., and Philemon 

Phil. 

This confirms our judgment that these epistles formed an 
originally independent collection. If one removes them from the 

larger collection, there remain the seven epistles of the earliest 

ecclesiastical collection, and these are—with the understandable 

pre-positioning of Galatians—apparently arranged according to 

leneth:*< Galo Cor. be Gor, jRom,«L, PhessyolT Dhess,. . Phil. 

It is certain that this order of the seven epistles is secondary as 

compared with the church’s collection, if one does not wish to 

dispute the greater age of the ecclesiastical collection which pre- 
sumably arose in Corinth. Eph. and Col. +- Philemon were fitted 
into the collection of seven epistles in such a way that the order 

according to length was retained as far as possible. Actually Eph. 
would have had to stand before I and II Thess. According to 
Euthalius it contained 312 lines as against 299 for I and II Thess. 

The fact that Eph. nevertheless comes after I and II Thess. may 
be an indication of the original independence of the collection 

which consisted of Eph., Col., and Philemon, which was not en- 

tirely to be effaced by the insertion of the collection of three 
into the collection of seven epistles; for then the arrangement of 
the smaller collection after I and II Thess. was the most sensible 
one, if at the same time the order according to length was to be 
preserved insofar as feasible.** 

84 Cf. ibid., p. 46; J. Finegan, p. 101. 
85 The Gelasian decree and Victorinus of Pettau (see his work cited in n.58 

above) show how a collection of Paul’s epistles would look precisely arranged 
according to the number of lines: Rom., I Cor., If Cor., Eph., I Thess., If Thess., 
Gal., Phil., Col., I Tim., II Tim., Titus, Philemon. This arrangement, whereby 

the second epistle to the same address was understandably left with the first, 
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It is possible that Marcion’s Apostolicon contained ten epistles 
from the very first. I should rather assume, however, that at first 

it contained only seven epistles, which later, corresponding to the 

church’s collection, were expanded to include Eph., Col., and 

Philemon. On this occasion then the seven old Marcionite 
prologues may have arisen, by which even in the collection of 

ten epistles the symbolic enumeration of seven units could be 

preserved. 

Either way, Marcion’s Apostolicon confirms the judgments 

reached in the consideration of the church’s collection of the 

letters of Paul. 

If what has been said is correct, the earliest collection of Paul’s 

epistles was published deliberately as a collection of seven epistles 

because the number seven underscored the catholicity of the 

collection. That the collector was interested in this significance 

of his collection is clearly shown by the catholicizing remark in- 

serted into the beginning of the collection (I Cor. 1:2b), that in 
writing to individual communities Paul has written to all the 

believers in every place.* 

Therewith, however, we also find the important motive which 

led to the editorial conflation of several of the apostle’s letters 

into precisely seven writings: —The number seven had to be 

achieved without incorporating into the collection only parts of 

the apostle’s correspondence available to the collector. 

To be sure, it is only the literary judgment concerning the 

epistles themselves that decides the question whether editorial 

composite epistles are to be found among the epistles of Paul. 

The affirmative answer to this question cannot be made de- 

pendent upon our being able, either conjecturally or with the 
force of proof, to discover the motives of the editor. For it would 

indeed be quite natural if we should be in a position to prove the 
work of the editors while their motives remained hidden from 

us.87 Nevertheless, the question as to these motives naturally re- 

mains an interesting and consequential one, and an illuminating 

of course means nothing for the question of an earlier order (contra N. A. Dahl, 
palin 

ES CfaVOlwl sin so: 
87 Contra W. G. Kimmel, pp. 224-25, n.2; W. Michaelis (n.52, above) ; 

U. Luz, “Zum Aufbau von Rom. 1-8,” ThZ 25 (1969): 161. 
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answer to this question undoubtedly would add to the convincing 

force of the foregoing literary analysis. 

I have earlier set forth some conjectures about the motives for 

the individual epistolary composites;®* at that time I had not yet 

become aware of the problem of the collection of the epistles. 

The same inquiry with respect to individual epistles also oc- 
cupies the attention of G. Bornkamm in connection with II Cor.®® 

and Phil.% These reflections on individual epistles in any case 
retain their importance for the question as to the special forms 
of the individual composite epistles. Yet they hardly explain the 

undertaking of the editors in general. This may well be true even 

if the one who published the first collection and the one who 
edited all the epistles were one and the same person, as J. Miiller- 

Bardorff (p. 601) correctly assumes. This restriction is all the 
more true if the various composite epistles appeared independent 

of one another in various places, at various times, from various 

editors, and for various reasons, as G. Bornkamm attempts to 

prove. For this would have had to be a curious composition- 
psychosis, to which Rom., I Cor., II Cor., Phil., I Thess., and II 

Thess. owe their origin in their present form, independently of 
one another! Moreover, there are no parallels for such a process.*! 
Only in our epistle of Polycarp do we possess, in all likelihood, a 
composite epistle, but even it may look back to the conflation of 
the Pauline epistles as a model. 

Besides, the reasons which Bornkamm adduces for the com- 
position of individual epistles are hardly adequate. With respect 

to II Cor., Bornkamm ([1], pp. 24 ff.) refers to a law governing 

forms of primitive Christian writings, according to which the 

warning against false teachers frequently occurs at the end of 

parts of writings or the like. Of course there are not fewer but 
rather more examples of the nonobservance of this law of form— 

the Philippian epistle is, as a composite epistle, the most obvious 
example of this—so that even in the other cases we must always 
ask whether a literary method actually is employed or whether 

the warning against the false teachers which occurs toward the 

88 Cf. above, pp. 77; 238; Vol. 1, pp. 88 ff. 
Pe Apps24 i. 
®°'[3], pp: 192 ff. 
®1 Cf. W. G. Kimmel, p. 225. 
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end is not rather based on substantive reasons in each case. So 

there remains only the possibility that the redactor of II Cor. has 
placed the “sorrowful epistle’” which includes chapters 10-13 at 

the end of the epistle because he meant therewith to be follow- 

ing a widespread literary topos. But that says hardly anything 

about the reasons for the conflation of II Cor. in the first place, 

particularly since Bornkamm rightly counts four different writ- 

ings out of which our II Cor. was formed. That the editor who 

composed II Cor. placed the “‘sorrowful epistle” at the end thus 

could easily be explained in the way suggested by Bornkamm. 

That he composed the epistle only in order to be able to place 

the “‘sorrowful epistle” at the end appears to me, on the other 

hand, not to be an adequate explanation. 

According to Bornkamm ({3], pp. 200-201), the Philippian 

epistle was composed by a different editor. This opinion is a 

likely one, because in the constructing of Philippians the polemical 

part of the epistle was not put at the end. But is it true, as 

Bornkamm writes, that “the only question is why the compiler 

put epistle A at the end’? The more important question is rather 

why he undertook the composition at all. Bornkamm speaks of 

this only in a subordinate clause in which the subject is the time 

“when individual congregations made available to others in the 

immediate or wider vicinity the apostle’s letters addressed to 

them and to that end combined them into a single letter ac- 

cording to a method that was also common elsewhere’ ((3], p. 

202). But was this method actually common elsewhere? I would 

not know where. Of course the method mentioned could have 

arisen within the communities and become common there. But 

why did it develop? And who, for example, joined the letter ad- 

dressed to Ephesus, which is now the sixteenth chapter of Romans, 

to Rom. 1-15? 

This much is clear: the existence of composite epistles in the 

Corpus Paulinum is adequately explained only if one sees in the 
editor also the publisher of the first collection who in essence 

was prompted to do the conflating as a whole by the demands of 

this his collection of seven epistles, so that these conflations all 

come from the same hand. Arguing for this conclusion also is the 
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essentially similar method by which all the presently existing 
epistles were editorially composed. 

Of course Bornkamm counters this with the argument that 
then all the epistles also would have had to be known in the 
communities and hence also have been used in equal measure. 

But this would not be true. I Clem., Ign., and Polyc., who know 

and use individual Pauline epistles, indeed occasionally cite I 

Cor., but possibly never? II Cor.%8 Thus, according to his argu- 
ment, the two epistles were not published at the same time. 

But one must first observe that the thesis that the editor of the 
epistles was also the publisher of the first Corpus Paulinum does 
not rule out the possibility that individual letters of the apostle 

were already in circulation earlier. In Bornkamm’s opinion Polyc. 

3.2 makes this possibility appear as quite likely for example for 

Paul’s correspondence with Philippi. But then one cannot argue 

as Bornkamm does, but first the question should be posed, which 

is hardly to be answered with certainty, whether the individual 

later writers had before them individual epistles or the collec- 

tion of Paul’s epistles. If it were the former, the preference for 

individual epistles would be quite natural. 

But even if one leaves this point of view out of consideration, 

Bornkamm can hardly have correctly interpreted the general 

neglect of II Cor. The certain quotations from Paul’s epistles in 

the apostolic fathers mentioned—uncertain ones are found even 
from II Cor. in abundance—are so scarce that they offer no ade- 

quate basis for any kind of argumentum e silentio. Even Phil., 
for example, is certainly attested only in Polycarp’s Philippian 

epistle, and there it naturally had a favored position; other 

epistles are just as totally absent as II Cor. That Rom. and I Cor. 

apparently were used most frequently is understandable from the 
fact that they stood at the beginning and the end of the roll or of 

the codex which contained the first collection of the epistles of 
Paul. Besides, as far as content is concerned, they are the most 

significant and also the most readily usable writings, which even 

®2 Tf—and this is now as always worth considering—the Epistle to Diognetus 
also belongs to the time of the Apostolic Fathers, II Cor. would also be used (in 
Diogn. 5) extensively quite early. 

°2 [1], pp. 33 ff.; cf. W. Bauer, [1], pp. 216 ff. 
94 [3], p. 200; see above, p. 79, n. 58. 
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for this reason alone were presumably far more widely distributed 

in the communities in individual copies than were copies of the 
Corpus Paulinum as a whole. Conversely, the neglect of II Cor. 

(still in Irenaeus, who was acquainted with the Corpus Paulinum! 
See ed. Stieren I, 100.3) which the epistle shared at that time 
with other parts of the Corpus Paulinum and which marks it 
even today in the churches, is a consequence of its difficult and 
“unpractical” content, since it consists almost entirely of an apol- 
ogy on behalf of the Pauline apostolate, and hence also hardly 

could have been widely distributed, even in individual copies, 

as other epistles presumably were. 
Thus presumably a churchman near the end of the first century, 

when he proposed for the reasons given and in the form indicated 

to establish a collection of Paul’s epistles, asked the communities 
in the former missionary territory of the apostle for copies of the 
epistles still available and then combined these in the fashion 
described into his collection of seven.®® Since the epistles of Paul 
at that time undoubtedly did not yet have canonical status, he 

was able to use his method without hesitation or contravention. 
His collection itself then of course had a kind of canonizing 
eltéect.%¢ 

®° It is obvious that the reconstruction of the collection of seven epistles as it 
has been presented here represents a hypothesis. So long as none of the earliest 
manuscripts of the Corpus Paulinum is found, so long as one must therefore 
reconstruct the earliest form of this corpus, every attempt to arrive at an answer 
with respect to our inquiry leads to a hypothetical conclusion. That our conclu- 
sion was arrived at in an “arbitrary way,” as W. G. Kiimmel (p. 225) thinks, 
of course is convincing to me only if every hypothesis likewise is represented as 
an act of arbitrariness. 

°°]. Weiss, Earliest Christianity, I: 151, already correctly asserts the connection 
between collecting and editing of the epistles. Cf. also my essay mentioned on 
p- 214, n. 292. 
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